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Editor’s Note
It’s been over 15 years since the first volume of Biotechnology in Hong Kong was published. At
the time, the book served as a survey of where biotechnology stood in Hong Kong, a place that
many see as the gateway to business in Asia. Going on two decades now, there have been a lot
of changes in China and Hong Kong. As you may already know, the Chinese market has been
growing in leaps and bounds these past few years. By 2016, the People’s Republic of China is
expected to be #1 in funding for R&D, surpassing the U.S. With Hong Kong serving as one of
its major gateways, a careful study at the field could not be timelier. In these last few years, I
have seen not only the demand by foreign companies to break into the Chinese market increase
exponentially but also the desire for Chinese companies to break out into the international arena
is equally strong. This holds just as true for biotechnology companies. We have gathered over 30
authors, experts from Hong Kong and abroad, to get their view of biotechnology and how it fits
in Hong Kong, and China by extension.
This volume is organized in three general areas: scientific, business/development, and legal. Several
articles discuss topics like Traditional Chinese Medicine, which was covered in the first volume,
and its ongoing evolving status. Others discuss new emerging research areas that have become
prominent these few years, such as soybean technology. There is no doubt that biotechnology has
a huge impact on our daily lives, but it takes an immense amount of time and capital to develop
it. Here we have several articles that study the challenges in the development of biotechnology in
Hong Kong.
Like the first volume, this book exists thanks to the help of many. We at the United States-China
Intellectual Property Institute Inc. are grateful to our authors for contributing their time from
their very busy schedules to consider this topic and offer their expert points of view. I am also
thankful for Dr. Dominic Man-Kit Lam’s gift of the cover design that he painted personally and is
quite in fitting with our topic. Finally, Ms. Julie Lai is the real editor to whom I am grateful.
I dedicated my first volume to my wonderful daughter, Alexandra. Now I am a father of three
Alexandra is sixteen, Christopher is fourteen, and Elliot is six. Yes. Same great wife, Sharon King
Lee. Without their support, this undertaking would not be possible.
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Abstract
Hong Kong is again at the cross-road of its development. After its return to China, Hong
Kong has been slowly abandoning its identity as a colony and is trying to establish its niche as
a special region of China that has its own characteristics and can make unique contributions to
the motherland. With the moving of low-tech industries to the North and its financial industry
facing increasing competition from other Chinese cities such as Shanghai and ShenZhen, Hong
Kong has to develop a new pillar for its economy. The biotechnology industry, with its unique
features of skilled labor-intensive, capital-heavy, research-oriented and smaller physical space
requirements, appears to be the industry of choice for Hong Kong to develop. This article
investigates the present status of the biotechnology industry in Hong Kong, the factors that
are favorable for the development and those that may deter the growth of such industry. The
article concludes with new developments that appear to cast a gleam of hope for the future of the
biotechnology industry in Hong Kong.
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Introduction
Biotechnology touches almost every aspect of daily life. The technology itself has been applied by
people in a broad spectrum of manufacturing activities, e.g. the production of alcoholic beverages
by fermentation process, the production of life-saving pharmaceuticals such as vaccines and insulin,
the production of biofuels by micro-organisms, etc. On a more specific ground, “biotechnology”
refers to the use of recombinant DNA/genetic engineering technology and/or living organisms or
cellular systems to manufacture bioactive materials that are suitable for pharmaceutical application
and human consumption. The prolonged average lifespan and an increased awareness of wellness
of people translate into a higher demand for medical, pharmaceutical, and healthcare products as
well as the affiliated services. One can imagine that such demand will continue to grow over the
years to come, which provides a fertile soil for the biotechnology industry to prosper.

Current Status of Biotechnology Research and Development (R&D) in
Hong Kong
Hong Kong is nowadays well-known to be the business capital of Asia and an international financial
center. In fact, the city’s domestic economy has gone through a series of transformation in the
past decades: from serving as an entrepôt to becoming an exporter of high-quality electronics and
subsequently the establishment of service and financial industries. The availability of low-cost
labor and land for manufacturing industries since the opening of mainland China to global trade
in the late 1970s has led to their decline in Hong Kong. Meanwhile, the expansion of tertiary
education from the late 1980s onwards has generated a sizable population of well-educated
personnel in different sectors. Some of these graduates pursued higher level of education and
obtained a master’s or doctoral degree in life sciences or technology-related disciplines, locally or
overseas. The Hong Kong government has been striving to change its economic constituents in
recent years. Biotechnology is planned to be a pillar industry to sustain the economy of Hong
Kong.

1. Role of Academia
There are currently eight universities publicly funded via the University Grants Committee (UGC)
in Hong Kong. Among them, six offer life sciences-related curricula in both undergraduate and
graduate programs, which provide a steady supply of human capital that can take on to the
development of the biotechnology industry. Two of the universities are also homes to medical
schools; each of them has an affiliated teaching hospital. Accredited clinical trial centers have
been established in these medical schools to facilitate clinical and translational researches. The
universities in Hong Kong have a good reputation in research productivity; some of them produce
top-notch researches that are internationally recognized (to name a few, non-invasive prenatal
diagnosis by the detection of plasma nucleic acids, International HapMap Project, SARS and
avian influenza research) and thus rank among the best in the Asia-Pacific region [1]. Apart from
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teaching and research, the UGC recognizes that knowledge transfer is frequently referred to as
the "third mission" of higher education in many advanced economies and that “it has important
implications on the international competitiveness of the local higher education sector and capable
of enriching research policies”. Consequently, the notion of knowledge transfer was incorporated
into the UGC's Mission Statement in 2007. In 2009, the Legislative Council approved new
recurrent funding of $50 million (in Hong Kong Dollars) each year from 2009/10 onwards for
the eight UGC-funded institutions to build up their capacity and broaden their endeavor in
knowledge transfer. Since then, knowledge transfer has become an integral part of the eight
institutions of higher education in Hong Kong.

2. Role of the Government
The promotion of the development of the biotechnology industry in Hong Kong can be dated
back to the late 1980s. With the initial endowment from the Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities
Trust, the Hong Kong Institute of Biotechnology (HKIB) was established in 1988 to serve as
an incubator facility and provide downstream Research and Development (R&D) support to
local entrepreneurs to develop the biotechnology industry. With the aim of creating the critical
mass for further development of high-tech industry in the territory, the Hong Kong Science
and Technology Parks Corporation (HKSTPC) was founded as a statutory body by the Hong
Kong government in 2001. Opened in 2002, the core of HKSTPC’s operation, the Hong
Kong Science Park (HKSP), provides world-class infrastructure for both startup and established
biotechnology companies to perform R&D activities and serves as a platform for these companies
to commercialize their inventions. Besides biotechnology, electronics, information technology
and telecommunications, precision engineering and green technology are currently the major
technology clusters to be developed at HKSP. One special feature of HKSP in boosting local
biotechnology industry development is its comprehensive incubation program, which offers small
biotechnology entrepreneurs a wide range of support, from subsidy of office space and shared
facilities access to assistance in management and business promotion. A financial-aid package for
business operation and development is also available to eligible startup companies. Additionally,
HKSP provides investment matching services for its tenants with the Hong Kong Business Angel
Network and the region’s venture capital companies. It is envisioned that technological innovation
and commercialization will be accelerated through these arrangements. Over 40 local and overseas
biotechnology-related companies have made HKSP their base of business and research operation.
With the opening of the Phase 3 development starting in 2014, more biotechnology companies
will establish a presence in HKSP.
Besides strengthening the R&D capability by infrastructure improvement, the Hong Kong
government has been supporting the development of the biotechnology industry through
financial support since more than a decade ago. The Innovation and Technology Fund (ITF),
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which is managed by the Innovation and Technology Commission (ITC), offers a variety of
funding schemes to support midstream and downstream R&D projects undertaken by local
universities and the ITC-affiliated R&D centers, to promote industrial-academic partnership,
and to assist small enterprises to carry out R&D activities on innovation and technology. As
of the end of October 2014, ITF has funded a total of $547.2 million (US$70.6 million) to
260 biotechnology-related projects [2]. Additional funding is available through the Guangdong/
Hong Kong Technology Cooperation Funding Scheme to encourage collaboration on R&D
activities between research institutions and industries of the two places.

3. Support for R&D from Inside Hong Kong
Another investment of the Hong Kong government in biotechnology industry development is
the expansion of funding mechanism for basic researches in life sciences and medicine in the
local universities. The principal source of funding for research, General Research Fund (GRF),
in UGC-funded institutions is provided by the Research Grant Council (RGC). Based on the
statistics from RGC on GRF, the total amount of GRF funding dispersed to the biology and
medicine panel has increased from $110.1 million (2000/01) to $158.3 million (2014/15). In
other words, a 43.7% increase in GRF funding was seen during the past 15 years, which equals
to an averaged 2.45% increment per year. In addition to the RGC, the Food and Health Bureau
(FHB) also provides funding support to healthcare- and disease-related research. The Health and
Medical Research Fund (HMRF) was created in December 2011 with an injection of $1 billion.
HMRF supports medical research (initially in the areas of pediatrics, neuroscience, clinical
genetics, and clinical trials) and the ambits of the former Health and Health Services Research
Fund (HHSRF) and Research Fund for the Control of Infectious Diseases (RFCID), which have
been consolidated into the new fund. The capital commitment of the HMRF is $1.4 billion.
According to the latest available statistics on innovation technology released by the Hong Kong
SAR Government [3], the expenditure on R&D (including labor cost and other current costs as
well as capital expenditure for R&D activities) performed in the business sector has increased by
7% from $6,194 million in 2011 to $6,647 million in 2012. The expenditure on R&D in higher
education sector has also been on the rising trend in recent years. In 2012, the spending has
reached $7,576 million, which is up by 6% when compared with 2011, and is about 0.37% of the
GDP in comparison to the gross domestic expenditure of $14,816 million on R&D (0.73% of
GDP). The expenditure on R&D performed in the government sector (mainly public technology
support organizations) amounted to $592 million in 2012, which was similar to that in 2011.
Another input indicator of R&D activities is R&D personnel, which measures the manpower
resources deployed to R&D activities performed by undertakings in Hong Kong. R&D personnel
refer to persons directly engaged in R&D activities, covering researchers, technicians and other
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supporting staff. In 2012, there were a total of 25,264 R&D personnel (in full-time equivalent;
FTE), compared with 24,460 (in FTE) in 2011. Most of them were engaged in the higher
education and business sectors, accounting for 52% and 45%, respectively, of the total number
of R&D personnel in 2012. Many of the R&D personnel were researchers (84%), followed by
technicians (11%) and other supporting staff (5%).

4. Support of R&D from Outside of Hong Kong
A lot of academic researchers can compete for funding from funding agencies in mainland China.
Support available to Hong Kong scientists includes funds from the Chinese central government,
Guangdong Province, and the ShenZhen Municipal Government. The State Ministry of Science
and Technology (MOST) provides the major funding support to basic research through a number
of schemes such as the National Science and Technology Major Focused Research 973 Scheme
(973 Scheme), National Science and Technology Research Support Plan 863 Scheme (863
Scheme), etc. On the other hand, the National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC)
serves a role similar to that of the National Science Foundation (NSF) of the United States,
i.e. supporting more basic and individual-initiated research projects. On the provincial level,
Guangdong Province offers a number of research support schemes, such as the National Science
Research program, through the Guangdong Ministry of Science and Technology. The ShenZhen
Municipal Government is very aggressive in supporting R&D. It offers a number of major
schemes, such as the Innovative Knowledge Scheme, Innovative Technology Scheme, Innovative
Collaboration Scheme, Peacock Plan, etc. These schemes and plans provide support to basic and
applied research, personnel training, and infrastructure establishment. There are also strategic
co-operation existing between the Hong Kong government and the State Ministry of Science and
Technology, Ministry of Education, Guangdong Province as well as the ShenZhen Municipal
Government to promote technology collaboration and exchange between Hong Kong and the
mainland. The NSFC also offers an Overseas and Hong Kong/Macao Scholar Collaborative
Research Fund.

Factors Favorable for the Development of the Biotechnology Industry
Aside from strong support for R&D and high academic standards of the institutions of higher
learning, there are other inherent factors that favor the building of a successful biotechnology
industry in Hong Kong. Hong Kong is an open society and has a transparent business
environment. In fact, Hong Kong is recognized as one of the freest economies in the world. This
creates an atmosphere that favors investment from outside of Hong Kong. The stable and low tax
rate for workforce and corporations also helps attract businesses to make Hong Kong their home.
With an established and respected common law system and strict protection and enforcement
of intellectual property (IP) rights, the legal system of Hong Kong is also a major attraction to
most businesses. The fact that the “One Country, Two Systems” policy is faithfully enforced, and
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is constantly emphasized by the mainland government, guarantees free flow of information and
freedom of communication. This dispels the initial suspicion held by a number of investors when
Hong Kong was returned to China in 1997. Aside from the government, Hong Kong being a
multi-lingual society makes using of English a common practice. Thus, communication with
people from overseas is not a problem. In addition, increasingly more people can communicate
in Mandarin as well. This makes Hong Kong a true bridge between mainland China and the West
for many overseas companies.
A close geographic proximity to mainland China as well as East and South-East Asia is another
advantage that Hong Kong has. Since 2010, China has become the third largest drug market
in the world [4] and is the world’s fastest growing healthcare market [5]. The pharma market is
predicted to be worth over CN¥100 billion (US$16.3 billion) in the near future in China, where
there is growing wealth but limited domestic biotechnology products and has to import its needed
products at premium price. Hong Kong is situated right at the doorway to the vast potential
Chinese market. Together with the facts mentioned above, Hong Kong has the vantage point in
positioning itself to be the platform for overseas biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies
to capture the Chinese market. At the same time, Hong Kong can serve as a springboard for
the Chinese counterparts to the global market. Another important factor is the presence of
internationally accredited manufacturing facilities and compliance to international quality
assurance and regulatory requirements in drug and biologic manufacturing processes in Hong
Kong. Both the local and Chinese biotechnology and pharmaceutical entrepreneurs can be
benefited from these establishments in the manufacturing of products that meet international
standards.
One of the key factors for Hong Kong’s economic success was the diversification of economy.
To sustain a long-term economic growth and maintain its competitiveness in the global business
market, the further development of value-added, high-tech industry such as biotechnology industry
is undoubtedly a sound choice for Hong Kong. To show its determination in this endeavor, the
Hong Kong government has re-initiated the proposition of the installation of an Innovation
and Technology Bureau to oversee and intensify the strategic development of technology-based
economy. Indeed, the key components for the development of the biotechnology industry have
already been in place in Hong Kong. As the support by the government continues to grow and
more R&D collaborations between local, Chinese and foreign research institutes and entrepreneurs
are initiated, some promising home-grown biotechnology products have been developed [6]. It is
optimistic to predict that more of these products will appear in the near future.
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Potential Deterring Factors for the Development of the Biotechnology
Industry
In spite of the numerous reasons that appear to support the growth of the biotechnology industry
in Hong Kong, there are a number of factors that potentially deter the growth of the industry.
The first factor is the insufficient investment of the Hong Kong government in supporting R&D.
In spite of the apparent significant increase in the R&D budget in recent years, the 0.73% of
GDP in investment in Hong Kong is far behind that of a number of countries in the region,
e.g. 3% in Singapore, 4% in South Korea, and 2.5% in mainland China. Even though a 43.7%
increase in the major grant scheme (GRF) that supports academic research is seen during the past
15 years as described earlier, it equals only to an averaged 2.45% increment per year. This is not
a significant increase and, in fact, is perhaps a decrease since inflation has not been considered in
the calculation. Partly because of the limitation of resources, the GRF scheme allows only one
grant for a researcher to apply as Principal Investigator each year. In order not to lose funding
that supports the operation of one’s laboratory, researchers have no choice but to work on projects
that guarantee outcomes. This suffocates the desire to testing out innovative ideas and prohibits
the establishment of larger research team, which is desirable and essential for conducting major
novel research projects. Scientists are in constant grant writing exercises, which prevent them
from spending time in the laboratory or interacting with students and fellows. It also prevents
clinicians from more active involvement in translational research projects.
There is also unnecessary and unhealthy internal competition among scientists in different
institutions in Hong Kong. Because of the limited number of institutions and scientists in Hong
Kong, it is sometimes unavoidable to encounter conflict of interest during grant reviews. To
prevent this from happening, the UGC and HMRF have to involve overseas scientists in grant
reviews. This increases the grant review and management cost to the government and effectively
reduces the actual amount of usable research money.
The mainland government’s policy of not allowing grant transfer across the border further limits
the availability of research support. There is an increasing number of Hong Kong-based scientists
applying to mainland Chinese funding agencies for research grant support. However, many
Hong Kong scientists who won grants from mainland agencies find that the policy of China
prevents them from taking the funds to use in their laboratories outside the border of China.
Hong Kong, under the “One Country, Two Systems” policy, is regarded as being outside the
border of mainland China. As a result, the scientists have to use the grant money in a laboratory
within the mainland. The realization of this limitation results in less desire to apply for mainland
grants, idling of projects, inefficient use of grant money or sometimes even in unnecessary waste
of money spent in hiring companies to help bypass the national border restriction.
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Another problem that Hong Kong faces is the lack of high-end innovative scientists and low-end
technicians or research assistants with sufficient experience. The foundation of science education
in Hong Kong is not as solid as perceived. Few bright students will voluntarily pursue a career
in scientific research. Because of career consideration, a lot of these youngsters will choose
professions with more obvious financial reward such as medicine, law, business or engineering. The
relatively small size of the biotechnology industry in Hong Kong restricts the career opportunity
of graduates in this field. Most undergraduates of the natural sciences will enter the job market
after their first degree. Even if they pursue graduate studies, most of them would rather work
for a master’s degree instead of a doctoral degree because of the length of the study, which is
rather short in the Western standard, or the uncertain career prospect. Consequently, most of
the graduate research fellowships are taken up by students from other places, primarily mainland
China. These graduates, under most circumstances, will consider pursuing post-doctoral training
overseas and finally end up staying abroad or returning to China. On the bright side, this can
be viewed as Hong Kong training future scientists for China. However, it represents the loss of
already scantly resources for Hong Kong and the subsequent lack of trained experts to meet the
demands of the local industry.
Coupling with the problem mentioned in the previous paragraph is the rapid deterioration of
the competitiveness of research-related jobs in Hong Kong. Because of the rapid rise in the
economy in mainland China, a lot of research institutions and universities in mainland China
are now offering very attractive packages to overseas recruits. On the other hand, Hong Kong
institutions rarely offer attractive, not to mention sumptuous, startup packages. We have seen
many outstanding young and energetic scientists being recruited back to mainland China by
research institutes and universities in recent years. Some outstanding scientists are even being
offered leadership positions that will take anyone in Hong Kong years to achieve. With the
mainland government continuing to inject significant resources into emerging biotechnology
areas such as stem cell and regenerative medicine, drug development, etc., it is envisioned that
experts in these areas will be in high demand in the future. This competition for talent in science
and technology is not only from mainland China, but globally since the biotechnology industry
is blooming in a number of regions in the world. Whether Hong Kong can compete for these
talents is becoming more questionable with time.
The last of the deterring factors come from the business sector. The IP policy of China is different
from that of Hong Kong. The worry of not knowing how IP policy operates in mainland China
often makes people reluctant to collaborate with mainland scientists in patentable research.
The other consideration is the relatively high cost of business operation in Hong Kong and the
inadequate availability of skilled technical staff and experienced managers in the biotechnology
industry. These facts make investors think twice before starting a biotechnology company.

8
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There is also the lack of involvement of entrepreneurs in the development of the biotechnology
industry in Hong Kong. Most entrepreneurs do not understand biotechnology and find the
initial investment huge compared to other businesses such as real estate and retail business, with
uncertain return in the short term. To overcome this, the Hong Kong government has to change
the traditional non-interfering laissez-faire policy and use government support or government-led
initiatives to foster the biotechnology industry.

Future of the Biotechnology Industry in Hong Kong
Establishment of the Innovation and Technology Bureau by the Hong Kong government indicates
its determination to promote innovation and technology in Hong Kong [7]. It is a big step
forward for bringing Hong Kong back to the mainstream of science and technology development.
Historically, industrial and technology development in Hong Kong is led by the Commerce and
Economic Development Bureau, under which is the Innovation and Technology Commission
and the Intellectual Property Department, the two bodies most relevant to the “D” arm of R&D
of biotechnology. The “R” arm of R&D is primarily under the auspices of the Food and Health
Bureau and the Education Bureau. There is not a single branch of the government that is in charge
of the overall policy and support of the development of an industry, such as the biotechnology
industry, that requires a lot of innovation and research and involves highly trained scientists and
technology transfer. The result is the lack of coordination and planning for future development
and, with time, the erosion of the competitive edge to the neighboring regions and countries that
are more focused in their efforts to develop the biotechnology industry. It is hoped that with the
formation of the Innovation and Technology Bureau the government will have a more focused
and longer-term policy in promoting and supporting R&D, which will benefit industry at large,
and the biotechnology industry in particular, of Hong Kong in the future.
A number of policy changes are expected to be achieved by the new Bureau. One of such policies
can be the provision of more incentives to entrepreneurs for investing in biotechnology industry.
Biotechnology is a long-term investment with no immediate return. The government needs
to provide initial funding to support startup companies, like reduced rent in government-built
incubators, core facilities with minimal user fee, reduced tax, etc., for a defined period of time,
such as 2-3 years at the beginning of such startups. Another expected achievement of the Bureau
is closer collaboration with the science and technology ministries of mainland China to promote
scientific and technological development of China, including Hong Kong SAR. One immediate
task to be attained is to establish a channel such that mainland research funding can be transferred
to Hong Kong institutions of higher learning so that the fund can be fully utilized to support
research activities. It will also reduce the burden on Hong Kong scientists having to travel back
and forth between mainland institutions and their Hong Kong bases. To establish such a channel
requires negotiations and close collaboration between the Hong Kong SAR government and the
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Chinese central government. A further wishful thinking is that the Bureau can serve as the
mouthpiece to convince the Chinese central government of the need to improve or change some
of the IP policies of mainland China so that they align better with that of Hong Kong and the
rest of the world. This will facilitate the transfer of technologies between Hong Kong and the
mainland.

[5] http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/health_systems_and_services/health_care_in_china_
entering_uncharted_waters

Biotechnology has the feature of being highly skilled and research-based. Newer development in
the field such as regenerative medicine using bio-tissues, stem cell therapy, non-invasive prenatal
diagnosis, etc., are characterized by a very short time span from research on the bench side to the
application in the clinic. The work in these fields also typically does not require a lot of physical
space. Instead, they are usually very skilled labor-intensive, capital-heavy, and research-oriented.
Hong Kong is certainly suited to develop an industry with these characteristics.

[7] Legislative Council Panel on Commerce and Industry Proposal to Establish the Innovation
and Technology Bureau, LC Paper No. CB(1)1236/13-14(07), 15 April 2014.

[6] Sanders S. (Ed.) Hong Kong in Focus: Asia’s Research Hub. Science 338(suppl):1639-1657,
2012.

There is obviously a lot to be done to enhance the development of the biotechnology industry
in Hong Kong. With the rapid economic development of China, the demand in the country
for nutriceuticals, new pharmaceuticals such as bio-tissues and stem cells, and more advanced
diagnostic kits and medical devices is increasing exponentially. This is a vast and rapidly
expanding market for biotechnology products from Hong Kong. With the recent awareness and
determination of the Hong Kong government to boost science and technology by forming the
Innovation and Technology Bureau, it is obvious that Hong Kong is ready for a new phase in the
development of the biotechnology industry. If entrepreneurs and scientists work together to find
the appropriate niches, Hong Kong can certainly make biotechnology to be another miracle in
her history of development.

References:
[1] Jung J. Faculty Research Productivity in Hong Kong across Academic Discipline. Higher
Education Studies 2(4):1-13, 2012.
[2] http://www.itf.gov.hk/l-eng/StatView107.asp
[3] Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong SAR Government. Hong Kong Innovation
Activities Statistics 2012.
[4] http://www.abpi.org.uk/industry-info/knowledge-hub/global-industry/Pages/industrymarket-.aspx
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Chapter 2
DISCOVERING miRNAS IN CANCER: CHINA’S LANDSCAPE
AND THE ROLE OF HONG KONG
Hengwa Kuok, Xiangjun Kong, Yuanjia Hu*, Yitao Wang*
State Key Laboratory of Quality Research in Chinese Medicine, Institute of Chinese
Medical Sciences, University of Macau, Avenida da Universidade, Taipa, Macau
999078, China
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Abstract
As short noncoding RNAs binding genes and down-regulating their expression, miRNAs have
been proved to function in multiple biological processes and demonstrated critical roles in
diseases, especially in cancer. In the hottest field of biotechnology research over the past decade,
China is developing at an accelerated pace in terms of knowledge production represented by
scientific publications.
This chapter aims to construct institution collaboration network of Chinese miRNA research in
cancer measured by co-publication frequency in the Web of Science, analyze China’s landscape
and the role of Hong Kong in this field, and further provide information for investors and
researchers in building research partnership.
This chapter, like a navigation map in the sea of Chinese oncology research on miRNAs, helps
to figure out the leaders and sub-communities, understand behavior of members and their
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associations, and even position every member in the system. Moreover, on a basis of this work,
it is possible to address policy recommendations to promote the research and development on
biotechnology in China, especially for Hong Kong.

1. Introduction
With the further development of human post-genome project, increasing attention is paid to the
non-coding sequences accounting for 98% of the human genome by scientists, among which
the most notable is the discovery of microRNAs (miRNAs) [1]. MiRNAs are short and highly
conserved non-coding RNAs. The latest release of miRBase contains 28,645 entries representing
hairpin precursor miRNAs, expressing 35,828 mature miRNA products, in 223 species [2].
As their critical functions in regulating posttranscriptional mRNA expression, miRNAs have
been proved involved in various biological processes, including cell proliferation, proliferation,
apoptosis, death, energy metabolism and immunoregulation [3].
Emerging evidences also indicate that dysfunction of miRNAs is associated with various human
diseases, especially cancers [4]. Researches have showed that where miRNAs occur in tumor
is the high occurrence area of changes such as human chromosome deletion, amplification
and translocation. It is mostly discovered through detecting miRNAs expression profiles in
various tumor tissue samples that the expression level of most miRNAs decreases while that of
a small part of miRNAs increases in the samples. The following function verification studies
demonstrate that miRNAs contribute to tumor formation, development and progression. In
recent years, the miRNAs have become an international hot-spot subject in biotechnological
research in terms of tumor.
Studies show that the scientific collaboration in biotechnology contributes to expansion of
disciplinary research field, sharing of science resources, reduction of research risks and high-level
achievements in scientific research [5]. As an important mode in biotechnological innovation
and production, the scientific collaboration becomes increasingly popular [6]. Co-publication
has become an important indicator to measure research collaboration behaviors. What’s more,
the quantity and co-written papers and the collaboration condition in certain period will
indicate the development speed and quality of scientific exchanges and cooperation [7].
In the past decade, researchers in China actively made great efforts in biotechnology of miRNAs
and have obtained great achievements. Retrieving in the database of Web of Science, a high
quality and scientific research information platform, about 14,000 papers on miRNA in
recent ten years are found, among which 5,000 papers are co-written by authors from China
(including China Mainland, Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan), accounting for up to 36%,
which is sufficient to reflect the research level of Chinese researchers on miRNA biotechnologies
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and to conclude that the academic status of related disciplines have been gradually recognized
internationally. In this context, this chapter will unveil the biotechnological collaboration
modes in China and the performance and characteristics of various regions of China in
biological knowledge creation by virtue of related researches of miRNAs in cancer. The directly
observing collaboration relationships between institutes in China will be exhibited through the
collaboration network, particularly the role played by Hong Kong. This chapter will propose
suggestions to researchers and investors on finding partners for R&D based on the research
results and discuss R&D in this field made in China, particularly in Hong Kong.

2. Data and Methods
This chapter, taking related articles indexed by SCI as data samples, uses the social network
analysis to visualize the collaboration network of related research institutes and briefly introduce
the network’s structural layout. Based on network indexes and collaboration analysis, the network’s
structural features and institutes’ collaboration behaviors will be further analyzed. Particularly, the
specific role of Hong Kong will be analyzed separately.
For this research, the advanced search function provided by Web of Science has been used
to retrieve miRNA research in cancer in recent five years with restriction of the scholars from
institutes in China (including China Mainland, Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan). Finally, 1,200
articles have been acquired.
Moreover, the bibliographic data, such as article title, author name, affiliated institutions,
and institution address, are collected. To make this research more acceptable, the raw and
tanglesome institution data need to be normalized under a serial of integrating roles. After
this normalization, the institution sample includes 479 Chinese research institutions, and the
relation of co-publications between them is concerned, both of which are the components of
interest to construct the following network.

3. Research Results
3.1 Network Mapping
Based on those 1,200 articles indexed by SCI, the collaboration relationships among Chinese
institutes are visualized and a network of collaborations in recent five years is mapped, in which, 479
nodes (i.e. 479 institutes) and 1,642 weighted edges are included; see Figure 1 for relevant results.
From the statistics, it can be concluded that 479 institutes from China participated in collaboration
of miRNA research & development on oncology. Of all these institutes, more than 400 are from
China Mainland. In this research, the data of these five years is considered as the current condition of
collaborative innovation and development on miRNAs associating with oncology in China.
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Each node represents an independent institute and the edges between nodes represent the
frequency of co-publishing papers for these institutes. Node degree is an effective conceptual
tool to analyze the social network. The size of node represents the weighted degree. The width
of edges represents their weight, i.e. the frequency of co-publishing papers for these institutes.
Blue, yellow and red nodes respectively represent institutes from China Mainland, Taiwan,
and Hong Kong. Some nodes occupying obviously important places in terms of high weighted
degree and nodes especially located in Hong Kong are noted with name of the institute each
node represents (in abbreviation).
In this research, Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm is used to make the nodes representing
interrelated institutes more close in the network. According to this principle, i.e. the node with
higher centrality is in the center of the network, the institute represents widely collaborates
with different external institutes frequently. As shown in Figure 1, Nanjing Medical University,
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Sun Yat Sen University, Fudan University and Tianjin Medical
University are in the center of the network. Among institutes from Taiwan, National Yang-Ming
University, and Academia Sinica - Genomics Research Center, Taipei Medicine University,
Chang Gung Medical Foundation and Taipei Veterans General Hospital rank on the top.
As shown in Figure 1, institutes from China Mainland occupy relatively central positions in the
network, while those from Taiwan are centralized at the right of the network and those from
Hong Kong are scattered in the center of the network through frequent interaction between
institutes from the Mainland and Taiwan. Institutes from the Mainland and Taiwan occupy
both sides of the network respectively and are relatively independent mutually. As indicated
in the network, institutes from Taiwan mainly collaborate with Peking University and China
Medicine University but not frequently and intensively, thus they are relatively separated from
each other, showing that no in-depth exchanges between the Mainland and Taiwan on miRNA
research in cancer.
Compared to the above situation, the collaboration between Hong Kong and the Mainland is
closer and mainly achieved through The Chinese University of Hong Kong and The University
of Hong Kong, and other research institutes in Hong Kong are limited to internal collaboration
within Hong Kong, which indicates, on one hand, the Chinese University of Hong Kong and
the University of Hong Kong are the major institutes in terms of research on tumor miRNAs,
and on the other hand, both institutes have in-depth collaboration with the Mainland.
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Figure 1 Institutional collaboration network of miRNA research in cancer in China

3.2 Centrality Analysis
To further observe institutes’ behaviors, centrality measures are considered as basic tools
to analyze. In this research, the weighted degree, external dependency, and betweenness
centrality are taken as the indexes to be researched.
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Table 1 Top institutions ranked by weighted degree
Rank

Organization

WD (LEC %); BC

Rank

Organization

WD (LEC %); BC

1

Sun Yat Sen Univ

3055(27.7); 10178

26

Tongji Univ

686(34.5); 3779

2

Nanjing Med Univ

3025(36.3); 19895

27

Peking Univ

632(41.9); 20320

3

Tianjin Med Univ

2838(62.4); 7977

28

Chang Gung Med Foundation
(TW)

574(34.7); 1278

4

Shanghai Jiao Tong Univ

2483(35.9); 17416

29

Tianjin Med Univ Gen Hosp

573(56.5); 322

5
6

Fudan Univ
Southern Med Univ

1853(35.2); 10899
1698(40.5); 4829

30
31

Peoples Liberat Army Gen Hosp
Shandong Univ

522(23.8); 930
489(28.0); 3182

7

Chinese Acad Med Sci

1605(68.5); 6784

32

Acad Sinica, Inst Biomed Sci
(TW)

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Harbin Med Coll
Fourth Mil Med Univ
Cent S Univ
Nanjing Univ
Huazhong Univ Sci & Technol
Natl Yang Ming Univ (TW)
Canc Hosp & Inst
Chinese Univ Hong Kong (HK)
Soochow Univ

1554(26.1); 4393
1550(19.8); 6415
1437(25.3); 4631
1334(57.9); 3424
1162(17.2); 3632
1032(75.6); 3501
1016(65.2); 932
936(35.8); 4011
912(40.2); 4299

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Univ Hong Kong (HK)
Zhengzhou Univ
Natl Taiwan Univ (TW)
Xi’an Jiaotong Univ
Taipei Med Univ (TW)
Natl Taiwan Univ Hosp (TW)
Wen Zhou Med Univ
Beijing Union Med Coll
Jiangsu Univ

417(42.0); 4847
398(31.9); 2963
389(76.9); 322
384(21.1); 2047
383(75.2); 1912
378(81.2); 346
372(28.2); 1309
369(68.8); 2049
365(40.8); 821

17

Sichuan Univ

895(18.1); 3665

42

Jilin Univ

358(25.1); 1447

18

Capital Med Univ

870(67.2); 5234

43

Anhui Med Univ

341(57.2); 778

19

Zhejiang Univ

801(35.5); 7190

44

Beijing Inst Basic Med Sci

320(77.8); 367

20
21
22
23

Second Mil Med Univ
Guangzhou Med Univ
China Med Univ
Third Mil Med Univ

776(40.2); 3705
753(59.5); 5518
749(18.0); 5187
748(18.3); 2073

45
46
47
48

Shantou Univ
Blood Dis Hosp
Hebei Med Univ
Chongqing Med Univ

309(39.8); 1206
299(78.6); 379
286(31.8); 1359
281(22.1); 2816

24

Taipei Vet Gen Hosp (TW)

699(84.8); 113

49

China Med Univ (TW)

277(85.6); 124

25

Tianjin Municipal Govt

692(78.6); 33

50

Shanghai Inst Biol Sci

275(82.5); 2504

446(80.7); 51

Note: 			 1 WD: Weighted Degree; LEC: Level of External Collaborations; BC: Betweenness Centrality.
				 2 Institutions based in Hong Kong and Taiwan are labelled HK and TW respectively, while others
are from the mainland of China.

As shown above, these 50 frequently collaborating institutes cover those from China Mainland,
Taiwan and Hong Kong. These institutes are universities, hospitals and research institutions.
These universities and colleges from the Mainland are mostly top universities or medical
universities including those listed in the State 211 Project, which have superior strength and
resources. The weighted degree refers to the sum of frequency of edges between each node and
its neighbor nodes, i.e. the sum of edge weight. As defined, the weighted degree is the total
number of R&D collaborations an institute has, i.e. the total sum of the frequency of internally
and externally co-publishing papers for the institute. The top five institutes are: Sun Yat Sen
University, Nanjing Medical University, Tianjin Medical University, Shanghai Jiao Tong
University and Fudan University. This indicates that these institutes occupy central positions
in miRNA research in cancer and play significant roles in the collaboration network. Top five
institutes in Taiwan are: National Yang-Ming University, Taipei Veterans General Hospital,
Chang Gung Medical Foundation, and Academia Sinica - Genomics Research Center and
National Taipei University. Only two institutes from Hong Kong rank on Top 50: The Chinese
University of Hong Kong and The University of Hong Kong.
Besides, to reflect another concept of centrality, we introduce the betweenness centrality
measures how often a node appears on shortest paths between nodes in the network, i.e. a
node’s betweenness in the network. Intuitively, if a node appears on the shortest path between
other nodes, it acts as a “go-between” to control the information exchange between the nodes.
Therefore, the betweenness centrality is an important measure for an institute to control
information flow between other institutes. The Peking University has the highest betweenness
centrality within the whole network, which means it is the go-between of the network and
controls the information flow among most institutes. Following Peking University in terms of
the betweenness centrality, Nanjing Medical University, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Fudan
University and Sun Yat Sen University also have the advantages of go-between and they are
located in different parts of China: North China, East China, South China, Hong Kong and
Taiwan, fully playing the role of go-between for information flows in respective areas.
They have more positive influence on knowledge dissemination and play key roles in increasing
the research effectiveness of the whole network. Hong Kong’s government agencies, research
institutes or investors may also give more attention to these institutes with high betweenness
centrality, which helps to find other partners and obtain more abundant information resources
through them, and encourages these institutes to disseminate knowledge to other institutes;
Hong Kong can play the role of platform to facilitate sino-foreign collaborations for the
purpose of resources sharing and resources allocation optimization. Increasing the investment
to institutes with high betweenness centrality will greatly stimulate the R&D collaboration and
facilitate the resources sharing and knowledge dissemination.
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3.3 Analysis on Collaborative Pairs
Except for the analysis on social network centrality, this research also simply analyzes the
collaboration tendency of institutes and uses the co-publication frequency, level of external
collaborations (LEC) and Jaccard index and further analyzes the data on R&D collaboration
between institutes by reference of Table 1 and 2.
The internal co-publication frequency refers to the total frequency of co-publishing papers
of researchers in an institute; the inter-institute co-publication frequency refers to the total
frequency of collaboration between an institute and another institute, i.e. the co-publication
frequency minus the internal co-publication frequency. On this basis, the ratio of the interinstitute co-publication frequency and the co-publication frequency can be considered as
the external dependency of an institute, reflecting the degree of an institute’s dependency on
external collaboration.

Researchers like Scherngell T (2011) concluded through study on collaboration in scientific
research projects in China's medical field that the geographical factor is a major one affecting
the collaboration [8]. Additionally, the pairs having stable partnership mostly are institutes
having relatively equivalent R&D capacity, such as the Southern Medical University and Sun
Yat Sen University, or the research institutes and hospitals in tumor field, such as National
Yang-Ming University and Taipei Veterans General Hospital, National Taiwan University and
its affiliated hospitals. Of course, in more cases, the above three factors coexist and "adjacency,
equivalence and interest" become the key influencing factors in building close collaboration
relationships. Besides, the local governance mode and organization with Chinese characteristics
may also be an influencing factor causing regional barriers in the network.
Table 2 Top institutional pairs in miRNA research in cancer in the network
Institutional pairs (Region)

As shown in Table 1, the external dependency and weighted degree (i.e. the co-publication
frequency) are uncorrelated. At the same time, it can also be concluded that although Sun Yat
Sen University, Nanjing Medical University, Tianjin Medical University, Shanghai Jiao Tong
University and Fudan University have the highest weighted degrees, their external dependency
is very low, because their high co-publication frequency mainly depends on the co-publication
by internal researchers. Overall, the external dependency of institutes from China Mainland,
Taiwan and Hong Kong is 0.77, 0.89 and 0.88 respectively. The results of T-testing indicates
that institutes from the Mainland are quite different from those in Taiwan and Hong Kong,
since the latter has high external dependency while the former has relatively low external
dependency; that's to say, more institutes from Taiwan co-publish papers with external institutes
while institutes from the Mainland are more inclined to independently publish papers; one of
the reasons for this may be the relatively conservative academic culture in the Mainland while
Taiwan has a more open academic atmosphere and institutes there pay more attention to copublish papers with long-term partners. Institutes from Hong Kong have more collaboration
with international institutes.

Copublication
frequency

Jaccard
index (Jij)

Geographic
adjacency
(Y=yes, N=no)

Chinese Acad Med Sci (Beijing)

Canc Hosp & Inst (Beijing)

361

0.258

Y

Tianjin Med Univ (Tianjin)

Tianjin Municipal Govt (Tianjin)

333

0.168

Y

Natl Yang Ming Univ (Taiwan)
Fudan Univ (Shanghai)
Nanjing Univ (Jiangsu)
Southern Med Univ (Guangdong)
Capital Med Univ (Beijing)
Nanjing Med Univ (Jiangsu)

Taipei Vet Gen Hosp (Taiwan)
Shanghai Jiao Tong Univ (Shanghai)
Tianjin Med Univ (Tianjin)
Sun Yat Sen Univ (Guangdong)
Tianjin Med Univ (Tianjin)
Nanjing Univ (Jiangsu)

321
250
244
240
196
172

0.305
0.193
0.106
0.185
0.091
0.101

Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y

Tianjin Med Univ (Tianjin)
Natl Taiwan Univ (Taiwan)
Harbin Med Coll (Heilongjiang)

Tianjin Med Univ Gen Hosp (Tianjin)
Natl Taiwan Univ Hosp (Taiwan)
Tianjin Med Univ (Tianjin)

166
163
153

0.086
0.368
0.076

Y
Y
N

Blood Dis Hosp (Tianjin)

Chinese Acad Med Sci (Beijing)

147

0.124

N

Beijing Inst Basic Med Sci (Beijing)

Chinese Acad Med Sci (Beijing)

138

0.114

Y

Chinese Acad Med Sci (Beijing)

Natl Engn Res Ctr Beijing Biochip Technol
(Beijing)

123

0.102

Y

Canc Hosp & Inst (Beijing)
Southern Med Univ (Guangdong)
Tianjin Med Univ (Tianjin)
Natl Yang Ming Univ (Taiwan)
Guangzhou Med Univ (Guangdong)
Nanjing Med Univ (Jiangsu)

Inst Med Biol (Beijing)
Guangzhou Med Univ (Guangdong)
Chinese Glioma Cooperat Grp (Beijing)
Acad Sinica, Inst Biomed Sci (Taiwan)
Sun Yat Sen Univ (Guangdong)
Nantong Canc Hosp (Jiangsu)

120
118
110
109
103
100

0.176
0.116
0.059
0.106
0.086
0.087

Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

Note 1. Institution’s regional location is the provincial-level administrative divisions of China.

The above mentioned three indexes are measured in institutes, while the Jaccard index measures
the degree of mutual collaboration and dependency between institutes. This index reflects
importance of the collaboration relationship in all collaboration between both institutes.
A higher dependency indicates the collaboration relationship is more important for both
institutes, i.e. they are more dependent on the relationship. The pairs of institutes having stable
collaboration are listed. As shown in the list of indexes, 75% of all pairs are geographically
adjacent, i.e. located in same region or province. The factors restrict the R&D collaboration
between China Mainland and other countries or regions include the limit of geographic space.
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			2. The value of geographic adjacency is yes when the institutional partners are located within
the same region; on the contrary, the value is no.

4. Opportunities for Hong Kong in China’s Biotechnology Development
This research is just like an essential navigation map for the sea of miRNA study in cancer,
helps to find the leader and collaborative cluster in the network and unveils their structures
and behaviors of each institute, even the position of each institute in the system. Government
agencies, research institutes or investors can consider these institutes as the discipline leaders
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and give more investment and attention to them. Meanwhile, foreign institutes having intent to
transfer research projects to China can list these institutes as the preferred partners.
In order to analyze the opportunities for Hong Kong in this field, Table 3 is used to describe top
institutions in Hong Kong in terms of their weighted degree in figure 1. It is obvious that The
Chinese University of Hong Kong and The University of Hong Kong are relatively notable in
miRNA research in cancer in Hong Kong.
Table 3 Organizations in Hong Kong ranked by weighted degree
No.

Organization

Degree

WD (LEC %)

1

Chinese Univ Hong Kong

22

936 (35.8)

2

Univ Hong Kong

24

417 (42.0)

3

Queen Elizabeth Hosp

5

38 (100.0)

4

Prince Wales Hosp

1

20 (100.0)

5

Comprehens Ctr Breast Dis, UNIMED Med Inst,

4

18 (83.3)

Luk Kwok Ctr

Institutional pairs (Region)

Co-publication
frequency

Jaccard index
(Jij)

Chinese Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Southern Med Univ (Guangdong)

71

0.07

Chinese Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Sun Yat Sen Univ (Guangdong)

60

0.05

Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Sun Yat Sen Univ (Guangdong)

44

0.04

Chinese Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Peking Univ (Beijing)

38

0.07

Chinese Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

E China Normal Univ (Shanghai)

22

0.05

Chinese Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Prince Wales Hosp (Hong Kong)

20

0.06

Chinese Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

19

0.04

Chinese Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Sichuan Univ (Sichuan)

19

0.04

Queen Elizabeth Hosp (Hong Kong)

Sun Yat Sen Univ (Guangdong)

19

0.02

Chinese Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

CUHK Shenzhen Res Inst (Shenzhen)

18

0.05

Chinese Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Zhejiang Univ (Zhejiang)

13

0.02

Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Comprehens Ctr Breast Dis, UNIMED Med
Inst, Luk Kwok Ctr (Hong Kong)

12

0.07

Queen Elizabeth Hosp (Hong Kong)

Southern Med Univ (Guangdong)

12

0.02

Chinese Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Hebei Med Univ (Hebei)

11

0.03

Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Zhejiang Univ (Zhejiang)

11

0.02

Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Peoples Liberat Army Gen Hosp (Beijing)

11

0.04

Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Queen Mary Hosp (Hong Kong)

9

0.05

6

Queen Mary Hosp

1

9 (100.0)

7

Org Oncol & Translat Res

2

7 (100.0)

8

Hong Kong Sanat & Hosp

2

6 (100.0)

Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Fourth Mil Med Univ (Shaanxi)

9

0.02

9

Hong Kong Hereditary Breast Canc Family Registry

2

6 (100.0)

Chinese Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Nanjing Med Univ (Jiangsu)

8

0.01

10

Princess Margaret Hosp

2

6 (100.0)

Chinese Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

China Agr Univ (Beijing)

8

0.02

11

Tuen Mun Hosp

2

6 (100.0)

Chinese Univ Hong Kong (Hong Kong)

Kunming Med Univ (Yunnan)

8

0.02

12

Pamela Youde Nethersole Eastern Hosp

2

5 (100.0)

In addition, we specifically sample 48 institutional pairs involving institutes from Hong Kong
(Table 4), including 15 pairs of institutes entirely from Hong Kong and 33 pairs of institutes
from the Mainland and Hong Kong; Information on top 21 collaborative researches involving
institutes from Hong Kong are listed in Table 4. As shown in the Table 4, both institutes mainly
have long-term stable collaboration relationship with Southern Medicine University and Sun Yat
Sen University and geographic factor may be still a determinant for collaboration.
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Table 4 Institutional pairs in miRNA research in cancer involved by Hong Kong
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Throughout China, Hong Kong has many unique advantages to develop biotechnologies,
including powerful intellectual property protection, excellent infrastructure, abundant human
resources and intellectual capitals, reliable quality control and stringent system of laws and
regulations. On the other hand, the mainland of China is relatively weak in these issues
mentioned above on Hong Kong.
All these existing complementary conditions make Hong Kong naturally become the hatchery
for China Mainland’s biotechnology industry and the optimal bridge between institutes from
China and abroad for co-development of biotechnologies. Since the return to China 17 years
ago, the Hong Kong Government has vigorously implemented the strategy of “developing
Hong Kong through science and technology”, been committed to develop the knowledgebased economy with high added value to improve technological level from “medium capacity”
before the return to the first class in the world; in 2013, Hong Kong ranked the 7th in terms
of the Global Innovation Index among 142 countries/regions [9]. Hong Kong needs not only
to continuously increase investment in science and technology, but also to lead and integrate
advantageous innovation resources at home and abroad based on long-term development, which
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has become an important strategy for governments of various countries and regions to accelerate
the improvement of scientific innovation.
Hong Kong’s researchers, governmental agencies and investors can, according to the
industrial demands, perform diversified collaborations in modern scientific innovation
activities to accelerate cross-border and cross-regional flow and integration of knowledge with
unprecedented breadth, depth and strength and keep up with the trends of open innovation
and win-win collaboration in science and technology; this has become the basic requirement of
modern scientific innovation and an important way for today’s research institutes to improve the
capability of independent innovation and achieve the sustainable innovation and development.
It is of great significance for research centers in Hong Kong to establish systems of openness and
collaboration to attract industrial partners and flexibly participate in research and development.
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Abstract
In a study of Hong Kong industries conducted almost two decades ago, Traditional Chinese
Medicine (TCM) was identified as a potential driver for Hong Kong’s future biotechnology
development, based on considerations such as proven effectiveness of TCM, cumulative
knowledge base, enormous market potential, local expertise, and partnerships with Mainland
China institutions. Following this line of reasoning, the author presented a review covering the
trends and challenges of TCM modernization in Hong Kong in the 1999 volume of Biotechnology
in Hong Kong. Since then, significant progress has been achieved through the concerted efforts
of the government, academia, and industry to promote excellence in TCM. This chapter gives
an overview of recent technological developments in the field, offers an update of the current
status of TCM-based research and development in Hong Kong, and highlights some notable
achievements.
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Introduction
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) has been the primary source of health care in China for
thousands of years. It uses a combination of therapies, such as natural product medicines and
acupuncture, to restore balance and maintain well-being. This healing modality has exerted a
strong influence on the development of medical systems in Korea, Japan, and throughout Southeast
Asia. TCM captured the West’s attention in the late 1960s at the time of increasing prevalence of
chronic illnesses, rising healthcare costs, emergence of the holistic health movement, and influx
of Chinese immigrants. The 1971 account by New York Times columnist James Reston on his
first-hand experience of acupuncture for post-operative pain relief marked the first encounter for
most Americans with the medicine (1). By the 1990s, TCM was practiced by more than 300,000
practitioners in over 140 countries (2). Today, TCM has become a focus of international interest.
In 2009, a 3.5 year project, funded by the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme, was
launched to bring together over 200 scientists from 24 countries to work on the future directions
of TCM. The team members remarked that the time had come to consolidate the scientific
basis and clinical practice of TCM through interdisciplinary, interregional, and intersectoral
collaborations (3).
In the first volume of Biotechnology in Hong Kong, the author emphasized Hong Kong’s
biotechnology development as a high priority, and similarly identified the multiple factors
and synergistic efforts needed to advance the local TCM industry into the global market (4).
Meanwhile, a detailed study at MIT (Massachussetts Institute of Technology) perceived the
following advantages of using TCM for drug discovery: 1) the cumulative, empirical knowledge of
TCM could be exploited to expedite and facilitate hit identification; 2) Hong Kong, with its unique
scientific/technological advantages, can tap into the huge market potential of TCM products; 3)
TCM represents a large library of well-characterized compounds with proven efficacy; 4) local
universities have extensive research and development experience in TCM, and are well connected
with Mainland China institutions; 5) Hong Kong can leverage on its indigenous knowledge of
TCM, bilingual workforce, advanced information technology, and proximity with Mainland
China (5). Furthermore, in the 1997 Policy Address, the Chief Executive of Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region (HKSAR) presented a vision to develop the city “into an international
center for the manufacture and trading of Chinese medicine, for research, information and
training in the use of Chinese medicine, and for the promotion of this approach to medical care.”
Thus, the stage was set to establish a scientific basis for TCM. More specifically, Hong Kong was
in the position of putting in place the infrastructure, capabilities, and technologies to undertake
a scientific and rigorous approach to studying TCM such as identifying active ingredients and
understanding their mechanism of action, conducting detailed pharmacologic studies to ensure
safety and compliance with regulatory standards required for clinical therapeutic agents, as well
as performing well-designed clinical trials to provide evidence-based support of their safety
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and efficacy. Over the past years, tremendous progress has been made towards this goal. This
chapter provides an overview of these efforts, including the latest technological approaches in
TCM research and its application in drug discovery and development, as well as current activities.
Notable achievements are also highlighted to demonstrate the research capabilities of Hong Kong
scientists.

Supporting Infrastructure for TCM Research and Development in Hong
Kong
Early initiatives for promoting sustainable development of TCM in Hong Kong were focused on
setting up a sound infrastructure. An example is the establishment of the Biotechnology Research
Institute (BRI) TCM Center at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST)
in 1997 with funding from the former Industry Support Fund (ISF). The Center facilitates
and promotes the scientific and technological development of TCM through the integration of
multidisciplinary expertise at HKUST, the establishment of industry and academic partnerships
and networks, and creation of biotechnological innovations. The main areas of focus include drug
development, safety, standardization, and reformulation.
Similar initiatives were undertaken at other universities and institutions. For example, the
Chinese Medicinal Material Research Center at the Chinese University of Hong Kong was
expanded to form the Institute of Chinese Medicine in 2000 to conduct scientific research in
support of the modernization, standardization, commercialization, and internationalization
of Chinese medicine. Both Hong Kong Baptist University and the University of Hong Kong
established their own School of Chinese Medicine to promote TCM research and modernization,
as well as provide full-time degree programmes on Chinese medicine to cultivate local talent. The
Hong Kong Polytechnic University launched the State Key Laboratory of Chinese Medicine and
Molecular Pharmacology in Shenzhen, to focus on modernizing TCM research. Additionally, the
Hospital Authority (HA) established the Chinese Medicine Centers for Training and Research
(CMCTRs) in all districts of Hong Kong. Currently, the HA works closely with local universities
and non-government organizations to provide high-quality Chinese medicine service through
the CMCTRs and other collaborative models. The HA has also conducted and commissioned
numerous systematic reviews, pre-clinical and clinical research, and projects to study the safety
and efficacy of different Chinese medicine interventions in a wide range of disease areas.
The Innovation and Technology Commission (ITC) is another major source of support for TCM
development. It coordinates efforts in promoting R&D and testing of Chinese medicine, and
supports projects in the area of Chinese medicine. To date, topics have included: R&D of new
Chinese medicines, technologies for testing and quality control of Chinese medicines, pre-clinical
and clinical evaluation of Chinese medicines, and studies on Chinese medicine standards, as well
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as integrative Chinese and Western medicines. There are also initiatives to support downstream
development of innovative ideas. The Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks Corporation
provides subsidized lab space and various supporting services to start-up companies in Chinese
medicine and other biotechnology-related sectors. Small enterprises and technology entrepreneurs
can also obtain funding support under ITC’s Small Entrepreneur Research Assistance Programme
to conduct R&D projects with potential for commercialization.
With the establishment of various TCM research centers in local universities, and the engagement
and support of the HA and ITC in promoting TCM practice, R&D, as well as professional
training, Hong Kong has put in place a solid foundation to foster excellence in TCM through
regulation, education, research, and knowledge transfer. The following sections focus on the
technological approaches in TCM research as well as examples of TCM-based drug discovery
initiatives from various local universities, with an emphasis on those from HKUST.

Technological Approaches in TCM-Based Drug Discovery
Most TCMs are traditionally prescribed as “formula” and comprise of various biological
components. It is believed that these TCMs act on multiple targets through a mixture of
bioactive molecules. However, TCM is not widely accepted into mainstream medicine due to its
empirical nature – unlike its Western counterpart, TCM typically lacks a scientific understanding
of its mechanism of action and the rigorous clinical trials demonstrating its efficacy and safety.
According to the U.S. National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine, out of the
42 systematic reviews of the scientific evidence on Chinese herbal medicine, only 20 suggested
possible benefits, but could not reach definite conclusions, while the remaining were unable to
reach conclusions on the effectiveness (6). In order to modernize TCM-based drug discovery, it is
critical to provide comprehensive scientific evidence to support their efficacies, such as identifying
the bioactive molecules, deciphering their targets, and elucidating their mechanisms of action.
Large scale clinical trials that are on par with international standards are also sorely needed. Here,
we focus on the technological approaches that have been adopted to achieve the modernization of
TCM-based drug discovery at the preclinical stage.
One approach to develop a TCM-based drug is to preserve its traditional formulation, hence
conserving its multi-targeting therapeutic effects. To modernize a TCM formula drug, extracts
from the TCM formula have to be tested for their efficacies in in vitro assays and in vivo animal
models with relevance to its traditional use (7-9). Furthermore, the relevant bioactive molecules
from the TCM extracts need to be identified. However, the complexity of TCM materials
imposes a great challenge in the identification of bioactive constituents from source materials
(10). To effectively identify the bioactive molecules from a TCM extract, serial activity-guided
fractionation is commonly used (11-13). Importantly, the action mechanisms of the TCM extract
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need to be elucidated by a combination of various “omic” analytical techniques in conjunction
with systems biology.
Omic technologies allow for the collective characterization and quantification of biological
molecules, such as genes (genomics), mRNA (transcriptomics), proteins (proteomics) and
metabolites (metabolomics), in a specific biological sample. Systems biology strives to gain a
system-level understanding of biological systems by examining the structure and dynamics of
cellular and organismal functions, rather than the characteristics of isolated parts of a cell or an
organism (14). HKUST researchers have applied several omics techniques and systems biology in
identifying targets and mechanism of actions in TCM research. For example, they have adopted
microarray technology to elucidate the effects of TCM preparations on the expression of neurosignaling-related genes (unpublished data). Similar efforts have also been made by different local
universities to study TCM for conditions such as cancer, wound healing, and osteoporosis (1517). These transcriptomic approaches provide a glimpse of the roles of TCMs in modulating
complex signaling pathways. For example, the pro-apoptotic activity of Tripterygium hypoglaucum
was shown to be related to the NF-!!B and c-myc signaling pathways in a cDNA microarray study
(18). However, changes in mRNA expression usually do not correlate well with protein levels
due to post-transcriptional and post-translational regulation. Proteomic analysis, which reveals
changes in protein composition under different stimuli, can bridge the gap and provide a better
understanding of functions and mechanisms of TCM (19, 20) .
Another approach is to develop drugs from single small molecules originating from TCM (12,
21-23). Single bioactive small molecules from TCM can be identified through activity-guided
fractionation, either from single herbs or their mixtures, or drug screening. Drug screening has
been the primary methodology used by the pharmaceutical industry for drug discovery (24).
TCM libraries comprising collections of small natural molecules that are of TCM origin can
be used. If a drug target of interest is known, a high throughput in vitro assay can then be set
up to screen TCM libraries for compounds that modulate the target. This type of screening is
called target-based screening. It is highly desirable to conduct in silico docking of compounds to
the active site of the target to shortlist high-affinity molecules before the in vitro assay is carried
out (25). Other “in virtual” approaches, such as similarity search to identify molecules that are
structurally similar to known inhibitors or agonists of a target, can also be implemented. If the
target of interest is unknown but a certain cellular phenotypic change is desired, the TCM library
can be screened for molecules that can impart the required phenotype. Phenotypic screening can
be greatly accelerated by high content automated imaging and analysis (26).
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Once a single bioactive small molecule is identified, its efficacy both in vitro and in vivo needs to
be demonstrated, followed by the elucidation of its mechanism of action. The hit molecule then
goes through structure-activity relationship analysis (SAR) to optimize the molecule. In other
words, structural modifications of the compound is undertaken to optimize its drug properties,
such as safety pharmacology, and in vitro and in vivo pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
properties. Recent examples of SAR studies to search for potential leads include phenylethanoid
glycosides and huperzine A (27, 28). Computer-aided screening of Chinese herbal compound
library has also led to the identification of compounds that are inhibitors of specific enzymes
or receptors (21, 29). Overall, the combination of these tools and techniques enables a more
systematic and knowledge-based approach to develop innovative therapeutics from TCM.

TCM-Based Drug Discovery Initiatives in Hong Kong
The promise of TCM as a source for new therapeutic compounds has resulted in a number of
TCM-based drug discovery initiatives in Hong Kong, primarily through Hong Kong’s tertiary
academic institutes. Research initiatives encompass both basic research and clinical studies
to elucidate the effects of not only the whole herb but isolated active ingredients and single
compounds as well. Various different approaches have been taken in the quest to develop novel
and effective therapeutic products, which include both herbal formulae and bioactive compounds
for enhancing health as well as treating diseases. Some of the exciting work currently in progress
at local tertiary institutes is outlined as follows.

The Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK)
Researchers from CUHK have been working on using TCM to treat diabetic foot ulcers, a
common complication among elderly diabetic patients. Such ulcers heal poorly, are mostly
infected, and amputation becomes inevitable when repeated treatment failure occurs. The efficacy
of the combined use of two traditional Chinese herbal formulae in salvaging diabetic ulcerated
legs was revealed in a small preliminary clinical study and the result was further substantiated
in a subsequent double-blind randomized, placebo-control trial (30, 31). A simplified formula
containing only two principal herbs, Astragali Radix (AR) and Rehmanniae Radix (RR), was
found to be effective in vitro and in vivo for diabetic wound healing effects (7). Interestingly,
the two herbs showed synergistic wound healing effect (32). A few bioactive small molecules
from AR and RR that induce angiogenesis in live zebrafish embryo were also identified (11, 33).
Current efforts are directed towards identifying additional bioactive small molecules from the two
herbs and elucidating the mechanisms underlying their therapeutic effects.

The University of Hong Kong (HKU)
Studies at HKU also support the use of TCM herb extracts in treatments. For instance, researchers
have demonstrated the neuroprotective effects of the herb extract Lycium barbarum in promoting
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retinal ganglion cell survival, highlighting its potential use in treating glaucoma. Lycium barbarum
(Gouqizi, Fructus Lycii, Wolfberry) is a popular TCM well known to exhibit anti-aging properties
and is beneficial to the eye, kidney, and liver (8). HKU researchers have studied extracts from
Lycium barbarum containing polysaccharides (LBP) and demonstrated that LBP can protect
retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) in an experimental model of glaucoma (34). Pre-treatment with
LBP effectively protect the retina from neuronal death, apoptosis, glial cell activation, aquaporin
water channel up-regulation, disruption of the blood-retinal barrier, and oxidative stress in
retinal ischemia/ reperfusion injury (35). LBP also reduces secondary degeneration of RGCs and
oxidative stress, and inhibits the JNK pathway in the retina after partial optic nerve transection
(36). Proteomic studies indicate that the neuroprotective effect of LBP on the survival of RGCs
might be mediated via direct up-regulation of neuronal survival signal !!2-crystallin (20). Active
components of polysaccharide, which can attenuate stress kinases and pro-apoptotic signaling
pathways, have also been isolated (8). These findings not only demonstrate the efficacy of Lycium
barbarum in treating glaucoma but also provide underlying mechanistic insights. Conducting
clinical trials will be a logical next step to further develop Lycium barbarum for glaucoma as well
as other neurodegenerative diseases.

Hong Kong Baptist University (HKBU)
Researchers at HKBU have been tackling Parkinson’s disease (PD) with an herb called Uncaria
rhynchophylla (also called Gouteng in Chinese), which has been traditionally used to treat PD-like
symptoms. Inefficient removal of !!-synuclein by a cellular process called autophagy contributes
to !!-synuclein accumulation in dopaminergic neurons and their subsequent death (37). HKBU
researchers have identified isorhynchophylline, corynoxine and corynoxine B in Gouteng, which
promotes the clearance of !!-synuclein by inducing autophagy (13, 38, 39), thus providing a
mechanistic understanding of how Gouteng alleviates PD symptoms. Additionally, a pilot clinical
study on the efficacy of a Chinese medicine prescription, Jia Wei Liu Jun Zi Tang (JWLJZT),
which contains Gouteng and four other TCM herbs, has been conducted. The findings suggest
that JWLJZT can relieve some non-motor complications of conventional therapy and improves
communication abilities in patients with PD (40). The results of this pilot study warrant larger
multi-center clinical studies to assess long-term efficacy and tolerability of JWLJZT, and to
elucidate the mechanisms by which it affects PD function.

Polytechnic University of Hong Kong (PolyU)
PolyU researchers are studying the use of TCM in menopause-related breast cancer and
osteoporosis. They have systematically evaluated the efficacy of using classic TCM formula to
treat breast cancer in pre- and post-menopausal women, and have already demonstrated the
effects of a classic formula, Xiaoyaosan, in reducing tumor size in an oestrogen-independent (postmenopausal) breast cancer mouse model (9). Efforts are being focused on the mechanism of
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actions that are involved in mediating the effects of these classic formulae, and their potential
use in the treatment of oestrogen receptor negative breast cancer. Similarly, researchers at PolyU
have studied the efficacy of TCM in the treatment of osteoporosis and elucidated the mechanisms
involved in their actions. They have found extracts of TCM herbs, such as Herba Epimedii and
Fructus Ligustri Lucidi, to increase bone mineral density in ovariectomized rodents (41, 42). In
vitro studies indicate that most of these herbs mimic the actions of oestrogen and stimulated
osteoblastic cell proliferation and differentiation (43). They have also demonstrated that Fructus
Ligustri Lucidi improves calcium balance in both ovary-intact and ovariectomized animals (44).
Current efforts are aimed at identifying the active ingredients that account for the osteo-protective
effects of these herbs.

TCM-based Drug Discovery at HKUST
Recognizing the promise of TCM in developing new medicines, HKUST researchers have
undertaken a focused, knowledge-based strategy to drive drug discovery efforts. Over the years,
and with the generous support of the Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust (HKJCCT), ITC
and industry partners, dedicated efforts have established the requisite infrastructure, expertise,
and tools – from best-in-class facilities and technologies to developing critical competencies – to
successfully leverage the centuries-old knowledge and traditions of TCM.
Towards this goal, HKUST researchers have established a multi-faceted state-of-the-art R&D
center, constituting a number of core research centers to conduct cutting-edge research, such as
a TCM Center to develop capabilities to conduct scientific research of TCM herbs, and a HighThroughput Drug Screening Center, the first integrated high-throughput screening center in Hong
Kong, among others. To complement a sound infrastructure, distinct core competencies have
been developed. HKUST boasts a rich database of TCM herbs, and has developed proprietary
protocols for the extraction and fractionation of components derived from these herbs. Efforts
have also focused on streamlining the process of isolating biologically active compounds from
TCM herbs, and through many years of trial and error, the process of extracting and fractionating
herbs to generate bioactive samples down to single compounds has been perfected. Meanwhile,
a vast array of proprietary screening platforms to screen TCM components for specific bioactivity
has been developed to help drive the process of activity-guided fractionation. These proprietary
screening platforms utilize the latest advances in molecular and cell biology to facilitate lead
identification, lead optimization, and target validation. Furthermore, TCM-based compound
libraries focused on specific diseases, have also been developed.
Over the years, HKUST researchers have spearheaded a number of high-profile research initiatives
in TCM-based drug discovery, which have been supported by HKJCCT, ITC, the University
Grants Committee, and various other funding agencies. The results of these projects lend credence
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to the strategy of developing TCM formulae to treat diseases, as well as using TCM as a starting
source for drug leads. Some key initiatives are presented below in greater detail to illustrate the
potential and prospect of TCM-based discovery and development at HKUST.

1. Identification of Bioactive Compounds from TCM
HKUST has undertaken several investigations to identify bioactive components from TCM.
Researchers have successfully isolated active and therapeutically-relevant ingredients, and
developed several groups of compounds based on isolates from TCM herbs to generate a portfolio
of novel and promising TCM-derived components with potential clinical applications. These
potential drug candidates have promising therapeutic applications in various brain diseases and
disorders, such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases, depression, stroke, brain trauma, sleep
disorders, and other neuro-related diseases/disorders. They include ion channel and G-protein
coupled receptor modulators, misfolded-protein aggregation inhibitors and neuroprotective
compounds, to name a few. In general, these compounds are small molecules, exhibit druglike properties, and in some cases, have unique structural scaffolds. Specific examples include
neuroprotective agents with therapeutic potential in treating neuro-related conditions, subtypespecific melatoninergic ligands that have potential applications in sleep disorders and obesity,
and a series of novel heterodimers of tetrahydroacridines and tetrahydroquinolinones with dual
mechanisms that improve cognitive defects, among others. Patent applications have been filed for
the compounds and extracts with high therapeutic significance.
A particular stand-out with immense potential as a drug lead is anemoside A3. AA3 is a small
molecule isolated from a TCM herb. The compound modulates NMDA receptors, which are
involved in neuronal communication and play important roles in synaptic plasticity and mechanisms
that underlie learning and memory (45). The compound also confers neuroprotection, enhances
brain cognition in animal models, exhibits anti-depressant and anti-inflammatory effects, and
reduces inflammatory pain both in vitro and in animal models. Thus, it may hold promise in
treating neuro-pathological diseases and conditions. Another example is related to the cell surface
protein EphA4, which was discovered to regulate brain plasticity (46, 47) by HKUST researchers.
Since many neurodegenerative diseases are associated with impaired neurotransmission, our
novel findings highlighted EphA4 as a potential target for developing clinical interventions for
neurodegenerative diseases. Subsequent investigations at HKUST based on this discovery have
resulted in the identification of yet another promising drug lead, rhynchophylline (Rhy). Rhy
is an alkaloid found in Uncaria rhynchophylla. The compound was discovered to act as a ligand
and inhibitor of EphA4 receptor through molecular docking and an in vitro assay, respectively.
Abnormal EphA4 signaling is activated by amyloid-beta (A!!) oligomers, which is believed to be
the main causative agent responsible for the cognitive impairment observed in Alzheimer’s disease
(AD). Rhy blocks EphA4, and thus is able to reverse the deleterious effects of A!!. These major
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findings offer a potentially new clinical intervention for AD (21).

2. Comprehensive Analysis of a TCM Herbal Formula
Danggui Buxue Tang (DBT) is one of the simplest TCM formulae. It consists of Astragali Radix
and Angelica Sinensis Radix in a ratio of 5:1, and has been used for more than 800 years to
treat menopausal irregularities and other gynecological disorders. HKUST scientists employed
a systematic approach to delineate the complex nature of DBT. Advanced chemical and DNA
genotyping techniques were developed for reliable standardization of Astragali Radix and Angelica
Sinensis Radix. Detailed chemical, biological, and metabolic profiling studies were performed
to investigate the underlying mechanisms and compare the effects of different preparations
(48-50). The traditional method of preparation and prescribed composition were proven to be
optimal in terms of generating the highest yield of constituents with the strongest bioactivities
(51). Experimental evidence on the bioactivities of DBT, namely oestrogenic, oesteotropic,
haematopoietic, and immuno-modulatory effects, were obtained through bioassays and animal
studies (17, 52-55). Furthermore, microarray technology was used to assess gene expression levels
for identification of key biomarkers (48, 49). The focused effort facilitated the development of
DBT towards a health product for anemia based on international standards, and set an example
for the study of TCM formulae. The findings also led to the development of a preparation for
the management of menopausal syndrome. A patent was awarded and sold to Lanzhou Dadeli
Biochemical Pharmaceutical Factory Co., Ltd.

3. Collaborative Initiatives with Industry Partners
In addition to in-house TCM-based drug discovery efforts, HKUST has developed strategic
alliances and collaborative ventures with leading industrial players. The industry-academia
partnership brings biomedical expertise in industry together with the TCM expertise within
academia to facilitate development of novel therapeutic interventions to address urgent societal
needs. Our collaborations consist of drug discovery initiatives to widen the breadth and scope of
our research, as well as pre-clinical drug development to bring identified drug leads a step closer
to clinical trials. Collaborations are an important aspect of HKUST’s activities and have opened
the door to commercial and licensing opportunities. In recognition of this, in 2003 the HKJCCT
provided additional funding to help establish the Biotechnology Research Corporation Ltd. as
a wholly-owned subsidiary of HKUST. A commercial venture, the aim of the company is to
conduct drug discovery towards clinical development, and since its founding, has been involved
in many significant projects.

telomeric ends (56). Controlled telomerase activation has emerged as an attractive approach
to restore the regenerative or functional capacity of cells afflicted with degenerative conditions
or chronic stress (57-61). With support from the HKJCCT, HKUST researchers employed a
systematic approach to screen TCM products with proprietary telomerase technology from the
San Francisco-based Geron Corporation, and successfully identified small molecule compounds
with strong telomerase modulation activity. Among these were astragaloside IV, the major active
constituent of Astragalus membranaceus, and its alycone derivative cycloastragenol (12, 62, 63).
Satisfactory results were received from scale-up manufacturing and pre-clinical studies. These
findings provided a new direction for screening potential drug leads and investigating mechanisms
underlying the beneficial effects of TCM.
Strategic alliances have also been developed with other major industry partners, most notably,
the Morningside Group, a private equity and venture capital firm specialized in biotechnology
investments, and the China-based subsidiaries of the global pharmaceutical giants GlaxoSmithKline
and Sanofi-Aventis. Examples of ongoing collaborative projects include long-term drug discovery
initiatives to identify bioactive components from TCM, co-development of selected lead
compounds for the treatment of neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease, and
optimization of identified drug leads towards clinical trials.

Looking Forward
Hong Kong has made great strides in establishing itself into a hub for TCM-based research and
development. Multiple initiatives have been launched to construct a supportive infrastructure,
nurture a local talent pool, develop new capabilities and competencies, as well as cultivate regional
and international partnerships. Furthermore, recent advances in technology provide powerful
tools to unleash the full potential of the ancient medicine. The decades of efforts have begun
to bear fruits in the form of novel therapies and evidence of TCM’s clinical efficacy. We are
now well-positioned to ascend to new heights. The immediate target could be to gain approval
from China Food and Drug Administration for marketing TCM-derived active ingredients as
drugs in China, the second largest pharmaceutical market in the world (64). Our proximity to
Mainland China gives us a unique advantage to capitalize on the significant growth in China’s
pharmaceutical market. It is envisioned that through the concerted and integrated efforts of the
public and private sectors, TCM-based drug discovery and development will play a crucial role in
the region’s committed transformation into a high value-added and knowledge-based economy.

An example of a significant collaborative initiative is a project that aimed to identify telomerase
modulators from TCM herbs. Telomerase is a specific ribonucleoprotein reverse transcriptase
capable of maintaining the length of a telomere through adding hexameric DNA repeats to
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Abstract
Soybean is an important commercial commodity with an annual trade value that worth billions
of dollars. Crop improvement in soybean has therefore received attention worldwide. The
Centre for Soybean Research has been established at The Chinese University of Hong Kong
and currently consists of 16 principal investigators. Researchers make use of the state-of-the-art
genomic, bioinformatics, and molecular biology technologies to explore elite and unique soybean
germplasms. The ultimate goal is to identify important genes that can improve agronomic traits.
In recent years, they have published important research and review papers, including those that
have appeared in prestigious scientific journals such as Nature Genetics, Nature Communications,
and Lancet. In addition, they have established long-term partnership with several agricultural
institutes in China and also initiated collaborations with researchers in other countries, including
Japan, Argentina, and Bangladesh.
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1. Food Security Problem in the Near Future

3. The Development of Soybean Biotechnology Research in Hong Kong

According to the projection by United Nation, the world population will increase from 7.2 billion
in mid-2013 to 9.6 billion in 2050 and 10.9 billion in 2100 (1). In an earlier study, the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) suggested that due to the increase in population and changes in
living standards, especially in recent developing countries, food production will be needed to be
raised by around 70% between 2005 and 2050 (2). Current increase in crop production mainly
relies on the expansion on acreage. However, due to inaccessibility of arable land, environmental
consideration, and other limitations, the estimated increase of arable land area between 2005 and
2050 will only be 5%(2). With reference to these projections, there are big gaps among future
world population, food production, and arable land expansion. Urbanization, industrialization,
and soil deterioration such as desertification and soil salinization have aggravated this situation.
Innovative crop improvement strategies and the reclamation of marginal lands would potentially
be alleviating.

Currently, the economy of Hong Kong mainly relies on the service sector (93% of GDP at 2012
(8)). For long-term development of an international city like Hong Kong, development of high
technologies such as biotechnology is essential. Application of state-of-the-art technologies in
agriculture improvement is one way to link the research capacity of Hong Kong to important
national and global food security problems.

2. The Importance of Soybean
According to FAO statistics, soybean is the 8th most produced crop with the 5th highest gross
production value in the world in 2011 (3). The production of soybean has increased from 181
million tons in 2002 to 260 million tons in 2011. The world has exported in total 91 million tons
of soybean in 2011 which, valued at 45 billion US dollars, suggested a large demand of soybean
in the world. In 2011, Hong Kong imported 35257 tons of soybean on average with negligible
production (3).
In addition to its economic values, soybean is also nutritionally important. Compared with other
major crops, soybean is a good source of high-quality protein and oil. Soybean seeds contain
20% oil and 40% protein compared to 1% oil and 7% protein in rice, and 11% oil and 14
% protein in corn (4). Around 67% of dietary protein meals and 28% of vegetable oil were
produced from soybean in 2012 (5). Soy protein can be consumed as substitute of animal protein,
especially among vegetarians. Moreover, soybean is also a good source of minerals, vitamins and
phytoestrogen.
Another important characteristic of soybean is that it can utilize molecular nitrogen (N2) through
its interaction with rhizobium. Soybean interacts with rhizobium to form root nodules, wherein
the bacteria will differentiate into bacteriods and fix N2 to bioavailable nitrogen on the expense
of the plant carbon resources. Under suitable conditions, soybean-rhizobium interaction can
fixed 75-300 Kg N Ha-1 which is more than enough for the soybean plant to growth (6). Early
research largely supported that nodulation can significantly increase the yield of soybean (7).
Serving as environmentally-friendly manure, soybean has been widely used in crop rotation and
intercropping systems to maintain soil fertility and reduce the use of chemical fertilizer.
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Early soybean research in Hong Kong mainly focused on the possible nutraceutical and
pharmaceutical values of soybean extract. Soybean biotechnology research was first introduced
to Hong Kong by Prof. Lam’s team at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Soybean was
first domesticated in China and hence China has the richest collection of soybean germplasms.
It provides a unique strength to develop soybean research in Hong Kong. In particular, wild
germplasms are important sources of genes for the adaptation to adverse environments. Therefore,
soybean biotechnology research in Hong Kong in the past decade mainly focused on the
identification of stress tolerance genes and delineating the molecular mechanisms behind. Gene
candidates were selected from differentially expressed genes under certain treatment conditions
or homologous genes which are well-studied in other plant model systems. In the past 10 years,
many functional genes from soybean have been isolated by Prof. Lam’s team (9-14).
Year 2010 was a milestone year of soybean genome research. The first draft genome of cultivated
soybean was published by a consortium initiated through the DOE-JGI Community Sequencing
Program in the U.S. (15). It was the first legume genome ever being released. It opens the door
to a more advanced level of soybean research for the identification of the genetic basis of many
soybean traits, and soybean varieties improvement.
Hong Kong researchers have also made important contribution to soybean genome research in
this remarkable year. Taking advantage of the next generation sequencing platforms, a joint project
named ‘Soybean Homecoming’ collaborated by Prof. Lam’s team at The Chinese University of
Hong Kong (SKL-CUHK) and BGI-Shenzhen, has made another major breakthrough in the
soybean genomic research (16). The genomes of 31 wild and cultivated soybean accessions were
re-sequenced to reveal their differences. Through bioinformatics analyses of the genomic data, this
project once again provided strong evidence on the genomic basis that rich biodiversity and gene
resources are entrapped in wild soybeans. However, the shrinkage of natural habitat has posed
an alarming threat to the conservation of wild soybeans. On the other hand, cultivated soybeans
have been subjected to continuous human selection. This leads to reduction of biodiversity in
cultivated soybean, which has negative impact on its sustainable cultivation. The genomic data
reveals the changes of soybean genome during domestication. Comparison between the genomes
of wild and cultivated soybeans will facilitate the recovery of important genes/alleles lost during
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human selection. This study has a profound impact on soybean research and brings new insights
on soybean conservation and breeding programs worldwide. The finding has been published as a
cover story in Nature Genetics.

4. The Establishment of the Centre for Soybean Research
Crop improvement in soybean has received great attention worldwide. To consolidate the role
of soybean research in Hong Kong, the Centre for Soybean Research (CSR) has been established
under the State Key Laboratory (SKL) of Agrobiotechnology (Partner Laboratory in The Chinese
University of Hong Kong) in 2012. A team of 16 principal investigators from different research
institutes in Hong Kong with different expertise including plant biotechnology, plant molecular
biotechnology, genomics, proteomics, bioinformatics and information technology (Fig.1) makes
use of the state-of-the-art genomic, bioinformatics, and molecular biology technologies to
explore elite and unique soybean germplasms. The ultimate goal is to identify important genes
that can improve agronomic traits to contribute to soybean research development in China and
worldwide.

5. Recent achievement of the Centre of Soybean research
CSR has successfully evidenced that wild soybean can be a good source of genetic resources for
the improvement of cultivated soybean (16). However, although reference genome of cultivated
soybean has been released, a high-quality reference genome for the wild soybean is still unavailable.
It has been estimated that there are 0.3% difference the genomes of cultivated soybean and the
undomesticated soybean (17). Re-sequencing is sufficient to identify single base differences
between genomes but seems to be inadequate to precisely discover structural variations such as
insertion and deletion. .
To further elucidate the genomic variations between the wild and the cultivated soybeans, a de
novo reference genome of wild soybean is essential for better utilization of the wild germplasms.
Collaborating with BGI-Shenzhen, Prof. Lam’s team published the first draft of wild soybean
genome in 2014 (18). This draft genome consisted of 868 Mb distributed in 34,137 scaffolds
(18).
The published de novo wild soybean genome has successfully been used to identify the salt
tolerance causal gene in soybean. A high-density-marker genetic map was constructed using resequencing data from a core panel of 96 soybean lines selected from a recombinant inbred (RI)
line population crossed between a wild and a cultivated soybean. More than 1.7M high quality
SNP was collected from the re-sequencing data to generate bin markers. This map was 2991.73
cM in length in Kosombi mapping function and comprised 2,757 bin markers. A total of 18
soybean agronomic traits including stress tolerant ability, plant morphology, yield, seed quality
and nodule formation rate were analyzed. 11 of the 18 agronomic traits are mapped with major
QTLs (Qualitative Trait Loci) locate along 11 chromosomes in a narrow genetic region, ranging
from 400Kbp to 1.2Mbp in physical length. Using the 978-Kb salt tolerance locus mapped as
an example, researchers have developed a combination of genomic strategy to identify the causal
gene of important traits. By using extreme group analysis of 400 RILs (Recombinant Inbred
Lines), the salt tolerance locus was narrowed down to a 388-kb region containing 43 predicted
gene models. Correlating with the observation that salt tolerant parental line accumulated less
sodium ion in leaf under salt treatment, genes with ion transportation function were selected for
in-depth study. By comparing the de novo genomes of both wild and cultivated soybeans as well
as the re-sequencing consensus of different germplasms, a novel ion transporter gene, GmCHX1,
was identified as the causal gene of salt tolerance (18).

Figure 1. Principal investigators of Centre for Soybean Research.
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In additional to high-end research achievement, researchers in CSR also published reviews, book
chapters and books documenting important discoveries and concerns related to soybean research.
These publications covered topics such as food security problem (19), soybean salt stress response
(20, 21), soybean osmotic stress response (22, 23), genomic research (24) and perspectives of post-
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genomic research (25). Some of these publications were highly viewed and cited, contributing
large impact to the global soybean research.

6. On-going projects and collaboration worldwide
On-going soybean biotechnology research in Hong Kong mainly falls on a few major aspects.
Genomic study is still the major focus in the near future to further polish the de novo wild soybean
genome, and continue to identify important gene candidates for crop improvement. RNA-seq
and high-throughput proteomics are being carried out to identify key changes of soybean under
different physiological conditions. Epigenetic study including small RNA sequencing, DNA
methylome and protein post-translational modification are also in progress. In order to link up
the laboratory discoveries with the agricultural production, field tests are also undertaking by
members in CSR.
CSR has built up an extensive collaboration network worldwide to accomplish high quality
research. Major collaboration institutes were listed in Fig. 2. Collaboration is not limited to
molecular biotechnology research, but also involved expertise in agronomy, breeding and
computer sciences.

Figure 2.

Major collaboration network of the Centre for Soybean Research, State Key
Laboratory of Agrobiotechnology, The Chinese University of Hong Kong.
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7. Perspectives
Hong Kong is located in a unique geographical region with a special historical background. With
limited agricultural activities, Hong Kong economy relies on neither soybean production nor
trading. However, mainland China as the origin of soybean produced 15 million tons annually
and needs to import extra 50 million tons to fulfill her domestic demand. The achievement of
milestones in soybean genomic research has facilitated soybean scientists to perform in-depth
and high-throughput soybean research. The accumulation of these genomic data will accelerate
the ability of soybean breeders to enhance soybean productivity, pest resistance, and nutritional
quality. However, many black-boxes of the soybean genome are still waiting for soybean scientists
to unveil. Acting as the door of China, Hong Kong has taken the advantage of accessing both
the rich soybean genetic resources from mainland China and the international standard research
platforms. Soybean biotechnology research can also be directly connected to the real application
in the field.
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Biotechnology means many different things to different people. One of the definitions preferred
by this author is “the exploitation of biological processes for specific purposes” for its versatility,
inclusiveness and broad coverage. Of course, many purposes can be illustrated through the
history of mankind – from the breeding of plants and animals, to the production of various
food and drink products. Perhaps the “oldest” and the most generally recognized exploitation
of biological process is “fermentation” – although initially the process probably just happened
naturally without much control by humans who only later learned how to exploit such a natural
process to their advantage. Fermentation products can be found worldwide in ancient cultures in
the form of beer, wine, other alcoholic spirits, bread, various fermented bean products1 such as
fermented bean curd, “stinky tofu2”, “hairy tofu”, Japanese natto3, and various fermented dairy
products such as cheeses, and fermented milks. There is archeological evidence that the earliest
fermented drink was produced more than 9,000 years ago in China4 in the Yellow River basin,
and numerous other fermented drinks were also produced more than 7,000 years ago in Babylon
(now Iraq) and then later in Egypt, Mexico, and Sudan etc., also thousands of years ago5.
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Mentions

There have been continuing debates whether such ancient processes, although exploiting biological
processes in nature, can be considered as “technology” since in the minds of many, “technology”
implies “knowledge”6. However, it has also been debated ad nauseam whether “knowledge” may
simply encompass “information of how the processes should be performed” as in the practices in
ancient cultures or should it be restricted to command “understanding of how the processes work
and to manipulate them for specific purposes”, that is more commonly practiced in the modern
days.

1800

1850

1900

1950

2010

Figure 1. Relative usage of term “biotechnology” over time.
Certainly, the understanding of how processes work may enable improvement of the processes
rather than strictly relying on historical “trials and errors” as in ancient times. The necessity
of such an understanding, however, is highly debatable. Nonetheless, such debates are not the
interest of this article. Since the various products resulting from the more “ancient biotechnology”
have already been included in other more commonly used definitions such as “agricultural
technology”, “food processing technology”, “dairy technology”, “plant and animal breeding”,
“enology” etc., this article will limit its scope to that of the “modern biotechnology” more recently
enabled by the advances in molecular biology (especially recombinant DNA technology7) and cell
biology along with the other complimentary, and enabling technologies such as computer and
information technologies8 and imaging technologies9. In the remaining of this article, the term
“biotechnology” will be used to simply mean “modern biotechnology” as mentioned above. Such
a limitation is justified by the fact that the usage of the term “biotechnology” has only become
commonplace in the 1970’s, concomitant with the advances in molecular biology (see Figure 1
above)10.
Biotechnology is broadly recognized to begin in the US11 in the 1970’s with the discovery of the
Type II restriction enzymes and their ability to recognize and cut specific nucleotide sequences12,13,
the specific application of them that led to the production of recombinant DNA molecules/
products14,15 with the development of molecular cloning vehicles16 and genetic engineering
techniques17, the development of recombinant organisms using genetic engineering18,19, although
organisms of similar capabilities had already been developed using non-genetic engineering
technology earlier20, the subsequent uses of the many recombinant DNA technology tools to
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investigate specific gene and cellular functions at the molecular level, and to the planned and
strategic mixing of genetic materials in a cross-species and even cross-kingdoms manner that
was not previously feasible using traditional breeding approaches. Such new capabilities not
only breathed fresh air into long established industries like the traditional agriculture and food
industry, consumer products industry, as well as healthcare industries for both humans and
animals, but also built the foundation of an entirely new biotechnology industry that can both
serve as a “feeder industry” to the established traditional industries and/or stand on its own to
evolve, grow, and operate independently on its own feet. The former was exemplified by the
numerous merger and acquisition activities in the last several decades. Some of the earlier activities
included the acquisition of Agracetus by Monsanto in the plant agriculture industry21, and the
gradual acquisition of Genentech by Roche Holdings in the healthcare industry22 etc. The latter
can be exemplified by the development of Amgen23, Celgene24, and Gilead Sciences25 etc. into
significant independent companies, each although necessarily and strategically engaged in various
partnership relationships with bigger companies maintain their relatively “free” decision-making
positions on pursuing opportunities.
It has been four decades since the emergence of the biotechnology industry in the US that eventually
spread to all over the world. The industry remains vibrant due to the seemingly unlimited
analytical, discovery, and creative power of biotechnology. The biotechnology phenomenon in
Hong Kong appears to begin later, and hence an examination of the status and future potential of
biotechnology in Hong Kong with its potential “fit” in the economic growth of China and Asia
is of interest to this article.
Hong Kong is a very dynamic city. It is one of the most vibrant financial centers in the world
and is famous for its retail and service industries – from shopping, import-export services,
logistical services, to financial services. It has an enterprising and hard-working population.
Historically, however, it is not a hot bed for science and technology, not to mention biotechnology
specifically.
Four decades ago, Hong Kong had very limited market opportunity for and in the development
of science and technology products. It was (and still is) the home to two public-government
sponsored universities (generally known as public “tertiary education institutions”) in the
University of Hong Kong (hereinafter, “UHK”) and the Chinese University of Hong Kong
(hereinafter, “CUHK”), although “polytechnic institutes” that awarded “trade or technical
diplomas and degrees” also existed. Both UHK and CUHK were very fine “teaching universities”;
neither, however, was renowned as a “world-class” science and technology research institution.
Their medical schools and hospitals were excellent practical clinical centers but also were not
generally recognized for cutting-edge clinical research and discovery. Agricultural and food
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science research was practically non-existent in Hong Kong, since it had limited land for such
industries to develop requiring science and technology support.
Things gradually changed with the “opening of the doors” of mainland China (hereinafter,
“China”) in 1978 with the new economic policy initiated by Deng Xiaoping26, setting in
motion the tremendous economic reform that is the foundation of today’s modern China27. In
the subsequent decades, Hong Kong became and to a large degree still is, a major “first stop”
for multinational corporations (hereinafter, “MNC”), including pharmaceutical MNCs with
relevance to biotechnology, desiring to exploit the huge economic potential of the China market
for their goods and services because Hong Kong’s populace not only is mostly ethnic Chinese
who can help to overcome language and cultural barriers, but also has the advantage of the close
proximity to and the familiarity of China’s geography, customs, and regulations to help “bridge”
any perceived or genuine east-west divide to facilitate business transactions. After the successful
bridging with financial, logistical, and trade management services, Hong Kong has since been
focusing on bridging on the science and technology front – one promising aspects of which is
biotechnology28.
In 1988, CUHK launched the first Hong Kong Biotechnology Institute29, which represented
Hong Kong’s first noticeable endeavor to exploit knowledge regarding biological processes for
practical and commercial opportunities. Its four “activity programs” are strategically focused to
smartly avoid overly optimistic investment in basic and discovery life science research that often
carries the characteristics of a “bottomless pit”30, and seem to acknowledge the reality of the lack
of a critical mass to sustain curiosity-driven, basic and discovery life science research but instead
to focus investing its resources in the selected areas of (i) new business incubation; (ii) biologics;
(iii) GMP (good manufacturing practice) consultation, and (iv) traditional Chinese medicine
(hereinafter, “TCM”). These strategic foci also smartly avoid duplicating the efforts of Singapore,
which launched its Institute of Molecular and Cellular Biology (hereinafter, “IMCB”)31 three years
earlier with major investment in basic and discovery life science research. This is especially smart
that since there is evidence that Singapore, a city-country that has even more of a limited critical
mass in population and hence market opportunity than Hong Kong, despite the development of
great capability to perform very high quality scientific work from IMCB and its local universities,
along with the significant investment in various infrastructure-building programs32 designed by
the government to promote and support the development of a vibrant domestic biotechnology
industry33, the lack of a critical mass in population and hence market opportunity for Singapore
has so far not made the return on its investment strategy in biotechnology very attractive.
Singapore has now turned to China and various other Asian countries for market opportunities
as well as actively sourcing discoveries from all over the world. Hong Kong, therefore, is smart
to focus on a different strategy. Being a special administrative region of sovereign China, Hong
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Kong is in a much better position than Singapore to tap into the huge population and hence
market opportunity of China to generate attractive return on its investment in biotechnology by
not focusing on basic, discovery life science research.
The Hong Kong Biotechnology Organization, established in the 2000’s, currently serves 250 to
300 companies in Hong Kong, the majority of which are engaged in healthcare-related business
on pharmaceuticals, products of TCM, medical devices, and medical diagnostics. Their activities
also mainly focus on product research & development, manufacturing, marketing and sales
and not on curiosity-driven, discovery bioscience research34. Many of these companies are also
“operating branches” or “regional headquarters” of MNCs and large domestic corporations of
China established in Hong Kong to take advantage of its proximity and human resources to
exploit the huge economic potential of the China market and the Asian market. The 4 pillar
“activity programs” of The Hong Kong Biotechnology Institute will serve these companies well.
Although Hong Kong has now increased its number of “tertiary education” institutions, the
available resources for curiosity-driven, and cutting-edge discovery life science research are still
relatively limited. For example, in 2012-2013, the Hong Kong Research Grant Council awarded
HK$147.6 million (~US$ 19 million) in General Research Fund to support 160 life science
research projects35. Although on a normalized “per project basis” the support is reasonable, in
reality the total is no more than the research expenditures of many one single Tier One Research
Universities in the US, each generally spends no less than US$100 million per year in research
expenditures36. As such, a strategic focus of biotechnology activities that take advantage of Hong
Kong’s special SAR status of sovereign China in product development, manufacturing, and sales
to exploit the market opportunities in China and Asia is of special importance to Hong Kong.
In the biomedicine and pharmaceutical industry, the total costs for the discovery and development
of one single innovative, new medicinal molecule for human in the west has recently been estimated
to exceed US$2.5 billion37, inclusive of the costs of discovery research and failed attempts. This
is many times the entire research support budget provided by the Hong Kong government to
its “tertiary education” institutions as a whole. It is therefore paramount for Hong Kong to
focus its investment in biotechnology for human healthcare in resources for clinical and market
development of selected products, rather than in resources for discovery life science research –
a strategic path similar to that now being taken by many of the pharmaceutical MNCs after
spending billions and years in discovery research with unimpressive return in the past 3 decades.
This is especially advantageous since the institutions in Hong Kong, with their affiliated hospitals,
have the advantage over the pharmaceutical MNCs in that they have a more ready access to
patients and proximity to the China and Asia markets. The University of Hong Kong Clinical
Trials Center38 and the Centre for Clinical Research and Biostatistics at the Chinese University of
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Hong Kong (formerly, the “CUHK Centre for Clinical Trials”)39 are two quality operations with
far-reaching network of collaborators well positioned to align Hong Kong’s special position with
the huge economic potential of market opportunities in China and beyond.
Certainly, high quality education in life sciences to prepare for a knowledgeable work force will
continue to be important and should be adequately supported. An educated work force will be
necessary to support the clinical development, manufacturing, and marketing efforts as well as
to entice operations of pharmaceutical MNCs with interests in exploiting the healthcare market
opportunity in China and Asia to be located in Hong Kong. Therefore, continuing support in life
science research, although not necessarily with an emphasis on making domestic breakthrough
discoveries, will serve to provide quality training opportunities for workforce development.
The focus on GMP consultation will further provide “education” that normally extends beyond
the teachings of universities and will add attractiveness to pharmaceutical MNCs which have
interests in the emerging but highly regulated healthcare markets in China and in Asia to establish
operations in Hong Kong.
The focus on TCM may provide unique opportunities in developing new products that its
populace’s endemic knowledge of TCM may provide Hong Kong an enviable competitive edge.
Its activities, however, should go beyond product quality assurance and packaging development
but also should include identification of active ingredients, research on their modes of actions and
synergistic activities to gain better understanding of “how” they work and hence the necessary
knowledge for improvement, as well as developing synthetic equivalents or “betters” that may
lessen the reliance of TCM on natural sources of the ingredients. Natural sources of TCM
ingredients are not reliable with large variations and are prone to influence by the environment,
which in China, and increasingly also in Hong Kong, is a major concern.
The focus on new business incubation and biologics may feed on the news discoveries aboard and
not necessarily reliant on domestic or “indigenous” discovery research to develop “home-grown”
innovative products. Biologics, especially therapeutic antibodies because of the phenomenon of
epitope diversity, are especially attractive opportunities for innovative products.
In summary, although Hong Kong has not historically been a science and technology hotspot,
its proximity to the huge economic potential of the markets in China and in Asia, its special
administrative region status of sovereign China, the ethnicity of its populace, and its strategic
focus of selected activities collectively will position it a fair opportunity to development a vibrant
biotechnology industry. Without focusing on discovery research with the misguide pride to make
“indigenous” discoveries, it should use its resources to exploit discoveries of others by licensing
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rights to develop products for commercialization in China and in strategic countries in Asia.
Technology transfer with an emphasis on “in-licensing” rights should be encouraged. This will be
consistent with the new economic policy promulgated by Deng Xiaoping and his theory40. New
intellectual property that may arise from development activities should also be patent-protected
in China and in other strategic Asian countries to extend the market competitiveness of products
in such markets. Hong Kong is basically bilingual and it can take advantage of both English filing
in western countries and of Chinese filing in China to have broad and clear claim constructions
to fully protect its new intellectual property.
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Deng Xiaoping quote and theory – “It doesn’t matter whether the cat is black or white, as long
as it catches mice, it’s a good cat.”
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Chapter 6
TRANSFORMING TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE
(TCM) TO MAINSTREAM PHARMACEUTICALS
Yun K. Tam, Ph.D.
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Summary
Modernization of TCM has been one of the major initiatives of the Chinese government. Billions
of dollars have been invested into raising the standard of TCM, with the aim to close the gap
between pharmaceuticals and TCM. The major obstacles are the identification and quantification
of the active ingredients in TCM. In this presentation, a new drug discovery platform technology
is introduced to mine the active ingredients of TCM. Instead of using the conventional “silver
bullet” approach to screen TCM, the idea is to quantify the active ingredients, which are
responsible for the effects in TCM. A typical product developed using this approach will have
multiple active ingredients aiming at multiple targets, a step closer to the traditional paradigm
of therapy. The dosages of the active ingredients in these products are defined, meeting the
pharmaceutical standard. The list of active ingredients will be the template for cultivation,
extraction and formulation.
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This new pharmaceutical platform technology (PPT) consists of a proprietary fractionation
process, a physiologically based pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PBPK/PD) model. The
model is built using in vitro and in silico methodologies to produce parameters for the PBPK/PD
model. The validity of the model is demonstrated using a well-known herb, Red clover, whose
active ingredients are known.

Introduction
Both natural medicines and modern medicines (pharmaceuticals) have a common origin. From
a historical perspective, the two branches of medicine took a different path, one followed the
evolution of science and the other maintained its traditional approach. Tracing the steps of
pharmaceutical evolution, it is clear that its digression is influenced by the advancement of science.
However, it is also clear that it has not totally removed itself from its roots. The advancement of
science revealed that the ancient paradigm treatments have scientific merits. In fact, it may just be
what the pharmaceutical industry needs. The aim of this chapter is to present a technology, which
could be used to bridge the gap between modern and ancient medicines. Before the discussion,
an understanding of the history of pharmaceutical industry and traditional medicine including
TCM would reveal the gap between the two.

A brief overview of the pharmaceutical Industry
The pharmaceutical industry has its roots dated back to the Middle Ages when traditional remedies
were dispensed by apothecaries and pharmacies. However, the industry as we know it started
at around the middle of the 19th century (http://www.pharmaphorum.com/articles/a-history-ofthe-pharmaceutical-industry). The scientific revolution in the 17th century, which embodied the
ideas of rationalism and experimentation, and the industrial revolution in the 18th century, which
revolutionized the production of goods, laid the foundation of pharmaceutical industry.
In the past two hundred years, advance in science and technology, the two World Wars,
regulation, intellectual properties and the introduction of social health care systems have shaped
the pharmaceutical industry. The industry has witnessed a series of transformations in the last
century. Bayer commercialized aspirin at the turn of the 20th century. Arguably, this is still one
of the most consumed drugs today. In the early 1920’s, production of insulin by Eli-Lilly has
saved countless lives of diabetics. The discovery of penicillin by Alexander Fleming in 1928 and
subsequent developments of penicillins marked a new era for the way the pharmaceutical industry
developed drugs. Penicillin made a huge impact in the Second World War, saving thousands
of soldier’s lives. After the war, United Kingdom introduced National Health Service, created a
more structured system for drug reimbursement. This system has provided drug manufacturers
a lot of incentives to invest in new drug developments. Along with technological and scientific
advances, the pharmaceutical industry has brought on products that have an immense impact on
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human health and life-style. In the 60’s, the introduction of contraceptives has enabled women
to have sexual equality, Valium to cope with stress and monoamine oxidase inhibitors to treat
depression. In the 70’s, we witnessed mass innovation on oncology medicines and Angiotensinconverting-enzyme (ACE) inhibitors.
At the end of the 70’s, pharmaceutical industry focused on making “block-buster” drugs, drugs
that brought in over a billion US dollars a year. Examples are Tagamet in 1977 and Prozac and
statin in 1987.
Since then, the pharmaceutical industry has been fixated at the development of blockbusters.
Unfortunately, this came with an enormous price tag for R&D. Since the barrier of entry is
high, generic drugs and “me too” products were springing up to lower development risks. Patent
protection and defense of IP rights became a way of life for the pharmaceutical industry in the
80’s.
In contrast to the past, technological advances in the past two decades have done little to speed
up drug development (Thomson Reuters: The Changing Role of Chemistry In Drug Discovery,
2011). The advancement of combinatorial chemistry, high throughput screening, molecular
modeling, fragment-based drug design and the completion of human genome project have no
effect on improving the chance of new drug discovery, these fantastic technologies actually led to a
drop in the output. Since its introduction in the mid 90’s, no new drug has been developed using
combinatorial chemistry. The cost of new drug development is over $1.8 billion US (Munos
2009). In the last 25 years, the introduction of new molecular entities (NME) has dropped to
half for the large pharmaceutical companies, and the patents for the blockbusters were expiring
causing a sharp drop in revenue.
The aim for developing blockbusters is simply not sustainable. Pharmaceutical industry is
scrambling to search for a new paradigm to improve its output. M&A, partnering with smaller
biotech companies, academia and NGOs are common headlines in biotech news.

A brief overview of natural medicine
Natural remedies, particularly Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), have been used for more
than five thousand years (Liu and Yang 2006). Despite its long history of use, the treatment
modalities have not been accepted by the post industrial revolution mainstream medicine. There
is a series of drawbacks of this ancient paradigm of treatment. Using the modern approach of
clinical testing, the success of TCM is at best sporadic. In the absence of defined dosages of active
ingredients, and the lack of quality control, it is an uphill battle in trying to convince clinicians
and scientists that TCMs have therapeutic values. Adding insult to injury, the natural product
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industry contributed negatively to the reputation of natural medicines like TCM. Adulterations,
contaminations with heavy metals, insecticides and herbicides, etc. are frequently associated with
TCMs (http://globalnews.ca/news/899174/herbal-products-contain-fillers-contaminants-omitingredients-on-labels-study/)(Newmaster, Grguric et al. 2013).
In an attempt to raise the profile of TCM, the Chinese government has signed a landmark
treaty with France to jointly develop TCM in 2011(http://news.at0086.com/Chinese-Medicine/
China-France-to-Jointly-Develop-Traditional-Chinese-Medicines.html).The French spokesman,
Douste-Blazy said, “France is ready to use its expertise in modern medicine to make TCM safer,
more effective and to bring it into line with modern medical practices. France has had a total of
47 Nobel laureates, 8 of whom are in the medical field.” As of to-date, no new developments have
been reported as a result of this joint effort.
It is not a lack of effort; it is not a lack of technology; it is not a lack of willingness for the western
scientists to cooperate with TCM practitioners; it is a matter of complexity (Williamson 2001) and
perhaps mindsets. TCM and other natural medicines are mixtures of a high number of chemical
compounds, many of which are not active until they are metabolized by the body (Wakabayashi,
Hasegawa et al. 1997, Wakabayashi, Murakami et al. 1998, Hasegawa 2004). To identify a
group of ingredients that work synergistically together is extremely difficult, if not impossible
(Williamson 2001). As recently as 2010, in the natural products field, the standardization of
herbal formulas was based on the fingerprinting of individual compounds, which may or may not
have therapeutic effects. Presumably, it is due to a lack of adequate methodologies to accurately
assess component-component interactions (Ip, Zhao et al. 2010).

Is it possible to transform TCM into pharmaceutical?
There are a lot of motivations within the natural product industry to raise the standard of botanical
medicines. Government and industry alike have been attempting to raise the bar of quality,
hoping that one-day the quality of herbal medicine would be accepted into the mainstream (Pan,
Neeraj et al. 2013). Although there are success stories, they are few and far in between. What
would it take to make the transformation of TCM into pharmaceuticals happen? One may take a
look at the gaps between the two:
Mindset of the pharmaceutical Industry
In the early stage of pharmaceutical development, a large percentage of pharmaceuticals (>60%
in certain categories like cancer) were derived from botanicals. Aspirin, vincristine, artimisinin,
camptothecin, lovastatin, taxol, to name a few, are pharmaceuticals that have natural roots. As
science and technology progress, now that we are in the post-genomic era, the speed at which
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botanical screening increases (Pan, Zhou et al. 2013). The number of data banks on herbal
products is becoming more extensive. Unfortunately, the rate of return is disappointing. What
is wrong with this scenario? This question has been raised time and again. A change in strategy
in drug discovery is not only necessary; it is crucial to the advancement of the pharmaceutical
industry.
Since the beginning of modern medicine, single molecules have been developed as drugs. For
example, salicylic acid from willow bark was discovered to have anti-inflammatory effects. By
adding an acetyl group to salicylic acid synthetically, the stability of salicylic acid was improved
and aspirin was born. As biological science progresses, disease related drug targets and biomarkers
are becoming more available. Botanicals are screened for potential activities using these targets.
This development formed the foundation for the “silver bullet” approach in drug discovery. A
success story was the development of artimisinin, derived from Artemisia annua, a Chinese herb,
for the treatment of malaria.
The process of herbal drug screening usually begin with a known history of use, as the use of
thousand of botanicals are well documented. Potential leads are generated using activity driven
extraction. When a lead is identified, chemical modifications of the new structure to improve
efficacy and toxicity profiles follow. The advantages of this approach are obvious. Chemicals
occurred naturally are not patentable; hence it has little use for the profit driven pharmaceutical
industry. After chemical modifications, a lead usually has better drug-like properties and efficacy.
This new chemical entity is patentable. Unfortunately, the toxicity of the new chemical entity is
not always apparent and it may not be detected during the discovery and development process.
There are a number of examples, which show that products developed using the silver bullet
approach had tragic endings. Examples are Vioxx (Davies and Jamali 2004), Avendia (Nissen
and Wolski 2007), and lately resveratrol (http://www.myelomabeacon.com/news/2010/11/30/
glaxosmithkline-halts-all-further-development-of-resveratrol-drug-srt501/) . In some cases,
pharmaceutical companies end up with multi-billion dollar lawsuits to compensate sufferers of
severe side effects (http://www.drugwatch.com/vioxx/lawsuit/).
If the silver bullet approach is providing a diminishing return, is the pharmaceutical industry
willing to consider an alternative approach? There is little doubt with regard to the answer of this
question, but in order to maintain profitability and exclusivity, the product would have to satisfy
a set of preconditions. These conditions are: patentability, low cost, short development time and
a good therapeutic and safety profile. Does TCM have these potentials? Could TCM be screened
differently? Is a single compound strategy a must?
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Challenges for TCM development
The ancient paradigm of treatment is based on herbs and herbal formulas and the approach is
holistic. Implicitly, multiple compounds aiming at multiple targets or networks in the body are
the approach to treating a disease. The success of artimisinin was a success of the silver bullet
approach in identifying an active compound from a Chinese herb, Artemisia annua; it is not a
triumph of TCM because its paradigm was not used to treat malaria. As science and technology
progress, the chemical composition of herbs is becoming known. In fact, the pharmacological
properties of various classes of compounds present in nature are also known (Pan, Zhou et al.
2013). With these advances, isn’t it high time to try to understand how the ancient paradigm of
disease treatment works?
It is often professed that the constituents of natural medicines work in unison together, suggesting
synergism and antagonism for efficacy and toxicity. Previously, these claims were not convincing
as the cause and effect relationship in terms of chemical dosages was not known. As natural
medicine research progresses; solid examples are demonstrated. In a review article, Spelman
(2009) has convincingly articulated that a disease has to be treated with multiple compounds
because the process involves a number of targets. There are examples in the literature showing
that when an active compound is purified from an herb, it is a lot less active as opposed to a group
of compounds acting in unison from a mixture (Rajapakse, Silva et al. 2002, Spelman 2009).
Despite TCM research advances by leaps and bounds, the challenges remain. TCM has not
advanced to a stage where identify of active ingredients could be unveiled. It appears that if this
problem is solved, a bridge between “modern medicine” and TCM can be built. This is clearly
reflected by the activities going on in the United States.

responsible for the effects of an herb, there would be a reconciliation between modern and ancient
medicine. Furthermore, a safe, efficacious, and patentable product could be produced. The
scientists in Sinoveda understand the complexity of this task. We have spent more than 10 years
to come up with PPT to tackle this problem. Our strategy is to start with herbs that have sporadic
positive clinical trial results. This provides an indication that the herb is efficacious. The reason
for clinical inconsistency is due to the lack of knowledge of active compounds; hence, quality
control is not properly maintained. There is no surprise that if the dosages of active compounds
were not standardized, the clinical effects of the product would be compromised. Our logic is
that the safety profile of an herb is known after hundreds if not thousands of years of use. If the
herb is shown to be clinically effective, all is required is the identification and quantification of
active compounds. In terms of drug discovery, this approach has significant advantages over the
conventional silver bullet approach. It provides human data on safety and efficacy before clinical
trial begins. Consequently, the development time should be short and the cost would be low
and the chance of success would be high compared to the conventional pharmaceutical drug
discovery/development paradigm.
To show that we have provided a solution to bridge the gap between pharmaceuticals and TCM,
the following is a description of the platform technology developed by Sinoveda Canada Inc.
for mining bioactives in botanicals that are clinically active. The name of the technology is
Pharmaceutical Platform Technology (PPT). Two families of patents have been filed; some are
allowed, while the others are being prosecuted (Tam, Tseng, Lin and Sloley, 2014, US serial no.
61/974,294; Tam and Tuszynski, 2014, Japan registration no. 5491377; Korea registration no.
1459805; Tam and Tuszynski, 2013, Australia registration no. 2008234619). The following is
an excerpt of Sinoveda’s invention.

After US FDA (Food and Drug Administration) established a set of guidelines for approving
botanical drug in 2004 (US FDA 2004), the barrier of entry is lower compared to that of
conventional pharmaceuticals. Despite the bar is lower, there are only two products approved
to-date. This low approval rate has not stopped natural product and pharmaceutical companies
from trying. At present, there are more than a thousand ongoing clinical trials in different phases
of development. The main issue manufacturers are facing is the production of reproducible
batches of raw materials, which meet the stringent Chemical Manufacturing and Control (CMC)
requirements that are similar to that of pharmaceuticals. This hurdle could not be overcome
because there are no means to determine the active compounds in an herb that are responsible
for the clinical efficacy.
It is the belief of the author that if a technology is available to mine a set of compounds, which are
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Pharmaceutical Platform Technology (PPT)
PPT was designed to identify and quantify active ingredients that are responsible for the
therapeutic actions of a clinically active herb or herbal formula. Basically, we are trying to answer
a broader question: Could we use pharmaceutical technology to mine active ingredients in a
complex mixture?

In due process, some of these compounds would arrive at the site of actions where they could
interact with targets to produce a biochemical reaction, which would eventually produce a
biological response. The efficacy of a compound is dependent on dose and potency. Synergism
or antagonism occurs when more than one compound interact with a target. The events that
happen at the sites of action are the pharmacodynamic properties of these compounds.
PPT is used to capture and quantify the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic processes of
these chemicals in the body. These processes are estimated using in vitro and in silico techniques
which are commonly used in drug discovery/development. The biggest challenge here is the
complexity created by a huge number of components, as the current PK/PD methods apply only
to a single compound.
To facilitate the assessment of these kinetic processes, a number of steps have been created within
the platform technology. It begins with a set of proprietary fractionation of an herb or a complex
mixture. By strategically preparing fractions, the absorbable components could be identified.
The distribution, metabolism and excretion of these components and their potential interactions
at the pharmacokinetic level could also be identified and estimated.
Targets are selected based on the historical use of the herb and pharmacodynamic studies are
performed using the absorbable components and circulating metabolites. This step is important
because potential interactions among herbal components might not occur, as some of these
components may not reach the site of action. For example, the lack of absorbability of a potential
interacting compound would preclude it from participating in the interaction at the site of
action.

!
Figure 1: A schematic showing the fate of a complex mixture after it is ingested into the body.

The concept of PPT is developed starting with the kinetic processes of a mixture, like that of
an herbal preparation, after ingestion. Figure 1 is a schematic description of the fate of these
chemicals in the body. After ingestion, the mixture travels down the gastrointestinal tract. Some
of these chemicals are absorbed, some are active (color balls), most are inactive (brown balls), some
are unstable and some are metabolized by enzymes in the intestinal lumen and/or colonic bacteria.
The resultant metabolites might be active and absorbed. After the compounds are absorbed into
the blood stream, the first organ these compounds face is the liver, where metabolism occurs.
Along with the absorbed species, liver metabolites are released into the general circulation.
These compounds would be distributed into tissues, organs, and the kidneys for excretion. The
kinetic processes for absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion of these compounds are
characterized by their pharmacokinetic properties.
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After the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties are identified for the components
in the mixture, maximization processes are performed to identify the active ingredients and the
optimal dosages are estimated in humans.
At this point, a list of bioactives with specified dosages becomes available. These active compounds
are responsible for the therapeutic efficacy of the herb. This list of compounds is patentable, and
it would be the target for developing an optimal extraction process. This list of compounds would
also be used as a template for Chemistry Manufacturing and Control (CMC) and for dosage form
design.
Unlike the silver bullet approach, leads generated using PPT will have unprecedented advantages.
The advantages are safety and clinical efficacy. The probability of unexpected adverse events after
the product enters the market is low because the product has a long history of use. The cost of
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development will be low and time for development is significantly shorter.
Since the barrier of entry for securing an IND following the US FDA botanical pharmaceutical
track is way lower than that of regular synthetic drugs, the probability of passing safety requirements
with minimal number of studies will be high. Most of the clinically effective herbs do not survive
a huge Phase III trial because batch-to-batch consistency is extremely difficult to maintain, as the
active ingredients in these preparations are not known. Interestingly enough, US FDA does not
require the actives to be identified and quantified; hence, it is not uncommon to see candidates
failing Phase II or III trials. To a lot of herbal companies, including TCM companies, the goal for
obtaining a new drug approval appears to be remote. However, the use of PPT to develop these
products has a high probability of success because the obstacles of not knowing the right actives,
let alone dosages and proper CMC are removed.
We have applied this new technology to test drive its prime capability. The goal is to apply PPT
to identify the active ingredients of a known herb. The following is a summary of the studies
performed using Red clover as an example. The presentation is divided into two parts:

Pharmacokinetics
After decades of research, there are numerous publications on this herb (Beck, Rohr et al. 2005),
which is rich in phytoestrogens. The active ingredients of Red clover are pretty well known and
there have been a number of clinical trials performed using a standardized product of this herb
(Booth, Piersen et al. 2006). Like other herbal products, the effects of Red clover preparations
on osteoporosis are inconsistent. The goal of this study is to show that, not only PPT could
be used to identify the active ingredients; it is also capable of quantifying interactions among
the ingredients, shining lights on the issues facing Red clover as an effective agent for treating
osteoporosis.

!
Figure 2: HPLC, UV (upper panel) and MS (lower panel) of a Red clover extract.

The first step was to evaluate events happened in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT). These include
chemical stability in the GIT and metabolism by the colonic bacteria. Figure 2 is a typical HPLC
analysis using two detection methods: UV and MS. They show that there are more than 40
chemicals in the extract. The major components in the extract are phytoestrogens: formononetin,
biochanin A, daidzein and genistein. The corresponding glucosides, such as ononin, biochanin
A-3-O-glucoside, daidzin and genistin are also abundant. Stability studies in simulated gastric
and intestinal juices show partial conversion of the glucosides to the corresponding aglycones.
Human fecal metabolism studies showed that key aglycones were metabolized by colonic bacteria
(Figure 3). Daidzein and genistein, a metabolite of formononetin and biochanin A, respectively
and equol, a metabolite of daidzein are found in measurable quantities. Daidzein and genistein
are also found in small quantities in Red clover. Equol was identified to be an active metabolite,
which was not found in Red clover.
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Isoflavones

Mean Peff, cm/sec

STDEV

Biochanin A

1.64E-08

1.11E-09

Biochanin A

1.08E-05

3.83E-07

Daidzein

2.66E-05

1.11E-06

Daidzin

5.36E-07

8.30E-08

Formononetin

2.20E-05

6.85E-07

Genistein

2.75E-05

1.22E-06

Genistin

3.46E-07

9.20E-08

Ononin

1.22E-07

1.93E-08

glucoside

!

!

Table 1: CaCO-2 cell permeability of isoflavones in Red clover

Metabolic events occur during the absorption process were evaluated using human intestinal
microsomes. There is evidence in the literature suggesting that glucosides are converted to their
respective aglycones by the metabolic enzymes in the enterocytes. Figure 4 shows the rate of
metabolism of the major aglycones and an active metabolite, equol, in a preparation of human
intestinal microsomes. Biochanin A has the highest rate of metabolism. Formononetin and
daidzein have the slowest rate of metabolism.

Figure 3: Metabolism of major a glycones of in Red clover by human colonic bacteria.

Table 1 shows the permeability of the key components in Red clover using CaCO-2 cell monolayers,
a system that is well characterized for estimating bioavailability of compounds. Components with
permeability values at or higher than E-05 are highly absorbable. As expected, aglycones such as
biochanin A, formononetin, daidzein and genistein are highly absorbable. Whereas some of the
glucosides, such as genistin, daidzin, which have permeability values closer to the mid E-07range,
are partially absorbable. Ononin and biochanin A glucoside are practically unabsorbable as their
permeability values are at the low E-07 and E-08 range, respectively.
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Pharmacodynamics

!

!

Figure 4: Metabolism of isoflavone mixtures by human intestinal microsomes.

Figure 5: Metabolism of isoflavone mixtures by human hepatocytes.

This first set of studies showed that the four aglycones in Red clover are absorbable. In a separate
study, it was also found that the active metabolite equol was also absorbable.

As an herb rich in phytoestrogens, one of the indications of Red clover was osteoporosis. The
focus of the following studies was to evaluate the effects of these compounds on the rate of bone
formation and bone resorption. Unlike bisphosphonates, which target bone resorption, a more
balanced approach was adopted. Two cell models were chosen to evaluate bone formation and
resorption. The former was MC3TC cells and the later was Raw264.7 cells. The biomarkers
selected for evaluating osteoblast differentiation was alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and acid
phosphatase (ACP) for osteoclast differentiation. An elevation of ALP was a positive sign of
bone formation and a reduction in ACP was taken as an inhibition of osteoclast formation, a
retardation of bone resorption. The effects of the five phytoestrogens, mixtures of phytoestrogens
and Red clover extract were tested on an equimolar basis.

The next set of studies was focused on the hepatic metabolism of the absorbable ingredients.
Hepatic metabolism of the four native aglycones and the active metabolite was evaluated using
human hepatocytes (Figure 5). Unlike the results obtained in the human intestinal microsomal
studies, equol has the highest rate of elimination, followed by biochanin A.
Daidzein,
formononetin and genistein have similar rates of metabolism. Phase II metabolism was the major
elimination pathways, leading to the formation of conjugates.
The volume of distribution and renal excretion of the absorbable components were estimated
using in silico methods (Poulin, Schoenlein et al. 2001, Poulin and Theil 2002, Poulin and Theil
2002, Brightman, Leahy et al. 2006).
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Figure 6: Effects of Red clover isoflavones on osteoblast (MC3T3 cells) differentiation. Where, B is biochanin
A, D is daidzein, E is equol, F is formononetin, G is genistein and RC is red clover extract.

! (MC3T3 cells) differentiation. Where, B is biochanin
Figure 7: Effects of Red clover isoflavones on osteoblast
A, DB is daidzein/biochanin A mixture, EB is equol/biochanin A mixture, FB is formononetin/
biochanin A mixture, G/B is genistein/biochanin A mixture and RC is red clover extract. The total

Biochanin A is the most effective in promoting osteoblast differentiation out of the five
phytoestrogens and daidzein was the least effective (Figure 6). It is apparent that the effect of
Red clover extract was somewhere in between, suggesting ratios of phytoestrogens would be a
deciding factor.
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phytoestrogens in each mixture is 10 μM. Mixtures with biochanin A have a ratio of one part
phytoestrogen and 9 parts of biochanin A.

When mixtures containing biochanin A were evaluated, the addition of genistein or daidzein
produced the highest response. This response is higher than that of the most effective
phytoestrogen: biochanin A (Figure 7). When the mixture effects were investigated further using
a mixture of genistein and biochanin A, the mixture that produced the highest response is 1 part
of genistein and 9 parts of biochanin A (0109). Again, the response was higher than that of pure
biochanin A (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Effects of Red clover isoflavones on osteoblast (MC3T3 cells) differentiation. The first two digits
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are the number of parts of genistein in the mixture and the second two digits are the number of
parts of biochanin A in the mixture. For example, 0703 is seven parts of genistein and 3 parts

Figure 9: Inhibition of osteoclast (Raw264.7 cells) differentiation by Red clover isoflavones. Where, B is

of biochanin A. The total concentration of isoflavone in a mixture is 10 μM. RC is Red clover

biochanin A, D is daidzein, E is equol, F is formononetin and G is genistein, DB is daidzein/

extract.

biochanin A mixture, EB is equol/biochanin A mixture, FB is formononetin/biochanin A mixture,
G/B is genistein/biochanin A mixture and RC is red clover extract. The total phytoestrogens in

These studies suggested that a synergistic reaction occurred with a combination of genistein and
biochanin A and the optimal ratio is 1:9 (genistein: biochanin A).

each mixture is 10 μM. Mixtures with biochanin A have a ratio of one part phytoestrogen and 9

Inhibition of bone resorption was estimated using the Raw264.7 cell line. An inhibition of
cell differentiation was a measure of reduction in bone resorption, a desirable effect. Again,
given as a pure compound, biochanin A was the most effective. A mixture of biochanin A with
formononetin, equol or daidzein was also found to be effective (Figure 9).

Data generated from the in vitro and in silico studies were fed into our PBPKPD model. This
model was used to estimate plasma profiles of the Phase II metabolites of Red clover aglycone
published in a clinical trial (Howes, Waring et al. 2002). Model predictions were satisfactory and
the levels were within two-fold of that of the experimental observation (Figure 10).
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From this exercise, it has been demonstrated that PPT could be used to mine active ingredients
from an herb like Red clover accurately (Table 3). Furthermore, synergism among active
ingredients is also demonstrated.

!
Figure 10: Pharmacokinetic parameters estimated using in vitro and in silico techniques were used to construct
a PBPK model to estimate the plasma concentration vs. time of the conjugated metabolites of

Active Ingredients

PPT Predicted Active Ingredients

Formononetin

Formononetin

Biochanin A

Biochanin A

Daidzein

Daidzein

Genistein

Genistein

Equol*

Equol*

!
Table 3: A comparison between literature reported active ingredients and that of PPT predicted active
ingredients in Red clover. *: Active metabolite.

formononetin, biochanin A, daidzein and genistein. The dotted lines and open circles are data
published by Howes et al (2012) (Permission was obtained from The Journal of Alternative and
Complementary Medicine to use this set of data). The red lines are model predicted lines. The
model appears to have relatively good power to predict the pharmacokinetic behaviors of the
phytoestrogens.

When the pharmacokinetic parameters of the Phase II metabolites were compared, a very good
agreement has also been found (Table 2). Armed with this validation, the aglycone plasma levels
were predicted. The aglycone levels were important for the estimation of pharmacodynamic time
courses.
AUC0-24, ng*h/mL

!!
!!

!!

!

Phase II metabolites
Howes’ data

*

Aglycone
(simulation)

Simulation

Oral

Formononetin

112±35

123

9.47

Biochanin A

518±518

519

4.99

Daidzein

891±135

693

7.49

Genistein

1463±115

1231

3.85

Table 2: Prediction of Red clover isoflavone Phase II metabolite area under the plasma concentration vs. time
curve values at steady-state (AUC0-24) and estimated aglycone plasma levels of the corresponding

In conclusion, PPT could be used as a new drug discovery platform for transforming tradition
medicines including TCM into mainstream pharmaceuticals. The author is of the opinion that
if the pharmaceutical industry keeps an open mind, there is a place for ancient paradigm of
botanical therapy to be adopted into drug discovery/development in pharmaceutical industry.
Judging from the way the pharmaceutical industry is going; the time to look for a new paradigm
is now. It is difficult to argue about the economic benefits of a discovery technology, which has
low risk, low cost, short development time, safe and a high success rate.

Commercial Applications
The concept of PPT has been incorporated into the development of dietary supplements and
pharmaceuticals. Ginoba and Panaseng were the first approved herbal drugs in Bangladesh.
It is marketed by Radiant Nutraceuticals (http://radiantnutrabd.com/). A line of highly
standardized TCM products will be distributed by MaxChoice Hong Kong(www.hknest.com) in
2015. Proflexa, a topical cream for treating arthritic pain and sports injury, will be introduced to
Canada, by Habit (http://habithq.ca/) in 2015.

®

®

After the announcement of a successful clinical trial in May 2014, a multi-mineral calcium
supplement with vitamin D will be introduced worldwide in the next few years. Sinoveda also
has a pipeline of pharmaceuticals and nutraceuticals under development. These products are
targeted towards aging related ailments, such as osteoporosis, arthritis and cardiovascular health.
The characteristics of Sinoveda products are multiple actives. The dosages of actives are clearly
defined.

aglycones. *: (Howes, Waring et al. 2002).
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Abstract
Since DNA was discovered as the carrier of genetic information in 1953, we witnessed human
genetics has evolved from the early period of trying to understand these codes to the era of
personalized medicine today. Thanks to the Human Genome Project, HapMap Project and
plenty of breakthroughs in the last two decades, we moved from the era of gene mapping of
Mendelian diseases to Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs), and from a piece of gene to the
whole human genome. In this article, we will go through the sequential eras of human genetics
and discuss key breakthroughs and patenting focus in the field of genomic medicine. A future
perspective on upcoming development in genomic medicine with also be given at the end.

Introduction
Before the turn of 20th Century, Gregor Mendel reported his work on pea in 1865 [Mendel, 1865],
what is later known as the principle of Mendelian inheritance. It remained as a hypothetical theory
until DNA was demonstrated as the material responsible for transmitting genetic information
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and have its double helical structure discovered in 1953 [Watson and Crick, 1953]. In 1958, the
central dogma was enunciated, and the mystery of life started to be unlocked [Crick, 1958; Crick,
1970]. The importance of genetics was soon realized. Since 1970, new technologies have emerged
and evolved rapidly to facilitate our understanding on the context of human genetics and diseases.
These technologies have contributed to many breakthroughs in the field and marked several key
eras in human genetics.
We deepened our understanding on human genetics with these technologies, and witnessed a
flourish development in human genetics over the past 20 years, particularly in the clinical aspect.
Here, the authors took a clinical scientist’s perspective to summarize these breakthroughs and
patenting focus in genomic medicines in the landscape of the United States and highlight a few
important issues to deal with in the future genomic medicine.

Early era of genetic diagnosis: Discovery of disease-causative genes
Human disease was first elucidated at the molecular level in 1949. The concept of molecular
disease was introduced for the first time by Dr. Linus Pauling’s group, who demonstrated sickle
cell anemia is caused by an abnormal protein [Pauling, 1949]. Subsequently in 1978, sickle-cell
anemia was analyzed at the DNA level using restriction enzymes [Kan and Dozy, 1978], marking
the first genetic diagnosis using what we called today as Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs)
in the human genome. SNP was quickly recognized as a type of common genetic marker for
disease gene mapping and SNP genotyping now becomes a routine service in clinical laboratories.
Genetic mapping and molecular cloning have been employed to single out the disease-causative
genes. Without the privilege of knowledge on every single base-pair in the human genome,
genetic mapping by identifying SNPs was not easy but a labour intensive and tedious task. Every
research laboratory had to start from stretch to identify these SNPs (which are also known as
Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms (RFLPs) at that time) for mapping. To aid gene
mapping, additional technologies including DNA sequencing, Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
were developed and DNA markers such as microsatellites (also known as short tandem repeats,
STRs) have been employed. In 1983, the first human disease-causative gene Huntingtin (HTT),
which is responsible for Huntington’s disease, was mapped using RFLP and southern blotting
[Gusella et al., 1983]. In 1989, the causative gene of cystic fibrosis (CFTR) was identified using
positional cloning, unraveling mutation of CFTR genes on both alleles would lead to the disease
[Rommens, 1989; Riordan 1989]. Using similar approaches, the first oncogene for breast cancer
BRCA1 was identified in 1990 and cloned in 1994 [Hall, 1990; Miki 1994]. More diseasecausative genes were discovered and mapped thereafter, and indeed, initiated the wave of patent
filings on discovery of these genes.
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BRCA1 is a high-penetrance cancer predisposition gene that is inherited in autosomal dominant
model in families with high incidence of breast cancer. The second breast cancer gene BRCA2 was
later discovered in 1994 [Wooster, 1994]. BRCA genes were found to be predisposed to ovary
cancer as well. Patents covering the isolated gene of BRCA1 and BRCA2 were awarded to Myriad
Genetics, Inc. (Myriad) and its affiliates in 1998 respectively as US 5,747,282 and US 5,837,492.
These patents are very informative in terms of the technology used and the approaches patent
attorneys took to protect the discovery of a gene during that active period.
US patent 5,747,282 covers an isolated DNA and cDNA coding for the BRCA1 protein, and an
isolated DNA having at least 15 nucleotides of the BRCA1 gene. For example, claims 1 and 5 of
US 5,747,282 read as:
“1. An isolated DNA coding for a BRCA1 polypeptide, said polypeptide having the amino acid
sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:2.”
“5. An isolated DNA having at least 15 nucleotides of the DNA of claim 1.”
The claims at issue also cover cloning vectors and expression systems encompassing the BRCA1
DNA sequence, kits for detecting mutations in the BRCA1 gene and a method for screening
potential cancer therapeutics using cells carrying an altered BRCA1 gene. Related US patent
US 5,709,999 covers a method for detecting a germline alteration in the BRCA1 gene. It has
been estimated that about 5% of all breast cancers are caused by mutation of one of the BRCA
genes, irrespective of ethnicity. The two BRCA1 patents apparently encompass any use of natural
DNA and cDNA sequences of BRCA1, such as prognosis or diagnosis of susceptibility to breast
and ovarian cancers. With the exclusive right over BRCA genes, the patents holder Myriad
Genetics, Inc. has been the only legal assay provider for genetic tests of BRCA1 and BRCA2 for
pre-symptomatic diagnosis. This test is frequently required among family members of a proband
who has developed breast cancer, particularly those with early onset or had family history of the
cancer.
In terms of the technology used, a very detailed procedure of positional cloning was described
in the body of patent, including the steps of using microsatellites to pinpoint to a region of
8 centimorgan (cM) on chromosome 17, yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) mapping, cDNA
screening for candidate genes etc. All these steps finally led to the discovery of BRCA1 gene
and site of mutations in the breast cancer family. This patent also provides additional examples
illustrating how to use BRCA1 sequence to screen for mutations in samples, includes diagnostic
techniques such as fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH), direct DNA sequencing, pulsed field
gel electrophoresis (PFGE) analysis, southern blot analysis and allele-specific oligonucleotide
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(ASO) etc. This patent further depicts an example of gene therapy in which the mutant BRCA1
allele is replaced by the normal counterpart. A similar framework was used in the BRCA2 patent
US 5,837,492. The BRCA1/2 patents are illustrative examples which comprehensively cover a
disease-causative gene from discovery, characterization to application of the gene. Apart from
sequences and applications of the disease-causative genes, methods and systems for gene mapping
and molecular cloning were other key patenting focuses in this early era.
It was estimated that about one-fifth of human genes have been patented in the US since the
first gene patent US 4,447,538 issued in 1982 [Kean, 2011]. In early 1990s, Dr. John Craig
Venter developed a method for identifying genes using Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs). The
National Institutes of Health (NIH), the employer of Dr. Venter, attempted to seek patent
protection for thousands of gene fragments discovered therefrom (i.e., the ESTs) which has
provoked international controversy over gene patenting. The NIH finally abandoned these patent
applications [Roberts, 1991]. US Patent Law, 35 U.S.C. § 101 excludes “laws of nature, natural
phenomena, and abstract ideas” from being patent-eligible. There have been persistent debates
on whether discovery of a gene falls within the definition of an “invention” to be patentable, or
whether patenting a natural gene is patenting natural matters which should be prohibited as in
the case of laws of natural and natural phenomena.
Besides, although the initial purpose of patenting is to advance scientific and technology progress
by encouraging public disclosure of information and materials, gene patenting has actually been
criticized on impeding development of human genetics because patents have restricted others
from using the patented genes. Once the gene is patented, research communities and clinicians
cannot freely use the patented genes in research or clinical diagnosis without constituting a patent
infringement. As in the breast cancer case, since BRCA genes have been patented, diagnostic tests
using BRCA genes are limited to the sole provider Myriad and hence became very expensive in the
US. Moreover, Myriad proactively exercised its patent right over BRCA genes by suing companies
or even researchers which tried to provide similar tests or used the genes. Women thus had no
alternative test for second opinion on breast cancer diagnosis. Contrary to the initial intention,
gene patenting can actually jeopardize the public welfare.
In June 2013, claims covering isolated BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes of US 5,747,282 and US
5,837,492 were revoked by the Supreme Court [Ass’n v. Myriad, U.S. Supreme Court, 2013]. The
Supreme Court ruled that isolated DNA molecule with an identical sequence to a natural gene
is a naturally-occurring product and hence patent-ineligible. However, cDNA having the intron
removed is patent-eligible because it is distinguishable from the natural DNA. The Court affirmed
that discovering a gene and separating that gene from its surrounding genetic material is not an act
of invention under the Patent Law and therefore DNA molecules directly read on natural DNA
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sequences are patent-ineligible both in its natural and isolated/purified forms [Chan, 2014].
From a layman standpoint, what the Supreme Court decision was that the extensive effort on
identifying, cloning and characterizing the BRCA genes is insufficient to render the genes an
invention. Rather, although the isolated or fragmented forms of the DNA are not naturallyoccurring in any human body, the DNA itself is still a “product of nature” and hence patentineligible. This Supreme Court decision has brought tremendous changes to USPTO’s policy on
patenting natural matters and significantly impacted the field of biotechnology and pharmaceutics,
and indeed molecular diagnosis. This decision has set up great challenges to researchers and
industries and prompted them to adjust their patenting strategy and the way of claim construction
[Chan, 2014; Wong 2014].
Another key breakthrough during this early era is the invention of automated DNA sequencer in
1986. DNA sequencing was first founded by Dr. Allen Maxam and Dr. Walter Gilbert in 1977
[Maxam and Gilbert, 1977]. In the Maxam-Gilbert sequencing method, DNA is radioactively
labeled specific at the four bases and then cleaved into pieces upon special chemical treatment.
DNA sequence is subsequently deduced based on electrophoretic analysis on the cleaved DNA
products. At a similar time, Dr. Frederick Sanger introduced the chain-termination method
which uses less radioactive labels [Sanger, 1977]. Sanger sequencing method soon became the
dominant sequencing method for its safer use, and was rapidly evolved into a fluorescent-based
and automated sequencing method.
Based on Sanger’s method, the first automated DNA fluorescence sequencer was invented by Dr.
Lloyd Smith’s group from the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) in 1986 [Smith, 1986]
and firstly marketed as Model ABI 370A by Applied Biosystems, Inc (ABI) in 1987.
Being the pioneer in nucleic acid sequencing, ABI has developed many systems and devices for
conducting various types of PCR and sequencing and owned quite a number of patents related
to these technologies. For example, US patent US 4,811,218 issued in 1989 covers an apparatus
for real-time, automated sequencing of nucleic acids. The claimed apparatus comprises an
electromagnetic radiation source for exciting fluorescent molecules coupled to the four nucleobases,
an electrophoretic unit configured with a plurality of lanes for electrophoresing nucleic acids,
a detection unit for detecting fluorescent signals on the nucleic acids and a computer system
for controlling signal detection and analyzing the collected fluorescent signals. Another patent
US 5,171,534 issued in 1992, owned by Caltech and licensed to ABI, describes an automated
system which separates fluorescent labeled nucleic acids into one single gel matrix which permits
fluorescent signals to be read from a single strip of gel tracks when nucleic acids move through the
gel matrix and pass the detection unit.
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The Era of Human Genome Project: From One to Many - SNPs and
Common Diseases
The era of cloning and characterization of causative genes for Mendelian diseases was going full
steam ahead in 1990s. The need for a collaborative effort to sequence the human genome was
farsightedly recognized at the very initial stage. Human Genome Project (HGP) was initially
proposed and publicly funded by the US government in 1987-1988, and targeted to complete by
2005. In 1998, a parallel project was launched by a private company Celera Genomics with the
initiatives of generating and commercializing genomic information to accelerate understanding of
biological processes. With keen commercial competition to finish sequencing the human genome,
the International HGP got into full swing in 1998 with participation from many countries such
as United States, United Kingdom and China. Five years later in 2003, HGP was completed
[Human Genome Project Information Archive, http://web.ornl.gov/sci/techresources/Human_
Genome/project/timeline.shtml].
The HGP decoded and published the entire human genome of about 3 x 109 bp with an estimation
of about 20,500 human genes [NHGRI, http://www.genome.gov/12011238]. HGP revealed that
about 99.6% of base pairs are identical from person to person [Kidd, 2008]. More importantly,
the project discovered a vast number of SNPs in the genome which were studied extensively in
the subsequent HapMap Project.
Accomplished in 2005, the HapMap project studied SNP patterns of 270 individual persons
[International HapMap Consortium, 2005] and found that SNP occurs very common
throughout the human genome at an average rate of about every 800 bp [Feero, 2010]. The
HapMap project has dramatically changed our concept of genetics-diseases association. Upon
further examination on earlier work of Fisher and Kimura, SNPs were speculated to be the genetic
mechanism accounted for phenotype variation and evolution. Prior to the HGP and HapMap
Project, association between genetics and diseases was on a simple one-to-one basis (one gene-one
disease), i.e. the classic Mendelian pattern that one unique gene is associated with one disease.
The HapMap Project proposed that both genetic and environmental factors may contribute to
common complex conditions or disorders such as diabetes and coronary artery disease [Feero,
2010]. Interestingly, most of the common complex disease-related SNPs identified in the HapMap
project were found falling outside the protein-coding region.
The common disease-common variant (CDCV) hypothesis [Reich and Lander, 2001] has set
up a genetic basis for predisposition to common diseases, postulated that common diseases are
caused by common genetic variations. Human genetics suddenly expanded its scope from the
rare Mendelian traits having frequencies less than one in a few thousand or tens of thousands to
common diseases like diabetes, hypertension having a disease prevalence as high as 1 in 20 in the
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population. The HGP and HapMap Project provided the necessary molecular genetic data for
research in common diseases.
In the early era of HGP and HapMap project, though many SNPs have been identified, the exact
associations between most SNPs and diseases were largely unknown but only preliminary and
speculative associations were reported. With limited knowledge on SNPs, discovery, database
and potential use of SNPs were potential IP for commercial exploitation in the HGP era. Patent
application on SNPs started to rise at the time of HGP completion and got more intense after
launching the Genome Wide Association Study (GWAS) in the post HGP era.
Many studies on SNPs-disease association were carried out in conjunction with a strong infrastructure of automated Sanger sequencer. Taking Celera Genomics as an example, Celera filed a
considerable volume of patent applications related to prediction of disease susceptibility based on
these SNPs-genotyping studies. Typically, these applications include genomic sequences and amino
acid sequences encompassing the polymorphic sites, methods for detecting polymorphic sites on
one’s DNA, and methods for detecting the variant protein resulted from the polymorphism. One
area Celera touched on is the cardiovascular disease. Celera discovered certain genetic variations in
the LPA gene are associated with cardiovascular diseases and filed a series of patent applications on
methods for determining risk for cardiovascular disease based on SNPs detection. US 7,482,117,
filed in 2003 and granted in 2009, covers methods for determining an increased risk for myocardial
infarction (MI) by detecting the presence or absence of a SNP in the LPA gene in a subject. The
methods employ various techniques such as allele-specific probe hybridization, sequencing and
molecular beacon assay to detect the accused SNP “G”, and determine that a subject having the
“G” allele would have an increased risk for developing MI as compared to a human with two “A”
alleles at the polymorphic site. Another patent US 7,781,168, filed in 2008 and granted in 2010,
covers similar methods but tests on another SNP.
At that time, patent application filing was getting more intense which raised public concern
about ownership of SNP information. All the data from HGP and the HapMap Project was
immediately available to the public. Both government and public entities have taken initiatives
to push the genomic data into public domain and prevent private exploitation of these data.
International effort, such as the SNP Consortium and HapMap Consortium, were set up to
discover, characterize and maintain SNPs and other genetic variants information in the public
domain [Marshall, 1999]. Notably, the HapMap Consortium stated that its data release policy
does not block users from filing for appropriate intellectual property on the SNPs associations, as
long as any ensuing patent is not used to prevent others’ access to the HapMap data [International
HapMap Consortium, 2003].
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Exclusive right on using genes or DNA molecules was another substantial quest other than data
ownership of the genome project. Patent filings on DNA sequences and related methods reached
its peak in early 2000 [Kean, 2011] and debates about gene patenting became more intensive with
time, which were based on similar argument as in BRCA1 case. The discussion primarily lied on
whether discovery of a gene is an invention and whether an isolated gene is novel and/or nonobvious in view of the published sequencing data from the HGP (which become the prior art to
any gene) [NHGRI, http://www.genome.gov/19016590]. A question on utility was also raised.
In 2000, the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) announced that identification
of a gene alone does not fulfill the utility requirement and hence not patentable, but an isolated or
synthesized gene maybe patentable if a “specific, substantial and credible utility” has been properly
established [Dickinson, 2000].

Genome Wide Association Study (GWAS) which extended coverage to larger populations in
order to establish more concrete associations between SNPs and traits such as common complex
diseases and drug responses.

In terms of technology throughout the HGP and SNP (HapMap, see below) era, a wide discipline
of techniques and tools were developed and improved, which drove the HGP to completion
two years ahead the target time. Cloning and sequencing techniques such as DNA sequencing,
RFLP, YAC, BAC and PCR were key tools employed in the HGP [NHGRI, http://www.genome.
gov/12011238]. Undoubtedly, the HGP era chiefly focused on genome sequencing, identification
of disease-related SNPs while characterization of these SNPs was not yet mature. Discovery of
SNPs, use of SNPs as genetic markers for disease prognosis and improved cloning and sequencing
tools were major subject matters for seeking patent protection at that time.

Most of these large scaled studies involved thousands of patients and control subjects, and it was
possible to genotype 1 million SNPs in every patient. These Genome Wide Association Studies
(GWAS) have provided us more than 3,000 genetic variations (mostly SNPs) that are associated
with common diseases. After all these efforts on elucidating the human genome, a vast number of
disease-related SNPs and genes were identified.

The Era of HapMap Project and Genome-Wide Association Studies
As variations in DNA sequence may determine phenotypic differences among individuals, and
SNPs are the major forms of these genetic variations. Further analysis on SNPs revealed that
SNPs may underlie differences in susceptibility to many diseases observed in individual persons
[Chakravarti, 2001]. In addition to disease susceptibility, genetic makeup of an individual is also
found associated with one’s response to drug treatment [Danesi, 2001]. Furthermore, adverse
reactions to drug treatment can be predicted through analysis on genes which are involved in drug
metabolism. With extensive association with a wide ranges of physiological responses, conditions
and disease, SNPs have gained growing prominence in human genetics and become more engaged
in real clinical applications.
However, at the time the Human Genome Project completed, there was very limited information
on polymorphic sites (merely the location and nature of SNPs). Besides, HGP only represents
DNA sequences of a few individuals. It contains no information about ethnic difference, and
of course not to mention the relationship of genetic variations and disease susceptibility among
individuals. Therefore, studying genetic variations was an important follow-up task in the postHGP era [Loder, 1999]. The need was promptly recognized and subsequently brewing up the
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At that juncture, various private and academic organizations started to look for genetic associations
in relation to a wide spectrum of diseases and conditions. Scale of some of these projects were
huge, for example, deCODE Genetics collected samples from the whole population of Iceland to
study genetic predisposition in many diseases. Besides, public-private partnership also launched
different projects to investigate genetic variations, such as The SNP Consortium (TSC) established
by the joint venture of Wellcome Trust and a plurality of pharmaceutical companies. Identification
and characterization of genetic-disease association reached its peak during 2007-2013.

Results obtained from GWAS have opened up a great potential on using these disease-indicative
genetic variations as genetic markers for clinical diagnosis. Since little or no functional information
could be inferred from existing knowledge in most SNPs-disease studies, very little was known
about the biology of most of these genetic variations and the underlying mechanism leading to
diseases. Therefore, most patent applications could only provide a highly speculative guess on the
mechanism. It also affected the way claims were drafted due to the lack of functional data. Most
of the claims were barely written based on the correlation between presence of a SNP and disease
susceptibility, with narrow exploration on application of SNPs.
Thanks to contributions all over the world in the GWAS era, more fundamental associations
between diseases and SNPs/genes were gradually established. We comprehended better on how
genetics and phenotypes interplay. Since then, genotyping on particular gene or SNPs become
a powerful and routine clinical tool for diagnosing disease or evaluating disease susceptibility of
gene-causative diseases as well as common complex diseases.
Compared to the earlier era of HGP, patent applications did not merely cover the simple discovery of
SNPs/genes or monotonous correlation between a SNP/gene and a particular disease but were more
extensive and complex. Patenting focus in the GWAS era was prominently shifted from rare gene-causative
diseases to common complex diseases. Other non-genetic factors such as environment, age, gender and
family history were also taken into account in risk assessment for developing complex diseases.
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For instance, deCODE Genetics filed a patent application covering a use of a SNP “T” at a
genetic marker rs4415084 located on chromosome 5p for risk assessment, diagnosis, prognosis
and treatment of breast cancer in 2008 (later granted as US 8,580,501 in 2013). The claimed
method for risk assessment does not merely rely on detection of the accused SNP “T” at rs4415084
but also considers non-genetic factors and includes clinical checkups such as clinical breast
examination, X-ray mammography. The patent also covers computer-implemented applications
of the polymorphism such as an apparatus consisted of computer-readable memory for storing
genetic data and a routine for manipulating data and generating output from the data.
Another example of genetic tests derived from GWAS for prognostic assessment is related to
scoliosis which has been marketed as ScoliScore™ [Transgenomic, http://www.scoliscore.com/].
The test was firstly developed by Axial Biotech, Inc., marketed by DePuy Spine in 2009 and
recently acquired by Transgenomic, Inc. in 2012. The ScoliScore™ Test is a genetic test for
prediction of curve progression (disease severity) in Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis (AIS). Axial
Biotech, Inc. filed a patent application in 2008 (published as US 2009/0035772) for using a
genetic marker to determine risk of spine curve progression in patient having AIS, that is, how far
the spinal vertebrate will curve. The test is designated for patients early after diagnosing the disease
and it may predict severity of the disease in the coming next 5-6 years. The patent application
is still pending but ScoliScore™ Test has been a great commercial success. Notably, Axial was
awarded in 2012 a patent US 8,123,787 on method of treating scoliotically curved spine in
patients that have been determined to be at risk of scoliosis curve progression using a plurality of
related genetic markers.

Microarray Era
Another breakthrough of a new era is the development of multiplex genetic tests and genotyping
techniques. Genetic testing received higher demands and got more sophisticated as our understanding
on genetics was getting more enriched and substantive. During the initial stage of genomic medicine
in 1990s, the landscape of molecular diagnosis has evolved rapidly from examining single SNP or
gene to detection of multiple targets, prompting the invention of DNA microarray or gene chips
for simultaneous detection of multiple targets. The first patent US 5,700,637 on DNA microarray
was granted to Isis Innovation Limited in 1997. With human genome mapped and more SNP/
gene-disease associations identified, it is recognized that genetic variations and diseases interplay in
a highly complex and genome-wide manner. An unbiased examination at the entire set of ~20,500
genes is much more beneficial to understand the genotype-phenotype relationship and hence
for better prognosis or diagnosis. Accordingly, plenty of multiplex genetic tests which can detect
hundreds to thousands of genetic variations at once have been designed and marketed. In 2010, a
single silicon chip can detect over 1 million different base-pair variations in a person’s genome in a
few hours for a few hundred dollars [Feero, 2010]. The technology has been greatly improved on
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capacity, accuracy and efficiency, and indeed another patenting focus since 2000.
Genetic variations and polymorphisms discussed in preceding sections are permanent and stable
markers inherited from parents and they are used for disease diagnosis and risk assessment.
Alternatively, there are biomarkers that are responsive to environmental and life style factors
which would be more informative to unravel status of health or disease at a particular time point.
Furthermore, in some occasions, studying cellular gene expression profile (i.e. mRNA level in
a certain type of cell or disease), temporal gene expression profile (mRNA level under specific
developmental stage or treatment) and protein-protein interaction would be more useful than
studying the DNA sequence alone. All these considerations have led to the invention of a variety
of microarrays specific to cDNA, protein, peptide, antibody etc.
One of the most common applications of microarray study is to identify one or more gene which
are differentially expressed in tumor and healthy cells and might provide clue of diagnosis or
prognosis of the cancer. In the example of breast cancer, various statistical and data-mining
approaches have been explored and various gene sets had been proposed to have predictive values
in prognosis and diagnosis of cancer, classification of cancer subtypes as well as determining drug
response and screening candidate therapeutics for breast cancer. MammaPrint®, MapQuant Dx™,
OncotypeDx®, PAM50 Breast Cancer Intrinsic Subtype Classifier, and Theros Breast Cancer
IndexSM are examples of genetic test which employ multi-gene expression profile systems as
biomarkers for diagnosis or prognosis of breast cancer [Paik 2011; Marchionni 2007].
For example, in the commercial test MammaPrint® marketed by Agendia, a panel of 70 genes
having differential expression levels in breast tumour tissue is used for prognosis of disease in
term of risk of metastasis [van’t Veer LJ, 2002]. Related patents include US 7,514,209 and US
7,171,311, which respectively cover prognosis of breast cancer and assignment of treatment to
a breast cancer patients based on expression profiling of breast cancer-associated genes obtained
from the patents.
At the same time, diagnostic companies started to market genotyping service as a test that everyone
can take as common as an annual body check-up. For instance, started in 2007, 23andMe, Inc.
provided genotyping on 90 SNPs covering conditions/disease from baldness to blindness. The
company collected saliva samples from customers, performed tests and finally delivered a report
to the customers online. Based on the testing results, 23andMe estimated the predisposition for
the examined inherited traits or genetic diseases [Hamilton A, 2008]. However, in November
2013, the Food and Drug Administration of the United States (FDA) requested the company
to stop providing the service since the company was not approved for furnishing health-related
information that may lead to potential health consequences to the customers [FDA, 2013].
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Currently, the company offers over 200 reports on various genetic analysis but excludes healthrelated interpretations.
23andMe has filed a series of patent applications on collecting and processing genetic information
with respect to family inheritance and particular conditions or diseases. For instance, US 8,463,554
which was issued in 2013 covers a system to determine relative relationship of people who share
a common ancestor by comparing DNA sequences of the subject.
On the other hand, the company was awarded a patent US 8,543,339 in October 2013, which is
directed to a system for selecting a preferred gamete donor in view of desired phenotype(s). The
system provides statistical information pertaining to the likelihood of observing desired phenotype
based on the genotype of the recipient and different potential donors. The company was criticized
for its intention of creating “designer babies” though it proclaimed that the initial objective is to
“offer an engaging way for you and your partner to see what kind of traits your child might inherit
from you” [Scott, 2013]. This sort of predictive tools or services remain highly controversial for
ethical reasons and 23andMe is not the sole provider for such technology.
Shortly after the discovery of gene-causative genes and SNPs, exploration on possible uses of
genetic markers for clinical diagnosis is the key focus in genomic medicine. Another focus in the
field is to develop rapid and accurate genetic analyzing tools such as systems and devices that would
enable clinicians to instantly diagnose patients and promptly allocate appropriate treatments to
the patients. This has led to the development of “point-of-care” tests and miniature devices for
efficient and affordable genetic diagnosis. For example, loop-mediated isothermal amplification
(LAMP), lab-on-a-chip (LOC) equipped with micro-fluidic system, instant genetic test strips are
all techniques adapted for a quick but precise detection of genetic markers. Many versatile and
miniature devices that integrate DNA extraction, amplification, labeling and detection have been
developed and commercialized for diagnosing particular conditions or diseases.

Applications in Pharmacogenetics
Another significant breakthrough in genomic medicine is its application on drug response analysis.
A high degree of variability in response to drug treatment among individuals has been observed.
Some patients respond favorably on a usual dose of a drug treatment, while some are unresponsive
to the drug or even experience adverse effect of the drug. It is now recognized that patients having
a very active metabolizing enzyme (i.e., the fast-metabolizers) for a particular drug break down
the drug quickly while the slow-metabolizers break down drug slowly and hence expose to a high
level of drug for a longer duration. The Human Genome Project provided an opportunity to
study the relationship between genetic variations in drug-metabolizing enzymes and clinical effect
of drug treatment, such as efficacy and toxic side effects [Evans and Relling, 1999]. This has led
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to the branch of pharmacogenetics which investigates genetic determinations in drug response.
Comparisons on genetic makeups of drug-metabolizing enzymes and clinical observation among
individuals revealed that genetic variations do not only associate with rare diseases and common
complex diseases but also play a role in determining individual response to medications.
The ultimate goal in genomic medicine is to implement “personalized treatment”, which means
providing appropriate treatments or prescribing safe and effective dosage of drug as determined
by the patient’s genetic makeup [Nebert and Dieter, 2000]. A comprehensive catalogue of genetic
variations in these drug-metabolizing genes is a major breakthrough in the post-HGP era.
These genetic variations have been clinically applied for optimizing individual treatment such as
selecting appropriate type of drug, designing administration regime and dictating possible adverse
drug effects etc.
Clinical observations have shown that metabolism of some drugs varied with polymorphisms
of Cytochrome P450 (CYP450), the chief enzyme engaged in drug metabolism in our body
[Weinshilboum, 2003]. Commercial products for CYP450 genotyping have been marketed,
for example, Affymetrix, Inc. produces a GeneChip® CYP450 assembling over 8,000 different
oligonucleotide probes on a glass chip for genotyping most cytochrome P450 genes (e.g. CYP2D6
and CYP2C19).
GeneChip® is the core technology of Affymetrix. The company holds a number of patents (e.g.
US 5,445,934) covering solid materials that are covalently attached with different types of
oligonucleotides for multiplex genotyping. Particularly, US 6,468,744 granted in 2002 broadly
claims a method of determining copy number of a gene by analyzing a plurality of polymorphic
sites in a chromosome containing the gene to determine the number of different polymorphic
forms present at each site. Though not specified in the claims, the objective of the claimed
invention is to analyze polymorphisms and copy number variations in biotransformation genes
such as CYP450. The company has also invented fluidics system and apparatus for hybridizing,
washing and staining the GeneChip® (e.g. US 6,287,850), which are further adapted for highthroughput genotyping.
In combination with Affymetrix’s GeneChip® technology, Roche’s AmpliChip® Cytochrome P450
Genotyping test received an approval from the FDA in 2004 on providing diagnostic test on
CYP2D6 and CYP2C19 genotypes with the aim to help clinicians to optimize treatment for
individual patients [FDA, 2004].
Furthermore, realizing the notable role of pharmacogenomics in identifying responders and
non-responders to medications, avoiding adverse events, and optimizing drug dose, the FDA
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nowadays recommends drug companies to assess effects of drug on pharmacogenetic variants
and put genomic biomarker-related information on drug labels. A list of important biomarkers
could be found in the website of FDA http://www.fda.gov/drugs/scienceresearch/researchareas/
pharmacogenetics/ucm083378.htm.

The Era of Personalized Medicine: Marking the Vision Real
One of the major goals of the Human Genome Project is to implement “personalized treatment”
for a more effective and safe therapy, and practice “preventive medicine” to minimize risk of
developing particular diseases in view of one’s genetic makeup. This goal was probably still a farreaching dream 20 years ago. However, with the rapid advance in DNA sequencing and auxiliary
technologies, more individual human genomes were decoded and analyzed, and we finally entered
the brightening era of personalized medicine in late 2010s.
One key driving force of achieving personalized medicine is the “$1,000 genome project”
proposed in 2001, which targeted to lower the cost for whole human genome sequencing to about
USD $1,000. Started in 2004, the NHGRI awarded grants to academic and industrial scientists
to speed up the project [Hayden, 2014].
Since the first automated DNA sequencer launched in 1980, the landscape of DNA sequencing
has been a keen area in biotechnological and medical science, targeting at a higher throughput
and accurate DNA sequencer for both academic research and routine clinical testing. Versatile
approaches and improvements have been recorded in many patent applications and publications
throughout the last 30 years but the Sanger’s method is still the predominant technology used
in the field. The “$1,000 genome project” has seeded many start-up companies and encouraged
many existing sequencing companies to extensively explore the possibility of high-throughput and
affordable sequencing. Since then, bunches of advancement and innovation in DNA sequencing
technology emerged at a fast pace, making up a specialty of Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS).
Today, we are not far from this target of “$1,000 genome project”.
The chief focus in NGS is massive parallel sequencing which permits efficient, handy and accurate
sequencing and processing of millions of short DNA, and dedicated computational systems and
platforms to quickly convert sequencing data into readable genomic information.

A Quick Look Back to the Development of Sequencing Technologies
The Human Genome Project completed in 2003 chiefly relied on the Sanger’s sequencing method.
During 2004-2007, second generation sequencing technology was developed and marketed.
Under the joint effort of Baylor College of Medicine and Roche Diagnostics, the first individual
human genome form Dr. James Waston was successfully sequenced in 2007 and published in
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2008 [Hui, 2014].
The second generation is represented by three sequencing platforms, 454 bead-based
pyrosequencing from Roche in 2004 (e.g. US 8,822,158), polymerase-based sequencing-bysynthesis from Solexa (now part of Illumina) in 2006, and ligation-based sequencing (SoLiD)
from ABI in 2007 [Mardis, 2008]. These three platforms are generally high throughput but
require costly instrumentations of 0.5-1.0 million USD [Hui, 2014]. For their high machine
cost and running cost, these three platforms are still far away from reaching the $1,000 goal.
For instance, Illumina provided individual genome sequencing service at an initial price of
$50,000 per person. Nonetheless, these companies have already made a big step forward and have
profoundly substantiated the feasibility of individualized whole genome sequencing.
The landscape of sequencing got more populated with expertise and innovations in late 2000s.
In the third generation, new chemistry and machinery were developed, allowing whole genome
sequencing to be done at a significantly reduced cost and marking a milestone in the era of
personalized medicine [Hui, 2014].
Diverse approaches have been taken in the third generation technology. For instance, Pacific
Biosciences introduced a single-molecule, real-time sequencing system (SMRT) that employs
single-strand DNA polymerase to synthesize single DNA molecule, rather than sequencing
the massive and short DNA molecules generated by PCR as in most second generation
methodologies, and directly measures single DNA molecules to retrieve nucleotide sequence (e.g.
US patent publication US2010/00323912). This system can even detect epigenetic information
such as methylation pattern [Hui, 2014]. On the other hand, Complete Genomics employs a
combinatorial probe-anchor ligation (cPAL) which produces large number of nanoballs (generated
from rolling circle amplification of small DNA sequences) that can be sequenced massively and
inexpensively (e.g. US patent publication US 2008/0171331). In 2008, Complete Genomics
officially launched its proprietary whole-genome sequencing service for researchers, charging as
little as $5,000 per genome for bulk orders [Singer, 2008].
At the end of 2010, Ion Torrent Systems Inc. (now owned by Life Technologies, Inc.) introduced
an Ion semiconductor sequencing method (e.g. US patent publication US2009/0026082 and
2010/0282617) and launched an Ion Personal Genome MachineTM (PGM) at around USD
$50,000, a bench-top instrument that was probably the most feasible platform to deliver individual
sequencing service at low cost at that time [Hui, 2014]. Interestingly, this method adopts a
very different approach which detects hydrogen ions released during DNA polymerization and
converts the chemical signal to a digital input for sequencing data [Rusk, 2011]. In January 2012,
the company launched a second generation system including sequencing machine (Ion Proton
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SequencerTM) and chip. The machine costs USD $149, 000 and claimed to be able to sequence
the whole genome in 24 hours for a material cost of US $1,000 [PRNewswire, 2012].
In January 2014, the goal of $1,000 genome project is ultimately achieved with the launch of
HiSeq X Ten Sequencer by Illumina. HiSeq X Ten Sequencer also relies on the sequencing-bysynthesis chemistry and is capable of producing up to 16 human genomes per three-day run and
hence sequence over 18,000 genomes per year. Each genome will be read by the machine an average
of 30 times [Hayden, 2014]. A number of institutes have already purchased the machine.
Very likely, whole human genome sequencing will be made fairly affordable and as common as
routine clinical services in the coming 5-10 years. Besides, numerous high throughput genetic
and clinical tests have been developed and commercialized for rapid and sensitive detection of
genetic markers. All these would bring tremendous benefits to the human community and pave a
promising road for our era of personalized medicine [Zhang, 2014].

Future Perspective of Genomic Medicine
Although personalized medicine appears to be promising, there are still many issues and challenges
to deal with. To make personalized medicine for real, it is essential to bridge the general genomics
studies and individual needs. Sequencing data and analyses we currently possess are derived from a
limited representatives from limited populations. In single gene diseases such as sickle-cell anemia,
when the disease penetrance of a mutation is very high (i.e. the chance of having a disease when a
person carries the marker), prediction based on the genetic marker could be clinically relevant and
useful. However, for complex diseases which are less straight-forwardly explained and elucidated,
most genetic markers are low penetrance genetic polymorphisms, the positive predictive value of
these markers may be low and cannot be readily used for clinical diagnosis.
To establish a more reliable and concrete association between genetics variations and phenotypes,
sample size for genome analysis must be considerably large and sample coverage needs to be as
extensive as possible. Individuals having various backgrounds should be included and a basket
of intrinsic, environmental and pathological factors such as age, gender, ethnicity, residency and
health conditions should be taken at an appropriate weight for a comprehensive analysis. Besides,
interplay between genetic variations and phenotypes can be far more complex than we imagine
and should be examined in a global context. Indeed, to deal with the high volume and complex
genomic data, future analyses must be well equipped with advanced algorithm and computational
system. Once a concrete association is established, predictive value of genetic markers and
reliability of genetic tests can be improved. Clinicians would be able to rely on the test results to
evaluate patients and provide personalized treatments in view of one’s genetic profile.
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At the same time, since most health care providers such as pharmacists, nutritionists and even doctors
may not be knowledgeable about genetics, there is an urgent need to allocate professional training
to health care providers to make sure they would properly comprehend and interpret genetic data to
arrive appropriate decisions. Besides, adequate guidance should be given to genetic test recipients to
assure their understanding on the predictive value and interpretation of genetic tests.
More importantly, ethics and privacy are top issues to concern as we are handling numerous
personal genomic data. Government and public entities should closely collaborate to formulate
consensus policies to govern disclosure, sharing and use of personal genomic data, and keep
identity of participating individuals confidential. Community should receive a clear guidance to
make sure their privacy and personal genomic data would be well protected.
Patenting policy also significantly influences development of genomic medicine. Patent is an
important asset to both academic researcher and industry. Patent does not barely offer a protection
to one’s invention but is also a useful tool to attract investment and funding for future research
and development. This is especially true for start-up companies which need additional resources
to supplement their foundation to survive or to expand their small-scaled business.
As discussed in prior session on Myriad, Supreme Court has revoked patents on isolated DNA
and cDNA of natural genes BRCA1 and BRCA2 [Ass’n v. Myriad, 2013]. Not only gene patents,
medical diagnostic claims were also challenged and invalidated recently. In the Supreme Court
case Mayo [Mayo v. Prometheus, 2012], the claims at issue are directed to a method of determining
suitable doses of drugs by comparing the level of drug metabolites in patients with pre-defined
threshold values. Claim 1 of US 6,355,623 read as:
“A method of optimizing therapeutic efficacy for treatment of an immune-mediated gastrointestinal
disorder, comprising:
(a) administering a drug providing 6-thioguanine to a subject having said immune-mediated
gastrointestinal disorder; and
(b) determining the level of 6-thioguanine in said subject having said immune-mediated
gastrointestinal disorder,
8

wherein the level of 6-thioguanine less than about 230 pmol per 8x10 red blood cells indicates a need
to increase the amount of said drug subsequently administered to said subject and
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8

wherein the level of 6-thioguanine greater than about 400 pmol per 8x10 red blood cells indicates a
need to decrease the amount of said drug subsequently administered to said subject.”
In brief, the Court stated that the claimed method recites a natural correlation between metabolite
level and effectiveness of a drug, but provides no specific step or element to transform the natural
correlation from a law of nature to a patent-eligible process. Accordingly, the claimed method falls
into the category of laws of nature which is excluded from patent protection.
Decisions in Myriad and Mayo have brought a huge impact to biotechnology and medicine
industries. In March 2014, the USPTO released an examination guideline [Hirshfeld, 2014]
on patenting natural matters including laws of nature/natural principles, natural phenomena
and natural products in view of Myriad, Mayo and Chakrabarty (a Supreme Court case which
decided that an engineered bacteria is patentable) [Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 1980]. The guideline
instructs that claims reciting natural matters must be “significantly” or “markedly” different
from what exists in nature to be patent-eligible. Specifically, the USPTO stressed that a claimed
product must possess structural difference(s) from the natural product to be patent-eligible,
whereas functional difference alone is insufficient [Wong and Chan, 2014]. On December 16,
2014, the USPTO issued a comprehensive guidance on subject matter eligibility, indicating that
“markedly different characteristics can be expressed as the product’s structure, function, and/or
other properties” [USPTO, 2014].
For example, a DNA molecule having a sequence identical to the natural DNA is patent-ineligible
(no matter it is an isolated DNA, cDNA or other artificially made DNA molecule) while a cDNA
containing a gene sequence with introns spliced out is patent-eligible since the cDNA sequence
is not identical to the natural gene sequence. For diagnostic methods where a natural principle
or correlation is recited, the methods must be specifically limited such that the methods would
represent a practical application of a natural principle or correlation rather than a mere description
of the principle or correlation [Chan, 2014].
In a report published in June 2014, it is found that many biotechnology related patent applications
have been rejected by the USPTO in view of Mayo and Myriad [McFarlane, 2014]. With an
aim to investigate predisposition of USPTO on claims drawn to natural products or principles,
the investigator examined relevant applications that included keywords such as “isolated nucleic
acid”, “diagnosis”, “analysis” in the claims. These applications are all filed on or after April 01,
2011, which is about a year before the decision of Mayo, and may be held patent-ineligible in light
of Mayo and Myriad. Approximately 5,200 individual applications (pertaining to a total of 1,500
patent families) were identified. It was roughly estimated that 40% of the 1,500 applications had
claims being rejected for patent-ineligibility.
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About 35% of 1,500 applications received a “Mayo” rejection. The report discovered that typical
genetic diagnostic claims which include steps of i) isolating a nucleic acid sample, ii) amplifying
a nucleic acid sample, iii) detecting particular alleles at identified genomic positions and iv)
determining one’s predisposition to a disease or drug were almost always rejected. Most examiners
asserted that this sort of claim is nothing more than a naturally-occurring correlation and required
specific step(s) to be included into the claims.
On the other hand, there were about 23% of 1,500 applications received a “Myriad” rejection.
Claims addressed to natural nucleic acids, e.g. “A polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide
comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ IN NO:[X]”, were always rejected because the
examiners found the claim indistinguishable from the naturally-occurring DNA. Words such as
“isolated” or “purified”, or any other language to identify the claimed invention as man-made are
unlikely to overcome the rejection. As observed in several real cases, the examiners rejected claims
drawn to non-naturally-occurring cDNA because the claimed cDNA has an identical sequence
as the genomic DNA. On the contrary, claims drawn to modified nucleic acids e.g. fluorescent
labelled DNA or artificial nucleic acids encoding a fusion protein can survive, because the recited
modified nucleic acids are structurally different from the natural DNA. Notably, “Myriad” rejection
is not only limited to nucleic acids but also other biomolecules such as proteins, antibodies and
chemical compounds.
Apparently, very limited scope of protection would be given to biotechnology-related inventions
under the current USPTO’s standard. Various parties from patent attorneys to industries have
profoundly expressed their dissent on the strict rule and criticized USPTO for over reacting to
Mayo and Myriad. Officer of the USPTO acknowledged that the Patent Office will consider public
comments on the guideline, however, it is highly uncertain how USPTO and the government
would respond to public request on revisiting the policy. Undoubtedly, current USPTO’s policy
highly disfavors development of personalized medicine no matter on the perspective of genomic
medicine which heavily relies on natural genome-derived DNA and the natural association
between genetic variation and phenotypes, or other disciplines such as stem cell/gene therapy
and pharmaceutics. We are facing a very tough challenge that necessitates us to re-formulate our
patenting strategy. Researchers and industries are advised to revisit governmental policy from time
to time and promptly adjust their plan to better protect their technology.

Summary
Definitely, we are on the right track and personalized medicine is at sight though the patenting
landscape for its corresponding inventions is unclear in some country like the United States. With
the assorted effort from government and various public and private sectors on human genetics,
we believe each of us would be able to enjoy a tailored therapy with best response and minimum
toxicity. The whole humanity would gain benefits and step into a better life.
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1. A brief overview of the Biotech landscape in Hong Kong:
1.1 Historical efforts
Over the past three decades, Hong Kong has made a number of attempts to develop a biotech
industry. However, compare with its reputation as an international financial trading hub, Hong
Kong clearly lags behind the other Asian Dragons in biotechnology. One reason is that the highly
lucrative property market and financial services have attracted resources and talents away from
other industries. In 1997, the first Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region (HKSAR), Mr. Tung Chee Hwa, advocated the importance to diversify Hong Kong’s
economic base beyond the property market and “make Hong Kong the hub of innovation and
technology in Asia, and particularly for China”. He invited the late Professor Tien Chang Lin
(then the Chancellor of UC Berkeley) to lead the Chief Executive’s Commission on Innovation
and Technology in 1998. A number of insightful recommendations of the Commission have
been implemented gradually over the years, including:
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a)

Establishment of the Innovation and Technology Commission (ITC) and the Hong Kong
Applied Science and Technology Research Institute (ASTRI) in 2000 with the mission to
enhance Hong Kong’s competitiveness in technology-based industries, including facilitation
of the transfer of up-stream research from university to industry. As of the end of February
2014, the Innovation and Technology Fund (ITF) has supported over 3700 projects with
committed funding of about $8.2 billion (http://www.itf.gov.hk ).

b)

Establishment of a 22-hectare Hong Kong Science and Technology Park (HKSTP) in 2002,
with a total of $12 billion (US$1.5 billion) ear-marked for a three-phase development, to
promote the creation of high tech industries (electronics, precision engineering, IT and biotechnology). Phase II of the HKSTP was completed in 2008 which included 2 buildings
dedicated to Biotech R&D with biotech incubation program support. Construction of
Phase III started in 2011 and the first batch of buildings are ready for business in 2014.
Today, HKSTP is offering state-of-the-art facilities and customized services (legal, finance,
management, technical support) to companies. It is moving from a facility provider to industry facilitator and has attracted more than 300 companies, 55 of which are in biotechnology
and of which 20 are developing medical devices.

c)

d)

In the area of nanotechnology, the ITC has designated NAMI (Nano and Advanced Material
Institute) as an open R&D platform in 2006 to focus on the R&D of nanotechnology in the
following areas: Sustainable energy, Solid state lighting and display, Construction/building
materials, Environmental technologies, Bio and healthcare. This complements the efforts at
the Institute of Nanomaterials and Nanotechnology established by Hong Kong University
of Science and Technology in 2003 as well as the Centre for Biosystems, Neuroscience, and
Nanotechnology (CBNN) established in 2012 by the Department of Electronic Engineering
of The City University, with some emphasis on the application of nanotechnology for CNS
diseases, including neurodegeneration.
The Universities in Hong Kong with the support of Research Grants Committee (RGC) and
ITF have established concerted efforts to pursue cutting edge “thematic” research in areas
ranging from oncology, stem cell and regenerative medicine, infectious and liver diseases,
molecular diagnostics and traditional Chinese medicine (Hong Kong in Focus - Asia’s Research Hub, Science 338 (suppl.) 1639-1657, 2012).

However, it should be noted that the support of biotech industries in Hong Kong has not been
consistent over the past 30 years. In 1988, the Hong Kong Royal Jockey Club donated HK$130
million in 1988 to establish the Hong Kong Institute of Biotechnology, followed by another
HK$150 million donation in 1990 to establish the Biotechnology Research Institute. However,
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in its 2004 report on “New strategy of Innovation and Technology Development”, biotechnology
was not even amongst the 13 focus areas identified by the ITC. Furthermore, proportion of ITF
support for biotech projects was only about 9% through to 2008, although this number was increased to 11% in 2014. With limited funding and resources, the HKSTP has limited success in
attracting SMEs to pursue biotechnological innovation as originally intended! Similarly, a multibillion-dollar flagship information technology project known as Cyberport, which was created to
form a strategic cluster of information technology companies and professional talent did not took
off as planned. These shortfalls were partly attributed to the economic down turn in Hong Kong
in 1998 as a result of the Asian economic crises. When economy went down, some of these high
tech projects went back to promoting Hong Kong as a financial and tourism centre.
While all four Asian dragons started their biotech efforts at about the same time three decades
ago, there was a clear difference in the degree of governmental support. Hong Kong spent 0.38%
(1995) to 0.78% (2005) of its GDP in R&D compared with 2.5% for Singapore and Taiwan
and 3% for South Korea. Industry support of R&D is also low in HK (about 30% of total R&D
versus 60-75% in other developed countries (Wong, 2008). There is also a general sentiment
among Hong Kong manufacturers that “Invest in high tech one gets burn but invest in low tech
one gets rich” and most are not willing to invest in innovative R&D. In fact, many prefer to wait
for the “proof of concept” or “first generation products” from others and then buy their way in or
compete via incremental improvement!

1.2 Present status:
From the above discussion, it is fair to say that while the Hong Kong government has been subsidizing expensive research to create knowledge and the Universities have generated and protected
some of the resulting intellectual properties with patents but few have been picked up by investors
and industrialists to develop as commercial products resulting in the present day “Big R and small
d syndrome”. It is, therefore, not surprising that no significant innovative biotech products have
yet emerged from Hong Kong.
The present Administration under Mr. CY Leung is working to make up the shortfall in industrial
productivity in Hong Kong by promoting innovative technology. It recognizes the limitations
of Hong Kong’s long standing non-interventive (laissez-faire) economic policy and advocates appropriate level of government facilitation. It also recognizes the importance to have a dedicated
and empowered organization within the government to oversee and co-ordinate the development
of innovative technology in Hong Kong. In Mr. Leung’s Policy Address in January 2014, he proposed to revive the idea of establishing an Innovation and Technology Bureau (http://www.policyaddress.gov.hk/2014/eng/p36.html ), which hopefully will be passed by the Legislative Council
before the end of the year. In the meantime, the HKSAR has already taken steps to promote the
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development of innovative technology industries through the establishment of several startup
incubation initiatives, including AcceleratorHK, The Hive Hong Kong, The Hong Kong Science
and Technology Park Incubation Program and Startups HK (please refer to the 2013 Policy Address of the HK SAR, which defined these major policy initiatives, http://www.policyaddress.gov.
hk/2013/eng/pdf/PA2013.pdf ).

ties are associated with the Pearl River Delta project which intended to facilitate economic
cooperation between Hong Kong and Mainland China. For instance, the recently approved
“Green Channel” for the transfer of clinical samples from Guangdong to Hong Kong, gives
Hong Kong a competitive edge over other Asian countries to attract pharmaceutical companies to conduct biomedical R&D in Hong Kong which requires the access of clinical samples
in China.

1.3 SWOT analysis:
In order to leapfrog our competitors, it will be important to identify areas where Hong Kong has
a competitive edge which could be used to rapidly evolve a “forward-looking” platform to develop
innovative or differentiated biotech products to serve key unmet needs. A SWOT analysis of
Hong Kong’s biotech landscape will help to understand its strength (S), weakness (W), opportunity (O) and threat (T) and a strategic plan can then be devised to maximize strengths, resolve
weaknesses as well as realize opportunities and minimize threats.

1.3.2 Weaknesses:
a)

Hong Kong has limited experience to translate knowledge from basic science into practical
development of biomedical products and it lacks a visible industry to help commercialize
biotech innovation from bench to product.

b)

The lack of a strong biotech industry means not enough biotech related job opportunity to
retain relevant talents.

c)

Business people in Hong Kong, until recently, have been looking for the “quick” bucks and
are less inclined to invest in innovative technology that are considered as high risk and long
term.

d)

The cost of doing business in Hong Kong is relatively high, especially in property value and
rental costs.

e)

The size of biotech market is small although this can be compensated for by its favorable
geopolitical position to China.

1.3.1 Strength:
a)

With government support over the past three decades, Hong Kong has built up a world class
biomedical system with proficient hospital administration and tertiary education system
with good international reputation in several areas of biomedical research, such as innovative
molecular diagnostics, re-generative medicine and ageing research.

b)

Hong Kong possesses an ethical and adequately skilled work force in the biomedical field
(including scientists, engineers and physicians) to support a competitive biotech industry.

c)

It has a reliable legal (simple, flexible, common law) and mature finance system as well as a
community of lawyers and accountants with professional integrity.

d)

It has a strong global reputation in intellectual property (IP) protection and an established
legal system for enforcement, and thus protects free market competition.

e)

Hong Kong also has a strong global reputation in its management and financial services.

f)

It has a competitive tax regime: the corporate profit tax rate is 16.5%, only income/profit
sourced in Hong Kong is taxable and it allows deduction for foreign tax paid.

g)

Under the China and Hong Kong Closer Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA), companies established in Hong Kong have preferential access to the Mainland China market.
Products of Hong Kong origin can be imported into the mainland at zero tariffs (http://
www.tid.gov.hk/english/cepa/tradegoods/rules_origin.html). Further economic opportuni-

1.3.3 Opportunities:
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a)

The Hong Kong Government recognizes the need to oversee and expand its current infrastructure to support and enable the growth of its High Tech Industrial R&D (e.g. the
proposal to establish an Innovation and Technology Bureau).

b)

Asia venture capital investment had tripled from $5,4 billion in 2005 to $15.6 billion in
2010, while it only grown from $25.2 billion to $26.2 billion during the same period in the
US. The HK Business Angel Network also grew in size and investment.

c)

There has been a steady growth in incubation program and co-working spaces in HK since
2010. The percentage of young people, under the age of 35, who aspire to set up their own
businesses has increased eight percentage points to 15%.
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d)

e)

Hong Kong has proximity to the enormous market in China where there is increasing demand for health care products and services as a result of the ageing population and an expanding middle class that can afford to pay more for care.
The Chinese Government is increasing its support for R&D in the health care industry and
is emerging as a significant player in the global biotechnology industry. According to the
Biotech China Report in 2012, there are around 100 science parks and 7,500 life science
companies located in the Mainland. In particular, the Pearl River Delta Region has aspired
to lead the country’s economy towards a high-tech era with a special focus on biotechnology.
This is a good opportunity for HK to build a biotech eco-system to bridge the world to China.

ment of innovative technology represents a good step in the right direction.
In 2005, Erik Baark argued that “the policy pursued in Hong Kong has consistently ignored
key issues of market failure, system failure as well as learning failure (2005; http://www.druid.
dk/uploads/tx_picturedb/ds2005-1557.pdf ). An example of learning failure is “the absence of
serious evaluation of performance and impact”. In February 2014, ITC proposed to the Panel
of Commerce and Industry of the Legislative Council on “Improvement measures on evaluation
of performance and impact” and indicated it will “develop/implement a more comprehensive/
systematic post-project evaluation framework to better assess and monitor the outcome and commercialization of the projects as well as the performances of the project teams”. This is indicative
of the commitment of the present administration to improve the operating environment for
innovative technology support.

1.3.4 Threats:
a)

Recent studies indicated a decline in HK’s competitiveness in the world, for instance, Hong
Kong ranks number four (falling behind US, Switzerland and Singapore) according to the
2014 IMD world competitiveness ranking.

b)

Increasing competition for talents and business opportunities from developing countries in
the region.

c)

Currently, there is not much job opportunity for science and engineering post-graduates in
Hong Kong and we are losing them to our competitors in Asia. Developing a sustainable
biotech industry will not only boost Hong Kong’s economy but also prevent brain-drain.

d)

Space constraints and high rents have induced some relocation of biotech activities from
Hong Kong to China.

1.4 Future Outlook of Biotechnology in Hong Kong:
From the above SWOT analysis, Hong Kong has established a world-class biomedical research infra-structure but lacks an efficient and effective development engine to develop and commercialize
biotech products. Thus, one key task to promote biotech industry in Hong Kong is to integrate
its academic, industrial, management and financial capabilities to build a much needed DEVELOPMENT infrastructure to translate knowledge from basic science into practical applications.
To be successful, this will require the unwavering support and collaboration of the HKSAR with
key stake holders to breakdown institutional and policy barriers, integrate multi-disciplinary effort, and increase resources to support and incentivize industrial investment. The proposal to
establish an Innovation Technology Bureau to oversee and coordinate and facilitate the develop-
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In the pharmaceutical arena, Hong Kong has good academic research capabilities to pursue and
reach preclinical proof of concept (PoC). However, many projects did not move beyond preclinical PoC due to the lack of clinical development support and know how. It will be important for
Hong Kong to establish policy, process and incentive to support academic-industrial partnership
to pursue translational drug development. Such efforts could result in successful clinical POC and
subsequent approval of valuable medicines.
One key step to move from preclinical to clinical PoC is to gain regulatory approval to conduct
phase I clinical trials. Since Hong Kong currently has little or no GLP facilities to support Investigational New Drug (IND) enabling studies, companies have to turn to Contract Research Organizations (CRO) outside Hong Kong to put together IND packages to support their regulatory
submission. To attract companies to pursue new drug discovery and development projects, Hong
Kong must strengthen its clinical research support by attracting CROs to provide IND services.
As other Asian countries (e.g. South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan) are jockeying to establish
themselves as clinical trial hubs in Asia. To provide a positive stimulus for Hong Kong’s biomedical research and clinical trial industry, the Hong Kong Government could help to facilitate the
establishment of a joint early drug trial approval mechanism (especially for phase I innovative
drug trials) between Hong Kong Department of Health and the CFDA. This would serve as
a complementary system to assist CFDA to meet increasing demands in expedient approval of
Phase 1 trials (potentially reduce the approval time from over 12 months to below 2 months)
with the support of Hong Kong medical profession as well as access to International experts where
appropriate. This mechanism will attract more international pharmaceutical companies, with an
interest to harmonize their global drug development program, to conduct early phase innovative
drug trials in Hong Kong. In the long run, Hong Kong must strengthen its clinical research to
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cover the full value-chain from IND to New Drug Application (NDA) to enable the complex
endeavor of new drug development in Hong Kong.

prognosis, therapy selection and monitoring of disease progression and treatment effects. Potential business opportunities include:

2. The competitive advantage of Hong Kong in Personalized Medicine

a)

Developing and validating clinical assays on biomarkers for patient identification and stratification for diseases prevalent in Asia.

b)

Developing biomarkers which may provide earlier and more sensitive and readouts of appropriate brain exposure, functional and/or clinical benefits.

c)

Supporting personalized medicine clinical trials and the development and validation of companion diagnostics in smaller targeted patient population and thus enable earlier access to
market.

3.

How to foster a growth environment for biotechnology industry with
a focus on personalized medicine:

Most prescription drugs do not demonstrate efficacy in 100% of patients. In fact, depending on
the therapeutic area, drug efficacy ranges from less than 25% for some anti-tumor agents to about
50% for most anti-depressants to over 80% for some of the new generation pain killers (http://
www.personalizedmedicinecoalition.org/Resources/Publications; Hopkins et al., 2006). Increased
understanding of heterogeneity of diseases, genetic and epigenetic differences of patients and
advances in molecular diagnostic technology have greatly improved personalized healthcare and
transformed clinical practice (Wong et al., 2011).
Personalized medicine refers to the field of biomedical science with the objectives to give the right
drugs at the right dose, at the right time to the right patients! Nowadays, payors are increasingly
”mandating” diagnostics to identify responders versus non-responders to ensure proper use of
therapeutics. It is worth noting that nearly half of the preclinical and phase I assets in the pharma pipeline have associated diagnostics, especially in the oncology, immunology and CNS areas
(Wong et al., 2011).
With advances in system biology and various omics technology platforms, personalized medicine
is moving towards multi-pathways, multi-biomarkers approaches which necessitate investments
in multi-modalities diagnostics (imaging, proteomics, genomics, and functional measurements)
and big data management (e.g. biomarker and genomic data). It is a rapidly evolving field and
provides a fertile ground for collaborations among multiple scientific disciplines. The very strong
and diverse molecular genetics knowledge/technological base in Hong Kong is well suited to develop and validate markers to support personalized medicine, as well as applications in diagnosis
of genetics and infectious diseases or even monitoring food and water safety. The competitive edge
for Hong Kong lies in research on diseases that are more common in Asia by leveraging on the
vast and aging population in the mainland. The ability to access clinical samples (e.g. the “green
channel”) from clinical trials in China is an added and unique advantage. Professor Turpin of the
IMD shared his insight on the impact of demographic change on the future landscape of business.
From 1990 to 2030, the number people in the world over the age of 65 will increase by 200%.
This has major implications across industries in terms of higher healthcare costs. At the same time,
there will be plenty of new opportunities for industries that cater to aging populations such as
pharmaceuticals, diagnostics and nutrition.
The development of personalized medicine and molecular diagnostics in Hong Kong may include
but not limited to risk assessment, screening of high risk subjects, disease diagnosis, staging and
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To fully realize the potential of personalized medicine, there are many critical issues which need to
be addressed in order to foster a successful growth industry (Kulkarni and Ma, 2013). One area
of the biotechnology industry that is especially important in driving the development of personalized medicine is the in-vitro diagnostic device (IVD) industry. Unless there is a good method
to diagnose and classify patients, it will not be possible for personalized decision of treatment.

3.1 IVD industrial environment in personalized medicine
An IVD refers to a method of performing a diagnostic test outside of a living body in an artificial
environment, usually a laboratory. According to the definition given by US Federal Drug Administration (FDA), the definition of a device applies equally to IVDs manufactured by conventional
device manufacturers, such as Roche Diagnostics and Beckman Coulter/Danaher, and those manufactured by clinical laboratories. An IVD, therefore, meets the device definition irrespective of
where and by whom it is manufactured. IVDs are not restricted to physical measurement devices
but also refer to clinical tests performed in laboratories. Such devices could be as simple as an in
vitro testing to check blood sugar for diabetes, or urine for sign of infection. Throughout the past
50 years, IVDs have evolved tremendously from providing simple measurement of glucose level
to complicated large-scale population screening of diseases, such as for cervical cancer, as well as
for predicting whether a specific medicine or treatment will be effective on a patient. These IVDs
can be sophisticated, automated systems that can analyze large numbers of samples for multiple
parameters; but they can also be self-testing systems that patients can readily use in their homes.
Based on the ease of use and complexity of the tests, IVDs can be classified into three main types:
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a.

Tests performed in clinical laboratory: these tests are usually highly complex, and need to be
run under guidance of clinical laboratory specialists.

b.

Tests performed in physician offices: these tests are relatively simple but still they have to be
carried out by healthcare professionals, such as doctors, nurses or paramedics. No clinical
laboratory specialists or specialized facilities are needed. Some people refer these tests as
point-of-care testing devices.

c.

Tests performed by patients: these tests are designed for patients or individuals to use on
themselves. The tests are simply enough to perform and the interpretation is clear and simple. Examples of this group of IVDs include pregnancy test kit, blood glucose monitor
system.

Currently, almost all diagnostic tests that are being used in personalized medicine are performed
in sophisticated clinical laboratories, not only because the tests are highly complex to carry out
but also the interpretation of the test results requires specialized people who are trained and certified in this field.
Clinical diagnostic assays in personalized medicine are used for the evaluation of the current state
(diagnosis), change in state (monitoring), or future state (risk prediction) of the disease that a patient is suffering from. Personalized medicine encompasses multiple areas that different diagnostic
assays are required to address them from different perspectives:
1.

Risk assessment: examples include using the APO E4 allele genotyping data to assess risk of
developing Alzheimer’s disease

2.

Early detection to enable intervention at an earlier and potentially more curable stage: examples include the Cologuard assay by Exact Science which aims for early detection of colon
cancer by examining the stool samples of patients using both DNA and immunological
markers.

3.

Prognosis of a disease: examples include using ZAP 70 and immunoglobulin heavy chain
hypermutation assays to determine the prognosis of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL)
patients.

4.

Prediction of response to a therapy: examples include determining the mutation status of
epidermal growth factor receptor gene for lung cancer before administering tyrosine kinase
inhibitors.

5.

Monitoring of disease response during therapy to adjust the level of intervention on a dynamic and personal basis: examples include quantification of bcr/abl rearranged transcripts
to follow the responses of patients to treatment with Gleevec in patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML).

6.

Early detection of recurrence: Examples include using flow cytometry analysis method to
determine minimal residual disease of patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL).

3.1.1 Hong Kong’s IVD market
The market potential of Hong Kong’s medical device market is estimated to be approximately
$700 million (Ames Gross, 2011), which is a significant market considering its comparatively
small population with other neighboring countries. In fact, the medical device market size in
Hong Kong is almost 25% of the market value of India’s medical device market ($2.5 billion),
even though India has 1.2 billion population. Some factors that contribute to this substantial
market value include the aging population of Hong Kong which requires more uses of IVDs, and
the relatively affluent Hong Kong population which can afford bigger spending on IVDs.
The IVD market in Hong Kong is dominated by foreign companies. Only in recent years, there
are a few local IVD companies that have been successfully established in Hong Kong. Many of
these local IVD companies adopt a business model of combining IVD manufacturing and development, with providing clinical diagnostic services. For example, Hai Kang Life Corporation
located in Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks focuses on developing a number of molecular diagnostic test systems for infectious diseases and food science, but it also provides clinical
diagnostic services, such as prenatal genetic disease testing, and cytochrome P450 2C9 allele
testing for warfarin dosing. Another local company, DiagCor, focuses on commercial molecular
diagnostic assay development based on its flagship patented direct flow-through DNA hybridization technology, but it also provides various clinical testing services ranging from infectious
disease testing to inherited disease testing. At this moment, none of these companies have their
IVD products received FDA or EU (European Union) market approval.

3.1.2 China’s IVD market
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Since Hong Kong is a major gateway to China, it will not be complete without discussion of IVD
market in China. The Chinese IVD market is one of the fastest growing markets in the world,
with an annual growth rate of more than 20 percent (Ames Gross, 2014). In 2007, the Chinese
IVD market accounts for 7.5 percent IVD market of the world. Currently, China’s IVD market is
worth $4 billion, compared to $6 billion in Japan and $21 billion in the US. It is predicted that
China will become the second largest IVD market in the world by 2017.
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There are a number of factors that drive the growth of IVD market in China. First, the aging
Chinese population needs more clinical testing to monitor their health. Second, it becomes more
affordable to Chinese because people are getting wealthier. Average spending on healthcare has
increased approximately 8 times from 2000 to 2014. Third, Chinese government has enacted
policies that encourage public investment in diagnostics labs and IVD processing facilities. Since
2009, the Ministry of Health (MOH) has spent almost $100 billion to upgrade the medical facilities in China which include hospitals and testing laboratories. Fourth, the Chinese government
has passed laws to prohibit hospitals from marking up drugs which leads to reduction of hospital
operation income. Hospitals are thus looking for their laboratory diagnostic services to make up
for lost revenue. Although laboratory-based IVD tests are not directly reimbursed by the central
government, the provincial governments may partially reimburse the cost of some IVD testing.
Tests that may be reimbursed are included in an annual guidance issued by China’s Ministry of
Human Resources and Social Security (MOHRSS).
At the present moment, China’s IVD market is dominated by foreign medical device companies,
which make up two thirds of sales in terms of revenue. These companies include those IVD giants,
such as Roche, Beckman Coulter/Danaher, Abbott and Siemens. IVD products sold by foreign
companies include reagents, instruments, diagnostic test kits and other related testing products.
However, the majority of sales come from instruments such as immuno-chemistry analyzers.
There are not much data on the use of laboratory-developed tests,LDTs, in the Chinese healthcare market. Given the fact that China has a much larger population of scientific expertise, it is
expected that the use of LDTs could be widespread.

3.2. Clinical environment
Ever since the completion of human genome sequencing project in 2003, there has been an explosive growth in research and development in personalized medicine. However, the concept of
personalize medicine does not begin with the completion of this enormous sequencing project.
For example, glucose phosphate-6-dehydrogenase deficiency (or favism), which is an X-linked
genetics disease, has a high prevalent rate in Hong Kong and many regions of Southeast Asia.
Patients with this disease will not be able to tolerate some anti-malaria drugs, and assaying of the
activity of this enzyme before administration of anti-malaria drugs is a good example of personalized medicine.
However, the predictive response of patients to a drug is not always that simple. Multiple factors,
both inherited genetic makeup and external factors, affect the outcome of patients. In US, significant amount of money has been put in understanding the complexities of these relationships.
US has for many years dominated the health science research field. The US government put in
billions of dollars for various research programs each year. The US Agency, National Institute
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Health (NIH), acts as the central administrator for this government research fund. Through a
competitive research grant solicitation process, researchers, mostly academically affiliated, will
submit research proposals to compete for this research money. NIH also administers the small
business innovation research (SBIR) grants. This SBIR program is a highly competitive program
and is designed to encourage domestic small businesses to engage in Federal Research/Research
and Development (R/R&D) that has the potential for commercialization. Through this competitive award-based program, small businesses can have opportunities to explore their technological
potential and at the same time profit from its commercialization. High-tech innovation is therefore stimulated even for small businesses, and the United States gains entrepreneurial spirit as it
meets its specific research and development needs.
Apart from government-sponsored research programs, there are private foundations which are
actively supporting the healthcare research, such as Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. Collaboration with industries is also a significant source for funding for both basic and translational clinical
research in US.
In US, there are thousands of universities which generate hundreds and hundreds of high quality
research workers each year. The US immigration policy also allows the retention of high quality
researchers in the country. Because of this significant mass of high quality researchers and numerous funding opportunities, the development of personalized medicine in US has been progressing
at a rapid pace.
In comparison, Hong Kong has 7-8 million people and seven universities. Not all universities are
actively engaging in applied research and only a few of them have active translational programs to
turn basic research findings into clinical practices. Most of the graduates from these universities
are not interested in going to graduate studies and engage in biomedical research activities. The
lack of relevant job opportunities is the major reason.
The research funding that Hong Kong academic researchers can utilize mainly comes from two
sources: the RGC and ITF, and they are based on competitive grant review process. The relative paucity of clinical research funding opportunities in Hong Kong results in slow progress of
personalized medicine research compared to US and other European countries. Collaboration
between academic institutions and companies is still rare, partly because there are not many pharmaceutical or IVD firms in Hong Kong.
The perception of Hong Kong investors needs to be changed because the investment into personalized medicine development is not a short term investment. While some Hong Kong investors
may be willing to invest, they are lacking the “incentive” to commit. Thus, government incentives
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through some policy changes, such as strengthening R&D infrastructures, enhancing matching
grants and reimbursement schemes, as well as increasing access to personalized medicine services
etc., will be helpful. It should be noted that market demand is always the best incentive for investors to move into this exciting field.
In summary, Hong Kong not only lacks sufficient clinical research and development funding
support but also does not have the critical mass of trained professionals, especially translational
clinical scientists, to drive the development and commercialization of personalized medicine. The
application of basic research findings into clinical practice, which is commonly termed as “translation”, requires personnel to have good understanding on both basic research and clinical research.
The training of physicians in Hong Kong focuses primarily on clinical practice and does not offer
basic research training. There are relatively small numbers of locally trained physicians who are engaged in translational research. On the other hand, biological science post-graduates from different universities in Hong Kong do not always have the exposure in clinical research environment.
There is a need to revise the training of local graduates in translation clinical medicine research.
However, even with these shortcomings, there are opportunities for Hong Kong because of her
intimate relationship with mainland China. China has a vast supply of qualified researchers and
funds (both private and government-backed). Hong Kong, being the bridge between China and
the foreign world, can significant leverage this opportunity. This can be done through policy
changes, such as immigration policy, and legislative change.
Apart from getting more support from government and private investors, universities must work
more efficiently with the current limited resources. Instead of working in silo, universities must
strive to work in a coordinated fashion. For example, the research into useful diagnostic tests or
devices for personalized medicine relies very much on the creation of a comprehensive sample
bank supported with well-characterized clinical data. The affiliated hospitals of both Universities
of Hong Kong and Chinese University of Hong Kong can pool their resources to create such sample bank and data center. Upon successful implementation, the affiliated hospitals in the Hong
Kong Hospital Authority can be included as well. Once a comprehensive sample bank is created,
it will attract IVD manufacturers to engage in collaborative research and clinical trials.
Hong Kong government should prioritize the different areas of personalized medicine that it
wants to develop. Personalized medicine covers many different areas, from pharmaceutical compounds to point-of-care testing devices. If Hong Kong does not have the infra-structure for pharmaceutical development, the present resources should be allocated, at this moment, more to
IVD development. Even within IVD development, there are many tests that can be developed
locally in Hong Kong. These tests, especially companion diagnostic tests, can be easily developed
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as in-house laboratory tests to be offered as routine clinical tests. For example, mutation analyses
of K-ras and N-ras gene mutations are good companion diagnostic tests. Approximately 50% of
all colorectal cancers have no mutations detected in exons 2, 3, or 4 of K-ras and N-ras genes.
FDA currently recommends the use of EGFR antibody therapy only in colon cancers when no
mutations are detected for codons 12 and 13 of KRAS. However, more recent data shows that
EGFR antibody therapy is unlikely to be beneficial in tumors with any K-ras or N-ras mutations.
Using the approaches adopted by Kai Hang and DiagCor, the revenue from the clinical diagnostic
services can be used to support seeking FDA or EU market approval.
It is true that Hong Kong has limited resources but it does not imply that Hong Kong cannot
develop her own industry in personalized medicine. The research funding that Britain can put in
this field is not comparable to that of US but Britain is successful. It all comes down to how you
use the resources in an efficient and productive manner.

3.3 Legal environment
3.3.1 IVD regulations (Hong Kong vs. US)
The adoption of personalized medicine in clinical practice will not be able to move forward without the availability of well-designed and well-validated IVDs (or clinical assays). The success of
personalized medicine depends on safe and effective diagnostics. If the performance of the diagnostic test is poor, variable or not properly validated, patients will not benefit from the therapeutic
efficacy of the drugs. In United States, the marketing of IVDs is regulated by FDA and all IVDs
must seek approval from FDA before such devices can be sold or imported into United States. The
approval process is based on risk associated with the device and the intended use. It is a long and
tedious process. From conception of the device to the approval of the device, it can easily take up
at least five years and consume millions of dollars for clinical trials. Even slight modifications of
the existing devices require new approval.
New diagnostic knowledge coming out from research is achieving an exponential growth, and
much better diagnostic technologies and markers are coming out each month. However, patients
are not benefiting from these new diagnostic technologies and markers and one of the reason is
because FDA cannot speed up their review process. FDA has been criticized for not responding
fast enough to the needs of the emerging personalized medicine market. In response to market
demand and better patient care, many highly sophisticated clinical laboratories, which have the
scientific and technical expertise, start to adopt these new technologies and markers into developing new clinical assays for use in patient testing. This kind of laboratory-developed tests (LDTs)
or home-brew tests has played pivotal role in bringing the cutting-edge research findings into
patient care. However, the quality of these tests varies significantly across different laboratories.
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For example, some big clinical laboratories, such as Quest Diagnostics, Inc. and Laboratory Corporation of America, have very stringent assay validation program in place to ensure the quality
of their developed tests. Some small laboratories are just doing the minimal validation before they
launch the testing.
In United States, FDA, CMS (Center of Medicare and Medicaid Services) and CDC (Center of
Disease Control and Prevention) are grouped under the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). These three agencies play different roles in ensuring the health safety of the country.
As aforementioned, FDA regulates the availability of IVDs on the market. Manufacturers of IVDs
who want to place their IVD products on the market must get prior approval from FDA. CMS
does not directly regulate IVD products but it regulates indirectly through the ability of the agency to determine payment of clinical laboratory services that are provided to patients under the
Medicare and Medicaid health insurance program. The Medicare and Medicaid health insurance
program is probably the largest health insurance program in United States. The payment decision
to certain clinical laboratory services will also be used as references by private insurance companies
to determine the payment scheme for these clinical laboratory services.
Another function of CMS is to regulate clinical laboratories under the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA 1988). CLIA governs the accreditation, inspection and certification process for laboratories. CLIA requirements, however, address functions of a laboratory from
a perspective different from that targeted by FDA: CLIA requirements address the laboratory’s
testing process (i.e., the ability to perform laboratory testing in an accurate and reliable manner).
Although CLIA provides some guidelines on how clinical tests should be validated before these
tests should be offered, the accreditation process will not evaluate the adequacy of the test validation and clinical validity of a LDT (i.e., the accuracy with which the test identifies, measures,
or predicts the presence or absence of a clinical condition or predisposition in a patient). Under
the FD&C Act (Food, Drug and Cosmetics Act), FDA assures both the analytical validity (e.g.,
analytical specificity and sensitivity, accuracy and precision) and clinical validity of diagnostic
tests through its premarket clearance or approval process. In addition to premarket review, FDA
requirements provide other controls to ensure appropriate design, manufacture, and safety and
effectiveness of the device. As a result, while CLIA oversight is important, it alone does not ensure that LDTs are properly designed, consistently manufactured, and are safe and effective for
patients.
In July, 2014, FDA had released its first draft guidance document on how it intends to regulate
LDTs (http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/ProductsandMedicalProcedures/InVitroDiagnostics/
ucm407296.htm). This approach is going to be risk-based, and the laboratories which provide
these LDTs will need to go through a pre-market review process, register their LDTs with FDA,
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monitor and report any medical adverse events resulted from the use of the devices/LDTs, and
ensuring quality manufacturing of the LDTs. The intent of the regulation is good but the long
review process, the additional resources to keep up with adverse event reporting and the enforcement of GMP (good manufacturing practice) standard of manufacturing LDTs will significantly
deter laboratories from engaging in LDT development. One important difference between LDT
and medical device made by lVD manufacturer is that LDT is intended for a small market use and
is not intended for widespread distribution. Thus, there are no incentives for clinical laboratories
to spend significant resources to go through this FDA process just to get one LDT up running
in the laboratories.
In this coming year, significant changes in IVD market, especially in US are expected to occur
as FDA is finalizing this draft guidance document. Since a lot of IVD products for personalized
medicine currently available in US are LDTs, the tightening of the control will significantly impact the progress of personalized medicine. It is estimated that if this draft guidance becomes effective next year, it will take approximately 9-10 years for the complete regulation of LDTs in US.
In Hong Kong, the registration of medical devices is voluntary and is achieved through the
Medical Device Administrative Control System (MDACS). The Medical Device Control Office
(MDCO), under the Department of Health, is responsible for the registration and tracking of
these devices. In 2009, MDACS is expanded to include the listing of in-vitro diagnostic medical
devices.
There are many similarities between Hong Kong and US in IVDs classification and control.
Similar to that of US, IVDs in Hong Kong include reagents, calibrators, control materials, etc.
The IVDs in Hong Kong are classified and controlled based on the risk assessment as outlined
in GHTF document SG1/NO46:2008 Principles of Medical Devices Classification. There are
four categories, Classes A to D, with Class A being the category of lowest overall risk and Class D
being the highest risk category. In US, there are only three risk levels with Class III device being
the one with the highest risk. It should be noted that companion diagnostic tests are grouped as
Class III device in US.
There are, however, several major differences between Hong Kong and US with regard to IVD
regulations: First, the IVD regulations of Hong Kong does not address the issue of LDTs. Laboratories that are affiliated with universities, and some private laboratories have the resources to
develop LDTs but there are no regulations to regulate these LDTs. Secondly, the registration of
medical devices with Hong Kong government is voluntary and there is no rigorous assessment
program in place to evaluate these IVDs. Manufacturers are only required to submit literature,
documents and/or certificates to support the clinical utilities, performance characteristics and
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quality production of the devices. This supporting evidence could be published literature, approval certificates from other countries, ISO certification in manufacturing, etc. There are no requirements in Hong Kong that the IVDs must go through pre-market review before the IVDs can be
placed on Hong Kong market. Separate clinical trials are not needed to confirm that the devices
are suitable for use in Hong Kong which may have a population characteristics differing from
where the IVDs were originally approved. Thirdly, the Hong Kong government does not have a
rigorous inspection program to assess the IVD manufacturers or clinical laboratories. Fourthly, for
IVD manufacturing, Hong Kong government relies on the manufacturers to enroll in certain ISO
or GMP certification programs to justify that these manufacturers are maintaining high quality
manufacturing practices. In contrast, US government will conduct its own unannounced inspections to assure the manufacturers are providing high quality manufacturing practices, besides
considering their ISO or GMP certifications from accrediting agencies. Finally, clinical laboratories in Hong Kong are accredited based on ISO15189 standard and this standard does not have a
comprehensive scheme to address LDTs.
In order for Hong Kong to be competitive in the testing market for personalized medicine, Hong
Kong government must implement some measures to ensure that the IVDs or locally developed
clinical tests are of the highest quality to be used in testing patients. These measures may include
establishing a professional body to review and approve the IVDs or LDT tests, or using some
international professional companies to assess and evaluate the clinical assays.
Currently, the majority of clinical testing services in Hong Kong are provided through Hong
Kong Hospital Authority (HKHA). The Hong Kong Department of Health only offers clinical
genetic testing services and forensic pathology services. HKHA remains as the major buyer of
IVDs and LDT testing services in Hong Kong. The procurement of these IVDs and outside testing services by HKHA is not based on a set of price-associated codes but it is based on a contract
bidding process. There are many factors that will be taken into consideration for the bidding
of these contracts, such as the technologies involved, ease of use, etc. When the contracts are
awarded, announcement of the awards to the chosen bidders are disclosed but the details of the
contracts will not be available to public. Thus, suppliers of IVDs or LDT testing services may not
have a reference to gauge the pricing of their products in Hong Kong market.

3.3.2 Clinical laboratory regulations
Since LDTs play a major role in personalized medicine, the laboratories which design and carry
out these LDTs must be checked for their qualities. In US, the agency, CMS, is responsible for
regulating clinical laboratories under CLIA and its power is derived from its reimbursement decision to make payment only to those CLIA-licensed laboratories. To obtain the CLIA license, clinical laboratories must be inspected and audited once every two years. Currently, the audit process
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is announced for the initial application and will be changed to unannounced audit thereafter once
the laboratories had acquired the CLIA licenses. The CMS may conduct the inspection and audit
by itself but in most cases, clinical laboratories are seeking inspection and audit through CMS-approved professional agencies, such as College of American Pathologies (CAP) and American Society of Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics. While these professional agencies serve clinical
laboratories primarily in US, their activities have extended beyond the border in recent years.
Currently, a number of large clinical laboratories in Hong Kong have acquired CAP certifications.
One of the reasons for overseas clinical laboratories to seek for CAP certification is because of
the prestige of this certification and the quality image associated with this certification. The CAP
certification program has been in place for many years and through years of review and continual
improvement, the program is very in tune to the practice of clinical laboratory medicine.
Apart from the CAP certification program, the ISO15189 certification is another certification
program that has been gaining popularity in recent years. The ISO15189 program is geared towards the best practices of clinical laboratories, and the ISO program is seeking to establish itself
as international standard. However, there are fundamental differences between CAP certification and ISO15189 program: CAP certification focuses more on how clinical laboratories should
practice laboratory medicine, and the CAP guidelines have incorporated many clinical guidelines
from different professional groups; in contrast, the ISO15189 program focuses on the processes
of how clinical laboratories functions, and guidelines from professional groups are not the major
focus of inspection. ISO15189 does not provide a checklist for laboratories to follow and the laboratories are open to demonstrate their operational efficiency and quality management program
to justify for the certification approval. In contrast, CAP accreditation process uses a checklist
approach and the checklist has incorporated numerous recommendations from professional societies. Clinical laboratories are expected to demonstrate that they have performed what the checklist
requires, before accreditation is granted. Even though CAP and ISO15189 are different in their
approaches to ensure the performance of clinical laboratories, both CAP and ISO15189 programs
complement each other in a lot of areas. Thus, for clinical laboratories to showcase their quality
image, it is always good to obtain certifications from both programs.
In Hong Kong, the clinical laboratories are accredited through the Hong Kong Accreditation
Service (HKAS), which was set up in 1998 by the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) to provide accreditation services to the public. It was formed through
the expansion of the Hong Kong Laboratory Accreditation Scheme (HOKLAS) which has been
in operation since 1985 to provide accreditation service to laboratories. The current accreditation
guidelines are based on the ISO15189 standard. Hong Kong government may want to consider
adopting some clinical guidelines from professional societies into the accreditation process. It
should be noted that not all recommendations or guidelines in the CAP accreditation program
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will be suitable for Hong Kong, but the program could be a blueprint for Hong Kong government
to improve the accreditation standard.

3.3.3 Intellectual property protection
Intellectual property (IP) rights are proprietary rights granted to protect original products of
creation. The main purpose of granting such rights is to encourage and reward creativity and fair
competition in the marketplace. IP rights are dependent upon to prevent others from using one’s
trademark, patented invention, copyright work, or design without consent. However owning
certain IP rights does not automatically grant worldwide protection because IP rights are usually
territorial in nature and exist for set periods of time.
The legal system that was practiced in Hong Kong for over 150 years was derived from British
legal system. Although changes were made to the legal system when Hong Kong was handed over
to China in 1997, the legal system in Hong Kong retained a significant portion of the old British
legal system. The courts still rely on a great deal of English case law to resolve legal disputes. Under
the “one-country, two-systems” principle, Hong Kong’s constitution (or the “Basic Law”) specifically emphasizes that Hong Kong should, on its own, develop appropriate policies for protecting
IP rights. However, the IP rights developed in Hong Kong cannot gain automatic protection in
China and vice versa, even though Hong Kong is now part of China.
Patent right protection is one of the major keys for success in personalized medicine development
in Hong Kong. Any inventions, whether they are utility patents or design patents (in Hong Kong,
design patents are called registered designs) must be registered to be protected. Hong Kong has
a re-registration system for utility patents for those inventors who are seeking for longer patent
protection rights in Hong Kong. A grant of a standard patent in Hong Kong can be based on
patent granted in China, the United Kingdom or the European Patent Office (the United Kingdom must be designated as the originating nation). Without such foreign registration, the Hong
Kong Patent Registry will not grant a standard patent. There is no substantive patent examination
in Hong Kong because Hong Kong government could not afford such expertise in doing the
examination.
Alternatively, inventors can apply for the short-term patent. The granting of such short term
patents is based on the search report of an international searching authority or a report from one
of the three jurisdictions mentioned above. Because these patent applications may not have gone
through substantive examination by either of those jurisdictions mentioned above, these short
term patents are frequently challenged and invalidated. The term of a short-term patent is four
years and it may be renewed for an additional four years, whereas standard patents in Hong Kong
are protected for a maximum period of 20 years. In contrast to Hong Kong, US does not differ-
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entiate standard and short-term patents. All patents need to be examined and the patent term for
utility patent shall be for a term beginning on the date on which the patent is issued and ends 20
years from the date on which the application for the patent was filed in the United States, whereas
the design patent term shall be for 14 years from the date of grant.
The fact that Hong Kong government only accepts registered patents through the three jurisdictions can significantly hinder the introduction of patents from US or other countries outside of
the three jurisdictions. Currently, a lot of patents related to personalized medicine are originated
from US. Because of publication pressure, many academic researchers in US may only seek for US
patents instead of European patents or patents from other countries, because it takes more time
and effort to do so. Without suitable protection of US patents, it is difficult for US inventors and
companies to bring in their products and ideas in Hong Kong to develop personalized medicine.
Another concern that foreign IVD manufacturers and patent holders have, when coming to Hong
Kong to engage in personalized medicine development, is that the IP laws in China are very different from the rest of the world. Even though China has joined the agreement on Trade Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS), China does not always synchronize her IP laws with
those from the rest of the world. Section 5, Article 27, of TRIPS states that “patents shall be available for any inventions, whether products or processes, in all fields of technology, provided that
they are new, involve an inventive step and are capable of industrial application.” However, there
are exceptions to the phrase “any invention,” and one of them particularly concerns inventions related to diagnostic methods. According to Article 27(3)(a) of TRIPS, “members may also exclude
from patentability diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods for the treatment of humans or
animals.” Currently, both China and India, the two huge markets in the world, are adopting this
exception in their patent systems. According to Article 25(3) of the Chinese Patent Law, “methods
for the diagnosis or for the treatment of diseases” are not patentable. Thus the patent law in China
offers a very weak protection to any personalized medicine-related diagnostic inventions.
Although Hong Kong is considered a special administrative region of China and is allowed to
maintain her own legal system, it is uncertain that such system can be maintained after 2047.
Clearly, the market expectation for developing personalized medicine diagnostics in Hong Kong
will not be limited to Hong Kong and will certainly include the China market. It is natural for
companies or laboratories in Hong Kong to extend their reach of the China market by building
satellite offices or laboratories in nearby areas, such as Shenzhen. The question as to whether the
patent rights of their personalized medicine diagnostics inventions can be fully protected will
become a major concern. It should be noted that China does not have a good track record in protecting IP rights of companies at the present time. According to the International Property Rights
Index 2013 Report (http://www.internationalpropertyrightsindex.org/introducing-ipri-a237),
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China is ranked 57 among 130 countries surveyed. Hong Kong is 14; US is 17; Taiwan is 22.
Although Hong Kong government has a very good track record of protecting IP rights owned
by businesses, foreign and local companies may still have concern that Hong Kong government
cannot enforce the protection of their IP rights in Hong Kong if companies from China infringe
their patent rights and bring their products into Hong Kong.

The first case reported (Wong and Lieh-Mak, 2001) in Hong Kong was around 2000 when a
young man applied for a civil servant job in the Fire Services Department, and was denied because
of his family history of mental illnesses. The court ruled that it was unlawful for the civil service
to discriminate an employment, because of concern of public safety, against people with a family
history of mental illness. However, this case does not address the issue when the personal genetics
information, apart from family history information, is used in the hiring decision.

3.3.4 Genetics Privacy Law
When engaging in personalized medicine, it is unavoidable to touch on the privacy of genetics
information of patients and their families. After years of discussion and lobbying, the Genetic
Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA) was passed into law in US in 2008. GINA bans
U.S. employers from using genetic information in hiring, firing, promotion, and compensation
decisions, as well as from collecting genetic information from employees. In addition, this law
prevents health plans and insurers from denying coverage or boosting premium prices based on
a person’s genetic information, and his or her family history. It also disallows companies from
requesting or requiring people to undergo genetic testing before hiring. Although there are pros
and cons for this legislation, the implementation of this legislation has significantly impacted the
practice of personalized medicine in US.
In Hong Kong, there is no specific genetics privacy law. However, within the definition of personal data under the jurisdiction of Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance, genetics privacy may
be regulated under this Ordinance. The term “personal data”, as defined in section 2(1) of the
Ordinance, “means any data:
(a) relating directly or indirectly to a living individual;
(b) from which it is practicable for the identity of the individual to be directly or indirectly
ascertained; and
(c) in a form in which access to or processing of the data is practicable”.
On the basis of the above definition, the genetic information of an individual could be regulated
under this Ordinance because it is in a recorded form and contains identifying particulars of living
individuals. Nevertheless, this law only regulates the disclosure of the information but it does not
regulate the use of the genetic information in hiring or health insuring activities.
Although Hong Kong does not have concrete statutory laws governing the use of genetics information in hiring processes, there are some case laws recorded that hints that the Hong Kong judiciary system is against the use of genetics information related to an individual in hiring decisions.
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Hong Kong also has a Disability Discrimination Ordinance which addresses the issues of employment discrimination against disable persons. However, there are no distinct languages in the
Ordinance that address prevention of the use of individual genetics information in the hiring
process. Furthermore, a lot of people with adverse inherited genetic changes are not having disability but are prone to higher risk of developing certain diseases. There is one case in Hong Kong,
Kwok Wing Sun v Global Metal & Plastic Factory (Law Yung Kai) [2008] 5 HKLRD 340, that
marginally touches on this issue. In the Sun case, the plaintiff, who was a driver, was diagnosed
with a genetics-related heart disease. The plaintiff did not have any records of driving accidents
related to his heart condition but he was wrongfully discharged by his employer based on his employer’s knowledge of his genetics information. This Sun case does not directly touch on the issue
that genetics information is being used in employment discrimination when the job applicants or
employees do not even develop any symptoms.
To promote the development of personalized medicine in Hong Kong, protection of genetics
information and elimination of genetics discrimination must be enforced with the full force of
legal remedies. At this moment, Hong Kong does not have a comprehensive legislation to address
these issues.

3.3.5 Import and export of biological specimens
The success of developing an industry in Hong Kong for personalized medicine is determined by
the market, which includes the market size and need. Although Hong Kong has a large population and is densely populated, the market size is still small compared to other countries, such as
US and China. The incentive for any investors to put in capital to develop any IVDs in Hong
Kong, especially LDTs, is seeing that there is a big demand for the testing. China is a big market
to drive the development of personalized medicine industry in Hong Kong. As mentioned before,
it is not always desirable to set up any laboratories in China because of the patent protection issue.
In addition, Hong Kong has enjoyed a good reputation of offering high quality clinical diagnostic
services. A lot of Mainland Chinese come down to Hong Kong yearly to see doctors and test their
clinical samples in Hong Kong. Hong Kong government should leverage these advantages.
Similar to many countries, Hong Kong and China have strict rules for import and export of bio-
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logical specimens. In Hong Kong, when a laboratory wants to receive biological specimens from
China, the laboratory has to apply for an import permit from Department of Health of Hong
Kong which can take several days or weeks in advance. The hospital or clinic in China also needs
to apply for an export permit from China government. This process has been made easier for
companies incorporated in the Hong Kong Science Park through the recently approved “Green
Channel” as described in section 1.3.1. However, there are still some limitations to overcome because this “Green Channel” Agreement is limited to companies incorporated in the Hong Kong
Science Park and the Guangzhou Science Park. For companies not located in the Hong Kong or
Guangzhou Science Park, they will need to go through the regular permit application process
to send samples to Hong Kong. Secondly, because the intent of the Agreement was to facilitate
exchange of research “biological samples” and whether it will cover routine clinical samples from
patients for diagnostic testing remains to be tested.
In China, the export of biological samples is very complicated (US Bejing Embassy webpage:
http://beijing.usembassy-china.org.cn/report0503sciencepolicy.html). Whole blood and DNA
are almost prohibited from export. According to the laws of China, human specimens from
which human genetic resources can be derived -- for example, whole blood and extracted DNA
samples -- must apply to the Human Genetic Resources Administration of China (HGRAC), a
small specialized agency jointly established by the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST)
and Ministry of Health (MOH). These exports are subject to the “Interim Measures for the
Administration of Human Genetic Resources,” approved by the State Council on June 10, 1998.
The Chinese hospital, clinic or laboratory which sends out these human samples must certify that
proper informed consent has been obtained, describe how the intellectual property derived from
these specimens be apportioned, etc. There are significant amount of paper work needed to be
filed for one shipment of samples. For other sample types, such as serum, urine and paraffin-embedded tissues -- from which human genetic resources cannot be derived requires approval from
the Ministry of Health and different set of paper work is required for these types of specimens. Of
course, this distinction can be revised in the near future as it has been demonstrated that DNA
can be isolated from serum, urine and paraffin-embedded tissues. The bottom line is that both
procedures take a long time and would not be feasible if the biological specimens are clinical specimens that patients are waiting for results before starting personalized treatment.
The concern over the safe and secure transport of hazardous material cannot be ignored because
personal and public safety must be ensured during transport of etiological agents, their vectors,
animals and plants, etc. However, in view of the close relationship between Hong Kong and China, the tight control may be negotiated. One mechanism is to re-define what biological materials
are considered as truly hazardous that need tight control of import and export. Some specimens,
such as paraffin-embedded tissues, have very low hazardous potential and could be considered
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allowable through the border without permit. One of the key areas of personalized medicine is to
perform genetic analyses on paraffin-embedded tissue of tumors to identify the treatment option.
For example, identification of mutations in epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) gene is
required before patients with lung cancer are given tyrosine kinase inhibitor drugs. This analysis
is often done on tumor biopsy embedded in paraffin. There are several hundred thousands of patients in China that are diagnosed with lung cancer each year and tumor biopsies of these patients
require this genetic analysis. If the paraffin-embedded tissue specimens can be allowed to pass
through the border without the requirement of permits, a large amount of clinical specimens can
be shipped to Hong Kong for diagnosis. With sufficient supply of clinical specimens, it will create
incentive for investors to develop this area of biotechnology industry in Hong Kong.

3.3.6 Reimbursement environment
In US, the payment of laboratory services is mainly from two sources, the government insurance
program and private health insurance companies. According to the National Health Expenditures
2012 Highlights published by CMS (http://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/
Statistics-Trends-and-Reports/NationalHealthExpendData/NationalHealthAccountsHistorical.
html), US government paid ~45% of the healthcare cost and private insurance companies took
up ~41% of the healthcare expenditure. Since the enactment of Obamacare care, almost all people
in US have to be insured, and the percentage of people who will pay for laboratory services out
of their own pockets is small.
Since the US government is the largest payor of laboratory services, the reimbursement decision
of CMS dictates whether a laboratory test or an IVD can survive in the market and becomes
available to patients. Since LDTs are the major driver of personalized medicine at this moment
in US, the following discussion is mostly centered on the reimbursement mechanism of LDTs.
According to US laws, outpatient clinical laboratory services are paid on a fee schedule (FS) under
Medicare Part B. In order to get the services paid, the laboratory services must be furnished in
a Medicare-participating laboratory (CLIA-certified laboratory) and ordered by a physician or
qualified non-physician practitioner who is treating the patient.
The US government does not handle the payment by itself. Most clinical laboratory procedures
are paid according to laboratory fee schedules issued by individual Medicare carriers in each state.
These Medicare carriers are contractors, usually large insurance companies, who administer Part
B Medicare services in each state on behalf of the federal government. Before Medicare pays for
any test or diagnostic service, two basic criteria must be met: (a) the service must be covered by
Medicare, and (b) the service must be medically necessary and indicated. Once these two criteria
are met, Medicare pays for most clinical laboratory tests based on the applicable fee schedules.
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Each carrier publishes a unique laboratory fee schedule and adjusts payment levels as determined
by the government during its annual budget process.
The fee schedules are linked to specific procedure codes, called CPT (current procedural terminology) codes. Although these CPT codes are invented and used by the US government in processing the claims for laboratory services, most private insurance companies also use these codes
to identify what medical procedures have been performed in the course of any episode of illness
or medical treatment. These CPT codes are revised and published annually by the American
Medical Association (AMA). There are more than 7000 CPT codes listed in the published CPT
code book and within these codes, approximately 950 codes apply to clinical laboratory tests and
pathology services.
Although local Medicare carriers may have different reimbursement policies to cover certain tests
but not the others, the decision to cover certain laboratory tests is still dependent on medical
necessity. The local medical review policy typically includes:
•

Indications and limitations of coverage

•

Covered ICD-9 codes (Medicare requires a diagnosis code (ICD-9) for all laboratory tests as
a means of verifying medical necessity).

•

Reasons for non-coverage

•

Non-covered ICD-9 codes

•

Documentation requirements

Clinical tests that are intended for use in clinical diagnosis, monitoring, or prediction must
demonstrate clinical utilities so that the American Medical Association (AMA) will set up a CPT
code to cover the use of that test. There are many ways to lobby AMA to set up CPT code for
certain test, including seeking recommendations from professional societies, such as American
Society of Clinical Oncology and National Comprehensive Cancer Network.
In Hong Kong, the government is the largest payor for the use of clinical laboratory services and
other IVDs. Although private insurance health plans are gaining popularity, the majority of Hong
Kong population still relies on the government-subsidized healthcare services. A smaller group of
wealthy individuals can afford fee-for-service based healthcare services. Currently there is an active
debate in the community to create a government-sponsored health insurance program and the
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result of the discussion is still not clear. Regardless of the outcome of the discussion, Hong Kong
government plays a significant role in shaping how the future of personalized medicine should be
developed in Hong Kong. Currently, clinical testing of samples that are derived from government
clinics or hospitals is usually carried out by government-managed clinical laboratories. If the
hospitals or clinics are affiliated with universities, the patient samples will likely be tested by the
university-managed clinical laboratories. The privately-owned clinical laboratories usually have a
very small market share of the clinical testing.
Currently, the Hong Kong Department of Health and Hong Kong Hospital Authority together
decide what clinical laboratory tests should be offered or adopted in routine patient care. The
primary focus of these two agencies is not on implementing the practice of personalized medicine
but to control cost of the healthcare expenses while maintaining the minimum standard of care to
Hong Kong people. It is not clear how the decision to cover certain tests is determined. For example, lung cancer patients in US are routinely tested for EGFR mutations and ALK (analplastic
lymphoma receptor tyrosine kinase) gene rearrangement but ALK gene rearrangement study is
not routinely offered in Hong Kong for lung cancer patients (Desai et al., 2014).
University-managed clinical laboratories usually can take the lead in implementing or developing
a lot of new clinical tests because of the availability of technical expertise in their faculty. For
example, the Chinese University of Hong Kong has developed its own version of non-invasive
prenatal testing (NIPT) on cell-free DNA in maternal blood (Agarwal et al., 2013). However, the
incentive for university-managed clinical laboratories to implement new tests is restricted because
it is dictated by funding from Hong Kong government each year. There are plenty of opportunities for academic/Industry collaboration to identify driver mutations (i.e. clinically relevant and
actionable) in various cancer types.
Private hospitals or clinical laboratories usually are not involved in implementing cutting-edge
diagnostic tests for personalized medicine. Except for one or two private hospitals, such as Hong
Kong Sanatorium Hospital and Hong Kong Adventis Hospital, most private laboratories or hospitals do not have the technical expertise to run and to interpret tests that are too sophisticated.
They also do not have the expertise to develop new tests. In recent years, there are a few hybrid
clinical laboratories and IVD developers that have established a foot hold in Hong Kong. These
companies have good technical expertise in performing and interpreting the tests. However, due
to limited market size of Hong Kong and lack of reimbursement incentive from Hong Kong
government, these companies usually focus on high volume IVD assay development for commercialization in foreign countries and clinical laboratory testing services are not the core of their
business.
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In conclusion, the development of a good personalized medicine industry relies on incentives
for reimbursement. There should be a cost-and-benefit analysis to show that the adoption of
these tests can eventually lead to cost-saving for the healthcare system and more importantly a
better system of delivering quality patient care. Hong Kong government should consider allowing
certain esoteric testing, of which most diagnostic tests for personalized medicine are classified as
esoteric testing, to be contracted to private laboratories, so that there are incentives for private
laboratories to compete, improve and bring in new technologies. There should also be mechanism
for private laboratories to present a cost-and-benefit analysis to the Hong Kong government so
that new tests can be paid for by the government. Using coding system similar to US will allow
the private clinical laboratories and IVD manufacturers to plan, set the price their products,
and understand the investment-and-return of their effort in bringing up new diagnostic assays/
device. Private insurance companies can also rely on the coding system to determine payments
for laboratory services.

3.3.7 General public environment
While it is a misconception that the concept of personalized medicine began after the completion of human genome sequencing in US, the completion of the sequencing project is certainly
a major driving force for the rapid expansion of personalized medicine. The vast amount genetic
information generated from this project offers a precious window of opportunities for medical
scientists to look at the fundamental make-up of an individual and explain why this individual
is responding to this drug but not to the other, and why this individual has a higher chance of
developing this cancer but not the other. Although personal genetic information becomes increasingly important in healthcare, there is a lack of sufficient education in medical genetics among
physicians and the general public.
In 2011, the Secretary‘s Advisory Committee on Genetics, Health, and Society (SACGHS) on
behalf of the US Department of Human and Health Services published a detailed report on
genetics education and training in US (http://osp.od.nih.gov/office-clinical-research-and-bioethics-policy/genetics-health-and-society/sacghs-archives/documents). The report was published in
response to the fast changing fields of genomics medicine and the growing demand of applying
genomics technologies into personalized medicine. Six recommendations were presented in this
report. While these recommendations may not fit entirely into the healthcare system or societal
dynamics of Hong Kong, these recommendations offer significant insight into the blueprint on
how personalized medicine should be developed in Hong Kong.
SACGHS addressed and identified the gaps related to the education and training issues of three
important groups of stakeholders along the delivery chain of personalized medicine, namely (1)
point-of-care health professionals with and without expertise in genetics (e.g., primary care pro-
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fessionals such as pediatricians, family practice physicians, obstetrician/gynecologists, and internists, nurses, physician assistants, genetic counselors, and pharmacists), (2) public health providers
involved or likely to be involved in providing genetic services, and (3) consumers and patients.
While it is not the intent of this discussion to repeat the findings of this report, several highlights
are included here and the recommendations are being discussed with relevancy to the current
situation in Hong Kong.

3.3.7.1 Training in medical schools
The SACGHS report particularly emphasizes on the importance of health care professionals,
especially those working at the point of care (e.g., physicians, nurses, physician assistants, genetic
counselors, and pharmacists). These people are keys to the successful translation of new genetic
knowledge into practice by promoting access to, and appropriate use of, genetic technologies.
The SACGHS report points out that there is still a major gap in relying on these professionals
to implement personalized medicine in the society. The limited knowledge and training of these
professionals is causing the delay in bridging the research knowledge with the clinical practice of
genomics medicine/personalized medicine. There are several factors that contribute to the limited
genomics medicine education of healthcare professionals and the poor integration of this area of
knowledge into healthcare. These factors include:
•

crowded curricula;

•

lack of knowledgeable faculty;

•

poor presentation of information that does not enhance long-term knowledge retention;

•

clinical training lacking genetics component;

•

professional certifying exams lacking genomics medicine as part of the body of knowledge;
and

•

lack of evidence-based guidelines in genomics medicine.

In US, the introduction of concrete curriculum on genomics medicine into routine medical education began only just a few years ago. A study conducted in 2005 had shown that only 11% of
US and Canadian medical schools had practical training in the use of medical genetics as part of
their curricula. As of 2009, the majority of primary care physicians did not have adequate training
in genetics or genomics (Salari, 2009). Although medical school curricula typically include medical genetics, fewer than half offers such course as an individual credit course, and the emphasis
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on practical applications of medical genetics in routine clinical practice is weak (Thurston et al.,
2007; Lamb et al., 2009; Salari, 2009).
The attention of medical education in US has certainly changed significantly in recent years.
There are several examples that reflect how the medical education in US has started to embrace
genetics in their routine training of medical professionals. For example, Stanford University was
the first medical school in the US to offer a course teaching the interpretation of genetic data
(Roethel, 2010). Students were able to study their own genotypes and learned to interpret their
own genetics information. Although there was skepticism about the effectiveness of this kind of
course offering, a survey conducted later on students who had attended the course showed that
the course had increased students’ enthusiasm for the subject (Vernez et al., 2013). Subsequently,
a similar class was launched at Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York in 2012. The course
offered at Mount Sinai Medical School went further to allow students the option of analyzing
their entire genome sequences instead of only their genotypes. Although it is highly controversial
to offer such option, it certainly reflects a big leap in how US medical schools are responding to
this genetics medicine era and the fast moving field of personalized medicine.
The medical education system in Hong Kong is vastly different from US. In US, the majority
of students attending medical schools, pharmacy schools or dental schools have to complete a
four-year undergraduate study program. During this four-year undergraduate study, US students
are exposed to wide spectrum of basic science courses covering all fundamentals of genetics. Even
though the duration of study in US medical schools lasts only for four years, the medical schools
in US have a significant focus on teaching the practical aspects of applying genomics in routine
patient care. On the contrary, there is no pre-requisite requirement for medical students in Hong
Kong to have completed a four-year college degree prior to being accepted to medical schools.
Even though the medical study in the two medical schools in Hong Kong requires five years of
completion, it is almost impossible to fully train the medical students on applying medical genetics to their future clinical practice because it takes time to educate these medical students to
understand the fundamentals of genetics and molecular biology. Only less than two years of the
medical study in Hong Kong medical schools are devoted to teaching basic medical science and
there is no standalone course on medical genetics and molecular biology. Without a good grasp
of the concepts of medical genetics and molecular biology, it will be difficult for the Hong Kong
physicians to understand the impact of personalized medicine and adopt the different genomic
tests into their clinical practice.
The postgraduate medical training in US is also different from that in Hong Kong. In US, after
completion of four years of medical education, the graduates have to enter into three years of
residency training in major medical centers. This residency training is important because by ad-
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hering to these major medical centers, the young doctors will have the opportunities to further
expose to the practice of genomics medicine, through numerous grand rounds, seminars and case
studies. On the contrary, there is only one year of residency requirement for medical graduates in
Hong Kong. During this one year residency, the young Hong Kong doctors will have to shuffle
among different specialties and engage in long hours of clinical work. It is not certain how much
exposure to applying genomics in clinical medicine for these young Hong Kong physicians can
have during their residency year.

3.3.7.2 Training in pharmacy schools
In US, the role of physicians and pharmacists in giving medications to patients is separated although there is ongoing conflict between the two professions in term of which profession has
the final decision to give certain drugs to the patients. Generally, US physicians prescribe the
medications to patients and patients will go to the pharmacies and ask the pharmacists to fill the
medications. Nevertheless, the role of pharmacists is more than just following the orders from
the prescribing physicians. Pharmacists receive in-depth training in drug interactions, medicinal
chemistry, pharmacokinetics, pharmacology, and therapeutics, and this makes them medication
experts.
Since predicting the likelihood of efficacy or potential toxicities, based on pharmacogenetic information, can significantly improve therapy decisions, and clinical application of genetic testing
can prevent adverse events and improve patient outcomes, pharmacists are required to have a
strong understanding of pharmacogenomics. A position statement made by Pediatric Pharmacy
Advocacy Group (PPAG) (Kennedy et al., 2011) has made it clear that pharmacists need to play
a key role in interpretation of clinical pharmacogenomic tests. Pharmacists are equipped with
specialized drug knowledge and can therefore serve as a valuable resource with respect to dose
adjustments and/or drug selection based on the results of genetic tests.
In response to the challenges posted by this new era of genomics medicine, the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy has encouraged inclusion of pharmacogenetics and pharmacogenomics in the Doctor of Pharmacy (PharmD) curriculum. Competencies of pharmacists in
pharmacogenetics and pharmacogenomics is now part of Accreditation Council for Pharmacy
Education (ACPE) standards. Many pharmacy schools have started certification programs in
pharmacogenomics. For example, the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) Skaggs School
of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (SSPPS) is now offering PharmGenEd (Pharmacogenomics Education Program) to educate more pharmacists on the use of pharmacogenomics in
clinical pharmacy practice.
In Hong Kong, Bachelor of Pharmacy is offered by the Chinese University of Hong Kong
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(CUHK) under the Faculty of Medicine. The CUHK Bachelor of Pharmacy program started in
1992 and had been the only pharmacy degree program available in Hong Kong until 2009 when
University of Hong Kong also started offering the same degree program. The main difference
between Hong Kong and US pharmacy practice is that, in US, pharmacists are more recognized
as one of the key members in a multidisciplinary team. The role and authority of a pharmacist is
clearly defined. In Hong Kong, hospital pharmacists focus on ensuring the smooth operation in
the dispensary and many hospital-employed pharmacists do not always have the opportunity to
get involved in deciding the medication that a patient should be receiving. It may take some time
before the role of pharmacists in Hong Kong is clearly defined and recognized by the government
and medical community.
In Hong Kong, the role of pharmacists was also not well understood by the public traditionally
but the image of pharmacists is slowly improving. In 2002, a group of pharmacists decided to
promote the image of the profession to the public via different mass media, such as radio and
television appearances, newspaper columns, etc. They actively engaged in public health talks and
medication counseling sessions, and this was a good beginning for a change in perception of
pharmacists’ role in Hong Kong society.
In 2009, the Practicing Pharmacists Association of Hong Kong (PPAHK) was established to
respond to changes occurring in health care and the pharmacy profession. The Association has
been very active in pushing for much greater recognition from Hong Kong Government. PPAHK
has also established a pharmacovigilance system to provide to the general public an adverse drug
reaction hotline to report adverse drug reactions and this is a major step for pharmacists in Hong
Kong to get recognition from the general public. The PPAHK, Hong Kong Doctors Union, and
the Alliance for Patients Mutual Help Organizations has formed the Drug Safety Consortium and
provides drug safety alerts to the general public when adverse events of drug uses are reported.
The Association not only provides professional educational seminars to members but also provides
drug safety public seminars to members of the public free of charge. The pharmacists in Hong
Kong can play a much bigger role in educating general public on genomics medicine/personalized
medicine.

3.3.7.3 Educating high school students
The terms, “pharmacogenomics”, “genomics medicine” and “personalized medicine”, seem to be
big buzz words. There is a misconception that young generation will not be able to understand
them because these jargons are too professional. It all depends on how educators are conveying
the messages.
In US, high school students who are interested in going into science studies often take up a biology course in their high school years. Because of the keen competition to get into good colleges, a
lot of high school students are engaged in Advance Placement (AP) courses which are equivalent
to college level courses. The AP Biology course in US covers significant description of medical
genetics and thus offers the young high school students good basis for personalized medicine.
While the education system of Hong Kong does not need to follow the same blueprint of US,
there are opportunities that the concept of personalized medicine and genomics medicine can be
introduced earlier to this young generation. The method of delivering information is important.
For example, when genetics disease is mentioned in the high school biology textbook, some disease examples, such as glucose-6-phosphate deficiency which occurs frequently in Hong Kong
and Southeast Asia, can be used as an introduction to the concept of personalized medicine and
genomics medicine. In glucose-6-phosphate deficiency patients, genetic changes in their genomes
result in inability of patients to process certain malaria drugs, and medication that is used in
conjunction with chemotherapy, such as Rasburicase. Other examples include dihydropyrimidine
dehydrogenase (DPD) deficiency. This DPD enzyme is involved in the degradation of certain
cancer drugs such as 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) which is used for colon cancer treatment.
Teachers in Hong Kong who are teaching high school biology classes should be given the training materials for personalized medicine and genomics medicine, and training classes should be
provided to these biology teachers. Teachers may not need to understand the technical details of
the areas but there are some simple and fundamental concepts that they can bring back to their
classes.

3.3.7.4 Educating the general public
Finally, the curriculum of pharmacy schools in Hong Kong may need to be re-designed to emphasize more on genomics/personalized medicine. Since pharmacy students in Hong Kong do
not need to go through any undergraduate study programs before admitted to pharmacy schools,
there will be a significant gap for these students to catch up the basic science portion of genomics/personalized medicine. Thus, the curriculum design must be flexible to accommodate such
shortcomings.
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The general public is the end user of personalized medicine. A good understanding and positive attitude of general public towards genomics medicine are important to move this industry
forward. A number of studies conducted in US have shown that the public generally has only
a rudimentary knowledge of basic genetic terms but their attitudes towards genomics medicine
are positive. In general, people are aware that genetic risk factors contribute to health outcomes.
However, such understanding of genetic risk factors and the use of different genomics tool to
guide treatment probably depends on their levels of education and health literacy, which varies by
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race, ethnicity, and language proficiency.
In Hong Kong, the public mainly derived their genetics knowledge from their primary care physicians or government clinics. Unfortunately, the primary physicians in Hong Kong usually do not
have time to deliver the genetics information to their patients. In recent years, most people probably derive their understandings of genomics medicine from social media or different internet sites.
Unfortunately, there is wide variation of the quality of information among these different sites
and thus leading to myths, misconceptions and misguidance of the consumers.
The Hong Kong Department of Health had created a clinical genetic service division many years
ago. The scope of service of this division is however limited to providing referral services to cater
those patients with suspected diagnoses of inherited genetic diseases. There are not many educational activities offered to the general public through this clinical division. Since personalized
medicine extends far beyond inherited genetic diseases and it covers a wide variety of different
disciplines, this clinical genetic service division may need to re-position itself well into implementing the concepts of personalized medicine and taking a leading role to educate the general
public of Hong Kong.
The Hong Kong Society of Medical Genetics was established in 1986. One of its goals is to
advance and further education of medical genetics. However, the target audience of the Society
is limited to a group of professionals in the field. Many activities held by the Society focus on
academic research and are not suitable for general public. This Professional Society should be in a
good position to engage in the education of general public about personalized medicine.
The School of Public Health of University of Hong Kong was established around 2004. One
of its goals is to improve the health of people in Hong Kong through research and education.
Personalized medicine is one of the best ways to improve the health care of people. Since one of
the research interests of the School is to examine health policy, economics and health services in
Hong Kong, the School can take up a larger role in educating Hong Kong people on personalized
medicine.

4.

Conclusions

While the four “Asian Dragons” started their ventures in Biotechnology over three decades ago,
South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan have since then surpassed Hong Kong in their development
of Biotech industry. By studying their governmental support of Biotech industry development, we
have noticed the following common themes in their approaches:
1)

Generate a “national” consensus to support biotech development - e.g. long range national
plans that outline the vision and the benefits,

2)

Set up planning agencies and public institutes for targeted areas of R&D,

3)

Use direct and indirect subsidies to promote selected areas of engagement,

4)

Invest heavily in industry- and technology-related education.

Over the last thirty years, Hong Kong has already built a strong research infrastructure and reputation. It is now time to build the much needed Development infrastructure to translate basic
science knowledge into biomedical applications. To maximize effectiveness and efficiency, Hong
Kong should focus on “niche” areas which are more mature, of lower risk, has shorter development time and more ready for applications; which may include me-better, re-purposing, or drug
delivery in the pharmaceutical arena and in vitro diagnostics as well as companion diagnostics in
the personalized medicine space. After taking into consideration of Hong Kong’s R&D strength,
maturity of science, market potential and opportunities, risk analysis, customer demands, impact
on society and economy, it is recommended that personalized medicine be considered as one of
the priority area for Hong Kong’s biotech industry. We have identified many critical issues which
need to be address in order to promote a successful personalized medicine industry. It is anticipated that through the concerted efforts of key stakeholders in industry, academia and government,
personalized medicine will offer plenty of innovative, cross-disciplinary interactions (including
translational medicine, diagnostics, medical device, IT and e-health) in Hong Kong to produce
game-changing products to meet customer needs locally and globally.

Since the universities in Hong Kong have a lot of professional experts in personalized medicine,
the academic centers could be the leading changers in how Hong Kong people perceive personalized medicine. The government in Hong Kong should work with the industry and academic
centers to provide unified source of information about personalized medicine. This can be done
through regular public seminars to the general public through academic centers, easy-to-understand websites from government or academic centers, and special educational events to high
school students.
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Chapter 9
IP IN CHINA AND POTENTIAL ROLE FOR HONG KONG
IN VALUE CREATION
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Background
I was requested to write this article several months ago by my good friend Dr. Albert Kit Chan,
but I waited since I have very little direct experience dealing with the Bio Pharmaceutical and
Healthcare sector, so I have decided to write this article on generic, intellectual property matter
given my couple of decades of experience with IP transactions all over the globe including China.
For many decades electronics as well as pharmaceutical companies have successfully used their
intellectual properties to secure a competitive market position, to expand or close competitive
gaps, or to generate revenue for enhanced shareholder return on investment by monetizing its
IP.

China’s Outdated IP Model
When I first visited China over twenty years ago, the Beijing and Shanghai I saw is quite different
than what hey have become now. China has made significant strides over the past twenty years
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to become a technology power house and have secured number one position as the richest
country on the planet, passing the United States. The gap is expected to widen in the coming
years. Many Chinese companies are becoming global players, in electronics, consumer products,
pharmaceutical and healthcare, semiconductor, telecommunications and internet technologies,
etc. among others. An exceptional determination and ingenuity endowed China’s destiny, creating
the backbone for the nation’s future high-tech development based on intellectual assets. The core
of China’s technological development initiative during the 1980’s to the waning years of the 20th
century lay, in part, in: (i) China’s rapid industrialization during the 1970’s and the 1980’s; (ii)
a rapid export growth driven by both a robust electronics manufacturing services industry and
low cost highly efficient consumer industry; and (iii) significant support and assistance from
the government policies and initiatives such as import substitution, tariff protection, investment
incentives, and export promotion; and (iv) competitive inefficiencies of many US and European
companies, mainly driven by labor cost and factory regulatory compliance requirements.
The early successes of the highly flexible Chinese Electronics Manufacturing Services (EMS)
enterprises did not require the creation of original, innovative intellectual property. Instead,
the focus was on a less innovative “value-added” and “low cost manufacturing” efficiency and
emphasis. The adoption of a business model of manufacturing other’s branded products originally,
did not require, creating a long-term patent portfolio. In reality, I believe, the additional financial
resources that would have been required to attempt to emulate and compete with the patents
underlying American and European technological innovations of the pre 1970’s may have
hindered the development of China’s economic miracle during the 1980’s – 1990’s.
There are at least five major reasons why Chinese Electronics Manufacturing Services (EMS)
enterprises initially did not need to develop strong patent portfolios. First, the existence of
extensive prior art for essentially technologically unsophisticated, relatively low-tech and laborintensive manufacturing processes caused many people to believe that it would be difficult to
obtain patents and even more difficult to convince U.S. courts to enforce issued patents in this
market space. Second, because of the IP environment, EMS competitors were reluctant to litigate
each other. Third, during that period, Chinese EMS companies sold few self-branded products.
Fourth, if there is an adversely held patent assertion against an EMS company, the EMS company
would simply rely on its customer(s) to protect it from patent infringement assertions, and finally
lack of relevant Chinese counterpart patents and enforcement issues.
For the few Chinese EMS businesses that follow the traditional non-branded product model, they
need not worry too much for not having significant patent portfolio of their own, so long they
obtain technology coupled with ironclad IP indemnification from their customers. However, those
traditional EMS businesses and the non-EMS companies that sell their own branded products
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must invest in future internal IP development in order to allow for more fundamental innovative
growth and product business coverage. As we see now, companies like Xiaomi is coming under
significant IP pressure from other Western Technology leaders in other Growth Markets as they
try to boost revenue, and this trend will continue. It is imperative for companies like Xiaomi
and the likes to invest in in-house IP development as well as acquiring fundamental patents to
strengthen it’s market position and defend itself. Hong Kong can act as a Platform to facilitate
such transactions for patent acquisition as well as licensing of know-how.

Transformation to an Innovation IP Model
The many commercial successes of the traditional EMS model enticed Chinese companies
and officials into believing that, from an IP perspective, this model could be extended to other
business models successfully, without significant changes. Most leaders do not realize that both a
comprehensive IP policy and its systematic execution at both government and corporate levels are
needed to protect both China’s commercial diversification and the transformation of the Chinese
economy into a fundamentally innovative, high technology-driven global leadership position in
the coming years and decades. There should not be any misconception that a purely quantitative
based patent program is largely inefficient and useless unless such a patent portfolio contains a
good number of “quality” and “enforceable ready” high value patents. Even a modest quantitative
portfolio needs to include some number of high-quality patent families, and the portfolio numbers
must consistently grow annually to keep up with the innovations and the various technology
directions. In parallel, it is advisable to do regular maintenance check to see if certain patents
needs to be pruned for specific technology or product practice reasons. Again, these select patents
which are no longer needed to be maintained, can be offered up for sale to other companies or
institutions with Grant back rights. This can certainly help with the budget.
As mentioned before, in recent, China is filing more aggressively and we are seeing a steady
growth in its patent applications filing and issuances in China, as well as in the USA and EU.
This is a very welcome initiate and strategy to protect Chinese businesses, their earnings and
shareholder value of branded product companies. To keep up with the economic growth, Chinese
companies will increasingly require to license in external technology from foreign countries as well
as invest in its own research and innovations. If more strategic thought and focus been applied
to IP portfolio development especially of creating utility rather than design patents during the
past couple of decades by the Chinese national institutes and companies, the Chinese companies
would have enjoyed far more degrees of freedom internationally.
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IP Metamorphosis

Global Patent Landscape

Many Chinese companies have undertaken significant internal patent development efforts in
recent years, but they all seem to suffer from many of the same shortcomings that most Chinese
companies have experienced over the past decade or so, such as:

During the past two decades of the 20th century, China resisted international pressures to reform
and modernize the way in which the country approached the development and management
of intellectual property portfolios. By the mid-to-late 1990’s, during the anti-counterfeiting
initiatives, Korea and Japan were already adopting patent reform initiatives, and China was
lagging behind and quite slow to adopt.

•

Most engineers and scientists have never heard of strategic and defensive patenting
whereby business, technology and legal planning are all integrated in developing a
“planned” portfolio. They write patents as technical publications. There was little if
any, systematic, qualitative approach to collaborative strategic patenting, especially
in the creation of high value utility patents.

•

The Chinese patents have had limited effectiveness in patent infringement litigation
since not much attention was given to patent claims. The patent prosecution
responsibility was given to the General Managers, and not the Legal executives of
the company.

•

Lack of company patent strategy and its relevance and tight coupling to the company
business strategy and product roadmap direction.

•

Absence of meaningful financial planning for all types of intellectual property,
resulting in non-alignment of R&D and legal department budgets.

•

Most executives did not regard patents as corporate “assets” from which to obtain
and leverage enhanced shareholder value. They did not understand that patents do
impact the “bottom line” of the companies’ profitability and add either to the growth
or decline of EPS (stock performance).

•

Most companies authorize very limited budgets for patent litigation (“penny wise –
pound foolish”) and resulting usually in unfavorable court decisions and settlement
results.

These weaknesses contributed greatly to the generally poor qualitative value of China’s IP value
creation and global litigation strength. Corporate IP resources need to be reinforced by strong
government and academic / institute Intellectual Property support, which has not been the case
in China in recent years.
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Throughout U.S. innovation history, whenever a disruptive technology has emerged, or even
more importantly, when the creation of a major derivative of a potentially disruptive technology
entered the market place, patent litigation quickly followed. This trend has occurred across the
entire technological spectrum without fail, resulting in significant resource drainage, and highly
contentious litigation. We have seem this with automotive, light bulbs, CD’s, LCD’s, textiles,
networking and numerous consumer products, you name it!! The historical trend of “originators”
challenging “followers” for patent infringement not only will continue, but in all likelihood
will intensify during the next 10-20 years out. European and U.S. companies, as well as those
from Japan, Korea, and Taiwan are mindful of growing competitive threat from China. Many
of these foreign companies will try to “level the playing field”, to close the manufacturing cost
gap with Chinese companies, and to bring greater ROI to their investors by asserting superior
patent portfolios against the Chinese companies. Most Chinese companies will require high value
patents from anywhere, mostly from developed countries, to fight off foreign assertions and in
foreign land where they sale products.

Developing IP Strategy
In order to transform into an innovation leadership position, a company needs to adopt clear,
strategically driven innovation and IP development program for its trade secrets, knowhow and
patent portfolio. Once the specific weaknesses of the company in question is identified for the
IP program in relation to the fulfillment of its future vision, a series of action should be pursued,
systemic changes in the strategies, manner and processes with which to address patent, trade secret
and trademark portfolio development, protection, and litigation. Most important is to secure the
right intellectual property to enable freedom of action for the business now and in future.
I do not have reliable concrete facts and data to show the incoming royalty versus what is going
out from China, but I would suppose that the outbound royalty flow to far outweigh the income
stream, and it has the potential to marginalize and to render many Chinese high tech companies
non-competitive in the long run. The Chinese government, in close cooperation with Chinese
companies, universities, and research institutions, must now establish comprehensive, strategic
patent/trade secret and litigation policies, laws, regulations and assistance in order to stop the
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growing disparity in the value of intellectual property between China and the West, Japan, Korea
and Taiwan. The Chinese government should take any and all meaningful action including
enabling the Chinese Intellectual Property Office to become the central IP resource in China.
In all this, I see a unique role that Hong Kong can play in facilitating the IP transactions, both to
license out as well as licensing in on behalf of the Chinese and Hong Kong companies.
◊

Taking these ideas and innovations to the global marketplace.

◊

Leverage its Technical and Legal talent pools who are Western educated and have
worked in the West, and quite familiar with Global IP practices.

◊

Assisting Chinese companies in creating IP in a collaborative manner.

◊

Assisting foreign companies and Institutes to find suitable IP Partners within China
and elsewhere for reduction to products and market access.

◊

Training the Chinese companies Industry Accepted methodology for product
clearance.

◊

Assisting Chinese IP owners in protecting against counterfeiting and piracy.

◊

Working with individual trading partners to prevent undermining IP rights in ways
that are inconsistent with international treaty and trade obligations.

◊

Advise various Chinese government agencies to set the highest benchmarks
internally for the development, protection, and exploitation of the IP.

◊

Proposing and enabling new legislation to better protect Chinese IP rights at home
and abroad.

Conclusion
With these and other initiatives and by leveraging Hong Kong’s unique commercial and
administrative infrastructure to offer a global IP Platform, China’s Intellectual Property future
will be very bright and promising! Hong Kong has long served as the commercial hub facilitating
shipping, trading, banking, and financial sectors for the Far East, and this IP could be a nice adder
to this portfolio with appropriate support and sponsorship from SAR and PRC government.
Hong Kong could be the gateway to China for all IP matter as China continues to grow as a
technology power house in the emerging knowledge economy
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Chapter 10
REPOSITIONING HONG KONG’S BIOMEDICAL
TECHNOLOGY

Daniel H.S. Lee
Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks Corp.
Correspondence e-mail: daniel.lee@hkstp.org

As a homegrown local, born, raised and educated in Hong Kong, I have witnessed the development
of biomedical technology in this tiny place from the 70s into this day. The biology research
community grew from a small group of professors in two universities to hundreds and perhaps
thousands today, spread across six tertiary institutions, engaged in biological sciences, teaching
and research activities. Similarly on the industry side, stemming from a few ‘reagent suppliers’ and
‘instrument companies’ in the 70s, there are now hundreds of companies in the biotechnology and
related areas including Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) manufacturing facilities. During
this period, the Hong Kong Government has poured in billions of dollars into biotechnology and
biomedical technology-related research and commercialization activities, while training hundreds
of talented postgraduates. Over the years, many Hong Kong researchers, academics and business
personnel have earned awards, grants and recognition in regional and international professional
events. Many high-impact research articles were authored by Hong Kong researchers, gaining
high reputation in scientific achievements. Together with many of the Hong Kong-specific
advantages in infrastructure [intellectual property and legal system, language capability, tax-free
port, a global financial and business center, integrity and moral ethics, reputable higher education
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especially medical system, etc.], and supported by China’s huge market and business opportunity,
it is how to utilize these edges to shape the future of biotechnology in Hong Kong. It is of
particular importance for Hong Kong to continue her prosperity as China has clearly identified
biotechnology and biomedicine to be a scientific and technology focus for the nation in the
12th 5-year plan released in 2010 and continuing into the 13th 5-year plan to co-inside with the
global view of ‘decade for biotechnology’ . The focus of this chapter thus, is to identify some of
the issues and challenges for Hong Kong to become an Asian technology hub, and some of the
remedial measures that can propel biotechnology to be a versatile success story for Hong Kong.
The following factors may be useful parameters for strategic planning and implementation when
repositioning Hong Kong.

Funding
Unlike the software and information technology sectors, where the pursuit of new product ideas
can get started with minimal hardware investment, the biotechnology industry demands heavy
initial investment in sophisticated instrumentations and even specially-designed laboratory space,
and poses high investment risks. Thus, it is crucial to have seed funding available for growing the
biomedical industry. The total research budget for Hong Kong is not stellar and represents about
0.4% of GDP. In general, there are four funding sources for biomedical technology research:
Funding source

		

US Example

Hong Kong Example

Government grants and/or loans;

NIH, SBIR

UGC, RGC, ITF

Venture and investment funds;T

Third Rock,

KPMGMorningside

Angel funds;

Alzheimer’s Association

KS Li Foundation

Charity funds and donations.

Huntington Society

Jockey Club

The Hong Kong Government and arguably, the Jockey Club, are the key funding agencies for
Hong Kong biomedical technology. The latter usually funds infrastructure establishment, e.g.
Jockey Club Clinics, Jockey Club Positive Aging Center, and has relatively less involvement in
individual research programs. The majority of the government funding has gone to the academia,
supporting basic and clinical research [UGC, RGC] that resulted in many ground-breaking
discoveries, earning publications, international awards and recognition. The Innovation and
Technology Fund [ITF] operated by the Innovation and Technology Commission in Hong Kong
aims to support local industry development, and ideally, to support applied research in the
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academia and product commercialization, in order to stimulate the growth of innovation and
technology.
In the repositioning process, Hong Kong may first need to increase the investment into innovation
and technology research. Singapore, Korea, Taiwan and Japan are all spending lot more of their
GDP on research. If Hong Kong were serious about establishing herself to be the Asian technology
hub, a first and foremost commitment is to increase the research budget gradually to, for example
0.8% GDP in order to compete with the neighboring countries. The newly injected funds [extra
0.4% GDP] should have a distinct purpose than the existing ones [UGC, RGC, ITF] and be of
direct relevance to support the technology industry. A review of the biomedical research activities
in minimal Hong Kong revealed that the funding trend has been heavily biased on basic research,
with some activities in clinical research. There has been a severe lack of translational projects,
both from laboratory-to-clinic type of translation, and from research–to-commercialization
translation. At least part of the new budget should aim to reduce the translation gap. While the
funding target could be academicians, it may be equally relevant to target the entrepreneurs in
the start-ups and companies that would be engaging in translation activities including product
commercialization. As such, the translation ‘gap’ might be filled and resulting in a more complete
industrial value chain.
While the Hong Kong government has been generous in leading the investment into technology,
to provide sustainability, funding from private sources must be secured in parallel. In the U.S.,
many start-ups and small companies secured their funding from the private sector, whether they
are venture or angel investors, and conducted at a magnitude that Hong Kong would need to
dramatically improve. Likewise, the involvement of charity organizations and donors is always
helpful, and when utilized effectively, for example by combining the donation, private funding
with matching government funds to generate a larger pool for technology investment, may be
another venue for using the new budget described above. In the ideal scenario, the new funds
should be operated by non-government bodies to achieve maximum flexibility in the rapidly
changing financial world.

Entrepreneur scientists
Hong Kong has consistently trained and attracted many academicians who are performing high
quality and reputable research in the tertiary institutions that emphasizes heavily on basic rather
than applied research. The alarming lack of research transition into applications throughout the
years can be partially attributed to the nature of the academic environment that dominates the
research world in Hong Kong. Professors are expected and required to publish for additional
grant support, attracting postgraduate students and for career promotions. Far too often, an
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academician would not pursuit product development possibilities as it may not fall within the
scope of fascinating new science. The respectable professorial career with attractive compensation
packages, together with a lack of incentives and unfamiliarity of entrepreneurship, deter these
professors from pursuing industrialization of their research findings in a commercial environment,
including start-ups.
While one possible remedy is to encourage academic professors to transition their basic research
findings into applied research activities, frequently, because of their solely scholastic training,
academicians may not be good CEOs of companies. There are plenty of examples of academic
start-ups that failed because of unsatisfactory business execution due to the business environment
demanding different skillsets, mentality and personality that the academicians were unable to
provide.
A better solution perhaps is to encourage the younger scientists, fresh graduates or postdoctoral
fellows that are energetic, passionate about their discovery in the laboratory and hungry for
success to become entrepreneur scientists. They are daring but coachable and flexible, and many
may stand a chance to flourish with proper management support and entrepreneurship training.
These will be the new hope for Hong Kong technology and science.

Environment and education
It is generally agreed that Hong Kong does not have the best environment for research and
technology innovation. The fast-paced finance and real estate markets have consistently been
the reliable economic pillars for Hong Kong. Most Hong Kong folks are familiar with the stock
indices, the gold futures and real estate markets. Magazines like Capital, Fortune 500, Economists
and newspapers such as Financial Times and Wall Street Journal are popular and regular reading
materials. Hong Kong, thus, is a recognized vibrant financial center where most people know
about the tycoons but few can mention the names of accomplished scientists nor aware of some
of the major achievements. The fast city pace perhaps nurture impatience, even in the investment
style. It is unlikely that Hong Kong investors would have the patience to invest in a pharmaceutical
company that takes 14 years to launch a product from scratch even with a lot of luck. While
additional economic pillars will clearly be needed to sustain Hong Kong’s prosperity and that
China is investing heavily into biomedicine and biotechnology according to the 11th and 12th
five-year plan, some fundamental changes may be needed to facilitate Hong Kong’s journey into
biomedical technology.
Hong Kong embraces success and successful people. It is pertinent to publicize the success stories
in the science and technology arena. How some of the advances were made and how they would
impact everyday life or the life of a sick person. These should be linked to the research achievements
of academia in order to better educate the ordinary Joe. These may impact the young minds
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and influence their subsequent choice of science and technology careers. As described above, in
addition to the academic programs already in place in the universities, entrepreneurship should be
introduced to the undergraduates to encourage more youngsters to become entrepreneurs. With
their refreshing minds and enthusiasm, innovation will have a chance to spread and prevail.
Since biomedical technology is a huge area, and expertise are spread amongst an array of disciplines,
it will be most efficient if Hong Kong can identify a niche area in which she can have a fair
chance to be successful. Because of the loads of expertise and/or other assets from the neighboring
competing countries, she needs to find a way that she can distinguish herself and become a Flag
for Hong Kong biomedical technology. Researching into the strengths of Hong Kong biomedical
research and the future problems to be resolved, the niche area of Aging Research is identified.
Under this umbrella, Hong Kong can focus on this specific topic where her expertise lies, such as
Alzheimer’s disease research, diabetes research and arthritis. It is capitalizing on key supporting
technology platforms such as human genomics and molecular diagnostics, stem cell biology and
tissue engineering [e.g., bone, muscle and cartilage replacement] and, nanomaterials, medical
device and robotics. Some of the areas and platforms demand cross-disciplinary coordination and
collaboration, allowing multiple scientific disciplines flourish in action. Some examples include
human genome sequencing, bioinformatics, computing data storage for eHealth big data for
aging; robotics, biosensors, nanomaterials for innovative imaging medical device. It is expected
that under this umbrella, researchers can interact and contributing to better healthcare products
that can benefit the patients, a key distinction between biomedical technologies and other
consumer-based technologies. While research activities in other areas continue, Hong Kong shall
aim to become the Asian hub for aging research.

Policy and commitment
With a research direction, it is necessary to identify all the talents in this pool and experts in
other areas. This demands the creation of a talent database, and a representing body that can
credibly and fairly represent Hong Kong biomedical technology. An Academy of Sciences type
of organization would best fit into this function and can take the lead on the scientific and
technological fronts for Hong Kong in the international arena. The Hong Kong government
would also need to have a policy agency that can represent Hong Kong SAR in terms of policy
negotiations, e.g. stem cell therapy guidelines and communications with national institutes such
as China Ministry of Science and Technology or USA National Institute of Health. To this end,
the establishment of the Innovation and Technology Bureau may fill in this role.
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Hong Kong SAR must demonstrate her commitment to develop biomedical technology as a future
economic pillar to achieve sustainable prosperity and aligning with China’s national interest. The
appointment of the best officials and renowned scientists to the appropriate leadership positions
would give the best chance for success.

Repositioning
Many countries realize the importance of science and innovation, and most have embarked on
some form of biotechnology track. Hong Kong has strong infrastructures and a talent pool of
scientists that can take on this new challenge of economic transitions. With the support of the
Chinese government in establishing mutually benefiting Key State Laboratory branches in Hong
Kong, a huge China market, favorable China-Hong Kong policies that facilitates trading, Hong
Kong can regain her leader position in Asia serving as a biomedical hub for the region, China and
the world. We are anxiously waiting with optimism, to witness her success in the next decade.
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Chapter 11
BIOTECHNOLOGY IN HONG KONG:
CAPITALIZING ON OUR COMPETITIVE EDGE
YUK LAM LO, Ph.D.
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Correspondence e-mail: yuklamlo@gmail.com

At the turn of the 21st Century, our world is entering the Age of Biotechnology, an era in which
biotechnology plays an increasingly prominent role in healthcare, agricultural, environmental,
chemical, food and many other industries vital in enhancing human health, living conditions
and productivity. With a shift of research focus to biotechnology in different fields, the industry
is now in the fast lane and has become the key to global economic growth. Hong Kong, with the
fastest growing biotechnology industry in Asia, should take full advantage of the opportunity and
challenge and develop itself as Asia’s biotechnology hub.

I. The Global Biotechnology Industry
i. Development
Biotechnology has developed through 3 main stages: the launch of synthetic human insulin
(namely Humulin) in 1982 marks the dawn of the industry. The technological leap from the
discovery of insulin to accomplishing its artificial synthesis eventually shaped the industry’s
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production chain which consists of basic research, applied research, technology acceleration
and commercialization. Meanwhile, the market demand for biotechnological products
and technological progression catalyzed the maturation of the industry. Thanks to the
commercialization of genetically modified (GM) foods in the mid-90s, the application of
biotechnology was quickly established across the entire field of agriculture. The conception and
development of biological agriculture marks the beginning of the second stage of the industry.
In the late 90s, biotechnology was widely used in other fields such as environmental protection,
raw material extraction and energy production. In addition, it branched out into numerous
disciplines including industrial biotechnology, bioinformatics, and blue biotechnology. Largescale research and industrial biotechnological application took place intensively, leading to the
spawning of new products and technologies.
With the industrialization of biotechnology comes the third stage in the chronology of
the industry. Since the beginning of the 21st Century, the biopharmaceutics industry, the
biggest branch of the biotechnology industry has reached 60 billion dollars in value, which
represents 10% of the market share of the entire pharmaceutics industry. Furthermore, the
completion of the Human Genome Project gives rise to the prospect of genetic engineering
in pharmaceuticals. With respect to biological agriculture, over 100 transgenic plant species
and 10 animal species have been successfully created. Clinical trials have been carried out to
explore the prospects of more than 6,000 samples of transgenic organisms. In the meantime,
the emergence of biochemical engineering, bioenergy, bioenvironmental protection and other
budding industries are stirring up yet another trend in the contemporary biotechnological
industry.
With the positive impact of the biotechnology boom on the global economy and human living
standards, governments across the world are promoting and developing biotechnology as a
key strategy to augment the competitiveness of local industries against foreign competitors.
Given the current competitive atmosphere in which several powers are investing immensely
in the development of their biotechnology industry, the industry is tending toward a future
of multipolarity. The United Sates is still taking the lead in the world in terms of the level of
advancement in its biotechnology industry, with its market share occupying almost 50% of
the global biotechnology industry. Whether it is the quality of research and the amount of
investment, or the possession of the market share, the United States far surpasses its counterparts.
Japan follows comparatively closely in terms of its development of the biotechnology industry.
It has been keen on setting foot in the European and Asian market. The Japanese government
has deployed fiscal policy for establishing 224 biotechnology research and development
agencies in the United States. Its market share in the global biotechnological industry occupies
nearly 25%. Europe is the third largest biotechnology center, with its biotechnology industry
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expanding even at a higher rate than the United States. European governments are enhancing
their financial institutions and strengthening their capital markets, enabling the European
biotechnology industry to flourish. In addition, other countries such as Korea, Singapore,
with governmental support, are keeping pace with the world-wide expansion of the industry.
In a nutshell, the biotechnology industry is in its course to becoming one of the world’s pillar
industries. Advancement in biotechnology signifies a head start to domination of the global
economy.

ii. Traits of a rapidly expanding global biotechnological industry
a. Shorter knowledge doubling period
Shortened lead time between research and commercialization means shortened knowledge
doubling period. It ensures production and economic growth to take place even faster. At
the dawn of the biotechnological industry, it would take 8 years for the sum of knowledge
in biotechnology to double itself. Upon completion of the human genome sequencing in the
early 21st Century, it would take less than a year. Since 2005, the doubling of biotechnological
knowledge has been running on a daily basis. This exponential growth shall in turn dynamite
the development of the industry and the global economy.
b. Capital and knowledge concentrated industry
The biotechnology industry, biopharmaceuticals in particular, involves huge capital investment
through R&D of new products. A significant sum of money is also required for factory
construction and medical device installation. Compared to IT products like software apps,
the biotechnology industry is far more capital and knowledge concentrated as products used in
medicine and agriculture affect the human body. To ensure product safety, governments from
all over the world impose rigorous mandatory safety tests and hazard analyses. These protocols
and hazards involved in the research and development of biotechnological products necessitate
a secure, continuous flow of capital investment.
c. Longer research and development phase
As human safety is concerned, countries around the world maintain a cautious attitude in
the development and practice of biotechnology. Unlike the production of computer software,
biotechnological merchandises cannot be reproduced at a similarly fast rate. A much more
laborious process is required for biotechnology products, such as transgenic plants and animals
and biomedicine, before they are put on the market. For instance, biopharmaceuticals have to go
through lab research, pilot scale production, clinical tests, mass production, commercialization
and hazard analyses. Furthermore, obstacles are inevitably present in the cultivation of
biotechnological products and their market development, which add to the challenge in the
industry’s transitional course from being a risky industry into a commercial industry.
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d. Circular economy business model
As opposed to conventional economy, the concept of circular economy proposes an economic
development model which coexists in harmony with the environment. The type of production
chain employed by the biotechnology industry possesses regenerative, recyclable and nonpolluting characteristics, which fit the idea of a circular economy. The development of
biotechnology will revolutionize conventional production methods and create a succession
of budding industries. Continuous exploration of the potential of the biotechnology industry
will most certainly benefit resource conservation, rational use of resources, reduces pollution
and realize sustainable development.
e. Emergence of business clusters
With the biotechnological industry being a knowledge-intensive industry, combined with the
accelerating rate of innovation within the industry, a positive trend of knowledge spillover
industry-wide is on the rise: business clusters are formed on a daily basis, and innovation
networks established in numerous regions. This greatly benefits the affiliated businesses within
the business networks, in addition to inspiring continuous and self-supporting growth of the
industry.
f. Reliance on rules and regulations
Healthy development of the biotechnological industry hinges on the interplay between business
and law. First of all, the ingenuity of biotechnological products is relatively sensitive to the
access to knowledge and the degree of influence of the patent system. Due to the magnitude
of knowledge spillover within the industry, the innovational development of the industry will
be severely hindered by problems such as product imitation. Therefore only by means of welldefined patent regulations and solid copyright protection can the interests of the innovators be
safeguarded, and the healthy development of the industry ensured. Moreover, due to factors
inherent in the biotechnological field, such as safety and ethics, public policies deployed to
oversee the biotechnological industry also are capable of great influence on setting its future.

II. Present State of Play - Hong Kong economy and its innovative environment
i. A free market economy conduces endless market potential
After decades of tenacious economic progress, the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
(HKSAR) as an economy has come to operate under a broadly liberal economic model,
characterized by open markets. With the combination of capitalism and laissez faire policy,
businesses in Hong Kong are guaranteed to enjoy free trade and exemption from government
micromanagement. Under a free enterprise system, companies undertake autonomous
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decision-making, self-management, self-discipline, independent development and full
liability. The absence of trade barriers, of protectionist policies such as tariff and quotas allow
businesses to invest freely, and attract foreign investment. This high degree of economic
freedom creates a cultivating environment for Hong Kong’s economy to prosper, and at the
same time, it maintains Hong Kong’s wealth and competitiveness. Hong Kong, among the
freest of economies in the world, holds significant market potential for the biotechnological
industry.
ii. Governmental Support
As a market economy, Hong Kong adheres strictly to the principle of “Big Market, Small
Government”, or “Market Leads, Government Facilitates”, strongly promoting “Maximum
Support, Minimum Intervention”, with the utmost intention to generate the optimum market
conditions for all industries by utilizing a variety of intangible infrastructure (for example,
policy support, legal infrastructure, incorrupt and efficient government departments, and
creating a fair, transparent, competitive environment, and physical infrastructure such as land
required for social development). All in all, the Hong Kong government strives to become
a service government that provides services of high quality and minimum cost; that acts in
accordance to the principle of “Economy, Efficiency, and Effectiveness.” As a result, the Hong
Kong government would endeavor to put together a capacious liberal market that operates
hand-in-hand with government support, to nurture the biotechnological industry.
iii. Well-developed communication, financial and commercial network
Living up to its reputation as an international financial center, Hong Kong’s well-developed
banking industry readily provides financial capital for businesses and has a comprehensive
financial management system. Therefore, it is capable of assembling the intense supply of
capital to cater to the strenuous demand of the biotechnological industry. Moreover, Hong
Kong maintains the abundance of business activities by means of a low tax rate, a simple
taxation system, a comprehensive legal system, a modernized communication network,
excellent service bodies and global business network, which are profoundly attractive to the
biotechnological business. As an international network and shipping hub, Hong Kong has the
world’s most advanced communication facilities, and an exceptional harbor and air and sea
transport, which robustly support the industry’s research, innovation and sale of products.
iv. Solid legal protection for the intellectual property of the biotechnological industry
The copyright protection and management system in Hong Kong is unparalleled. Hong Kong’s
intellectual property laws are among the best-designed in the world. In particular, examples
such as Patents Ordinance and Copyright Ordinance are vital in protecting intellectual property.
Furthermore, some of the intellectual property laws are customized especially to accommodate
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international investment. For example, the Lay-out Design (Topography) of Integrated Circuits
Ordinance was crafted with the purpose to construct a secure setting for intellectual property
in order to attract foreign high technology investors.
In addition, in order to implement intellectual property protection laws, the Hong Kong
government established a specialized department – the Intellectual Property Department,
which is responsible for all trademark and patent registrations, and also to provide technical
and strategic consultations to the Secretary of Commerce and Economic Development Bureau,
and to formulate intellectual property protection policies and laws. The aforementioned
measures ensure the biotechnological industry development is well-protected by the law.
v. An unwavering, unceasing supply of intellectual and financial resource
Hong Kong has established its technological innovation system which consists of tertiary
institutions, technology-related public organizations and government departments, each
component responsible for distinct purposes. Tertiary institutions conduct technological
research and provide consultation service. Some of the finest technology-related public
organizations are Hong Kong Applied Science and Technology Institute Company Ltd.,
Hong Kong Jockey Club Institute of Chinese Medicine, Hong Kong Science and Technology
Parks Corporation, Hong Kong Institute of Biotechnology Ltd. These organizations possess
vast research capacity and highly skilled technical staff; in other words, a strong intellectual
foundation for the establishment of the biotechnological industry. In addition, the HKSAR
Government offers innovation funds, specifically for technological research and development,
collaboration between firms and educational institutions, and innovation ventures, from
which biotechnology is immensely funded. As a result, the biotechnological industry would
receive generous financial support from the government.
vi. Collaboration with the world’s biggest market
The handover to Mainland China was a major factor that contributed to the eminence of
Hong Kong’s commerce and economy today. Under the policy of “one country, two systems,”
Hong Kong has access to top-notched technical staff, an enormous archive of research findings,
and the world’s biggest market, especially due to its geographical proximity to Shenzhen and
Guangdong. The codependent relationship that combines Hong Kong’s communication
network, commercial and financial advantages, and the tremendous technological resource of
China with the purpose to accelerate high technology development, is the very quality that
marks the difference between Hong Kong and the rest of Asia, which is also Hong Kong’s
key to developing its own high technology industry. Hong Kong can utilize this advantage
to cultivate its biotechnological industry and to become South China and Asia’s hub of
biotechnological merchandise.
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III. Suggestions for the development of Hong Kong’s Biotechnological Industry
i. New opportunities to enhance Hong Kong’s innovation
Hong Kong’s status as a foreign trade zone naturally exposes the city to business opportunities,
and at the same time to new challenges. The development of internet technology has
transformed the global economic and commercial scenario, bringing manufacturers and
end consumers closer than ever. Many wholesalers eventually lose their function as the
marketing intermediary, who would have to find a new role to fill in, such as to specialize in
the manufacture of a distinct product. This driven-up demand for innovation would provide
incentive for the government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region to implement
policies to stimulate technological innovation.
ii. Using policies as means of support
Despite its stage as a budding industry, the biotechnological industry managed to transform
itself into a successful industry in developed countries such as the United States and
Europe within a short period of time. The reason lies within the national policies regarding
biotechnological industry. In recent years, Hong Kong has begun to place strategic emphasis
on the development of the biotechnological industry, providing financial support to promote
economic and corporate restructuring, and offering tax relief. Local biotechnological firms
should be given tax relief, as it would encourage the active involvement of their venture
capital.
iii. To promote innovation among companies
At the moment the manufacturers in Hong Kong, owing to numerous factors, are weak
in their innovative capacity and not investing enough on research and development. The
biotechnological products are imitations of those in developed countries. If the biotechnological
businesses in Hong Kong were to take their place in the global market, they must strengthen
their innovative ability and create products with intellectual property of their own.
iv. To open sources of financing and to realize the diversification of investment
subjects
The Hong Kong government departments should create and construct multiple types of
financing modes and forums to facilitate the expansion of biotechnological businesses. It
should provide loans at a favorable rate, subsidies, assistance in interest payment, and capital
injection to support the long-term, rapid development of the biotechnological industry.
v. Support intermediaries, support the biotechnological industry
International success suggests that intermediaries play a crucial role in the development of the
biotechnological industry. Hong Kong should make an effort to cultivate these intermediaries,
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such as technical consultation, technical assessment, patent agencies, capital funding. It would
facilitate market regulation, ensure fair competition, and avoid unnecessary repetition.
vi. Investing on human capital
The human capital is the most essential resource in terms of developing the biotechnological
industry. As a whole, the quantity and quality of the staff in the industry are still much
behind from that in developed countries. Biotechnological research and development and the
industry’s management are yet to mature. It is thus necessary for Hong Kong to import talent
and to establish an incentive mechanism to nurture professionals.
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Chapter 12
BIOTECH WINNERS: THE QUALITIES
OF SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURS
Koon Y. Pak, Ph.D.
Molecular Targeting Technologies, Inc.
Correspondence E-mail: cpak@mtarget.com
“Launching and growing a biotechnology company is difficult by any measure: the road
to success has many pitfalls.”

Dr. Frank Baldino, Chairman & CEO of Cephalon

The fall of any biotech company is a good reflection of the disconnected, even vaporous nature
of entrepreneurial dreams today. Indeed, publicly traded biotechnology companies in the U.S.
lost $41 billion during the 1990-2003 period. Only 12 of the 50 largest biotechs, measured by
market capitalization, turned a profit in 2003 according to The Wall Street Journal (WSJ May
20, 2004). The market capitalization as of March 2014 is $400 billion (businessinsider.com).
There is a perception that failure to commercialize products generally occurs either because the
marketplace is lacking, the product is no good, management makes mistakes, investors squeeze
too hard, or the cost of capital is too great, distorting the development process. I believe there
is a more fundamental void. The problems are related to the quality of the people running the
companies. Among these qualities: positive attitude, perseverance, and passion can make or break
a new venture.
Entrepreneurs need discipline and creativity. Surviving a roller-coaster economy requires ceaseless
preparation and development of a strong inventory of options. It requires choosing options
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wisely and creating a platform on which to develop a new pipeline of products. The entrepreneur
cultivates ideas, finds mentors, establishes corporate partners, and develops a novel approach to
capturing the marketplace. What is truly needed in our target market? Do I have a patentable
idea? What is possible and pragmatic given the current or developing technologies and human
networks? How does one factor in the element of timing, the market environment, the people
factor? I would argue that entrepreneurs of today must not only ask these questions, but also test
their ideas against a voice of conscience.
No matter what the bioentrepreneur’s area of expertise, whether it is bioinformatics, bioengineering,
or developing novel diagnostics to potent therapeutics, the principal of humanitarian benefit
remains the same. In this new era, I believe bioentrepreneurs will build upon positive human
interactions and results, satisfied customers and realistic, if not conservative, estimates of the
market. The dizzy euphoria of the past is over. Our world has suffered the Ebola outbreak and the
horror of terrorism, devastating tsunamis, Hurricanes Katrina and Rita and recent earthquakes in
Pakistan, Chile and China.
“More than two-thirds of China’s 1.3 billion people have no health insurance at all, and many
cannot afford medical care” according to The Wall Street Journal (WSJ Dec 30, 2005). Even though
the government is actively streamlining this process, bioentrepreneurs in China have a major
challenge to develop breakthrough products to treat cancer, strokes and other life-threatening
diseases. It is time for us to wake up and forge new business models based on the notion that we
can take back only part of what we contribute. How do we create a business model that actually
benefits humankind and answers real needs and desires in the marketplace? We develop a set of
simple questions and answers to test our premises before executing a business model or plan. Our
actions in dealing with investors, peers, collaborators and customers should ignite kindness and
creativity rather than create divisive one-upmanship and cutthroat feelings. Our contributions
must have meaning and value to our markets and society at large; that is, to eradicate all the major
diseases and bring the breakthrough products to this land.
In order to fulfill these goals, we must rediscover the values that have been hidden, if not disparaged,
in this era of quick gratification and risky technologies, requiring the teamwork and faith of many
minds. Oddly enough, the more technologically complex and risky the ventures of today, the
more germane these personal qualities become. Those who are accustomed to doing business at
warp speed may find this an uncomfortable adjustment. In fact, as the reality of the 21st century
marketplace sinks in, a marketplace already tilted toward amazing new opportunities, yet reeling
from worldwide instability and the threat of terrorism and recession, entrepreneurs require a
bolder mindset. As Aesop tells it, the tortoise, not the hare, wins the race by focusing relentlessly
on the far horizon. Tortoises provide their own shelter in times of uncertainty; their pace is steady.
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They cross the finishing line by pressing on, putting one foot in front of the other and aiming at
their mission. The entrepreneurs, at times of greatest adversity, display courage, endurance, and
passion to weather the storms and challenges. These few qualities are listed below:
Attitude: Charles Swindoll once said, “Attitude is more important than facts, than the past, than
education, than money, than circumstances, than failures, than successes, than what other people
think or say or do. I am convinced that life is 10 percent what happens to me and 90% how I
react to it.” How did Amgen CEO George Rathmann nurture a tiny biotech company into one of
the world’s great models of technological leadership? Rathmann showed courageous attitude and
leadership skills in dealing with the dynamic changes in the biotechnology industry. By focusing
deeply on the needs and wants of physicians and patients, Rathmann persevered in moving his
products into the marketplace despite heavy regulatory and marketing obstacles. Centocor’s
former Chairman Dr. Hubert Schoemaker withstood several major setbacks, including a first
product failure while building the Malvern, PA-based leader in monoclonal antibodies research.
In the early years, the company struggled for capitalization and revenues, and in 1991, while
launching clinical trials of two Centocor-developed drugs, Centoxin (anti-sepsis) and ReoPro
(anticoagulant), Xoma Corp (Berkeley, CA) sued Centocor for infringing on its patent on sepsis
antibodies.
In 1992, Food and Drug Administration (FDA) refused to approve Centoxin after almost ten
years of preclinical and clinical testing; and Centocor’s stock plummeted from $55 to $5, forcing
layoffs of 1000 employees. Dr. Schoemaker remained steadfast and focused. The company
ultimately negotiated a partnership with Eli Lilly, wherein Lilly agreed to pay Centocor $100
million in advance for its therapeutics, with marketing royalties split between the two companies.
The FDA finally approved ReoPro, which became a market leader despite heavy competition from
large pharmaceutical giants. In addition, Schoemaker also raised $70 million dollars to embark
on the autoimmune disease program. Dr. Baldino spoke so well regarding Dr. Schoemaker “They
say entrepreneurs see the cup half full, but Hubert saw the cup runneth over. He always saw
opportunity. Even in the face of disaster, he saw opportunity.” It was because of this vision that
Johnson & Johnson was generating a sale of Remicade with a worldwide market of $7.67 billion
in 2012. Centocor was acquired by Johnson & Johnson for $4.9 billion dollars in 1999.
Perseverance: Failure has no boundary; it hits small biotech firms and big pharmaceutical
companies. There was an article in The Wall Street Journal (WSJ April 21, 2004) entitled “Second
chances, Lilly drugs arising from earlier failures.” This article documented that Eli Lilly had 8
drugs that all failed in the phase III clinical trials in the 1990’s. It was because of the determination
and perseverance of the executive team, that each of these failing products became a marketable
product. For example, Evista initially failed for birth control indication, but it was then successfully
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launched as a product to treat osteoporosis. Another product, Almita’s clinical trial, was halted
after three patients died suddenly in 1999, but was finally marketed for mesothelioma, a lethal
cancer developing in the membrane surrounding the lungs of shipyard personnel, construction
workers and others exposed to asbestos.
This success was largely attributed to one of the key members of the executive team, Dr. Clet
Nyikiza, who has a thorough understanding of the means of turning failures into successes. This
quality was mainly rooted in his upbringing while he was a child in Rwanda. Dr. Nyikiza had been
fascinated by why complex processes fail ever since his grandfather taught him the telltale signs
of an antelope hunt. His grandfather cautioned him that he should never hunt a lone antelope,
because lone antelopes tend to attract a lone lion. He learned the key factors that led him to a
successful hunt; these myriad factors such as wind speed, wind direction, grass conditions and
the presence of predators. By carefully analyzing blood samples and medical records of patients
injected with Almita, Nyikiza’s team found a simple solution to resurrect the product. They
enlisted 64 blood markers that might predict which patients would be afflicted by the devastating
side effect. They found that every patient sickened by the drug had an elevation of homocysteine,
a common amino acid. It has been well documented that homocysteine is produced when human
cells lack the vitamin folic acid. Therefore, by adding the folic acid into the Almita’s formulation,
the severe toxicity of the drug disappeared. Currently, Lilly’s Almita is marketed to treat lethal
lung cancer. Dr. Nyikiza and his team persevered by applying this unique approach in drug
development. So far, this team has been successful in turning many failing drugs into blockbuster
drugs for the company.
Passion: “The giants all had one thing in common: neither victory nor success, but passion,” said
Philip Yancey. Were we all born to be heroes and entrepreneurs? No. But most of us have known
moments of heroism and extraordinary creativity; for example, when we hit on a novel idea,
focused on ways to develop it, researched a market, invested in our future, made the right decision,
pulled back or let go, waited patiently for better times, enlisted the help of key collaborators; and
stayed the course despite enormous sacrifice. The cornerstone of entrepreneurship is optimism
-- a belief in something better and the ability to plan around uncertainties. Entrepreneurs are
also grounded in the realities of life: how business works, how people work. Think of the push
back action, reaction the energy we derive from being connected, grounded to things realistic and
necessary to meet a real human need. When we understand clearly our boundaries, our blind
spots and the trove of knowledge we must acquire, doors open, we imagine a new market – or a
new product or service before it is created.
What keeps us pulling toward new ideas and standards, even if they challenge existing norms?
It is the ability to allow realism to support us. Realism combined with optimism creates an
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absence of fear, an awareness of obstacles and opportunities. As we give ourselves totally to a
new idea, we “burn away” the fear that holds us back. We have tremendous energy when we are
fully committed. That energy comes from the balance of realism and positive thought. Without
optimism, there is no future. But without realism, there is no way to make sense of the present, or
to learn how to apply the most difficult lessons of history to any new endeavors we undertake.
Edward P. Jones was laid off in February 2002; however, he was not bitter about being laid off.
He immediately started one of his projects that he had procrastinated on for many years. He
started writing five pages every day. Finally, he completed the three-hundred page book that he
had been longing to write. He published his first book called “Known World.” Known World
displayed the inner passion of both the author and the people he captured in the book. Jones’s
novel tells the story across the span of many years, illuminating the world of slavery through
its many contradictions and its cost of humanity and lives. The Known World is rated highly by
Jonathan Yardley of the Washington Post, who calls it “the best new work of American fiction
to cross my desk in years.” In addition, it won the Pulitzer Prize. Jones’s passion would not be
revealed if he had not been laid off from his job. Therefore challenges may be a force to make the
tiger to jump over the wall, as an old Chinese saying goes.
The FDA turned down Cephalon’s first product Myotroponin in late 1990s. Dr. Baldino and his
management team remained steadfast; they licensed another product from a French company,
Lafon. Initially people laughed at Baldino that Provigil was a small product, but Baldino proved
them wrong and received $0.5 billion in sales in 2005. It was because of Provogil that Cephalon
became one of the leading Biotech companies to sell drugs to treat narcolepsy. Dr. Baldino had
a passion to transform Cephalon into one of the leading biotechnology companies in the world.
He assembled a world-class team to execute and manage the company. In addition, they were
relentless in bringing in new innovations to expand the company. In six years, they acquired five
companies with new technologies and products. Louis Pasteur stated that “Chances favor the
prepared mind.” In this new era, we need to encourage the leaders to focus their leadership with
passion. Therefore, greater success will be achieved if we arm the mind with this quality. Cephalon
was acquired by Teva for $6.8 billion in 2011.
In closing, I would like to share with you a story. There was once a beggar who lived near the king’s
palace. One day, he saw an announcement that was posted on the gate indicating that the king
was inviting everyone to a banquet with the requirement that all attendees had to wear the royal
garments. The beggar wanted to go, but didn’t have any royal garments. A week later he decided
that he would go and see the king. He walked to the guard and said that he would like to make an
appointment to see the king. The guard asked for what purpose, and the beggar said that he would
like to discuss tomorrow’s banquet with him. A few minutes later the guard came to him and said
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the king would like to see him. The beggar followed the guard and walked into the palace. He
dare not look at the king and he said, “Your majesty, I want to borrow your royal garment.” The
king laughed and looked at the prince and said: “prince go and get one of my royal garments for
him.” The beggar followed the prince and went into the room. “You are now eligible to attend
the King’s banquet tomorrow night,” said the prince. “But even more importantly, you will never
need another set of clothes. These garments will last forever. You will always belong to royalty.”
After putting on the royal garments, the beggar brought his old garments with him the next day
when he went to attend the banquet. He was holding onto his old garment and he missed many
delicious dishes. People saw the filthy garment that he was holding and they only saw him as the
previous beggar even with the royal garment,
One day he was sick, lying in bed, and the king went to see him. The king was upset when he saw
the old garment next to the beggar. At that moment the beggar remembered the prince’s words
and he realized that his old garment had cost him a lifetime of true royalty. He wept bitterly and
begged the king for forgiveness.
Bioentrepreneurs may often carry various types of baggage in their journey in life. This baggage
like fear, lack of passion, a bad attitude, and impatience, may hinder the rapid development
of novel innovations. Often times we may be trapped in the same situations and end up with
the same destiny as this beggar. Even though the biotech landscape appears like parched land
and thirsty ground, the successful bioentrepreneurs are not intimated by these situations. Clet
Nyikiza turned a failed, dangerous anti-cancer drug into a safe and effective winner by adding
a few pennies worth of vitamin. Hubert Schoemaker endured a decade of catastrophic failures
before producing one of the largest success stories of the biotechnology industry. He co-founded
Centocor, Inc., developer of the first successful monoclonal antibody therapies, and was a driving
force behind the creation of a biotech hub in the Delaware Valley. Frank Baldino’s passion
had transformed Cephalon into a leading biotechnology company in the world. Through his
commitment to science and patients, he touched the lives of people worldwide. The rise of Amgen
under George Rathman remains the greatest success story of biotechnology but only until one
of you surpasses him. These giants found their pool and spring of waters from the parched land
and thirsty ground. Their courage, perseverance and passion are a testament to their undaunted
success. Many biotech companies are powerhouses for the pipeline of many pharmaceutical
companies. In spite of the lengthy time and the high cost of drug development, many experts
have predicted that Biotechnology will emerge as a key industry in the 21st century.
Note: Dr. Pak would like to dedicate this article to to the memory of Dr. Hubert Schoemaker who
passed away in 2006 at age 55 and Dr. Frank Baldino who passed away in 2010 at age 57. Dr. Pak
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treasured the opportunity to work for the passionate and vision-oriented Dr. Schoemaker and Dr.
Baldino. These successful entrepreneurs greatly inspired Dr. Pak’s courage and determination to
continue the vision and passion of Molecular Targeting Technologies, Inc. (www.mtarget.com).

Appendix
A bird’s eye view to transform Hong Kong from a leading financial giant to a leading Biotech
center in the Far East
1.

Identify and empower a vision-oriented Chief Biotechnology Executive (CBE) who has
the desire and ability to lead this newly created institute.

2.

Establish an international committee (N=6-12) to assist the CBE. The committee members
are thought leaders who have thorough understanding of the health care industry in ASIA
and are well connected to the leading research institutions worldwide.

3.

CBE will be responsible for the following:
(a)

working with local authorities to create tax incentive programs to attract major
corporations to invest in Biotechnology,

(b)

encouraging philanthropists to participate in the vision and mission of the
institute,

(c)

creating a department to raise the interest and enthusiasm for the long term value of
this institute. This department will be charged to continuously raise funds from the
public,

(d)

attracting entrepreneurs and leading corporations around the world who share the
passion and mission of CBE to establish their presence in Hong Kong. The institute
will provide package such as housing allowance, start-up fund, sharing the risk of
developing their products, tax-incentive, etc. The target is to create 15 companies per
year with a goal of 300 companies in twenty years,

(e)

organizing monthly, quarterly, annual scientific conferences and trade-shows and
educate the public on the advances of Biotechnology through the news media,

(f )

encouraging publisher to create a series of Biotechnology text books from elementary
school to college. This will stimulate the next generation’s interest to pursue this
exciting field.
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Chapter 13
MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS IN BIOTECHNOLOGY
VALUATION PROCESS & CHALLENGES
Brett Shadbolt & Shawn M Morvotjoe- August 2014
Censere (Far East) Limited, 3/F Tower Two, Tern Centre,
251 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong
Tel: +852 2511 2011 Fax : +852 2511 2005

Email : hk@censere.com
www.censere.com

An Emerging Biotechnology Hub in Asia
Hong Kong, with its open and business-friendly environment, transparent legal system and exceptional connection to China, is a perfect place for biotech companies to access the Chinese market. Moreover, Hong Kong has world-class research universities with a well-trained and efficient
workforce who could provide sufficient resources to make Hong Kong the hub of biotech R&D
in Asia. For instance, Hong Kong has hi-tech clinical trial facilities using internationally accepted
methods and protocols for the testing of Traditional Chinese Medicine. Data produced by these
research institutes, in most cases are approved by the China Food and Drug Administration. This
makes Hong Kong the only location where date from research centers could be used for drug
registration both in China and internationally.9
Furthermore, Hong Kong capital market offers an excellent platform for raising fund for biotech
companies. In the past few years, several Chinese Biotech companies choose Hong Kong as their
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IPO venue. For example, Lansen Pharmaceutical Holdings Co., Ltd. (Hong Kong stock code:
0503) was listed on May 7, 2010 and raised about HKD 391 million.11 Moreover, foreign investors often set up offshore vehicles in Hong Kong to benefit from its preferential tax system.2
Another example of Hong Kong initiatives in facilitating the exchange of IP in biotechnology is
the establishment of Hong Kong Intellectual Property Exchange, Ltd. in 2012.

Introduction
Valuation of a Biotechnology company is not an easy task and there is no standardized valuation
method that can be applied universally when determining value of Biotechnology. Biotechnology
industry has many unique features that add difficulty to the valuation process. For instance, many
assumptions have to be made in order to attribute value to a product in development. Due to such
complexity, valuation of a company in this field is a challenging endeavor.
Product life cycle is one of the main factors that have to be taken into account to ensure the valuation method is appropriate. Biotech products have an unusual life cycle. It consists of two main
stages, Development stage and Commercialization stage from market launch to end of the product’s
life.12 The Development stage is long and extremely costly, with a small chance of the product
reaching the market. It typically costs around US$1.2 billion and takes about 12 years from the
discovery of a new therapy to gaining approval and bringing it to the market.15

The development stage consists of several stages, the discovery of potential therapy, followed by
pre-clinical testing on animals. If certain safety standards are met and the therapy has value for
further development, it will be advanced to a series of clinical trials performed on humans. There
are three main phases of clinical trials; the first phase is conducted on a small sample size, focusing
on the product’s safety. The second phase involves a larger number of participants to test the safety, as well as side effects and potential risks. In phase three, the results collected from the previous
phases are tested on a much larger number of people in order to gather more information on the
effectiveness of a product and its safety. When all three phases are completed, an application together with the data and results from trials are filed to the health regulatory authority for approval.
If approval is obtained, there are still ‘post-marketing studies’ to be conducted afterwards to learn
about the long term effects of the product.15
After the development stage, comes the commercialization of the newly approved therapy. Producing an effective product alone does not guarantee a successful commercialization. Due to the
extremely high cost of development, biotech companies need an effective pricing strategy to ensure the sales of the product can recover the investment costs while generating returns. Therefore,
they often invest heavily in marketing in hope of boosting demands. Moreover, when the new
product is introduced, protection of intellectual property rights is needed. Such protection is also
expensive and difficult, especially on a global scale.4 To conclude, developing and commercializing
a biotech product is an extremely complex, lengthy and costly process.

Risks and Uncertainties of Biotechnology Industry
The features of the biotech industry discussed earlier have one aspect in common, they all involve
risk. In valuation, there is a close relationship between risk and value. Greater risk often translates
to lower value. Therefore, it is important to be aware of the risks inherent in the biotech industry
when doing valuation.

Source: Bird, T. (2013, August). Pharma & Biotech Development & Valuation. Gryphon Analytics, Retrieved from www.

The development process of a biotech product alone involves countless uncertainties. Each phase
of clinical trial is another phase of unknowns and obstacles. According to a peer-reviewed paper,
Clinical development success rates for investigational drugs, co-authorized by Biotechnology Industry
Organization (BIO) and BioMedTracker (BMT), the success rate of a drug passing through all
clinical trials and gaining approval during the period of 2003 and mid 2012 amounts to only
10.7%.8 In other words, only about one in ten products is able to reach the market ultimately.
Since, the biotech industry is constantly refreshed with new or better products, even if approval is
granted, the success of a product in the market is not guaranteed.

gryphonanalytics.com

Changing regulations and policies also affect the development time and success rate of a biotech
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product, creating additional uncertainties. For instance, Act 505(o)3 introduced by FDA in 2011
complicated the process by authorizing FDA “to require post-marketing studies or clinical trials at
the time of approval or after approval if FDA becomes aware of new safety information”.7 The introduction of this section have possibly affected the duration or chances of approval of new drugs.

Management, Post Transaction Purchase Price Allocation and Exchange Requirements for Listed
Companies. Valuation is necessary during M&A because it gives the company a better insight and
knowledge when entering the deal. Moreover, in the process of developing new biotech products,
the large amount of capital at stake, justifies for careful and comprehensive valuation.16

Overall, there are many questions remain unanswered. Will the product work? Will it get approved? Are there demands for the product? How long will the development process take? Will
there be changes to regulations or government policies?

Valuation Approaches

No one can answer these with certainty. Only assumptions can be made based on available historical data, research, experience and intuition. This is why biotech valuation is very difficult and
complex in practice.

Valuation of Biotechnology companies
In this context, valuation is the process of determining the monetary value of the biotech product
or company. There are many occasions where valuation is required, for instance valuation is needed in IPO process, M&A, Reporting & Taxation, Fairness Opinions, Litigations, Expropriation
& Insurance Claims, Determination of Vendor Considerations, etc.

There are three main approaches to valuation, cost, market and income approach. They serve as a
foundation for the different valuation methods used when determining business value.

Cost Approach:
Cost approach is based on the principle of contribution to value. There are two types of Cost
Approach methods, Reproduction Cost and Replacement Cost. Reproduction Cost measures
the level of expenditures necessary to reproduce the exact same asset, whereas Replacement Cost
measures the costs needed to develop an asset with similar utility.1 When using cost approach,
the measurement of costs should be performed as of the valuation date instead of the time when
historical expenditures occur.13 Cost approach is a reliable valuation approach for assets without
an active or known market.

Market Approach:
When performing valuation on M&A, fair market value (“FMV”) is a term frequently used. The
International Asset Valuation Standards defines FMV as “the estimated amount for which an asset
should exchange on the date of valuation between a willing buyer and a willing seller in an arm’slength transaction after proper marketing wherein the parties had each acted knowledgeably,
prudently and without compulsion.”10
In order for an intangible asset like biotech product to have FMV, it must meet several criteria.
First, it must be able to be defined and identified. Secondly, it must have some form of physical
manifestation, for instance a biotech product can be defined by patents. Third, it has to be separable from the other assets which it is used with and can thus be transferred to a third party on
its own. The asset must also have a known date of creation. Lastly, it must be able to generate
measurable economic benefits. Failure to meet any of the criteria means it has no FMV by itself
and has to be bundled with other assets in order to be allocated a FMV.
In recent years there has been an increase in M&A deals in the Biotech industry, including Hong
Kong and China.14 Valuation plays a large role in M&A and in many cases it is the key to the success or failure of an M&A deal. Over the course of an M&A transaction, valuation is needed for:
Pre-acquisition Benchmarking, Reference for Negotiations, Stakeholder Buy-in and Expectations
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Market approach is based on the principle of substitution. It considers prices of similar assets
recently paid for, with adjustments made to indicate market prices that reflect condition and
utility of the appraised assets relative to the market comparative. Biotech products with a more
established market can be valued using this comparative approach. However, because intellectual
properties like biotech products are unique by nature, it is sometimes difficult to find suitable
assets for comparison.

Income Approach:
Income Approach is based on the principle of anticipation of benefits. It is the amount an informed buyer would be willing to pay for an asset according to the present worth of the expected
future income or benefits from an equivalent project of similar risks.
In a perfect world scenario, each of the three approaches should yield the same result. However,
in reality, they often generate different outcomes. It is the responsibility of the valuer to choose
the most appropriate approach depending on the company being appraised. In the case of biotech
valuation, income approach is generally more suitable because a large portion of a biotech firm’s
value is derived from intangible assets and future products.
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Valuation Methodologies
Under each valuation approach, there are various methods that can be employed depending on
the specific nature of the company being appraised. Biotech valuation mainly relies on methods
under the income approach, such as Discounted Cash Flow Analysis, Monte Carlo Simulation
and Option Pricing Model, because value of a biotech company is mostly generated from intangible assets and future products.

Discounted cash flow
DCF is a commonly used valuation technique because it is a relatively simple and easy-to-understand method. When valuing a large pharmaceutical company with a portfolio of drugs, the risk
of a drug failing to make it through will be averaged out across the product pipeline, thus using
DCF is considered appropriate.6 DCF valuation involves estimating the cost of development and
the expected cash flow from commercialization, which are then discounted back to determine
the net present value (“NPV”). The discount rate is normally derived using CAPM or WACC,
but for biotech valuation, a higher rate tends to be applied to compensate for the greater risk and
uncertainty.3
However, even with the higher discount rate, DCF model may fails to reflect risk adequately. For
instance, a smaller biotech company with most products still undergoing R&D, a conventional
DCF model is unable to fully reflect the risk exposed at each phase of a biotech development.
Therefore, a risk adjusted NPV model (“rNPV”) or a decision tree DCF is preferred option.
rNPV model is very similar to a generic DCF model, the only difference is that DCF accounts for
all the risk through a single discount rate whereas rNPV attribute the risk by multiplying the cash
flows with probability prior to discounting. For instance, if the probability of a drug successfully
passing through to the subsequent clinical phase is 30%, then the expected cash flow will by
adjusted down by 30% in rNPV.3

Monte Carlo Simulation
Monte Carlo Simulation is a risk-management tool that can quantify uncertainties in a more
realistic and pragmatic way. Variables that affect value are simulated to identify each of their statistical probability distribution. This will yield a range of conclusions which provides an estimation
of the most possible outcomes, as well as the probability of any unanticipated events. Computer
software is then used for repeated sampling of the probability distributions for each variable. As
a result, the repeated simulation will generate an array of possible NPV estimates as well as their
probabilities of occurrence.3 Through Monte Carlo Simulation, assumptions that are normally
speculative when performing valuation will become more statistically based. In general, Monte
Carlo is usually used in conjunction with DCF or rNPV models.

Option Pricing Model
There are two basic types of financial options, call and put. A call option gives the buyer the
right but not obligation to buy an asset at a predetermined price (strike/exercise price). It will be
exercised only when the price of the underlying asset rises above the strike price. Once the option
is exercised, the seller will be obligated to sell the asset at the agreed price. When entering into
option contracts, the seller automatically receives a premium equivalent to the amount the buyer
pays to obtain the call option. However, if the underlying asset value increases more than the
strike price, there is a risk of losing the premium. Contrary to a call option, a put option gives the
buyer the right to sell an asset at strike price and will be exercised if the asset price drops below the
strike. The concepts of the call and put options are utilized in the Option Pricing Model.
Real options can be used for the valuation of biotechnology because a biotech firm’s value depends
on previous decisions and there is uncertainty and risk to them. The basic assumption is that a
biotech company has the right but not obligation to continue investment at each phase of clinical
trial.12 There are two main ways of applying Option Pricing Model, the Binomial Model and the
Black-Scholes Model. Both models are used in valuing financial options and can be modified for
business valuation.

As mentioned earlier, there are the two major stages of a biotech product’s life, the Development
stage and the Commercialization stage. When performing decision tree DCF, cash flow will be
estimated separately for each period, starting with the Commercialization stage and followed by
the Development stage. The value of the Commercialization stage is determined in the same way
as a conventional DCF model by determining the (1) future cash flows, (2) discount rate and (3)
the NPV at the date of market launch. After this, the value of the R&D stage is calculated by identifying the (1) cost, (2) timing and (3) risk at each stage of clinical trials and then construct a decision tree. Once this analysis is complete, the total NPV is calculated by discounting the NPV at
market launch through the decision tree while deducting the present value of clinical trial costs.5, 6
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Binomial Model:
Biotech development goes through phases of clinical trials and experiments. In a binomial model,
each phase is equivalent to one time step ∆t. Each time step, the sales estimate can either go up
(uS) or down (dS) with a probability of p and 1-p. The expected growth rate (µ) and volatility ( )
determine the size of the step. By using formulas, the parameters, u, d and p can be determined
and applied to construct a binomial lattice. Once it is constructed, the present value of the project
can be calculated by discounting back to the root node.16

When applying the Black-Scholes model to valuation, the strike price (K) is equivalent to the
capital investment required. The current price (S) is viewed as the present value of the project.
Time to maturity (t) is the time at which an investment decision has to be made. Lastly, the
volatility ( ) reflects the project uncertainty.4
Based on these inputs, the value of d1 and d2 are estimated. Using cumulative normal probability
density functions, their standardized normal variables, N(d1)and , can be obtained. The present
value of the call option strike price is then calculated using the function. Lastly, the value of the
call, which corresponds to the developing product’s value, can be determined from the BlackScholes formula.12
Source: Villiger, R., & Bogdan, B. (2006). Pitfalls of valuation in biotech. Journal of Commercial Biotechnology, 12 (3), 175-181.

According to Damodaran, real option model does not only limit to capital budgeting, it can also
be used for valuing decisions in relation to delay, expansion and abandonment.
Black-Scholes model generates a continuum of possible outcomes and can be modified for biotech valuation. The formula to calculate the value of a call option using Black Scholes Model is
as follow:

where:
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Case Study
DCF is the most commonly used method when valuing biotechnology. The following case study
demonstrates the valuation of a biotech company using DCF in practice.
Acquisition of Libra Bio-engineering Co. Ltd

Source: Ljumovic, I., Cvijanovic, J. M.,&Lazic, J. (2012, January). Valuation of Biotechnology Companies: Real Options
Approach Under Uncertainty. Economics of Agriculture, 59 (1), 51-62.

Biotech companies are faced with these decisions all the time. The option to delay applies mostly
to companies that have competitive advantage or hold certain exclusive rights. This applies to
biotech companies because biotech products are primarily new discoveries. The option to expand
is also relevant to biotech companies because the success of one phase indicates new opportunities
in the next phase. These decisions can be valued by translating them into call options, in which
the strike price refers to either the initial investment or the expansion cost.12

CK Holdings (“CK”) entered into a Sale & Purchase Agreement to acquire a 100% equity interest
in Libra Bio-engineering Co. Ltd. (“Libra”) for an all cash consideration of RMB 200 million in
total. CK is a major original equipment manufacturer supplier to some of the largest global players in the industry while Libra is a biotech firm that is engaged in the manufacturing of trauma,
spine implants, and surgical instruments. CK wanted to conduct an independent valuation of the
assets and liabilities of Libra, and to determine any goodwill resulting from the acquisition. The
following is a summary:

Due to the amount of capital and uncertainties involved during the development of biotechnology, companies are also faced with the decision of whether or not to continue the project. If the
failure rate is high, it might be better to stop the development process before further costs are accumulated. In such a case, they would have the option to abandon. The valuation of this decision
can be denoted as a put option with the strike price being the salvage value from abandonment.12
While option pricing model is useful for biotechnology valuation, there is one main limitation
to it. Black-Scholes model is only suitable for valuing European options (options that can only
be exercised on the expiration date) whereas valuation of biotechnology involves multiple stages.
Consequently, it is unable to fully capture the risk and uncertainty inherent at each phase of the
clinical trial. This can be solved by further modifying the Black-Scholes model by expanding it
into nested options, such as Geske, however as a result the model will become huge and extremely
complicated.16
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As the focus is on biotech firms in which most of its value is generated from IP, the detail calculations of the IP valuation (Patented Technology and Product Certificates) are shown below.

After accounting for the amortization tax benefit of RMB 664,000, the Concluded Fair Value of
Patented Technology will be RMB 6,088,000.

Patented Technology:

Product Certificates:

Through the Acquisition, CK has acquired two patents and which had been awarded to Libra
with a protection period of 10 years from the application date in 2013. The remaining legal life
of Patented Technology is about 8 years up to 10th May 2022. The income approach is adopted to
determine the Fair Value Patented Technology.

In accordance with the Drug Administration Law in PRC, a company is required to obtain Registration Certificates granted by the State Food and Drug Administration (“SFDA”) to conduct
business of orthopedic products. These certificates are awarded for a four-year term and upon
fulfilling registration requirements and criteria, such as clinical trials, set out for manufacturing
medical devices.

First, the future economic benefits are derived from the incremental revenue that is expected to
be generated by Patented Technology after deducting cost of sales and operating expenses, from
which cash flow after tax is calculated each year for the projection period. It is then discounted
back to a present value at a rate that reflects the risk of the economic benefits not being realized.

The replacement of Product Certificates could take up to 2.5 years. There are 4 Phases of the
procedure which is detailed as follows:

The discount rate applied for the intangible assets valuation is WACC + 0.5%. The 0.5% is an
additional risk premium specifically applied when valuing intangible assets because IP valuation
often involves more uncertainty and subjectivity. This percentage is determined through research
and market comparisons, and is different from case to case. The WACC is equaled to 21.2%.
Thus, adding the 0.5% risk premium gives a total discount rate of 21.7%.

Libra has registered in total 8 Product Certificates with SFDA in 2014. They are renewable as long
as Libra fulfills the requirements. Due to the fact that Product Certificates cannot be directly acquired or sold, market approach is not applicable. Therefore, DCF method based on replacement
costs and opportunity costs is used. This method basically measures the replacement costs as well
as opportunity costs of replacing the Product Certificates.

(1) Present Value of Replacement Cost of Certificates:
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(2) Present Value Opportunity Cost of the Certificates:

MEEM starts with a forecast of profit before interest and tax to be generated by Customer Relationships, from which cash flow after tax is calculated. The contributory asset charges for other
assets used to generate the net income attributable to the valued asset is then subtracted to derive
the net cash flows.

(3) Concluded Fair Value of Product Certificates:

Customer Relationships:
As part of the acquisition, CK has obtained Customer Relationships that were established by Libra over the years with major distribution agents. Distribution agreements are renewed annually
and the Management expects a remaining life expectancy of about 4 years.
The multi-period excess earnings method (“MEEM”) is adopted to value Customer Relationships. This method measures the present value of the future marginal economic benefits to be
generated or allocated during the remaining life of the asset.
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Based on investigation and analysis, the Fair Value of Patented Technology, Product Certificates
and Customer Relationships are stated in an amount of RMB 6 million, RMB 100 million and
5.5 million respectively.
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Conclusion
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Quality of valuation is highly dependent on the accuracy of data and forecasts. But biotech is
a relatively new, forward looking and complex industry with limited historical data available.
Therefore, in most cases there is no sufficient database to support a standard method in putting a
price tag on biotech assets. Moreover, due to the unique and unusual features of biotechnology, in
the process of valuation many assumptions have to be made, making biotech valuation even more
complicated. To that end, in order to obtain a value closest to reality, it is important to choose a
valuation method or a combination of them that can best reflect the specific features and risks of
the appraised product or company.
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Introduction
Vaccination is the most effectively way to prevent infectious diseases and an invaluable tool for
public health control measures for reducing disease burden and death [Levine 2002]. One of the
best examples of successful immunization campaign was the eradication of the devastating disease
smallpox from the world which was carried out by the World Health Organization (WHO) from
1967 to 1977 [Henderson 1987]. Poliomyelitis is another well-known example; since the launch
by WHO and its partners of the Global Polio Eradication Initiative in 1988, infections have fallen
by 99 %, and nearly five million people have escaped paralysis [Sutter 2006].
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There are different forms of vaccines and mainly consist of killed (by chemicals or heat) or
live-attenuated (virulent properties disabled) microorganisms that cause the diseases. Sub-unit
vaccines are derived from breaking down the killed microbes and the relevant portions are purified
and used in the vaccines. Toxoid vaccines are made from inactivated toxic compounds (toxins)
that cause illness rather than the microorganisms themselves. Some subunits from bacteria are
polysaccharides that are poorly immunogenic but important targets for immune protection.
Conjugated vaccines are made by covalently linking the polysaccharides to a protein (like inactive
toxins) and the immune system can recognize the conjugated polysaccharides as if they are protein
antigens. With the advent of molecular biology, many different designs of vaccines are being
developed which include recombinant vaccines, vectored vaccines and DNA vaccines.
Most vaccines are applied through the injection route. Recent development and application of
new vaccines show alternative ways for the administration of vaccines, using intranasal or oral
application to avoid the use of needles and syringes with demonstrable successes as in the case
poliovirus, rotavirus and some limited success for oral cholera vaccine.
Oral immunization with the development of edible vaccines offers considerable advantages over
traditional ways of vaccine delivery by the oral route. Since 1989, when the concept on the use
of plants for the production of edible vaccines was first proposed and the development of a plantbased vaccine against human hepatitis B virus (HBV) was reported [Mason 1992], a large amount
of reports has been generated for the proof-of-concept of the platform [Haq 1995; see review
of Rybicki 2010]. The current review aims at examining the recent technological development
and progress of the edible vaccine concept and to re-examine the chances of success for the near
future.

Basic Concept of Edible Vaccines
The concept of edible vaccines was proposed by Lam who collaborated with Arntzen, Mason and
others in the 1990s [Mason 1992] who reported the expression of HBV in transgenic tobacco
plants. In 1994, Mason et al. (1994; Lam and Shi, 1996) reported the first expression of HBV
surface antigen in an edible vehicle (tomato fruit). Subsequently, Mason et al. (1996) reported
the expression of Norwalk virus capsid protein in tobacco and potato. Edible vaccines are made by
the introduction and expression of targeted foreign gene(s), such as bacterial or viral antigens, into
plants and such transgenic plants are used as vaccines to be administered orally. Edible vaccines
resembles antigenic subunit preparations that will not establishing infection, thus assuring its
safety. In comparison to conventional subunit vaccines, edible vaccines can be more acceptable
because of its oral route of application, particularly in children, and the elimination of needles
as well as the need for trained medical personnel in its delivery. Production of plant-based edible
vaccine can be highly efficient and vaccine production can be increased using plant suspension cell
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culture in fermenters, or by the propagation of stably transformed plant in the field [Kamenarova
et al., 2005]. Plant-based edible vaccines are cheap to produce, heat-stable thus eliminates the
need for sub-ambient temperature for storage and transportation (cold-chain maintenance), can
be produced or stored near the site of use, eliminates the need for syringes and needles, exhibits
genetic stability and no requirement for expensive pharmaceutical manufacturing facilities.

Developing an Edible Vaccine
Edible vaccines are subunit vaccines in which the immunogen is produced in plant tissues. To
produce an edible vaccine, a suitable antigen with known ability to induce protection must be
identified. The immunogen must then be able to express at sufficient high level in the chosen
host plant to allow for the oral delivery of an adequate antigen dose to induce immunity and
protection. A plant species should be chosen that is permissive for optimum antigen expression,
allows for cost-effective vaccine production and can be manufactured into a practical form
or used directly as food material for oral delivery. The targeted gene of interest can be stably
transformed into the nuclear genome of the plant using Agrobacterium mediate transformation
or particle bombardment methods [Suslow et al., 2002]. Another method for the integration
of foreign genes into plant genome relies on recombinant viral vectors by which a recombinant
plant virus harboring the gene specific for the immunogen is used to infect plants. As the plant
virus replicates and spreads within the plant, high levels of protein production can be achieved
in a short time [Thomas et al., 2002]. In each case, the DNA coding for the targeted protein
together with an associated promoter (to enhance expression) is integrated into the genome of the
plant. The stable integration of the gene of interest allows subsequent transmission to progeny as
the plant propagates. It is also possible to deliver genes into the separate genome of the plastids
such as chloroplasts and mitochondria in plant cells. Since genes in chloroplast genomes are not
transmitted through pollen, recombinant genes can be contained, thus avoiding the unwanted
recombinant plant escaping outside of the laboratory into the environment and meeting the
control measures and concerns on the release of genetically modified organism (GMO).
Once the stable transgenic plant expressing the targeted gene(s) has been produced, suitable
processing procedures must be applied to manufacture the final form of the vaccine for
delivery. The vaccine candidate must then be assessed through appropriate animal safety and
immunogenicity evaluations. For human vaccines, the vaccine candidate must then enter clinical
trials for efficacy or effectiveness assessment. Long-term stability during storage and distribution
must also be assessed. Adjuvants may also be co-expressed along with the antigen in the same
plant (such as B subunit of Vibrio cholerae toxin which is known to have adjuvant activity for
mucosal vaccines).
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Mechanism of Action

Edible Vaccines for Human and Animals

Once the vaccine is taken orally, the plant material breaks down and the antigens are released. The
antigens are taken up by M cells in the intestinal mucosal surfaces over the Peyer’s patches and gutassociated lymphoid tissues, passed on to macrophages and other antigen-presenting cells as well
as the local lymphocyte populations leading to the generation of humoral IgG and IgA responses.
This is followed by the generation of local secretary IgA and memory cells with the ultimate
immunological control of the infectious agent [De Aizpura 1988; Azizi 2010]. Edible vaccines
thus provide both mucosal and systemic immunity and the optimum use of edible vaccines is
likely for the protection of mucosal infections by bacteria and viruses that cause diarrhea, upper
respiratory infections or pneumonia such as influenza, norovirus, rotavirus, Vibrio cholera and
enterotoxigenic E. coli etc. [Landridge 2000]. A number of different food plants are under study
which include banana, potato, tomato, lettuce, rice, etc.

The first reported antigen produced in transgenic plants for vaccine development was the cell
surface adhesion protein antigen A (SpaA) from Streptococcus mutans, a major bacterial pathogen
causing tooth decay [Curtiss 1990]. Subsequently a variety of antigens from pathogens causing
human and animal diseases had been expressed in transgenic plants and their immunogenicity
has been tested in mice or, in some cases, in limited human or animal trials [Table 1].

Table 1: Reports of plant-based vaccines against diseases of human, livestock and
poultry in development
Human Diseases

Reference

Animal Diseases

Reference

Poultry Diseases

Reference

Hepatitis B

Mason 1994
Lou 2007

Foot & mouth
disease

Widorovitz
1999

Newcastle disease

Yusibov
2011,
Berinstein
2005

HIV

Lindh 2014
Yusibov 1997

Rabies

Rubio 2012

Infectious bursal disease

Wu 2004a,
2004b
Chen 2012

Dental decay

Curtiss 1990

Brucellosis

Martinz 2012

Infectious bronchitis

Zhou 2004

Cholera

Arakawa 1998

Bovine rotavirus

Widorovitz
2004

Avian influenza
Low pathogenic (H9N2)
High pathogenic (H5N1)

Kanakarajan
2012
Hwang 2012,
Shi 2014
Lei 2010
Lee 2014

Measles

Muller 2003

Fasciola hepatica

Legocki
2005

Coccidiosis

Sathish 2012

Japanese
encephalitis virus

Wang 2009

Taenia solium

Hernandez
2007

Avian reovirus

Wu 2009

Norwalk viral
gastroenteritis

Zhang 2006

Anthrax

Gorantala
2014

Chicken infectious
anaemia

Lacorte 2007

Advantages of edible vaccine
Plant based edible vaccines possess a number of potential beneficial features - cheap, safe, produced
rapidly, easy to store, distribute and deliver without cold chain management. The additional
advantage of stimulating both mucosal and systemic immunity help prevent mucosal infections
such as those in the respiratory and gastrointestinal systems. Some of the salient advantages of
plant-based vaccines and comparative benefits over conventional vaccines are summarized as
below:
•

Edible vaccine can elicit effective mucosal immunity which is not observed in most
traditional vaccines by injection

•

Edible vaccines are cost effective in storage, preparation, production and transportation
since the vaccine materials do not require sub-ambient temperature for stability

•

In the production of edible vaccines, costly infrastructures for vaccine manufacturing
are not necessary

Malaria

Kumar 2012

E. coli [ETEC]

Mason 1998

•

Costs for growing plants is also low as compared to the processes needed for traditional
vaccines

Helicobacter pylori

Zhang 2010

Canine
parvovirus

Dalsgaard
1997

•

Plants can be grown easily and locally, so have wide applicability especially in developing
countries

Rabies

Rubio 2012

Plague

Alvarez 2006

Tetanus

Tregoning 2004

Schistosoma
japonicum

Wang 2011

Mycobacterium
tuberculosis

Uvarova 2014

Taenia solium

Hernandez
2008

Influenza

Shoji 2012

H1N1 pdm09
virus

Cummings
2014

Echinococcus
granulosus

Yan–Ju
2010

E. coli [ETEC]

Mason 1998

•

Edible vaccines are likely acceptable as they do not require injection

•

The need for expensive medical personnel and infrastructure is eliminated

•

Plant derived vaccines can incorporate multiple vaccine targets

•

Mucosal adjuvants can be incorporated to augment the induction of immunity and
protective efficacy
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Limitations in the Development and Applications of Edible Vaccines
Immunogens in food are likely heat labile. Cooking may results in the destruction of antigens
and reduce immunogenicity. Alternative plant hosts that can be eaten raw should be considered.
The immunogen may not have accumulate in high enough concentration in plant biomass for
induction of immunity. Furthermore; the immunogenicity of the recombinant protein may
be less than the native protein. However new developments of technologies such as codon
optimization [Chung 2012] may enhance antigen expression and maintain immunogenicity
of the original antigens. To further enhance the immunogenicity of edible vaccines, mucosal
adjutants can be incorporated into vaccine formulation or co-expressed in the transgenic plants
with the immunogens. Possibility of development of immunotolerance to the imunogen should
be considered in clinical evaluations. Batch to batch consistency, uniformity of dosage and purity
are of major regulatory concerns in view of the variability of immunogen dosage per quantity of
food intake. Research and development of plant based vaccines suffer a lack of public awareness,
available funding sources and concerns relating to the development and use of GMO.

Future of Edible Vaccines
The technological advances in production of plant-based edible vaccines is a new frontier in
vaccine development that can be proved to be advantageous and effective in providing accessibility
of affordable vaccines to low and lower middle income countries where rates of infectious diseases
are higher. Edible vaccines hold great potentials, especially in areas where implementation of
vaccination is hampered by the lack of infrastructure and health financing (transportation cost,
refrigeration needs, skilled medical personnel, needle use etc.). There are regulatory issues to be
dealt with especially in the use of such vaccines in human, such as safety concerns of allergic
reactions to plant material; standardization of dosage and consistency of vaccine production etc.
Due to these reasons, the plant-based edible vaccines may be ideal for veterinary use initially as
suggested [Levine 2002]. Vaccines expressed in plant tissue such as seeds, tubers, fruits and leaves
allow for easier delivery of the vaccine and practicality in application to larger populations. Such
plant tissues are also ideal for the vaccination of wild animals (as in the case for rabies control
in wild animals [Rosatte 2011]) and wild birds to prevent zoonotic diseases. Another hurdle
is the prevention of digestion/inactivation of the vaccine through the gastrointestinal tracks.
Taking examples from other oral vaccines, enteric capsules may be able to resolve the problem
of inactivation due to digestion in the stomach [Lei 2010]. Low income countries can benefit
from edible vaccines because the methods involved in production are affordable and the vaccine
products can be easily accessible to the population.

field with extension into human vaccines as technology advances. The attractive features of oral
immunization with plant-based edible vaccines have led to the exploration of a variety of vaccine
targets and delivery systems. However, none of these oral delivery systems have been applied to
existing commercial vaccines. There are only two plant-based vaccines had been approved for field
use. These included the plant-based Newcastle Disease virus vaccine for poultry use and pandemic
influenza A(H1N1)pdm2009 virus-like-particle (VLP) vaccine for human which are designed for
parenteral injections and not by oral application. However, many researchers project that some
plant-based edible vaccines will be available commercially in the near future.

Edible vaccines for animals as a case for investment in biotechnology in
Hong Kong
On the surface, Hong Kong does not have a sizable agricultural industry and research in the
health of farm animals has not been a priority. While Hong Kong strives for nurturing a successful
biotechnology industry, many interested researchers/investors in the biomedical field paid much
attention at products for human use. Meanwhile investments in animal epidemic prevention in
China have increased substantially in view of the frequent occurrence of animal epidemic diseases
over the years. The most notable outbreaks involved avian influenza including the avian influenza
A(H5N1) and A(H7N9) viruses that caused morbidity and mortality in humans in addition to
large economic impact in the poultry industry. Compulsory immunization of farm animals was
instituted as a national policy in China that included vaccines against highly pathogenic avian
influenza viruses as well as highly pathogenic porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus,
classical swine fever, peste des petits ruminants virus of sheep and foot and mouth disease virus.
Such policy has led to a rapid growth in animal vaccine development and investment in China.
Neighboring countries in Asia are also affected by such outbreaks and have invested in vaccine
development for disease control (e.g. Thailand and Indonesia). Research and development of next
generation recombinant novel vaccines (e.g. edible vaccines, combination vaccines etc.) that are
cost-effective and easy to implement are very much in demand. In addition, animal vaccination is
increasingly recognized as a public health tool to control zoonotic infections as part of the “One
Health” initiative. The present review aims at understanding the technological development in
edible vaccines and to raise interests in the biotechnology field in Hong Kong.

Plant based edible vaccines can become an alternative to conventional vaccines in the near future,
for which there is a great need for further research and focus on the feasibility of regulatory
approval over the next decade. Development of edible vaccine can advance rapidly in the veterinary
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Chapter 15
MOLECULAR DIAGNOSTIC DEVELOPMENT AND ITS
CONTRIBUTION TO HONG KONG BIOTECHNOLOGY:
A 40-YEARS HISTORY AND A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE
Joseph W.O. Tam
DiagCor Bioscience Inc. Ltd.
Correspondence E-mail: jtam@diagcor.com

Introduction
The last few decades have been the exciting times in technology history I have witnessed personally
both computer and bioscience. Starting from the discovery of the DNA double helix, the synthetic
DNA, the nucleases, DNA sequencing to molecular cloning which sparked the explosion of
biotechnological events leading the completion of the human genome project, the success of
biotechnology industry and molecular medicine today. In early 70s it took days and weeks to
finish an DNA experiment, 14 years and multibillions to complete The Human Genome Project
in the 90s and now the same project can be done in less than a week for $5000USD. With handheld DNA sequencers insight, the cost could go much lower. Hence many believe that genome
sequencing should become “The Ultimate Laboratory Test” very soon (Farkas DH, J. Mol. Diag.
16; 599-600, 2014). Evidently, Molecular Medicine have come a long way, genetic disposition
for disease causing information can be done by NGS but simply just by knowing the sequence
information may not be enough, therefore the visionary scientist Lee Hood is proposing the 2nd
Genome Project where proteomic information is included. With the International collaboration
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I am sure this could happen in surprisingly short time, which would then provide the ultimate
solution for the real “preventive care medicine for mankind”. The question is: could this be made
available for everyone, especially for the resources limited populations.
To many, especially the wealthy (i.e. who have contributed significantly to funding outside
technology companies and institution but not Hong Kong), Hong Kong is seen to be isolated
from the West in technology development because there has not been any visible evidence that
technology indeed has significant contribution to Hong Kong society except property and
finance. The fact was and still is, Hong Kong was made through hard works of many individuals
and industrialists in small companies in the 60s importing cutting-edge advanced technology in
par with international advances, until the 70s where the increase in population made property
in high demand and the Hong Kong Government’s policy precluded any support for technology
development thereby have lost the opportunity to retain and develop the technology to stay and
be developed. The so call apparent “non-interfering economy policy” but de facto highly regulated
have led to such lopsided economic situation further re-enforcing the slogan “High-Tech hi-yea;
Low-Tech low-yea”, discouraging local support of Hong Kong technology development in the
past. In fact Hong Kong had been and still is fully in participation in the forefront of any cuttingedge technology in the 10 universities and some private industries in Hong Kong. To name a few,
in bioscience HK has participated in 2% of the HapMap projects; the worldwide recognition of
the NIPD by Dennis LO and his group; two woman scientists have been awarded by WHO for
their outstanding scientific achievement and we have Nobel awardee and nominees and many
more outstanding achievers at universities and private sector. The First volume of this book had
presented some in 1998 which might have contributed to the encouragement of some of the many
start-ups in the following years. DiagCor is one of the later startups that has gone through the
rocky road of the Biotevhnology RoadMap of Hong Kong. Hopefully the experience of DiagCor
and others that have survived to date will be shown as examples to our young scientists that with
will power they can also be successful as high-tech entrepreneurs in Hong Kong; to the public and
influential people I hope they will realize making Hong Kong a “technology hub” can become a
reality and not just a wishful thinking.

Molecular Diagnostic Development in Hong Kong
The first molecular test was inferred by the difference in electrophoretic mobility of hemoglobin
isolated from Sickles Cell disease when compared with those isolated from normal blood by Linus
Pauling in 1949 reported in his classical paper: “Sickle Cell Disease, a molecular disease” in Science
(Pauline L. et.al., Science 1949; 110 (2865): 543–548), which was confirmed by amino acid
sequencing 7 years later. In 1978, 30 years later DNA diagnosis on human gene was first reported
by YW Kan, a HKU graduate working in UCSF, who first discovered the DNA polymorphism
(Kan YW and Dozy AM, Proc Natl Acad Sci 1978, Nov; 75:5631-5) and used such linkage to
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successfully diagnosis the Sickle Cell disease (Kan YW and Dozy AM, Lancet 1978; 2:910-2).
This technology was immediately used by Hong Kong scientists to give definitive diagnosis for
thalassemia patient prenatally by HKU scientists Prof. David Todd and coworkers (Wong V et.
al., N Engl J Med. 1978; 298:669-70) and the group have made very significant contributions in
the field of molecular medicine in Hong Kong (Todd D, et.al., Br Med J. 1967;3: 347-9) in the
Department of Medicine, Obstetrics & Gynecology and Biochemistry, Faculty of Medicine, The
University of Hong Kong since 1964, despite the total lack of research funding well before the
RGC was formed in 1991. I joined HKU in 1974 and soon found that molecular diagnosis of
thalassemia, the local prevalent diseases would be the basis for introducing the cutting-edge rDNA
technology in Hong Kong. As a physical chemist I certainly would not have been considered and
given the chance to join the Biochemistry Department, if I had not started the research in Sickle
Cell Hemoglobin (Klotz IM, Tam JW. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 1973; 70: 1313-5). I gave up
the offer from Maryland University, but returned to Hong Kong because Prof. Daniel Y. Chang,
my CUHK mentor, asked me to join his newly established chemistry department in Lingnan
College, and luckily landing the job in HKU later. Thanks to Prof. Tom R. C. Boyde, I was able
to do the very limited research studies on hemoglobin with HK$5000. Naturally I extended
my research into the globin expression because defective expressions of these genes resulting to
the lethal diseases, and the thalassemia remained to be the most prevalence genetic diseases in
Hong Kong. We expanded into another local prevalent disease of more than 4% in man, the
G-6PD with which my associate the late Dr. Veronica Lam had made significant contribution
to structure biology by solving its crystal structure. Subsequently the Cosmic cloning of the
35kb insulin receptor gene and its mini-gene constructs led to the identification of the regulatory
element within the intron 11 in controlling the alternative splicing of exon 11 forming the two
isoforms that show a cell-specific distribution, and recently such a regulatory has also contributed
to developmental, aging and disease states. (Sen S, et. al., J Biol Chem. 2010; 285: 25426-37)
The success of using restriction endonucleases led to the formation of the Cetus and Genentech
and the advances in activities on molecular cloning prompted me to pursuit to acquire the rDNA
technologies. I was privileged and lucky having the support from the Department to spend a year
in NIH for training in recombinant DNA technology at NIH under AW Nienhuis, where I was
able to learn to master the technologies participated in the construction of the first Human DNA
Library with DNA isolated from Thalassemic patient and detailed mapping of the beta globin
gene on various thalassemic patients (Tam JW, Kaufman RE, Nienhuis AW. Hemoglobin. 1981;
5(3):209-15; Molecular defects in beta-thalassemia. Nienhuis AW, Ley T, Pepe G, Tam J, Kantor
J. Birth Defects Orig Artic Ser. 1982;18:69-79.). When I returned I was able to get a grant of
$HK50000 to continue the rDNA work. Although the sum was quite substantial at the time,
but even with the large sum of restriction enzymes given by NIH it was difficult to do any basic
research project without substantial promotion to get public awareness to gain funding support.
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For this reason I approached Prof. Joseph Sambrook, the co-author of the famous “Current
Protocols for the Molecular Cloning” and Ann Skalka from Roche Molecular Institute to help
organizing rDNA training for regional scientists in Greater China and East Asian Countries. The
organization of the First COGENE rDNA training course was the result of a couple of years’
hard work with the help of Dr. VMS Lam, the Croucher Foundation and the majority fund
raised from private companies in which we trained over 24 scientists thoroughly for the first
time which formed the basis to embark on the rDNA research and most importantly promoted
the awareness of the most advances in the cutting edge rDNA technology in the region. The
success of the Course in 1984 led to the Chairman of Croucher Foundation in suggesting HKU
to form the Institute of Molecular Biology in 1984. Our first success was the discovery of the
mutation on codon 43 and subsequently the start codon AUG-AGG, using the PCR technology
just discovered in 1984 and the genome sequencing procedures. Similarly Chan V. et. al., also
discovered the frameshift mutations in codon 14/15 and codon 71 (Chan V, et.al. Blood. 1988
72:1420-3 and Blood. 1989; 74:2304).
In 1990 with the help of Prof. Kan YW the Molecular Biology Institute was finally formed in
HKU followed by the establishment of Hong Kong Institute of Biotechnology both funded by
the Jockey Club Charities Trust (HKJCCT). With all these activities, Hong Kong was placed
and nourished to be one of Biotechnology hubs in the Far East in Par with the west in certain
areas, molecular diagnosis in particular. Meanwhile the long belated Research Grant Committee
(RGC) was finally established in 1991 which helped the development of bioscience research
advances leading the early dates of biotechnology activities in the 90s.

Early Biotechnology Activities
The most funding for Biotechnology and Molecular Biology initially come from Chroucher
Foundation and Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust (HKJCCT). The First International
rDNA Training Course was funded by Chroucher Foundation, and suggested to establish the
Molecular Biology Institute in HKU in 1984, followed by HKJCCT funded the establishment of
HKIB (CUHK); RBI(UST) and the IMB (HKU). After the RGC was established, the research
activities in Hong Kong have increased many folds in the early 90s. At the same time the newly
formed University of Science and Technology (UST) in 1991 has added many new scientists
coming from international countries especially from Europe and America, giving a critical mass
of talents, and this was specifically critical for bioscientists leading by Prof. HT Kung, Jeffrey
Wong and their colleagues, including the member of the US National Academy of Science Prof.
Cheng from UC Davis and the many to follow their foot step. In 1991 HKIB was formally
launched and led by Dr. Dominic MK Lam, a well-known biotechnologist and entrepreneur from
Biotechnology Center, Baylor College of Medicine. The institute became the first Biotechnology
incubator site leading to the formation of the first few biotechnology companies such as the
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LeaderGene and the Life Technology which raised interests in the industry. The strong advocating
group from academics, government and industrialists, such Prof. YL Lo and overseas advisories
led the Hong Kong Government to establish the Industry and Service Support Funds. The first
Hong Kong Technology Exhibition started in 1997 has made significant contribution to Hong
Kong, and the appointment of the UC Berkeley VC Prof. CL Tien as the ITC advisor by Chief
Executive Mr. CW Tung and his visionary technology program has sparked enormous enthusiasm
for the development of Biotechnology in Hong Kong. With the anticipation of Science Park, the
Cyberport and the TCM park in sight Biotechnology industry in Hong Kong was well conceived
for an excellent start for Hong Kong scientists and entrepreneurs. As a result several companies
were formed by academics and private young entrepreneurs, namely Prof. Nancy Ip, Albert Yu,
KK Wan, Paul Leung, and Jeffrey Wong from UST and Michel M Yang from City and Poly
University formed the very second group of biotechnology private companies in 1999 and many
of them such as GenePro, HKDNA Chip, TechDragon and Genetel are still contributing to
Hong Kong private industry. These companies spun out from academic institutions would have
created an environment like those from Harvard or Stanford in USA could have continued to
develop the Hong Kong Biotechnology industry as the one of the visible Hub in Southern China
and the Region. With the anticipation of Science Park, the Cyberport and the TCM park in sight
Biotechnology industry in Hong Kong was well conceived for an excellent start for Hong Kong
scientists and entrepreneurs.
On the same front however, Singapore was very proactive, established its Institute of Molecular
and Cell Biology (IMCB) in 1985, launched in 1987 and quickly moved to Biopolis as
autonomous research institution from international pool. To date IMCB has trained more
than 250 PhDs, recruited more than 800 PhDs, published over 2,000 research papers in top
international peer-reviewed journals, and established numerous collaborations with industrial,
clinical & academic partners. Today, Singapore has established IMCB as the premier Molecular
Biology and Cell Biology Institute; Revenue from BMS of Biopolis has increased to from S$6b
over S$30b in 10 years and has attracted most of the big international pharma such as Roche,
GlaxoSmithKline, Lonza, Novartos etc. and tech companies like Fluidigm and others.
During the same period, Singapore has indeed out performed Hong Kong in technology
development, despite Hong Kong had a much higher economic strength and the backing of
China central government and its huge market potential for Hong Kong and the healthy start
on Biotechnology establishment foundation in the 90s. Ironically most ITC fund for industrial
funding was channeled to Universities and Research Centers perhaps because of failure of initial
investment into private companies have raised strong criticism from the Legislature Members
who were not familiar with the nature of Biotechnology. As a result, the fund allocated to
Biotechnology sector was the lowest, only about 6% of the HK$8.7 billion was granted and only
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10% of which was given to private companies to date. Evidently this was the reason why many
of the biotechnology and related companies only diagnostic companies survived the cold to date
and DiagCor is one of them.
The early funding support from the HK Government and environment was very supportive
judging from the sum and the form of initial funding by ASTRI and ITF. The public reception
was indeed quit favorable as evidenced by the successful IPO of many companies in 2004-5 such
as the PlasmaGene and Cheung Kong Life Technology just after the SARS and Asian financial
crises. Unfortunately, anti-Tung activists and politicians created the unstable political environment
that made it difficult for him to execute his plan. I thought that the down-fall of property market
after the Asian financial crisis had made many Hong Kong people realized that was the time to
turn to alternative path to rebuild the Hong Kong financial future. In hindsight, Mr. Tung’s
visionary 85k housing scheme was right but ruined by the Asian financial crisis followed by SARS
outbreak. Contrary, the 9 initiatives implemented by The Hon. Michael Ming Yeung Suen to
stabilize the property market was the worse policy for Hong Kong people. Despite the successful
IPO for biotechnology the favorable atmosphere has turned south, the tech funding scheme was
heavily criticized by Legislative Members. The change in direction resulted in limiting private
funding which unquestionably affected the industry at large. Consequently private funding for
the industry reduced or directed away, the IMB at HKU dissolved, the HKIB established in 1988,
operation launched in 1992 and similarly the Science Park founded 2001, operation launched in
2003 could not make significant achievement during the tenure of the last Chief Executive, the
Hon. Donald Tsang who led the reversion of Mr. Tung’s policy. For many, other than its unique
positioning as a financial centre, Hong Kong is still a prosperous international city but supported
singly by the Property market. During the last 17 years, undeniably our political instability has
made Hong Kong handicapped indeed and that may be the reason why our city lags behind
Singapore and other countries like Korea. In technology including IP China has moved up fast,
and at the given speed it will soon become the world technology leader behind USA. If Hong
Kong remains uncommitted in technology, many of our neighbor Asian countries shall be ahead
of us soon.
On the bright side, despite these set-backs, five of our universities have moved up to international
ranking and recognized that Hong Kong still enjoys the science and technology outstanding
expertise. The recent change in government tech policy and proactive top management of Science
Park for biotechnology have attracted many to join. The relaxation of tech-transfer policy to
allow academics to participate forming startup company is very encouraging. Perhaps these can
bring back the enthusiasm and create the needed environment to move forward. If Hong Kong
people can finally form a united front to create an harmonic environment soon, our future is
unquestionably bright.
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The Road to DiagCor
I spent 6 months on Sabbatical leave in UCSF in 1992 and witnessed the use of Reversed Dot
Blot Assay, a technique that again revolutionized DNA diagnosis to accurately and reproducibly
for definitively diagnosis the various mutations of Thallasemia disease developed by Kan’s
laboratory with PCR followed by hybridization on specific oligonucleotide probes immobilized
on a membrane. This was the first demonstration of the powerful potential of low density array
now used by many biotech companies to date as against the microarray developed by Affrymatric
and Incite which were capable of analyzing thousands of SNPs but was not able to produce any
validated diagnostic Array chip till its launch on the Amplichip for HLA genotyping 20 years later.
The Flow-through hybridization was invented with insights gained from Kan’s RDB linear array.
Realizing the importance potential application of DNA hybridization process I started trying to
simplify the workflow that was finally enabled and the two patents filed in 1996 were granted in
1998 and 2000 in USA. However the first commercial application of Flow-through Technique
was used by Pamgene in 1999 in Netherland using its proprietary alumina porous matrix to build
its microarray station by the founder who also attended the UCSF Conference where I presented
the Flow-through technology in 1996. I was approach by investor to acquire the technology in
1998. However, at the time there was no policy for forming private business or technology transfer
for HKU staffs to explode their innovation capability. In fact after unsuccessful negotiation with
university official for funding, I was advised to go for patent with personal fund.
In 2001 I was offered funding to develop my Flow-through Platform by a San Francisco Bay Area
venture but I decided to stay in Hong Kong because I have an obligation to HK as a grantee from
ITF who funded part of my research on the Flow-through Platform and accepted a JV proposal
from HKST to form the Hong Kong DNA Ltd and assigned my US patents back the HKU so
that it can share the benefit of any success in 2001 soon after I retired. The Medical Genetic Centre
(MGC) was established in 2002, as the business arm to offer clinical molecular diagnosis services
and develop the Flow-through product. The first kit was the HPV-21, which was subsequently
licensed to Hybribio Ltd. later in the Chinese market and reserved the international rights stays
with MGC. Under the given environment in almost total lack of Angel and PE fund, having a
service lab to generate revenue to support R&D development was the only viable business model
in the past decade, despite the fact that Hong Kong can be compared equally well with Israel and
better than Singapore and Asian countries in every aspects i.e. GDP and scientific critical mass
and infrastructure but perhaps too good a business in property market. MGC was running well
with the lab service revenue and limited funding but the lack of resource has made it difficult
to raise further fund to support the increasing expensive R&D development. The breakthrough
came from the outbreak of SARS, unfortunately for Hong Kong but provided an opportunity
for MGC. With the help of a Germany scientist provided the deactivate mRNA sample, we
developed a rapid genotyping assay for the identification of SARS variants as a SNP array, a good
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complement to the Real-Time PCR assay developed by Prof. Yuen’s group in HKU. Although
the SARS genotyping kit had not made it to the market because of the regulatory requirement
for use in the highly dangerous, lethal and contagious virus, but the kit indeed was the first vivid
example to show the potential of the Flow-through technology which resulted in the success in
raising HK$10m to R&D support for MGC and the establishment of the GMP facility built
in Chaozhou, China for HybriBio, and the successful launch of HPV-21 Kit and HbriMax in
Europe, attracted further PE fund to come. This have led to the apparent successful business in
China for HybriBio, currently enjoyed more than 30% of the HPV market in China in 2013
according to company report.

DiagCor and its Mission
The decision of MGC’s majority shareholder not to accept fund from Kensonvenetures and
thatHybriBio decided it would focus its business in China rather than in Hong Kong was not
acceptable to me. I left MGC and HybriBio and subsequently formed DiagCor nine months later
making and keeping Hong Kong as our headquarter, despite our global vision is to provide the
diagnostic products and quality service to everyone. Since the two original Flow-through patents
were only valid and enforceable in USA, our lawyers ensured that the principle of the technology
is free for anyone outside of USA territory therefore DiagCor can develop the technology further.
The first generation device R2M was designed and made by a local engineering company, the
HPV-23 and subsequently the HPV-33 were totally new design on every probe for launch in
2007 more than 2 years after I left my previous start-ups and continued to develop its business
again with very limited fund from the two founders and private fund.

The Work Engaged in Diagcor
DiagCor devoted to diagnostic as its core business with Flow-through Platform as its core
technology to get into the market. We focus on multiplex PCR assay with Flow-through low
density array because it is much easier to design a small number of oligonucleotide probes to
achieve optimization with balanced signal at precisely defined hybridization assay conditions
which can ensure consistent reproducibility and stable results verifiable through validation process
to achieve regulatory approval. Consequently development time will be short for product to be
launched. Furthermore low density array fits perfectly for multiplex assay, fills the gap between
the Real-time PCR which can only identify few targets at a time and the massive parallel DNA
sequencing or microarray capable of identifying thousands of gene targets but still very costly
and in many cases complex data are difficult to interpret. The low density array where targets are
restricted to 10-50 assays can be optimized to give consistent result and the PCR amplification
can generate very high sensitivity and accuracy that will produce results consistently to satisfy the
high sensitivity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) for definitive
diagnostic purpose. The Flow-through technology is a very rapid hybridization process because
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by directing the amplified DNA target molecules toward their oligo-probes immobilized onto the
porous membrane to facilitate the annealing process, by bringing the two complementary strands
to close proximity to achieve its millisecond annealing process once the two complementary
strands are close in contact, instead the annealing process of conventional hybridization is slow
process whereby the rate is controlled by a passive diffusion.. Using the array one can formulate
the assay to simultaneously identify as much as 50 targets of same gene with different SNPs,
specific selection of SNPs of different genes or sequences of variants such as haplotypes; subtypes
of viral or bacterial pathogens; or different genes responsible for diseases on pathways; or group of
pathogens. DiagCor has developed many of such products as diagnostic kits for international sales
(Table I). To eliminate false negative further, DiagCor scientists have develop a unique approach,
the first of its kind, a Universal Probe to capture the generic product as part of the company’s
patented technology. The classic example is illustrated in the HPV-33 genotyping kit shown in
Figure I. Using this approach we were able to detect many of the out panel HPV viral DNA that
were found to be high risk subtypes variants potentially lead to cervical cancer confirmed by
pathological studies (Figure II). This has now extended to all genotyping kits such as the drug
resistant genotyping kits of TB, HBV, HCV and others to provide a more sensitive way to detect
the presence or absence of the pathogen(s), organisms or human gene. The capability of our
Flow-through system have enabled us to develop comprehensive test panels covering a variety
of pathogens in one single test array simultaneously, and making our product more competitive
against our international competitor (Table II). The other advantages the current the Flowthrough system are the flexibility in array format and throughput. With minimum effort we
can change the HPV genotyping kits into a lower cost screening kit HPV-HR (see Figure III)
by redistribution of the HPV subtypes into groups for high throughput screening test but still
retain part of its prognostic nature. The automation device will provide higher throughput, less
man-power assay for the developed countries like Europe, Middle East and parts of China. On
the other hands, the manual device will be useful for middle and low incoming countries such
as those in South & South Eastern Asian and part of South American, where our products have
already made good presence (Figure IV). With minimal modification our product range can
conveniently fit any laboratory’s exact need for multiple-target assays and is scalable from a single
to 96 samples per day per device. The company is now equipped with most of the cutting-edge
technology system and strong R&D scientists to develop new product pipelines to fill the need
of our international customers, and is establishing its GMP facilities in China to prepare for it
healthy expansion as a core diagnostic products company.

Diagnostics for the resource- limited countries
The need for molecular tests in low and middle-incomes countries has been the major concern
since the majority of illness and death could have been prevented if affordable tests are made
available in those areas. For example Gulley and Morgan (J.Mol. Diag. 2014; 16: 601-611.)
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pointed out in their review have estimated the burden on cancer causing pathogens (Figure V)
such as HPV, Helicobacter pylori, HBV, and HCV of having 80% of infectious-related cancers
comprising 23% of all cancer worldwide. Tuberculosis and Malaria are highly prevalent in the
poor countries too. Hence affordable multigene test panels targeting human and pathogens
nucleic acids such as those developed by DiagCor could be well suited for these countries. The
fast and simple flow-through system can be further developed for use by isothermal amplification
within the flow-through device or its miniaturized alternative affordable for resource-limited
populations. This will be our long term next challenge.

The Molecular Diagnostic Clinical Laboratory services
DiagCor started with HK$ 1m just enough to equip the company with used equipment and
small running budget for the first few months until I raised another small sum from US investors.
Hence we must have revenue from day one to prolong survival. It would be very different if
Angel fund was available like some startup company in USA or even in China of today. Hence
the first 30 months was our most difficult time having a burn rate of 4 to 5m a year therefore
we have to create service revenue and speed up developing the so called LDTs (Lab Developed
Test). Our first set of tests was the cytogenetic and chromosome analysis coupled with STR
DNA testing for trisomy prenatally. Testing for genetic diseases such as thalassemia, fragile X,
hemophilia and viral pathogens that I had studied and developed during my previous research
career at HKU were added so that we can validate within months to offer for service. Similarly
we have developed many other high quality genomic, viral DNA tests for the diagnosis of genetic
and cancer. Since the X-linked genetic diseases are most prevalent and many of them are lethal
and for some of them if diagnosed early could be cured with timely and appropriate treatment.
Naturally they become our research targets. However, assays and technologies that were made
available at the time all involved invasive procedures, i.e. anionic fluid or CV from the pregnancy
and most until the 2nd trimester gestation. The breakthrough came from the discovery of fetal
DNA from plasma by Dennis Lo in UK 1997. We recognized the importance of this technology
and have engaged in developing genetic screening tests for service. Other than self-developed
LDTs, Diagcor also engaged actively in licensing and collaborating with international institutes
to provide accredited and qualified molecular tests i.e. the Natera SNP-based noninvasive prenatal
test (NIPT) for trisomy and other genetic defects prenatally to make a comprehensive molecular
diagnostic laboratory. The recent approved and granted license to operate the Independent
Clinical Diagnostic Laboratory in Guangzhou, the first wholly owned foreign company (WOFE)
in clinical diagnostic laboratory is a good evidence of the acceptance in recognition of our quality
standard, allowing DiagCor to expand our business in China.
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Epilogues
With the recent advances of NGS and other innovative assays, genetic information down to single
base of individual details can be determined accurately and data can be made readily available.
Hence the advances of Molecular Diagnostics shall provide the best assays for mankind from
early diagnosis, prognosis to effective treatment to save life and molecular diagnostic will indeed
be moving into the “preventive and individualized medicine” for better healthcare. However if
information data of these assays are not used properly shall create serious social concern. Similarly
the same information on fetuses in early pregnancies readily available through NIPD assays can
also create ethical issue very differently for people belong to the group of prolife, prochoice,
prolife or pro-eugenic. As scientists our goal is to search the scientific true, as product developers
we want explode our scientific knowledge to the best to deveop the best assay or product for
targeted use. Given this molecular diagnostics shall generate accurate information for those who
need and those who wish to know for their own informed selection. The choice belongs to those
individuals, decision makers but not the scientists. Similar to the guns, TNT or nuclear energy
etc., if used properly they will benefit mankind to their best. DiagCor was established for the
purpose of giving a place, a platform for Hong Kong young scientists to work and provide the best
diagnostic products we can develop affordable to everyone. Hopefully in a small way DiagCor
can continue to make some contribution to the diagnostic industry and serves as one of the
many examples that Hong Kong indeed can cultivate the needed environment to work even in
high-tech industry. In fact some of our staffs have left to join new start-ups or even form their
own company are very encouraging. The decision of Hong Kong Government to upgrade the
ITC to Department and the recent apparent increase in support to Science Park and its new
biotechnology programs are exciting new development. Already the proactive new leadership
has succeeded to attract many outstanding talents and well known international companies to
join and created the very positive environment for biotechnology industry development in Hong
Kong. Let us hope the politics stay behind the people of Hong Kong for our brighter future.
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Flow-through Array Kit
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(Infectious pathogens)

(gene mutation panels)

1) HPV mRNA
2) HCV
3) HVB
4) TB
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6) Kras/BRAF
7) BRCA1/2
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9) Thrombophilia

1) GenoFlow HPV
(33 types +U)
2) GenoFlow HPV-HR
(types + U)
3) GenoFlow STD
(11 pathogens)
4) GenoFlow DR-MTB
(for 1st line drugs SNPs+U)
5) GenoFlow HBV
(type A-H +U)
6) GenoFlow HCV
(type 1-6+1a/1b +Q80K +U)
7) GenoFlow Meningitis
(13 bacteria + 9 Viruses)
8) GenoFlow
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1) GenoFlow!-thalassemia
(Southern China)
2) GenoFlow!-thalassemia
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Flow-through
Hybridization Device
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Abstract
This chapter will introduce the unique opportunities for expansion of the biotechnology sector in
Hong Kong, with a focus on how Hong Kong can become the biotech hub of Asia. Hong Kong is
positioned as a bridge between the enormous markets of mainland China and international business
interests. It possesses unique competitive advantages, such as world-class universities and tech centers,
an established legal framework for intellectual property standards, advanced technology for offering
testing and authentication services and products, experience in commercializing technology, a sound
financial and banking system and highly reputable quality control and assurance methodologies.
The Hong Kong government, working closely with the Chinese government, has set up many
agencies and policies that benefit the biotech industry in Hong Kong. In addition, independent
non-profit organizations, such as the Hong Kong Biotechnology Organization, encourage and
advance biotechnology in Hong Kong, endorse Hong Kong as the biotech hub of Asia, and promote
the advanced biotech services and products of Hong Kong to local, mainland and global markets.
Hong Kong has an exclusive opportunity to become the biotech hub of Asia.
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Introduction
Hong Kong is best known as an international trade and financial hub, as well as the business capital
of Asia. However, the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) government has long
been aware of the importance of expanding and diversifying its economic base, to move away from
over-reliance on historical traditional industries as the only drivers of economic growth. In order
to stay competitive in the global economy, Hong Kong must move toward higher value-added
and knowledge-intensive economic activities. Given that it is neither labor- nor land-intensive,
biotechnology ties in with Hong Kong’s unique strengths and avoids its physical constraints, and
therefore embraces Hong Kong’s competitive advantages.
Hong Kong biotechnology is an emerging sector that has been designated a key industry for
development, and is recognized to have a huge potential for growth. Hong Kong is strategically
located at the heart of Asia and offers one of the most advanced business infrastructures in the
world. Hong Kong’s proximity to, and close and unique relationship with, the mainland has
made it an ideal business entry point into China. Hong Kong has an essential mix of international
business savvy and a good understanding of Western and Chinese culture, making it the perfect
intermediary for overseas and Chinese parties.
According to Scientific American magazine’s annual worldwide ranking for 2014, Hong Kong
is Asia’s second most innovative center in biotechnology, behind only behind Singapore, but
ahead of Taiwan, Japan and South Korea. Compared to other countries, Hong Kong performs
exceptionally well in the following categories: enterprise support, venture capital availability,
infrastructure quality and regulatory quality.
This chapter will outline the efforts of the Hong Kong government, up-stream academic, and
mid- to downstream industry, and their collaborations with China and other Asian countries,
in tapping into the exclusive opportunities for Hong Kong to become the biotechnology hub of
Asia.

Overview of the Biotechnology Industry
The media has mostly characterized biotechnology as involving the direct manipulation of DNA,
genetic engineering, cloning, and the creation of genetically modified organism (GMOs). For
example, a genetically modified (GM) or transgenic crop is a plant that contains artificially
inserted genetic material that introduces a new trait, such as resistance to certain pests, diseases,
herbicides, or environmental conditions, or that improves nutrient profile. For instance, cotton
that expresses a bacterial gene that is toxic to pests can allow increased production from the
same amount of farmland. However, modern biotechnology has expanded beyond the media
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definition into many different fields and has become a cross-disciplinary industry that can be
loosely categorized into five areas: pharmaceuticals, diagnostics, food and agriculture, equipment,
and environmental. We believe that modernization of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) is
an emerging and rapidly-expanding sixth area of the biotechnology industry that has important
implications, especially for Hong Kong.
i)

Pharmaceuticals: Worldwide annual drug sales are expected to top 1.1 trillion USD in
2014, with a predicted average growth rate of 5.1% a year through to 2020. China
has the fourth largest pharmaceutical market, behind the USA, Europe and Japan, but
with a remarkable growth rate of 23% it is expected to quickly move up in the ranks.
China has 20% of the world’s population, but only 1.5% of the global drug market,
so there is huge growth potential for the Chinese pharmaceutical industry. In fact, in
the five year period from 2006 to 2011, health care spending and the pharmaceutical
market in China more than doubled, while the top-10 drug makers more than tripled
their sales staff. By 2020 it is predicted that the total spending on health care in China
will grow to $1 trillion USD.

ii)

Diagnostics: A diagnostic test can confirm the presence or absence of a disease in
suspect individuals. Diagnostic testing, including molecular diagnostics, is a rapidly
growing field where the type, subtype, severity and treatability of a disease can be
determined. Molecular testing for infectious diseases, usually through detection of the
infectious agent’s genetic sequences, is becoming very important in today’s atmosphere
of apprehension about the next pandemic.

iii) Food and Agriculture: Biotechnology has been used to improve the nutritional value of
food and increase crop yields, reduce the requirements for fertilizers and pesticides, and
reduce losses to environmental stresses and pests. Biotech methods have been utilized
to delay food spoilage and increase ripening times, both of which increase the shelf-life
of food and allow more time for rural farmers to transport their produce to markets
in the cities. This is particularly important in regions which suffer from drought and
other harsh climate conditions. Also, due to the increasing concerns of consumers
about food safety, the need for new and innovative products to test food is increasing.
For example, detecting the presence of melamine in dairy products and eggs.
iv) Equipment: Most of the techniques utilized in modern biotechnology require specialized
laboratory equipment or machinery. With the development of the biotech industry as
a whole, providing biotech equipment is definitely a growth industry. China is known
as the world’s factory, and has many unique equipment-related advantages, including
low costs and the availability of a large, cheap and experienced work force.
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v)

Environmental: Much of the world’s attention lately has been focused on climate
change, and although less obvious, the contributions that biotech has brought to
environmental science are still considerable. Biofuels such as ethanol produced by
biotech processes have reduced reliance on fossil fuels and contributed to the recent
trend of “green” power. Biotechnology has also led to the creation of microorganisms
that can decontaminate polluted environments. In fact, bioremediation, using
microorganisms to remove specific pollutants such as arsenic, is of particular interest in
China.

vi) Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM): Biotechnology is also playing an important
role in bringing TCM into the mainstream, providing accreditation of and improving
the standardization of TCM products. Biotech companies are developing new
technologies based on TCM, such as new drug formulations and DNA based testing
and authentication. The recent enactment of the Hong Kong Standard for Chinese
Medicine provides a method to control the quality of the traditional medical practice in
a modern way, allowing Hong Kong biotech companies to partake in this multibillion
dollar medical and herbal industry.
Many government initiatives and departments, and organizations such as the Hong Kong
Biotechnology Organization (HKBIO), are actively promoting the biotech industry in Hong
Kong by encouraging innovation, fostering partnerships between industry and academia locally
and overseas, strengthening capacities, and constantly assessing the biotech landscape, as outlined
below. These efforts are laying the foundation for making Hong Kong the biotech hub of Asia

Advantages of Hong Kong
Hong Kong possesses unique competitive advantages that make it a favorable location to become
the biotech hub of Asia: a special strategic position between mainland China and the rest of
the world, world-class talent, an easily implemented international business setting, common-law
based dependable legal and intellectual property systems, an exceptional logistics infrastructure,
extensive government support, and comprehensive accounting, financial and banking systems.
Hong Kong also has an excellent reputation in quality control and assurance and is an ideal
place for commercialization. In recent years Hong Kong has experienced accelerated growth in
the biotechnology field. This rapid growth has further reinforced the Hong Kong government’s
move to diversify its economic base away from the traditional service industries, which make up
86% of the total GDP. There are already 300 biotech companies in Hong Kong, 70 of which are
registered on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange and Growth Enterprise Market.
The Hong Kong government has recognized the necessity of expanding and diversifying its
economic base, and has identified six key industries that will ensure the continuous growth of
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the region and advance the development of Hong Kong’s knowledge-based economy. These key
industries are: medical services, testing and certification, innovation and technology, education
services, environmental industry, and culture and creative industries. Biotechnology is closely
linked to five of these six initiatives, and therefore has an incredible potential to transform Hong
Kong’s future economy.
Hong Kong is renowned for its business friendly environment. In 2014, the IMD World
Competitiveness Yearbook ranked Hong Kong number 4 in the world for its overall competitiveness
and number 10 on the Global Innovation Index. In addition, the Asia pacific region has many
excellent universities from which to recruit scientific talent and experience. According to the
Times Higher Education Survey Asia has 18 of the top 200 universities in the world [http://www.
timeshighereducation.co.uk/world-university-rankings/2013-2014/asia.html]. In addition to the
University of Tokyo (23rd), the National University of Singapore (26th), the University of Hong
Kong (43rd), Peking University (45th), Tsinghua University (50th), Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology (57th), and the Chinese University of Hong Kong (109th), others, like
the University of Science and Technology of China (201-225), and the City University of Hong
Kong (201-225) are also ver y highly rated.

Government Support for the Biotechnology Industry in Hong Kong
To diversify its economy away from a services-based economy and into a knowledge-based
economy Hong Kong has been planning and introducing new technology development initiatives,
such as the establishment of Cyberport, a group of technology companies forming an information
and communications technology hub.
Biotechnology development is also recognized as an important area where Hong Kong can
convert itself into a knowledge-based economy. In 1999 the Hong Kong government established
the Innovation and Technology Commission (ITC), which aims to promote the advancement of
Hong Kong’s innovation and technology and has a mandate “to spearhead Hong Kong's drive
to become a world-class, knowledge-based economy”. The ITC has established a 5 billion HKD
Innovation and Technology Fund (ITF), which has financed over 2500 biotechnology-related
projects and supports the research and development activities in universities and industry. The ITC
has also established five R&D centers, including the Applied Science and Technology Research
Institute (ASTRI), and the Nano & Advanced Materials Institute (NAMI), and is involved in
commercializing and developing biotechnology such as biosensors and novel biomaterials.
The Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks Corporation (HKSTPC) is a statutory body
created by the HKSAR government in 2001 that provides facilities, services and a dynamic
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interactive environment to three types of start-ups: web and mobile technology; technology;
and biotechnology. The HKSTPC has an Inco-Bio program for biotechnology start-ups that
provides training, collaboration with universities and industry, independent lab space, business
development support, subsidized rent, technology support facilities and a financial aid package.
Startups that house themselves at HKSTP are supported by R&D facilities, infrastructure,
services and programs, and can access a cluster of technology companies. Currently, forty biotech
companies have set up their R&D centers in the HKSTP and its Industrial Estates. They include
medical and plant biotechnology companies, Traditional Chinese Medicine related companies,
food and agriculture research companies, veterinary biotechnology firms, and molecular diagnostic
companies.

Support from the Mainland
Hong Kong has a highly autonomous political system under the “One Country, Two Systems”
policy with China and benefits from a unique position in mainland government planning. Since
1953 China has carried out a series of Five-Year Plans (FYPs) that are guidelines and strategies for
the country’s economic and social development. These strategies have propelled China’s economy
into the second largest in the world, and it is predicted to become number one by 2016. The
Twelfth FYP (2011–2015) highlights the role of Hong Kong as a center of international finance
and supports the six priority industries of Hong Kong. The Plan also outlines a “Framework
Agreement on Hong Kong/Guangdong Co-operation” that strengthens the economic co-operation
between Hong Kong and mainland China. The current FYP also continues the implementation
of the Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement (CEPA), a free trade agreement that gives
Hong Kong preferential access to the mainland Chinese market. The Thirteenth FYP is currently
being drafted, and it is expected that more funding will be injected into biotech industries and
life science research. In a strong show of support for the biotech sector, the government has
committed to spending 2.2% of its GDP on R&D by 2015. The government has also identified
biopharmaceuticals as one of seven strategic emerging industries, and plans to invest 40 billion
RMB into biopharmaceuticals over the five-year period.

Joint Initiatives
In addition to the CEPA agreement, the Guangdong/Hong Kong Technology Cooperation
Funding Scheme, the Mainland and Hong Kong Science and Technology Co-operation
Committee, and the Shenzhen/Hong Kong Innovation Circle to promote cooperation have been
created. These agreements allow financing and jobs to move freely between mainland China
and Hong Kong, and are fully supported by the government of the HKSAR and the Central
government. Hong Kong companies provide employment to over 11 million mainland Chinese
in the Pearl River delta region alone.
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The Hong Kong Biotechnology Organization (HKBIO)
The Hong Kong Biotechnology Organization (HKBIO) is an independent non-profit organization
that coordinates and promotes the various industrial, academic, and governmental aspects of
the Hong Kong biotech business. HKBIO was initiated by respected academics and reputable
industry representatives, and is supported by academicians, government and industry leaders.
HKBIO encourages the development of biotechnology in Hong Kong, promotes the advanced
biotech services and products of Hong Kong to local, mainland and global markets, and endorses
Hong Kong as the biotech hub of Asia.
In just the past year HKBIO has sponsored, organized, and participated in a number of very
successful events that highlighted the considerable potential of Hong Kong biotechnology. These
activities included: i) co-organizing the Hong Kong delegation to the BIO2014 International
Convention in the USA, the world’s largest event for the biotechnology industry, involving
different sectors such as human health, therapeutics, medical devices, diagnostics, and food and
agriculture, which showcased to an international audience Hong Kong’s technology, products and
services; ii) attending the BIO Taiwan 2014 conference, a major venue for promoting regional
strengths and opportunities in biotech where 700 domestic and foreign companies participated;
iii) arranging for members to participate in The Hong Kong International Medical Devices &
Supplies Fair where a great variety of medical products and related services were showcased by 230
exhibitors from 14 countries and regions; iv) co-organizing the Business of IP (BIP) Asia Forum
with the government of the HKSAR, the HK Trade Development Council, and the HK Design
Centre. This Forum brought together IP professionals and business leaders from around the
world to discuss the latest developments of Asia's IP market and exchange knowledge and views;
v) organizing the Hong Kong Biotech Horizons - Translational Medicine: Promising Researches
in Cancer Therapies and Diagnostics symposium. This meeting focused on promising research
in cancer therapies, diagnostics, research and development, and progress in clinical trials in HK
and Greater China, and featured a keynote lecture by Nobel Prize scientist Professor Roger D.
Kornberg; and vi) as part of the HKBIO Horizon Symposium, Nobel Prize winner Roger D.
Kornberg met and engaged with 500 Hong Kong students to spur their interest towards pursuing
further academic studies in the sciences, gain insights on what science was, and learn how to
become a scientist.
The initiatives taken by HKBIO to promote biotech growth in Hong Kong have allowed the
local biotech industry to gain insights on global trends, and have also given international biotech
companies a valuable opportunity to better understand biotech development in Hong Kong and
Asia. The organization has facilitated collaborations, created new biotech jobs and encouraged
further technological developments in biotech on a local and global scale. Promoting Hong Kong
as the biotech hub of Asia has also attracted international talent to join the Hong Kong biotech
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industry, thereby enhancing the qualifications and expertise of the local biotech work force.

research capability, it has world class Universities and scientists, and Hong Kong is the gateway to
China. Hong Kong has an exclusive opportunity to become the biotech hub of Asia.

Hong Kong’s innovation comes from its highly qualified multilingual workforce and the intensified
teamwork and exchange of knowledge that occurs within a network of institutes, universities
and private companies. This transfer of knowledge and ideas mostly takes place through interpersonal relationships among researchers, and membership in HKBIO enhances and cultivates
these relationships. HKBIO continuously encourages the development of the biotech industry
in Hong Kong through the facilitation of the exchange of knowledge and experience among
scientists and biotech entrepreneurs, by elevating the exposure of the local biotech industry
to the international biotech scene, by organizing numerous activities, including seminars,
networking functions, overseas visits and trade shows, and by providing valuable information
resources to member companies. HKBIO is supported by renowned scientists, entrepreneurs,
and by prominent individuals including government councilors, its events are also endorsed by
government departments including the ITC, Invest Hong Kong, and the HKSTP.
HKBIO will continue to stimulate and encourage biotechnology in Hong Kong and support
collaboration with China and cooperation with international organizations. HKBIO welcomes
contact from any company or organization that wishes to collaborate to promote Hong Kong
biotechnology. To learn more about HKBIO, please visit the website at www.hkbio.org.hk, or
contact them atinfo@hkbio.org.hk.

Regional Competition
Hong Kong faces some stiff competition from several local countries with strong biotech sectors.
Of these, Hong Kong spends the least on research and development by the measurement of Gross
Expenditure on R&D (GERD). Hong Kong invests only 0.7% of its GDP as GERD, while
South Korea (4.4%), Japan (3.4%), Taiwan (3.1%), Singapore (2.2%), and Australia (2.2%)
handily outspend HKSAR. It is vital for the future competitiveness of Hong Kong that the
government increase R&D funding to stimulate new ideas and industries. Despite the R&D
funding shortfall Hong Kong still excels at high-tech industries, including biotech, and with all
the advantages outlined above, Hong Kong will serve as an excellent biotech hub for Asia.

Conclusions
As we map out the future of Hong Kong as the biotech hub of Asia we should focus on its main
strengths: Hong Kong has long been a nexus for trading and financial activities between East and
West, it has one of the world’s freest economies, it has a world-class business infrastructure and
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Chapter 17
COMPARISON OF REGULATORY PATHWAYS FOR
BIOSIMILARS- WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON HK/CHINA,
US, AND EUROPE
Sivagami Bhatt* and Patricia Lecca
Lecca, Bhatt & Associates Ltd.

* Correspondence e-mail:
sivagami.bhatt@leccabhatt-associates.com

ABSTRACT
Biological drugs are well established in the treatment of many conditions, with the likelihood
of increasing use in future years. Biological drugs are far more complex than conventional small
molecule pharmaceutical products. Whereas the latter can be completely characterized on the basis
of their chemical structures, biological drugs tend to be recombinant three-dimensional proteins
with structural complexity and a high molecular weight. This makes them difficult to characterize.
Further immunogenicity is an ongoing concern for all biological, not just biosimilars. Biosimilars
or follow-on biologicals are a new class of medicine which enters the market subsequent to a
previously approved version from an innovator company. They have demonstrated similarity to
innovator biologic products in terms of quality, safety, and efficacy. The European Medical Agency
(EMA) was the pioneer is taking the lead in designing the regulatory approval framework for
biosimilar products. WHO formally recognized the need for the guidance for their evaluation and
overall regulation in 2007. “Guidelines on Evaluation of Similar Biotherapeutic Products (SBPs)”
was developed and adopted by the 60th meeting of the WHO Expert Committee on Biological
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Standardization in 2009. The intention of the guidelines is to provide globally acceptable
principles for licensing biotherapeutic products that are claimed to be similar to the reference
products that have been licensed based on a full licensing dossier. The scope of the guidelines
includes well-established and well-characterized biotherapeutic products that have been marketed
for a suitable period of time with a proven quality, efficacy and safety, such as recombinant DNAderived therapeutic proteins. Based on EMA and WHO guidelines, many other countries such as
Canada, Japan, India, Malaysia, Taiwan, Singapore and Korea have also issued their own guidance
for evaluating follow-on biologics.
The US FDA was authorized to approve follow-on biologics by the Biologics Price Competition
and Innovation, BPCI Act1, and issued a draft guidance in early 2012 which was not very clear. In
May 2014, USFDA released the first new Guidance relating to its evolving standards for satisfying
the biosimilarity requirements of the Biologics Price Competition and Innovation Act (BPCIA. This
most recent Guidance is more specific, being directed particularly to the type and amount of clinical
pharmacology data the Agency will require demonstrating biosimilarity to a reference product but is
expressly “being distributed for comment purposes only” and thus how the FDA will administer the
BPCIA remains a work in progress. The basic concepts and main principles of approving biosimilars
are similar among various nations, notwithstanding some differences in regard to the scope, the
choice of reference product, and the data requirement. China did not have an established regulatory
pathway for biosimilar development, although there were many indications in the past that the
regulatory authorities were considering biosimilars regulation. In general, a biosimilar product
is currently considered a new biologic in China and must complete a full clinical development
program, and document submission and timelines for biosimilars so far has been the same as for
all clinical trial applications. As on 29 October 2014, the Chinese Center for Drug Evaluation
(CDE), which is part of CFDA, published draft biosimilars guidance2 and has solicited comments
from the industry. This article reviews and compares the regulatory approval pathway of biosimilar
products in Europe, USA and China and further suggests way forward and suggestions for tailoring
a unified biosimilar approval pathway and guidelines in China, especially in light of the newly
issued draft guidance. China now surely seems to be moving toward a lucid industry framework for
the development of biosimilars. Implementation of these guidelines is expected in 2015. Until the
finalization of the guidance, biosimilars in China will still have to go through a traditional new drug
approval (NDA) process. This means that phase III trials have to be carried out. Hence this article
would address both the existing and proposed aspects for biosimilar approval in China
The Biologics Price Competition and Innovation Act of 2009 (BPCI Act) was originally sponsored and introduced on
June 26, 2007 by Senator Edward Kennedy (D-MA). It was formally passed under the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act (PPAC Act), signed into law by President Barack Obama on March 23, 2010
2
GABIONLINE
3
World Health Organization. Expert Committee on Biological Standardization. Guidelines on Evaluation of Similar
Biotherapeutic Products (SBPs). World Health Organization. [Online] October 23, 2009. [Cited: March 23, 2012.] http://
www.who.int/biologicals/areas/biological_therapeutics/BIOTHERAPEUTICS_FOR_WEB_22APRIL2010.pdf.
1
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BACKGROUND
Biosimilars also known as “follow-on biologics” or “follow-on biogenerics” are biological medical
products whose active drug substance is made by a living organism or derived from a living
organism by means of recombinant DNA or controlled gene expression methods. Different
agencies have adopted different definitions for biosimilars (see Table 1).
Table-1
A biotherapeutic product which is similar in terms of quality, safety and efficacy to an already
licensed reference biotherapeutic product3

A biological medicine that is developed to be similar to an existing biological medicine (the
‘reference medicine’). When approved, a Biosimilar’s variability and any differences between it
and its reference medicine will have been shown not to affect safety or effectiveness4.
Biological product that is highly similar to a U.S. licensed reference biological product
notwithstanding minor differences in clinically inactive components, and for which there are
no clinically meaningful differences between the biological product and the reference product
in terms of the safety, purity and potency of the product5
A biologic drug that enters the market subsequent to a version previously authorized in
Canada, and with demonstrated similarity to a reference biologic drug. An SEB relies in
part on prior information regarding safety and efficacy that is deemed relevant due to the
demonstration of similarity to the reference biologic drug and which influences the amount
and type of original data required.
“a biological product or drug produced by genetic engineering techniques and claimed to be
similar in terms of safety, efficacy and quality to a reference biologic, which has been granted
a marketing authorization in India by DCGI on the basis of a complete dossier, and with a
history of safe use in India.”

At present there are no specific definitions or guidelines for biosimilars in China, and therefore they have to go through a new drug approval process, meaning that phase III trials have
to be carried out for all copy biologicals. China also only accepts global multi-centre trials
for chemical drugs, not for biosimilars/copy biologicals. The new biosimilars guidelines are
expected to be similar to US biosimilars guidelines, as SFDA has been working more closely
with FDA, but are also expected to refer to EU regulations
However as on October 2014 draft guidance has been issued by CFDA. This guideline covers
all biosimilar products. In the draft, the CDE defines biosimilars as “therapeutic biological
products that are similar to the originator drugs already approved by the CFDA in terms of
quality, safety and efficacy.6”

Biologic agents have revolutionized the treatment of many diseases, and biosimilars offer
similar efficacy with potentially lower costs. However, the development of biosimilars is more
complicated than the development of generic versions of small molecule drugs, thus requiring
European Medicines Agency. Questions and Answers on biosimilar medicines (similar medicinal products). European
Medicines Agency. [Online] September 27, 2012. [Cited: October 1,2012.http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/docu
ment_library/Medicine_QA/2009/12/WC500020062.pdf. . EMA/837805/2011.
5
U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Guidance for Industry: Quality considerations in demonstration biosimilarity to a
reference protein product. Washington DC: U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2012
6
http://www.bioworld.com/content/china-issues-long-awaited-biosimilars-guidelines-draft-could-become-top-market-0
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distinct approval pathways. There are fundamental differences between biologics and traditional
pharmaceuticals that preclude the extrapolation of existing regulatory processes for traditional
generic agents to these new biologic products. These include differences in dimensions (molecular
weight), synthesis, purification, stability, and immunogenicity. Generic drugs are chemically
derived products that are pharmaceutically equivalent to Reference listed drugs (innovative drugs),
whereas generic biologics are products of a biologic nature that are similar to innovative biologics.
The complexity is primarily because of the difficulty in demonstrating that two biologic drugs
are identical, which arises from the variability and complexity of protein molecules, the current
limitations of analytical methods and the difficulties in manufacturing a consistent product. The
key differences between biogenerics/biosimilars and generics are highlighted in Table 2.

There is a potential for different contaminants in a biosimilar

Contaminants are consistent and quantifiable

depending upon substrate / organism used
Potential for formulation to vary impact of the biosimilar

On rare occasions formulations may vary and affect
Bioequivalence

Variation in clinical effect and side effects is not known without

Variation in clinical effect and side effects is minimal

trials
May have unique non-proprietary name

Generics from various manufacturers all
have single generic name

Trade secrets, IP, cell lines, and

Easy to duplicate chemical formula of

manufacturing/purification/packaging

branded product; usually simple

information about reference product is not readily available

packaging

Table-2
Biosimilars

Generics

Very large, very complex molecules

Normally small, relatively simple molecules

Recombinant technology

Chemical synthesis or solid phase/liquid phase synthesis for
small peptides

Action is dependent upon molecular composition, how the moleculeis
folded and its resulting shape

Action is determined by chemical structure

Action is majorly determined by the biological molecule and may not
be modified much by mode of administration and formulation

Action can be modified by mode of administration and its
formulation

Similar, not the same as reference product

Bioequivalent to branded product

Approval will be through

Approval with demonstration

preclinical and clinical trials

of bioequivalence

Anticipated cost differential 20-30%

Cost differential can be as high as 90%

Considerable manufacturing expertise required (development cost of
$30 to $100M)
Production techniques are complex, dependent upon:

Manufacturing expertise not as complex (development cost of
$3M to $5M), Production based on relatively simple chemical
reactions with easily controlled variables. Production techniques
usually same as for original

– Biological substrate / organism

Product

– Environmental factors
– Structure and material of the reaction / fermentation vessels
– Possible gene manipulation
– Extraction and purification techniques
Production systems will have some variations from the original
reference product
Analysis techniques cannot yet fully characterize such complex
molecules

Analysis can fully characterize the molecule to prove it is exactly
the same

BIOSIMILAR GLOBAL MARKET- SPECIAL FOCUS ON THE US,
EUROPE, CHINA
Blockbuster biologics expected to lose exclusivity in the next 5 years includes Avonex, Remicade,
Lantus, Humira, and Avastin. By 2020, the estimated market size of biosimilars (considering the
major markets like the US, Europe, Japan and China) is over 30 Billion USD. If we consider
the biosimilars market as a global whole, the sum total of revenue generated by the follow-on
crowd just barely crossed into blockbuster territory in 2013, according to a new study from Allied
Marketing Research (AMR). The $1.3 billion base is expected to swell to $35 billion by 2020
as new products penetrate the market in North America, Europe and Asia. Driving that market
will be a new patent cliff that awaits some of the top biologics in the market. AMR counted 10
biologics with a collective $60 billion in revenue that will come off patent in the next four years.
At the top of that list is Humira, a $10 billion drug that loses patent protection in 2016. Hospira
and Celltrion already snagged a European approval for a knockoff of J&J’s Remicade, which
loses protection in Europe early next year, with the U.S. market opening up in 2018. The drugmakers say they plan to sell their generic at a 30% discount, which may help set the standard for
biosimilar pricing7.
Not surprisingly, AMR concludes that the European market has been making some of the greatest
strides in biosimilar development, with a clear set of regulations on development that are now
considered the industry “benchmark” for the world. The U.S. market may be the richest in the
world, but the AMR analysts note that some major league pharma groups like Novartis and
Amgen have been partnering up to take advantage of expected openings in the Asian market “as
the demand for cost effective treatment is growing due to the prevalence of chronic diseases.”
http://www.fiercebiotech.com/story/biosimilars-set-boom-new-patent-cliff-biologic-superstars-looms/2014-07-22?utm_
medium=nl&utm_source=internal
7
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The EU presents the most advanced market for biosimilars, accounting for 80% of global
spending on these molecules. However, despite a strong legislative foundation, to date only a
few manufacturers have launched biosimilars in the region. These include a mixture of existing
generics houses, the generics arms of major companies and new ventures, most notably Sandoz/
Novartis, Stada, Hospira, Medice and Ratiopharma (Teva). Biosimilars are established in three
therapy areas in Europe: EPOs for treating anemia caused by renal dialysis, G-CSFs for lowered
white blood cell counts after chemotherapy, and HGH. By volume the EPO biosimilar accessible
market is the largest in Europe. It is 35 times (as compared to growth factor) and three times (as
compared to growth hormone) bigger than the daily growth factor and growth hormone markets
respectively on a volume (DDD/ Defined Daily Dose) basis. By value the EPO market is €968m,
twice as big as the daily growth factor market at €451m and of a comparable size to the growth
hormone market at €842m. Biosimilars make up 12% of the EPO market by volume, 7% of the
Growth Hormone market and 18% of the G-CSF market, the most penetrated market. The EPO
and Growth Hormone markets have 42% and 44% of their markets made up of non-reference
products on a volume basis. The G-CSF market has 56% of volume sales made up of nonreference product. Italy is the largest biosimilar accessible market in Europe by volume, followed
by France, Germany, Italy and Spain, representing 72% of the total European market combined.
A number of smaller markets; Romania, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Denmark, Belgium and Austria
also have high consumption per capita rates. Germany is the largest volume market followed by
France, Italy, Spain Romania Sweden and Greece. On a per capita basis Austria, Greece, Germany
and Sweden are notably high users of biosimilar products.8
Recently Asia has emerged as a leading field for biosimilar pioneers. IP protection has been a big
issue in the subcontinent, and a looser regulatory framework will make it easier to gain approvals.
But as Europe and particularly the U.S. catch up on the regulatory side, richer markets like China
will catch up. “Biosimilars developers have been using emerging markets with less intellectual
property protection as their launch pad for established markets,” says the report. “With regulatory
framework maturing in established markets, it will be easier for biosimilars manufacturers to
quickly enter into such markets.” AMR highlighted a collaboration between Mylan and Biocon to
commercialize a biosimilar of trastuzumab in India and the approval of the first biosimilar version
of a monoclonal antibody drug by Hospira in Europe as evidence of major progress.
The Chinese pharmaceuticals market is expected to become the second biggest market in the
world in 2014 and will contribute 31% of global pharmaceuticals market growth between 2012
and 2016. Factors influencing China’s growth include healthcare reform, which intends to provide
universal healthcare to the country’s 1.3 billion residents [2], and the country’s increasingly wealthy
and ageing population. China is reported to be a $75 billion pharmaceutical market (ranked 3rd
8

IMS
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after the U.S. and Japan)—that is growing at a compounded annual rate of 25%3. In 2020,
China is forecast to spend US$1 trillion on healthcare. Market access remains the big challenge
for generics launched in China. Just to get through the regulatory approval stage takes on average
four years in China compared to only two and a half years in the US. Then follow procedures for
pricing approval, provincial bidding and listing on hospital formularies, which can take on average
five months, eight months and 12+ months, respectively. China, with a burgeoning biosimilar
market, has been on top of the strategic agenda for multinational companies, (MNCs). However,
fierce local competition, lengthy registration processes and unfamiliarity with the country’s
commercialization channels have deterred many Western entrants. Historical data shows 40 % of
China’s $1.5bn recombinant biologic product sales come from biosimilars, which have enjoyed
approximately 25-30 per cent CAGR over the past decade. If the market continues to grow at
25 per cent per year, the biosimilar market could grow to $2bn, around 20 per cent of the global
biosimilar market, by 2015.
There are several factors driving the domestic biosimilar market. Firstly, disease burden shifts
result in relative increases in demand for biologics. China’s disease burden is shifting from the
infectious diseases associated with developing countries to chronic diseases associated with diet
and environmental changes, in which biologics are most commonly considered treatment choice.
Secondly, significant price discounts compared to originator products encourage reimbursements.
Currently, very few of originator biologics are reimbursed in China. However, the substantial
price discount between originators’ biologics and biosimilars (typically 60 per cent) has helped
biosimilars to gain reimbursement from government health insurance plans, and to reach a
broader customer group that cannot afford or are unwilling to pay for originator biologics. The
“biosimilar” version of Enbrel (etanercept) is marketed as Yisaipu in China and manufactured by
Shanghai CP Guojian (CPG). Like Enbrel, Yisaipu is used to treat the same indications; however,
it is sold at a 40% discount compared with the originator product in China. In any province in
China, regardless of how follow-on biologics are priced, they are bound to be at least 25% cheaper
than originator products. Thirdly, a window of opportunity has been inadvertently created by
today’s biosimilar leaders. As the first wave of biologic originators did not file or adequately protect
its IP in China during the 1990s (nor did it actively seek to influence the regulatory environment
to register products there quickly), a number of domestic players took advantage of this window
of opportunity. Several players have successfully achieved clinical approval for their biosimilar
version of the products under the regulatory pathway for novel biologics.
Domestic biosimilars have been marketed in China for 20 years. The high number and increasingly
wide range of local offerings have left little space for new entrants. Due to the relatively low entry
9

http://www.biopharmadive.com/news/biosimilars-in-china-the-coming-revolution/324525/
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barriers and waves of investments, there are now over 100 biologics (excluding blood-derived
products, whole bacterial products and vaccines) in China. Most biologics manufactured by
domestic players are first generation biosimilars including rhEPO, rhIFN, rhInsulin, rhIL-2,
rhGCSF, rhGM-CSF, and rhGH (see Table-4) suggesting innovative MNCs with a complex
biosimilar portfolio might have a competitive advantage. However, with thousands of highly
skilled overseas-educated talent returning to the homeland every year and biomedicine being
listed as one of the country’s seven ‘key strategic industries for development’ in China’s 12 FiveYear Plan, the technical and investment gap of biosimilar development between MNCs and local
players is narrowing. According to industry experts, in the next four to five years, following the
patent expiration of originator biologics, a handful of second generation biosimilars such as longacting recombinants and mAb will be marketed in China and manufactured in high quality and
volume. For example, Shanghai-based CP Guojian has several monoclonal antibodies, (mAbs)
which have been approved by the State Food and Drug Administration (SFDA; now called China
FDA) or are in late-stage clinical development.

the average discount is 23 % in Europe, 20 % in the US and 30 % in Japan. Optimization of
clinical development and increasing manufacturing scale are projected to maintain the low-cost
advantages of domestic players in the near to mid-term future.

Currently no specific biosimilar approval process exists in the country making the registration
process highly lengthy and costly. The Chinese Revised Provisions for Drug Registrations require
biosimilars to be treated as new drugs. Typically, four phases of clinical trials are required for
biologic drugs even if the innovator brand is marketed in China. The entire registration process
typically takes six years or longer when accounting for both clinical trial application/new drug
indication (CTA/IND) and new drug approval (NDA) time. With the implementation of draft
guidelines which were recently introduced in October 2014 (implementation expected in 2015),
the Chinese regulators would call for comparability studies to proceed through various stages.
If there are not much differences between the biosimilar and reference drugs, the regulators
may exempt some comparability tests. While for cases with uncertainty factors regarding
comparability of the biosimilar and reference a case by case evaluation may be conducted and
certain methodologies may need to be developed or designed to establish comparability. However
wherever similarity can be established by pharmacological comparative trials or non-clinical trials,
CFDA would consider the pharmacological evaluations for comparison and approval. Henceacase
by case approach similar to EU seems be in play here10.

BIOSIMILAR APPROVAL PATHWAY- US, EUROPE, CHINA

Unlike other emerging markets such as Brazil, which are starting to follow World Health
Organization (WHO) or EU guidelines on biosimilars, China was not showing fast pace action
in establishing and implementing a regulatory pathway although the draft guidelines have been
very recently released. Local manufacturers also benefit from low development costs as well as
government support. The average discount for the leading biosimilars in China is 60 %, while

If we more specifically concentrate on Hong Kong: one of two Special Administrative Regions
(SAR) of the People’s Republic of China. Biosimilars like elsewhere in the world are also a topic
of discussion. In comparison with chemical drugs that have been administered for years, the
efficacy and safety of bio the Hong Kong government. The biotechnology industry in Hong Kong
is an emerging sector with steady growth. The development of biotechnology evolves gradually
to the present shape as led by a matrix of factors including the territory’s research and technology
prowess, market forces and source of capitals. In 2007, it was estimated that Hong Kong has
approximately 250-300 biotech-related companies, comprising of mainly healthcare-related
companies with business on pharmaceuticals, medicinal or healthcare products of traditional
Chinese medicine origin, and medical devices and diagnostics.4

With the passage of the Biosimilar Price Competition and Innovation Act (BPCIA) (The Biologics
Price Competition and Innovation Act of 2009 (BPCI Act) was originally sponsored and
introduced on June 26, 2007 by Senator Edward Kennedy (D-MA). It was formally passed under
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPAC Act), signed into law by President Barack
Obama on March 23, 2010) ), the U.S. created new pathways for development and approval of
biosimilar and interchangeable products (Section 351(k) of the Public Health Service (PHS) Act
(42 U.S.C. 262)), in the hopes of creating a low-cost alternative to expensive, innovator-marketed
biologics whose patent terms were expiring or have already expired. The origin of the BPCIA had
its roots in the Drug Price Competition and Patent Restoration Act of 1984, which has provided
low-cost generic alternatives to prescription brand-name drugs for decades.
However, despite the availability of guidance, no biosimilars have been approved by the FDA to date.
The primary reason is that the additional work required to demonstrate similarity of the efficacy
and safety to the original biologic is sufficiently burdensome to make approval via the original
approval pathway for biologics (351(a)) equally attractive to manufacturers. Also, by choosing the
351(a) Biologic License Application, BLA innovator biologic pathway, the company is entitled to
a 12-year marketing exclusivity period associated with this development pathway versus as little as
12 months of marketing exclusivity if it was approved as a biosimilar (351(a)(6)).
On May 13, 2014 the U.S. Food & Drug Administration (“USFDA”) issued a draft guidance

10

China’s draft biosimilar guideline mirrors EU, US in more general ways By Zachary Brennan+, 12-Nov-2014
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intended to assist sponsors of biological products with the design and use of clinical pharmacology
studies to support a showing that a proposed therapeutic biological product is “biosimilar” to its
reference product under the Biologics Price Competition and Innovation Act of 2009 (“BPCI
Act”). The guidance specifically relates to therapeutic biologic products for which pharmacokinetic
(PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD) data are required as part of a “stepwise” approach to developing
the data and information needed to demonstrate biosimilarity. As the most detailed guidance
yet on evidence needed to establish biosimilarity, the guidance adds further clarity to the cost of
bringing a biosimilar to market. Notably, the guidance introduces the Agency’s expectations for
bridging data from products marketed outside of the U.S. and lays out key topics about which
sponsors should meet with FDA early on in the biosimilar development process. The guidance
also introduces four categories of similarity—not similar, similar, highly similar, and highly similar
with fingerprint-like similarity—that will affect the extent to which further study is needed to
establish requisite biosimilarity for approval.

for the immunogenicity assessment of a biosimilar protein drug. This Guideline is of interest to
biosimilar manufacturers that intend to submit an application for marketing authorization. As
an initial step, the EMA released a draft concept paper in March 2014, which had a deadline
for comments on June 30, 2014. The concept paper is a precursor to the release of draft revised
guideline that would eventually update the current Guideline that has been in effect since
2008. A primary goal of the eventual revisions is to define more specifically the requirements
of immunogenicity assays. The concept paper states that EMA feels that many past marketing
authorizations lacked a clear strategy to approach immunogenicity. The EMA intends to further
address the following topics:

As on July 24, 2014, Novartis has become the first company to submit a bio-similar application
to USFDA for Amgen’s Neupogen. Novartis’ version is on the market as Zarzio in the more than
40 countries that have already codified biosimilar regulations, and the company’s Sandoz generics
unit touts it as the top-selling copy of Amgen’s drug around the world. Sandoz holds a more than
50% share of the world biosimilars market, according to the company, and now it’s poised to
crack the giant in waiting that is the U.S.
The EMA has developed market authorization processes for the special needs of the biosimilar
market since 2005. The Committee for Medicinal Products for Human Use (CHMP) is the
EMA’s equivalent of FDA’s CDER and set forth the concept of a “comprehensive comparability
exercise” in the original Guideline On Similar Biological Medicinal Products in 200512 Emphasis
is proving biosimilarity to original reference product. The EMA approved its first biosimilar in
2006. In June 2010, a biosimilar version of Amgen’s Neupogen was approved. The exclusivity
period in Europe is the same for both biologics and chemical drugs: 10 years. Europe also requires
follow-on biologics to adhere to the same post-marketing adverse-event vigilance and reporting
requirements as the pioneer. The CHMP has published over half-a-dozen “guidelines” related to
biosimilar products, including guidelines on specific classes of biological products such as insulin
and somatropin, as well as draft guidelines on monoclonal antibodies and a “concept paper”
on low-molecular weight heparins. A complete assessment of these guidelines documents are

•

More specific guidance for the presentation of immunogenicity data;

•

Requirements of data on antibody assays;

•

Role of in vitro and in vivo non-clinical studies;

•

Risk-based approach to immunogenicity;

•

Clinical data to study the correlations of the induced antibodies to allergic and anaphylactic/
anaphylactoid reactions, delayed immunological reactions, pharmacokinetics, lack of
efficacy;

•

Comparative immunogenicity studies; and

•

Post-licensing immunological studies.

Some of the products approved in Europe so far are listed below in Table 3.

beyond the scope of this article, but for now we can say that, at a minimum, pharmacokinetic
and pharamacodynamic (PK/PD) studies would be required to establish sufficient similarity. The
European Medicines Agency, EMA intends to revise a Guideline that provides recommendations
12

CHMP/437/04 London, 30 October 2005
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Table-3
Products

Active substances

Therapeutic areas

Authorization dates

Manufacturer/Pharma

Abasria

insulin
glargine

Diabetes

CHMP positive
opinion
26 June 2014

Eli Lilly/Boehringer
Ingelheim

Abseamed

epoetin alfa

Anaemia
Cancer
Chronic kidney failure

28 August 2007

Medice Arzneimittel
Pütter

Bemfola

follitropin alfa

Anovulation (IVF)

CHMP positive opinion 23
January 2014

Finox Biotech

Binocrit

epoetin alfa

Anaemia
Chronic kidney failure

28 August 2007

Sandoz

Biograstim

filgrastim

15 September 2008

CT Arzneimittel

Epoetin alfa Hexal

epoetin alfa

Cancer
Haematopoietic stem cell
transplantation
Neutropenia
Anaemia
Cancer
Chronic kidney failure

28 August 2007

Hexal

Filgrastim Hexal

filgrastim

Cancer
Haematopoietic stem cell
transplantation
Neutropenia

6 February 2009

Hexal

epoetin zeta

Anaemia
Autologous blood transfusion
Cancer
Chronic kidney failure
Anaemia
Autologous blood transfusion
Cancer
Chronic kidney failure
Growth hormone deficiency

18 December 2007

Hospira

Silapo

epoetin zeta

18 Dec 2007

STADA R & D

Somatropin Biopartners

somatropin

5 August 2013

BioPartners

Tevagrastim

filgrastim

Cancer
Haematopoietic stem cell
transplantation
Neutropenia

15 September 2008

Teva Generics

Valtropin

somatropin

Pituitary dwarfism
Turner syndrome

24 April 2006
Withdrawn on 10 May
2012

BioPartners

Zarzio

filgrastim

Cancer
Haematopoietic stem cell
transplantation
Neutropenia

6 Februbary 2009

Sandoz

Source: EMA and Gabionline

Filgrastim ratiopharm

filgrastim

Cancer
Haematopoietic stem cell
transplantation
Neutropenia

15 September 2008
Withdrawn on 20 April
2011

Ratiopharm

Grastofil

filgrastim

Neutropenia

18 October 2013

Apotex

Inflectra

infliximab

Ankylosing spondylitis
Crohn’s disease
Psoriatic arthritis
Psoriasis
Rheumatoid arthritis
Ulcerative colitis

10 September 2013

Hospira

Nivestim

filgrastim

Cancer
Haematopoietic stem cell
transplantation
Neutropenia

8 June 2010

Hospira

Omnitrope

somatropin

Pituitary dwarfism
Prader-Willi syndrome
Turner syndrome

12 April 2006

Sandoz

Ovaleap

follitropin alfa

Anovulation (IVF)

27 September 2013

Teva Pharma

Ratiograstim

filgrastim

Cancer
Haematopoietic stem cell
transplantation
Neutropenia

15 September 2008

Ratiopharm

Remsima

infliximab

Ankylosing spondylitis
Crohn’s disease
Psoriatic arthritis
Psoriasis
Rheumatoid arthritis
Ulcerative colitis

10 September 2013

Celltrion
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Retacrit

The landmark approval in Europe happened in 2013 when the European commission gave final
marketing approval to the first generic versions of monoclonal antibody drug infliximab (Johnson
& Johnson’s Remicade).
Hence as discussed above current regulations in the EU and U.S. require a biosimilar to have
the same amino acid sequence as the innovator biologic, and glycosylation patterns and other
structural features that are highly similar, so that the two products closely match in terms of
efficacy and safety. The first step in developing a biosimilar involves rigorous analyses of the
innovator product to identify its amino acid structure, define the range of its structural variations,
and determine which variations could affect efficacy and safety. Those results provide road maps
that guide the design and manufacture of a biologic that closely matches the original.
Although China has many home-grown biosimilar products currently in market, experts opine
that products marketed in China that might be perceived as biosimilars were not developed with
such rigorous upfront analyses, this presumption may be primarily based on the ground fact that
China does not have an established biosimilar pathway yet (the recently released draft guidance
would be implemented in 2015). Currently these molecules are regulated as new biologics with
clinical trials requirements and do not require non-innovative biologics to prove equivalence in
efficacy, quality, and safety through systematic comparison with the originator. CFDA (Chinese
regulatory body) admits unavailability of technical requirements and quality control rules written
specifically for biosimilars. Further China does not clearly grant data exclusivity protection for
biologics, though six years are granted for new chemical entities. It is unclear whether this includes
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biologics and, if so, whether it can be effectively enforced. China’s current patent protection scope
is narrower than global standards. To be patentable, a biologic molecule patent claim is typically
a specific sequence or a series of sequences. Therefore, a biosimilars manufacturer can change
the protein sequence slightly to create a molecule that avoids incurring infringement liability, a
situation that is avoided elsewhere by recognizing that biologic molecules that have only minimal
conservative substitutions in the sequence cannot be patented by non-innovator firms. However
in China for example, three similar molecule patents from different biologics manufacturers coexist for Rituximab, which was originally developed by Biogen Idec/Roche.

Table-4

China’s CFDA has however time and again issued statements that it has begun to draft guidelines
for biosimilar drugs calling upon scientists and entrepreneurs to actively participate in the process.
Weihong Chang, CFDA biological products division Vice Director, said that four working teams
are being established to encompass policy, quality control, pre-clinical research, and clinical
research. An additional consultation team comprising scientists, researchers, and entrepreneurs
from overseas and domestic companies is also in formation. Specifically, the Center of Drug
Evaluation (CDE), which is the registration arm of the Chinese Food and Drug Administration
(CFDA), expects the guidelines to “fill in” regulatory blanks as well as raise industry standards for
biosimilars. Finally this has now become a reality with the release of draft guidelines in October
2014.
While biosimilar regulations are being discussed, the two dozen Chinese companies working on
mAb biosimilars and their international counterparts planning for China market entry are moving
through the process via the standard biologics registration pathways. Although the guidelines have
not yet been implemented, the issue of naming of biosimilars is already the subject of a great deal
of discussion in China. Several Chinese biopharmaceutical companies are pushing the CDE to
adopt the European Medicines Agency’s regulations on naming, namely, that biosimilars share the
same international nonproprietary name (INN) as the reference drug and have a unique name for
the active substance to be used in conjunction with the company name. With respect to clinical
trials, many Chinese biopharmaceutical companies appear to be in agreement that biosimilar
clinical trials should focus on the “similarity” of the biosimilar with the reference drug.
The status of several biosimilar drugs in China13 is provided below in Table 4.

13

https://bricwallblog.wordpress.com/tag/biosimilar/
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Product

Approval status

Interferon

several products approved

Insulin

several products approved

Erythropoietin

several products approved

Interleukin 2 (IL2)

several products approved

G-CSF

several products approved

Etanercept (Enbrel®)

At least eight companies have applications pending; at least three
products from domestic companies are approved

Infliximab (Remicade®)

At least two companies have applications pending

Adalimumab (Humira®)

At least nine companies have applications pending; at least one product
is approved.

Bevacizumab (Avastin®)

At least six companies have applications pending; at least two products
are approved

Trastuzumab (Herceptin®)

At least seven companies have applications pending; at least one product
is approved

Rituximab (Rituxan®)

At least eight companies have applications pending

Cetuximab (Erbitux®)

At least three companies have applications pending

Nimotuzumab

At least one company has an application pending

Investigators have strong incentives to participate in research, but there are long IND lead times.
IND approval currently takes from 15 to 18 months. Sponsors can reduce delays by taking
advantage of pre-IND consultations when possible and filing near-final protocols. Sponsors
should plan two to three months for careful dossier preparation, including preparation for a quick
and accurate response to queries which usually come about five months after submission. Using
manufacturing sites in China also speeds timelines, and if sponsors plan to market in China,
the product must be manufactured in China. Full disclosure of product and study information
is required, and China requires sponsors to submit the investigational product to government
laboratories for quality testing before study approval. China does not allow import or export of
biological samples; all laboratory work must be done locally.
However the new draft guidelines of October 2014 cast a ray of hope in China. The draft
biosimilar guidelines that the CFDA put forward consists of 10 separate parts including
definitions, application range , comparative methodologies with reference drugs, basic principles
for R&D and evaluation of biosimilars, outlines of how it will look at pharmaceutical research
and evaluation as well as sections on non-clinical studies and evaluation, clinical studies and
evaluation, specifications, pharmacovigilance and terminology14. This document, titled Draft
14

http://www.bioworld.com/content/china-issues-long-awaited-biosimilars-guidelines-draft-could-become-top-market-0
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Technical Guideline for the Research, Development and Evaluation of Biosimilars (“the Draft
Guideline”), is open for public comment.

Establishing Bio-Similarity –A Comparative Study
Table-5
On Feb. 9, 2012, the FDA released three draft guidance documents on the pathway for biosimilar development based on the framework set out by the BPCI Act
and on feedback received in 2010 at public meetings. The FDA emphasized that it
“intends to consider the totality of the evidence” and use a “stepwise approach” to
determine the safety, efficacy, purity and potency of each proposed biosimilar-“A
stepwise approach to demonstrating Biosimilarity, which can include a comparison
of the proposed product and the reference product with respect to structure, function, animal toxicity, human pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD),
clinical immunogenicity, and clinical safety and effectiveness Guidance “Scientific
Considerations” at 2.
“A stepwise approach should be undertaken to justify any differences in the quality
attributes of the similar biological medicinal product versus the reference medicinal
product in order to make a satisfactory justification of the potential implications
with regard to the safety and efficacy of the product.” CHMP/BWP/49348/2005
at 5.

So far there was no clear regulatory guideline to define bio-similar approval,
however the recently issued draft guidance( October 2014) seems to indicate that
China may mandate that the amino acid sequence of the biosimilar be exactly
same as reference. Further wherever a biosimilar is made using vectors, hosts or
expressions systems which are different from reference, China may call for a full
or complete validation. Non-clinical comparability tests are mandated wherever
cell matrix and impurities are different from reference PKPD and immunogenicity
testing may be mandated.
The Guidance sets forth- (i) the comparison principle: comparative safety, effectiveness and quality data will be necessary to support the similarity to the reference
product; (ii) the stepwise approach principle: biosimilarity must be demonstrated
in a stepwise approach to justify exemption or simplification of a comprehensive
comparative study; (iii) the consistency principle: consistency is required for samples used in and methodology applied to a comparative study; and (iv) the biosimilarity evaluation principle: biosimilarity will be evaluated based on comparison of
pharmacology, pre-clinical and clinical data. Biosimilarity may be proven through
(a) analytical studies that demonstrate similarity in features such as physical and
chemical properties, bioactivity, and purity as compared to the reference product,
(b) animal studies, including PK/PD (pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic) studies
and toxicological assessment, and (c) clinical studies in human subjects15

INN for bio-similars–A Comparative Study
Table-6
Naming was not addressed in the Biologics Price Competition and Innovation
Act (BPCIA), meaning the law does not require biosimilars to have a new name.
Congress intentionally did not require biosimilars to have a new name, given that
this issue was discussed when the legislation was being written. Biosimilar nomenclature should be established by the U.S. Pharmacopeial Convention (USP)
and United States Adopted Names (USAN) just as it is for all drugs and biologics.
Naming should be based on firm scientific principles – the same principles that
apply to pharmaceuticals on the market today. For the vast majority of medicines
the USAN matches the INN

EU members strongly support the idea of biosimilars closely aligned with reference products. According to recently published summary notes from an October
meeting of the European Commission’s pharmaceutical committee, the majority
of EU member states said that biosimilars should have the same international
non-proprietary name (INN) as the related innovator biologic. FirstWord’s recent
poll of 126 physicians based in the EU revealed that less than half of respondents
believe biosimilar and originator products should share a common INN (and a
third of all respondents stipulated that certain criteria needed to be met for usage
of a shared INN to be suitable).

Although the guidelines have not yet been implemented, the issue of naming of
biosimilars is already the subject of a great deal of discussion in China. Several
Chinese biopharmaceutical companies are pushing the CDE to adopt the
European Medicines Agency’s regulations on naming, namely, that biosimilars
share the same international nonproprietary name (INN) as the reference drug
and have a unique name for the active substance to be used in conjunction with
the company name.

http://www.ropesgray.com/news-and-insights/Insights/2014/November/China-Solicits-Comments-on-Biosimilars-Guideline.
aspx
15
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Reference product–A Comparative Study

Exclusivity Period–A Comparative Study

Table-7

Table-8
To obtain licensure of a proposed product under section 351(k) of the PHS Act,
a sponsor must demonstrate that the proposed product is biosimilar to a single
reference product that previously has been licensed by FDA.
• A sponsor needs to provide information to demonstrate biosimilarity based on
data directly comparing the proposed product with the reference product.
• Under certain circumstances, a sponsor may seek to use data derived from
animal or clinical studies comparing a proposed product with a non-U.S.licensed product to address, in part, the requirements under section 351(k)(2)
(A) of the PHS Act.

A section (k) application may not be filed until 4 years after reference product
approval. A Biosimilar may not be approved until 12 years after reference product approval. 42 USC 262(k)(7).

The chosen reference medicinal product must be a medicinal product authorised
in the Community, on the basis of a complete dossier in accordance with the
provisions of Article 8 of Directive 2001/83/EC, as amended.
• The chosen reference medicinal product, defined on the basis of its marketing
authorisation in the Community, should be used throughout t he comparability program for quality, safety and efficacy studies during the development of a
similar biological medicinal product in order to allow the generation of coherent
data and conclusions.

“8+2+1.” A Biosimilar application may not be filed until 8 years after the reference approval. A Biosimilar may not be approved until 10 years after reference
approval. The market exclusivity may be extended by an additional year if the reference product sponsor obtains approval for a second significant new indication
during the data exclusivity period.

Current- Mandatory: Phase I-III studies for copy biologics with a reference
product not marketed in China.
Phase III studies for copy biologics with a reference product marketed in China.
Proposed- It appears that China may adopt a EU like approach. So far there
was no clear regulatory guideline to define bio-similar approval, however the
recently issued draft guidance( October 2014) seems to indicate that China may
mandate that the amino acid sequence of the biosimilar be exactly same as reference. Further wherever a biosimilar is made using vectors, hosts or expressions
systems which are different from reference, China may call for a full or complete
validation. Non-clinical comparability tests are mandated wherever cell matrix
and impurities are different from reference PKPD and immunogenicity testing
may be mandated.
The guidelines also define reference drugs as “the original products that have
been approved by the CFDA and were used in the comparative studies with the
biosimilars during their development, including the active ingredients used for
the production or extracted from the finished products.”The guidelines require
that the reference drugs be registered in China and that they have proven safety
and efficiency track records. If the reference drug is not commercially available in
China, the CDE suggests companies adopt other appropriate methods to obtain
the originator drugs.The guidelines also make it clear that companies cannot use
an approved biosimilar as the reference drug for a new product.

China does not clearly grant data exclusivity protection for biologics, though it
is six years for new chemical entities, it is unclear whether this includes biologics
and, if so, whether it can be effectively enforced. It is not entirely clear whether
draft guidance has established any clear picture on this, but an 8 year figure
seems likely. HKAPI members are supporting the principle to make sure the
reference product must have been registered in Hong Kong for over 8 years
before an applicant can submit its biosimilar product to the Drug Office for
registration approval16

http://www.hkapi.hk/images/newsletter/HKAPI%20response%20to%20biosimilar%20guidelines%20(web)_14102014_161606.pdf
16
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CONCLUSIONS
The biosimilar market will see an uprising following the expiry of multiple patents within the
next few years. Companies in Asia, more specifically China/Hong Kong have scientific expertise
and successful business models to enable entry into this multi-billion dollar market. Chinese
companies have huge domestic markets and low cost manufacturing models, unlike some of their
other Asian counterparts which are given government support for development of biosimilars.
Unlocking the potential of biosimilars will require a focused strategy along the whole value
chain, from optimizing the clinical development program through developing the most suitable
strategy for commercialization. In recent past there has been a push in China to invest in
biologics manufacturing facilities (with financing from venture capitalists) and to develop skilled
professionals who are knowledgeable about the development and manufacturing of biologicals.
Henlius Biotech Company in Shanghai and Innovent Biologics in Jiangsu are already on this
path. Innovent on its website states in an August posting “China will at some point become a
competitive force in the manufacturing of biological drugs for worldwide sale. At present, no
biological products made in China have been approved for sale outside that country, in part
because no manufacturing facilities there have been capable of meeting the rigorous quality
standards set by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the European Medicines
Agency (EMEA). Innovent Biologics, Inc. (Innovent) intends to be Chinas first manufacturer of
urer of t mbiologicals, and the firm is already well on its way to achieving that vision. The start-up
founded in May 2011 has completed construction on a facility of more than 1 million square feet
in Suzhou Industrial Park in Jiangsu, China, an eastern coastal province adjacent to Shanghai.
Beyond its physical scale, Innovent has powerful friends: the Chinese government is providing
financial and other support, as are top US-based investors including Fidelity Biosciences and Lilly
Asia Ventures. A year ago, antibody discovery specialist Adimab LLC agreed to give Innovent
preferred access, at deeply-discounted prices, to its highly regarded yeast-based discovery system”
It is evident that balancing the trade-off between in-house versus strategic alliances will be essential
for achieving cost efficiencies and speeding up time to market. It is also important for regulatory
bodies and governments to support the local market through enforcing stronger regulations
and incentives for future growth. The primary focus is on providing biosimilar supply to less
regulated markets to meet the high demand in countries such as Brazil, India, Russia and China,
and growing regions such as South East Asia. Since abbreviated approval pathways for biologic
products do not yet exist in these markets, or do exist but are without some of the strict regulatory
requirements associated with the US, EU and other more regulated markets, companies are able
to bring products to market at a much lower cost. Another strategy is for companies to compete
in the global biosimilars market to develop their products based on “western standards”. This
approach requires more investment from biosimilar developers since quality standards ranging
from manufacturing facility certification to clinical trial studies must be met. But many of the
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companies employing this strategy see multiple opportunities that will show a positive return on
investment.
Companies looking to take advantage of the biosimilars opportunity will need to be clear of
their strategic relevance within the organization, in terms of portfolio fit, financial feasibility and
synergies within the value chain, bearing in mind that this may be an established or emerging
markets play. A full understanding of the financial upsides and risks of the investment will
be critical, based on realistic scenarios of the size of the potential, the therapy areas where the
biological is expected to reach and whether strategic collaboration and alliances with partners
both for process development and market entry are required to access the necessary skills. An
effective market access road map will be vital for successful entry17.
Large biopharma companies will look towards the emerging markets in order to overcome clinical
and regulatory barriers. India and China represent large emerging markets, which provide an
opportunity to conduct post-marketing observational studies to identify potential risks associated
with biologicals, such as immunogenicity. Big pharma and other large companies may enter the
Asian market with joint ventures in order to leverage the local distribution network. They also need
to effectively plan costing and pricing strategies in countries such as India, where reimbursement
models are not accessible to the majority of patients18.
Finally, successful companies in the future biosimilars market will be those who can align
manufacturing, clinical evaluation, commercialization and regulatory guidelines in a single
strategic framework, and have not only local market dominance, but a significant global presence.
It is becoming increasingly likely that many companies from India, South Korea and China will
attempt to enter this market in the coming years. China’s growing biologics capabilities and much
of the current research and development in China is carried out in conjunction with international
firms. The technological gap in terms of the demands of developing high-end biologics gives
foreign pharma firms a definite bargaining chip to gain access to the burgeoning market, and
this trend is likely to continue19. Having a local partner helps to negotiate the difficult drug
registration process, which treats all biosimilars as novel biologics, requiring clinical trials and
taking around six years to get to the market. This may change, with the China Food and Drug
Administration promising biosimilars guidelines and consideration of data from foreign studies
being accepted in support of applications, but these changes could take years. Analysts have
http://www.imshealth.com/ims/Global/Content/Home%20Page%20Content/IMS%20News/Biosimilars_Whitepaper.
pdf
18
http://pharma.financialexpress.com/20120215/market04.shtml
19
http://www.ihs.com/products/global-insight/industry-economic-report.aspx?id=1065976377
17
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argued that partnerships between Chinese and foreign firms could in future lead to region/
country-specific products that take into account local pricing needs for emerging markets, despite
the danger of this undermining the premium charged by innovative firms for R&D and safety and
efficacy guarantees. In light of the recently issued draft guidance for biogeneric approval, how
China’s biosimilars market evolves over in future, and to what extent innovator companies can
position themselves profitably in what will be a competitive arena, is likely to have an influence
on development of the biosimilars opportunity in other emerging markets and globally.[Routing
through Hong Kong biotech companies?]
The Biosimilar draft of 2014 is likely to take its course in Hong Kong as well. Active comments
on the draft guidance are being received from Hong Kong Association of the Pharmaceutical
Industry. According to the Local Pharmacists Association in Hong Kong, public hospitals can
save HK$230 million a year if authorities introduce cheaper biosimilar medicines. This could
be accomplished by in-licensing and strategic alliances with already established China based
companies. Pharmacists have already urged the Hong Kong health department to set up relevant
system for registrations of biosimilars to enhance the process of introducing the new medicines,
the Hong Kong Economic Journal reported. Now with the introduction of biosimilar pathway
by 2015, both Hong Kong and China in general are expected to introduce numerous biosimilars
based on efficacy, safety, technology and cost considerations.
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Introduction
This chapter will conduct a comparative analysis of patenting biotech inventions in the U.S.,
Europe and China/Hong Kong, and provide clear directions for claim drafting to adequately
protect biotech related innovations in these markets. Rules and practice regarding patent eligibility,
utility, enablement, written description, novelty and inventive step will be reviewed in connection
with recent landmark decisions. Unique requirements, including requirement for disclosure of
the source of genetic resources in China, will be highlighted in this article. Also, main areas of
biotechnology inventions reviewed will include gene patenting, embryonic stem cells, transgenic
animals and animal varieties, transgenic plants and plant varieties.
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What are the main requirements for biotech patenting in the USA, Europe and
China/Hong Kong?
While patent laws may have different domestic requirements, they are in fact quite coherent in the
major countries which share identical or very similar criteria of patentability.
These criteria of patentability are as follows:
1.

Patent eligibility of subject matter;

2.

Utility requirement;

3.

Enablement and written description requirements;

4.

Novelty and inventive step.

statutes in China, US and Europe, respectively:
--

Chinese Patent Law (CPL) refers to the third amendment of the patent law of the
People’s Republic of China (PRC) which came into force on October 1, 2009;

--

US Code, Title 35 (35 USC) as published in May 2014;

--

European Patent Convention (EPC) refers to the EPC revision of November 29, 2000
which came into force on December 13, 2007.

PATENTABILITY CRITERIAS

CHINA

USA

EUROPE

Patent eligibility of subject matter

Article 5 CPL

35 USC 101

Article 52(2) EPC
Article 53 EPC

Utility/Industrial Applicability

Article 22.4 CPL

35 USC 101

Article 57 EPC

Novelty

Article 22.2 CPL

35 USC 102

Article 54 EPC

Inventive Step/ Nonobviousness

Article 22.3 CPL

35 USC 103

Article 56 EPC

Enablement/

Article 26.3 CPL

35 USC 112(a)

Article 83 EPC

Written description

Article 26.4 CPL

35 USC 112(a)

Article 84, 2nd sentence

35 USC 112(b)

Article 84, 1st sentence

or
definiteness of claims

>>

Patent eligibility of subject matter in the US

The US patent law clear defines in the Section 35 USC 101 that “Any new and useful process,
machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may
obtain a patent thereof.”
There are in fact two categories of patentable subject matter:

Comparative patent law sections are outlined in the following Table. These sections refer to

Clarity

1 - PATENT ELIGIBILITY OF SUBJECT MATTER

i.

a product, a machine, a device, a manufacture (e.g., manufactured product), or a
composition of matter (e.g., composition of two or more substances), and

ii.

a process which is defined by a series of steps.1

However, laws of nature, physical phenomena, scientific principles, abstract ideas, mathematical
algorithms and formulas per se have been recognized by case law as being judicial exceptions and
thus are not patentable as such in the US.2 Also, a new element discovered from the earth, such as
a new mineral or a new plant found in the wild is not patentable subject matter.3
Also, the Leahy-Smith AIA (America Invents Act) explicitly states in Section 33 that claims
directed to human organism are excluded as being non patent eligible.
To this regard, it is worth mentioning that two recent case laws changed the landscape of patent
eligible subject matter in biotechnology based inventions.
The first one is the recent Prometheus case4 wherein the US Supreme Court held that the
Prometheus patent directed to the relationships between the concentrations of certain metabolites
in the blood and the likelihood that a dosage of thiopurine drug that has been administered to
patients with gastrointestinal disorders will prove ineffective or cause harm was not patent eligible
as the relationships related to laws of nature, and thus the patent was held invalid.
Secondly, in the Myriad case5, the court held that isolated DNA was not patent eligible because
it was a product of nature.
The outcome of these cases is that:

MPEP 2106
Diehr, 450 U.S. 175, 188-89, 209 USPQ 1, 9 (1981)
Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303, 309, 206 USPQ 193, 197 (1980)
4
Mayo Collaborative Services v. Prometheus Laboratories Inc., 132 S.Ct. 1289, 2012
5
Ass’n for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, Inc.WL 1500104 (C.A.Fed. (2011)

1
2

3
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>>

the recent Supreme Court decisions, and the PTO’s guidance based on them, have
rewritten the fate for biotechnology US patents;

>>

New strategies in claim drafting would need to be adopted - In claims directed
to isolated molecules, or methods that fall closely within the boundary of laws
of nature, patent applicants now must change the molecule or add ‘‘something
more’’ to a simple description of the molecule or method.

It is important to roadmap the changing definition of patent eligible subject matter in the US
from the beginning to the present for a quick understanding:

Patent eligibility of biotech inventions in the US: a roadmap
The beginning - Supreme Court’s decision in Diamond v.

The USPTO granted patents that very broadly covered inventions

Chakrabarty

resulting from the explosion in biotechnological research in the

Considering all that drama in the US, the Chinese and European patent eligibility criteria seem
to be straight-forward and very similar.
>>

Patent eligibility of subject matter in China and Hong Kong

In China and Hong Kong, “any inventions which are contrary to the laws or social morality or
which is detrimental to public interest” are excluded according to Article 5 of the Chinese Patent
Law (third amendment in force as of October 1, 2009). Therefore, parts of the human body at the
various stages of development, including the human embryonic stem cells, are explicitly excluded
from patentability6.
Scientific discoveries, methods for diagnosis or treatment of diseases, and animal and plant
varieties are also not patent eligible according to Article 25 of the Chinese Patent Law.
>>

Patent eligibility of subject matter in Europe

1980s and 1990s.

USPTO’s 2001 Guidelines and In re Fisher

Short DNA fragments (so-called ESTs) did not pass muster under
35 U.S.C. § 101 because they lacked a specific and substantial

In Europe, patent eligibility is defined by two main articles; namely, Article 52(2) EPC and
Article 53 EPC. Article 52(2) EPC provides a non-exhaustive list of subject matter which lacks
technical character per se and thus is not considered as inventions.

utility.

Excluded subject matter includes, inter alia:
The 2012 Supreme Court decision in Prometheus case

The Court found that the correlation between 6-thioguanine
metabolite levels and the toxicity and efficacy of the 6-thioguanine

(a) discoveries, scientific theories, mathematical methods,

drug represented merely a law of nature, and that the remaining

(b) aesthetic creations,

steps, for example the administering of the drug and the adjusting

(c) schemes, rules, methods of performance of mental acts, playing games, methods of
doing business, and programs for computer.

of its dose, were known/routine in the art.

Myriad case

The Court overturned almost a century of patent law by holding
that isolated genomic DNA is not patent eligible subject matter

However, if such subject matter can be applied to solve a technical problem with at least partially
technical means, then the subject matter would be patentable7.

because it is a product of nature.

The final USPTO Guidance issued on March 4, 2014

These guidelines clarify how examiners should determine the

To be patentable, an invention must thus have technical character. This is actually one of the most
important criteria in European patent law.

patent eligibility of subject matter under Prometheus and Myriad
with respect to technologies not directly addressed by these cases.
The USPTO Guidance expands the holdings of Prometheus and
Myriad to any claim involving laws of nature, natural phenomena
and natural products.

In addition to the “technical character” requirement, the EPC defines in Article 53 EPC an
exhaustive list of items excluded from patentability, namely, (a) inventions which are contrary to
the “ordre public” (i.e., the protection for the public security and physical integrity of individuals
and of the society, as well as the protection of the environment) or the morality, (b) plant and
animal varieties or essentially biological processes for the production of plants or animals (except
6
7
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for microbiological processes which are not excluded), and (c) methods of treatment of the human
or animal body by surgery or therapy, diagnostic methods practiced on human or animal body.
Furthermore, Rule 28 EPC states that European patents may not be granted in respect of
biotechnological inventions which concern (a) processes for cloning human beings, (b) processes
for modifying the germ line genetic identity of human beings, and (c) uses of human embryos for
industrial or commercial purposes, and (d) processes for modifying the genetic identity of animals
which are likely to cause them suffering without any substantial medical benefit to man or animal,
as well as the animal resulting from this process.

Overview of excluded subject matter relevant to biotechnology in the US,
Europe and China
US PATENT LAW

EUROPEAN PATENT CONVENTION

CHINESE PATENT LAW

Section 101

Article 52(2)(a) Discoveries, scientific theories, and

Article

mathematical methods

discoveries

25(1)

Scientific

2 - UTILITY REQUIREMENT
One of the patentability requirements is that an invention be “useful” or “capable of industrial
application”, which is referred to as “practical applicability” in China, “industrial application” in
the EU, and “utility” in the US, respectively.
>>

As indicated above, in January 2001, the USPTO promulgated new Guidelines for the application
of the utility requirement to patent applications. According to these Guidelines, which are also
applicable to DNA related inventions, “a claimed invention must have a specific and substantial
utility. […] An invention has a well-established utility if (i) a person of ordinary skill in the
art would immediately appreciate why the invention is useful based on the characteristics of
the invention (e.g., properties or applications of a product or process), and (ii) the utility is
specific, substantial, and credible.” The utility threshold of gene-based inventions set by the U.S.
is relatively high, considering the “specific, substantial and credible” utility standard, as reflected
by In re Fisher8.

Abstract ideas, laws of nature and natural
phenomena

Genes which are not isolated and are within their

Utility requirement in the US

>>

Utility requirement in China and Hong Kong

Article 52(4) Methods for treatment of the human by
surgery or therapy and diagnostic methods practiced

Article 25(3) Methods for

on the human or animal body

diagnosis or for treatment

natural environment cannot be patented.

of diseases
Article 53(b) Plants or animal varieties or essential

Claims directed to or encompassing a human

biological processes for the production of plants and

organism are ineligible (Section 33(a) of the

animals

America Invents Act 2011).

The patent statute in the United States does not
expressly bar any specific subject matter from
patent protection, but rather defines positively
patentable inventions under 35 USC Section
101 as “any new and useful process, machine,

Article 25(4) Animal and
plant varieties

In China and Hong Kong, it is required that a gene “can be exploited industrially”. The practical
applicability requirement states that the subject matter of a patent application for invention must
be one which can be made or used in an industry. The expression “can be made or used” means that
it is possible for the technical solution of an invention to be made or used industrially. A technical
solution that satisfies the requirement of practical applicability shall not violate the laws of nature
and shall be reproducible. Lack of practical applicability because of not being able to be made or
used is owing to the inherent defect of the solution, and is irrelevant to the extent of disclosure
of the description. Examination practice regarding the requirement for industrial applicability of
conventional-type technology requires that at least one use be described in the specification as
filed. However, clear demonstration of the use is not necessary. Where there is a description in the
specification from which it is possible to presume or predict the use, practical applicability will
not be denied on examination. Therefore, there is a clear distinction between practical application
and disclosure requirement.

manufacture, or composition of matter, or any
new and useful improvement thereof.”

>>

Utility requirement in Europe

In recent EPO case law, a similar, narrow interpretation has been given to the industrial application
requirement of Article 57 EPC. In view of the recent decisions of the Board of Appeal of EPO
8
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and the national courts in the UK, especially the decision of the Supreme Court of United
Kingdom Human Genome Sciences Inc v Eli Lilly and Company9, the requirement for the industrial
applicability in this field is lower in Europe compared with that in the U.S. Industrial applicability
of a gene may be acknowledged based on functions predicted via sequence identity/homology
in Europe. However, the scope of protection for human gene based inventions could now be
limited to only the uses of the sequence that are indicated in the patent claim. This is the socalled doctrine of substance protection limited to function. This regulation affects a large variety
of biotechnological inventions, such as nucleic acids, primers, vectors, proteins, antibodies, and
transgenic cells and animals containing the aforementioned sequences.
However, the doctrine of substance protection limited to function for gene sequences is still under
dispute in other countries. The USPTO has rejected this rule in its 2001 Guideline and there is
no sign that other countries will adopt it.

short sequences although their utility is restricted to being that of a probe.
In re Fisher, the CAFC (Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit) affirmed the decision of the
Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences that denied a patent to five expressed sequence tags,
holding that in the absence of an identification of the function of the underlying genes, “the
claimed ESTs have not been researched and understood to the point of providing an immediate, welldefined, real world benefit to the public meriting the grant of a patent.” In its opinions, the CAFC
endorsed the 2001 PTO Utility Examination Guidelines, holding that Brenner v. Manson 10 applies
broadly to the fields of chemistry and biology and that the PTO had not applied a heightened
standard for utility of ESTs.
The way these specific sequences are handled in the US, Europe and China will provide an exact
idea on the utility requirements for such inventions. Refer to the table below:
USA

Overview of Utility requirement relevant to biotechnology in the US,
Europe and China
US PATENT LAW

EUROPEAN PATENT CONVENTION

CHINESE PATENT LAW

Utilizes Utility Standard

Employs Industrial Applicability

Employs Industrial Applicability

standard

standard

An invention should have substantial,

The EPC requires inventions to have an

Chinese patent law has a “practical

specific and practical utility, and bring a

industrial use rather than merely a general

application” clause which requires

particular benefit to society

use, which means that patentable inventions

invention to be made or used industrially,

must be made or used in industry. Scientific

solve a technical problem or achieve

achievement or research value does not

effective results

If an EST meets the statutory requirement on utility, novelty, non-obviousness and enablement, it is patentable.
Nevertheless, a mere assertion of the utility of an EST as a probe without further disclosure of its specific function is
considered not enough by USPTO to satisfy the utility and enablement requirements.

Europe

a patent for an EST, the only known function of the EST being its usefulness as a probe for screening libraries.

an

necessarily equate to industrial application

China

ESTs are not patentable per se but can be considered for patentability if the claims include or define the functions related
to those ESTs.

3 - ENABLEMENT (SUFFICIENCY OF DISCLOSURE) AND WRITTEN
DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS
>>

>>

There is currently no regulation under the EPC or any case law which a priori would prevent an applicant from obtaining

Enablement and written description in the US

Utility requirement applied to “Expressed Sequence Tags”
The US statute section 35 U.S.C. §112(a) states:

To understand the utility requirement better across three jurisdictions, the protection scope of the
gene sequence in the form of “Expressed Sequence Tag” claim may be analyzed in details.
Although the vast majority of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) and single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) may never prove to be important medically or agriculturally, some could
play an important role as probes in drug discovery, food production, or disease prevention and
management. Naturally, companies that identify these sequences are interested in patenting these
9

a.

10

IN GENERAL.—The specification shall contain a written description of the invention,
and of the manner and process of making and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact
terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most
nearly connected, to make and use the same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated
by the inventor or joint inventor of carrying out the invention.

Brenner v. Manson, 383 U.S. 519 (1966)

Human Genome Sciences Inc v Eli Lilly and Company UKSC 51 (2011)
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The first requirement of enablement means that the specification must enable a person of ordinary
skill in the art to reproduce the invention without undue experimentation.
The second requirement of written description means that the specification must show that the
applicant actually invented and had possession of the claimed subject matter. Also, the boundary
of the claimed invention must match the disclosure of the description.
The standard for determining whether the specification meets the enablement requirement was
cast in the Supreme Court decision of Mineral Separation v. Hyde11 (1916), which raised the
question: is the experimentation needed to practice the invention undue or unreasonable? That
standard is still the one to be applied. Accordingly, even though the statute does not use the
term “undue experimentation,” it has been interpreted to require that the claimed invention be
enabled so that any person skilled in the art can make and use the invention without undue
experimentation. Specifically, the test for compliance with the enablement requirement is whether
a person of ordinary skill in the art is required to engage in “undue experimentation” to make and
use the full scope of the claimed invention.
In re Wands12 provides several factors relevant to enablement: the quantity of experimentation
necessary; the amount of direction or guidance presented; the presence or absence of working
examples; the nature of the invention; the state of the prior art; the relative skills of those in
the art; the unpredictability of the art; and the breath of the claims. Fast developing genomic
technology generated a vast number of new possible gene sequences. In Amgen, Inc. v. Chugai
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.13, a claim in suit is a generic claim covering millions of possible DNA
sequences which are analogs of human erythropoietin (“EPO”). The Court held that “despite
extensive statements in the specification concerning all the analogs of the EPO gene that can be made,
there is little enabling disclosure of particular analogs and how to make them”.
Regents of the University of California v. Eli Lilly Co.14 was directed to a patent which claimed a
broad genus of cDNAs purporting to encode many different insulin molecules but the specification
only included a nucleotide sequence for a rat cDNA, and the Court held that the generic claim
language of “vertebrate insulin cDNA” or “mammalian insulin cDNA” failed to describe the
claimed genus because it did not distinguish the genus from other materials, except by function. A
sufficient description of a genus requires the disclosure of either a representative number of species
falling within the scope of the genus or structural features common to the members of the genus
so that one of skill in the art can visualize or recognize the members of the genus. Also, the Court
Mineral Separation v. Hyde v. Hyde, 242 U.S. 261 (1916)
In re Wands, 858 F.2d 731, 737, 8 USPQ2d 1400, 1404 (Fed. Cir. 1988)
Amgen, Inc. v. Chugai Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., 927 F.2d 1200 (Fed. Cir. 1991)
14
Regents of the University of California v. Eli Lilly Co., 119 F.3d 1559 (Fed. Cir. 1997)

explained that an adequate written description requires a precise definition, such as by structure,
formula, chemical name, physical properties or other properties, of the species falling within the
genus sufficient to distinguish the genus from other materials.
In Enzo Biochem v. Gen-Probe15, the same Court held that functional claim language can meet
the written description requirement when the art has established a correlation between structure
and function.
Recently in Ariad Pharmaceuticals v. Eli Lilly16, the written description requirement was clarified.
The method claims at issue are genus claims defined via function or desired result, e.g., reducing
NF-kB activity by reducing the binding of NF-!B-to-NF-!B !recognition sites. The specification
of the patent hypothesizes three classes of molecules potentially capable of reducing NF-!B !
activity: specific inhibitors, dominantly interfering molecules and decoy molecules. However,
the specification discloses no working or even prophetic examples of methods that reduce NF-!B !
activity, and no completed synthesis of any of the molecules prophesized to be capable of reducing
NF-!B a! ctivity. Therefore, the Court contended that the disclosure of the specification fails to
demonstrate that the inventors were in possession of the claimed invention as of the priority date
and thus the claims are invalid for lack of written description. Further, the Court confirmed that
35 U.S.C. §112(a) contains a written description requirement separate from enablement, and
stated that “requiring a written description of the invention plays a vital role in curtailing claims that
do not require undue experimentation to make and use, and thus satisfy enablement, but that have not
been invented, and thus cannot be described.”
>>

Enablement and written description in Europe

In Europe, the enablement requirement is called “sufficiency of description” requirement and is
laid down in Article 83 EPC which states that “The European patent application shall disclose the
invention in a manner sufficiently clear and complete for it to be carried out by a person skilled in
the art.” Therefore, the criteria are that a skilled person in the art must be able to reproduce the
invention at the date of filing (or of priority if any) in normal practice and without practicing
inventive skill.
The written description requirement is set forth in Article 84 EPC which states that “The claims
shall define the matter for which protection is sought. They shall be clear and concise and be supported
by the description.”

11
12
13
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Enzo Biochem v. Gen-Probe, 323 F.3d 9556 (Fed. Cir. 2002)
Ariad Pharmaceuticals v. Eli Lilly, 598 F.3d 1336 (Fed. Cir 2010)
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The question of written description is particularly strong in Europe, as the EPO requires the
claims to be explicitly supported by the description. In other words, the claims should be textually
(e.g. word by word) recited in the description.
EPO case law states that the enabling disclosure must be reproducible without undue burden17.
The determination that “undue experimentation” would have been needed to make and use the
claimed invention is not a single, simple factual determination. Rather, it is a conclusion reached
by weighing all the relevant factual considerations.
Technological unpredictability or experimental uncertainties in the patent application are
indeed an important consideration. In one EPO decision18, the invention concerned a method
for producing, by expression in eukaryotic cells, a truncated membrane-free derivative of a viral
polypeptide, which provided protection in an immunized subject against in vivo challenge by a
viral pathogen. Examples were only given of truncation of HSV glycoprotein gD. No general
technique allowing extrapolation of the results to any other glycoprotein from any other virus
were disclosed. The EPO technical board found that the skilled person, when trying to obtain the
same technical effect with a different glycoprotein, would have experienced lack of predictability,
which amounted to an undue burden.
In the mid-1990s, the House of Lords developed a test for analyzing claims in light of the
enablement requirement in Biogen Inc. v. Medeva19. In the Biogen case, sufficiency is determined
by applying the following standard: if the invention is a general principle, then disclosure of only
one or some embodiments representing the application of the principle suffices. If the invention
does not relate to a general principle, but only to discrete products or methods, then the written
description requirement is only fulfilled if all products or methods claimed are also described in
the application.
>>

“substitution, deletion or addition” and functions of the gene. Such a manner is permissible only
if the encoded protein with “substitution, deletion or addition” of one or several amino acids
(in other words, “derived protein”) is exemplified in the description and the description states
the technical means used for producing the derived protein and verifying its function. Also, a
gene encoding a protein may be defined via the combination of the expression “hybridize under
stringent conditions” and functions of the gene. Such a manner is permissible only if “stringent
conditions” are described in detail in the description; and the gene defined as such is exemplified
in the description.
In 2011, a recent decision of Beijing First Intermediate People’s Court No. 2259 addressed
the issue of sufficient disclosure in depth. The patent related to a tripeptidyl aminopeptidase
(TPAP), a DNA construct encoding the TPAP, a method of producing TPAP and methods of
reducing the TPAP production in cells in which TPAP activity is undesired. The application was
rejected on December 11, 2009 due to insufficient disclosure and the Applicant appealed to the
Patent Reexamination Board of SIPO. Unfortunately, the Board upheld the Rejection Decision.
The Applicant was not satisfied with Reexamination Decision and appealed to the Beijing First
Intermediate People’s Court.
The description disclosed the purification and characterization of Aspergillus niger TPAP, peptide
sequences thereof, and a 908bp DNA fragment amplified via PCR using primers designed
according to the N-terminal amino acid sequence of the Aspergillus niger TPAP.
The Court stated that the key step of the invention is to modify or invalidate the DNA sequence
required for the expression of TPAP or to introduce the antisense nucleic acid of the TPAP gene
into the cell, and therefore the essential issue is to determine whether the product obtained by
the technical solution of the present application, namely, the 908bp DNA fragment, is the DNA
sequence required for the expression of TPAP.

Enablement and written description in China and Hong Kong

The requirements for sufficient disclosure and support from the description are set forth in Article
26.3 and Article 26.4 of the Chinese Patent Law, respectively. The wording of these provisions
is similar to that of Articles 83 and 84 EPC. To fulfill the sufficient disclosure requirement, as
for the inventions relating to a gene or a protein, the description shall disclose the identification,
preparation and use and/or technical effect of the gene or protein.

Plaintiff stated that a person skilled in the art can reasonably expect that the 908bp fragment
amplified via PCR using primers designed according to the N-terminal amino acid sequence of
the Aspergillus niger TPAP is a part of TPAP gene. To further demonstrate that the fragment is
indeed a part of TPAP gene, the Plaintiff provided evidences, including the alignment result of
the 908bp fragment with the full-length sequence of the TPAP gene which was available after the
filing date of the present application as well as the alignment result of the polypeptide encoded by
the 908bp fragment with the peptide sequences disclosed in the description.

As per SIPO, a gene encoding a protein may be defined via the combination of the terms
T 727/95
T187/93
19
Biogen Inc v. Medeva Plc UKHL 18 (1996)
��
18
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also stated that the product encoded by the fragment only overlaps with a few peptide sequences
of TPAP which account for a very small proportion of the full amino acid sequence of TPAP.
Therefore, the Court concluded that a person skilled in the art cannot determine that the 908bp
fragment is a part of the TPAP coding sequence. Further, the Court explained that even if the
DNA sequence relevant to the expression of TPAP can be determined, a person skilled in the art
still needs inventive work to select the specific positions of the DNA sequence to be modified,
method of modification and candidate antisense nucleic acid(s) capable of invalidating the TPAP,
so as to reduce or eliminate the production of TPAP. Accordingly, the Court concluded that the
description does not fulfill the requirement for sufficient disclosure.

Quick Comparison of enablement/sufficiency of disclosure relevant to
biotechnology in the US, Europe and China/Hong Kong
US PATENT LAW

EUROPEAN PATENT CONVENTION

CHINESE PATENT LAW

35 U.S.C. § 112(a):

Article 83 EPC- “The European patent

Articles 26.3 and 26.4, Article 26.3 states:

“The specification shall contain a written

application must disclose the invention in

“The description shall set forth the

description of the invention, and of the

a manner sufficiently clear and complete

invention or utility model in a manner

manner and process of making and using it,

for it to be carried out by a person skilled

sufficiently clear and complete so as to

in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms

in the art.”

enable a person skilled in the relevant field

as to enable any person skilled in the art to

Article 84 EPC- “The claims shall define the

of technology art to carry it out

which it pertains, or with which it is mostly

matter for which protection is sought. They

connected, to make and use the same, and

shall be clear and concise and be supported

shall set forth the best mode contemplated

by the description.”

Prophetic examples and post-filing evidence

It is often the case that inventors have obtained preliminary results and are pressured by time
to file a patent application in a timely manner. In this case, it is very acceptable in the US and
in Europe to hypothesize on the functions and activity of chemical compounds or biologics by
including a description in the present tense as well as prophetic examples.
When any hypotheses are later confirmed by experimentations, the applicant can then amend the
claims to recite any of the confirmed activities/functions of the compounds if they have not done
so at the time of the filing.
Whether claimed at the time of filing or later on during prosecution, US and European Examiners
want to see the results corresponding to the prophetic examples, in which case post-filing evidences
in the form of publications, Declarations, or part of a response can be filed and will be accepted
by both the USPTO and EPO.
In China, however, no post-filing evidences can be filed to complement the description of the
patent application. Most of the time, the claims are limited to the Examples included in the
application at the time of filing.

4 - NOVELTY AND NONOBVIOUSNESS (INVENTIVE STEP)
>>

by the inventor or joint inventor of carrying

Novelty and Nonobviousness (inventive step) in the US

The novelty and inventive step requirements for biotechnology inventions are more harmonized
compared with the utility requirement, and the standard in the three jurisdictions are relatively
consistent.

out the invention.”
EPO case law states that the enabling
Enablement to be established by reduction

disclosure must be reproducible without

The disclosure requirement in patent law

to practice by a person of ordinary skill in

undue burden. According to the EPO case

includes two criteria---enablement and

the art without undue experimentation.

law, the sufficiency of disclosure requires

support. Enablement means “that the

In US, case law has made it clear that the

that the description shall describe in detail at

person skilled in the art can, in accordance

requirements for a “written description” and

least one way of carrying out the invention

with the contents of the description, carry

an “enabling disclosure” are separate.

claimed, but a detailed description of at

out the technical solution of the invention,

least one way of carrying out the invention

solve the technical problem, and achieve

does not automatically mean that the

the expected technical effects”.

application as filed is sufficiently disclosed

>>

In the U.S., anticipation or novelty of a gene, is generally based on whether the DNA sequence of
the gene sought for protection is available in the prior art, and even a slight difference in sequence
can avoid anticipation. In addition, a previously existing natural form with identical activity is
not considered anticipating.
Non-obviousness requirement is set forth in 35 U.S.C. §103. Even though obviousness is treated
as a question of law, the question of whether the claimed subject matter would have been obvious
includes factual findings as “relevant secondary considerations”.

in accordance with Art.83 EPC

In re Deuel20 involved an invention relating to isolated and purified DNA and cDNA molecules
20
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encoding heparin-binding growth factors that stimulate cell division. The Federal Circuit held that
a prior art disclosure of the amino acid sequence of a protein does not necessarily render particular
DNA molecules encoding the protein obvious because the redundancy of the genetic code permits
one to hypothesize an enormous number of DNA sequences coding for the protein.
In 2007, in KSR v. Teleflex21 the Supreme Court for the first time in a generation issued its first
opinion on non-obviousness requirement. Here it was held that “[t]he obviousness analysis cannot
be confined by a formalistic conception of the words teaching, suggestion, and motivation, or by
overemphasis on the importance of published articles and the explicit content of issued patents”, which
implied that the traditional “teaching, suggestion, and motivation” test (TSM) need to be applied
flexibly in determining nonobviousness.
In re Kubin22 further influenced the non-obviousness requirement for gene inventions after
the KSR decision. The case involved a Natural Killer Cell Activation Inducing Ligand (NAIL)
participating in the activation of Natural Killer cells that play a major role in fighting tumors
and viruses. Two prior art references were cited in prosecution: a laboratory manual which
provides detailed instructions on cloning materials and techniques for gene cloning (referred to
as “Sambrook”) and a U.S. patent which disclosed a receptor protein p38 and its role in Natural
Killer cell activation (referred to as “Valiante”). The Court affirmed that “[i]n light of the concrete,
specific teachings of Sambrook and Valiante, artisans in this field, as found by the Board in its expertise,
had every motivation to seek and every reasonable expectation of success in achieving the sequence of
the claimed invention. In that sense, the claimed invention was reasonably expected in light of the prior
art and ‘obvious to try.”
>>

Novelty and inventive step in Europe

In Europe, requirement for novelty is provided in Article 54 EPC, which adopts an “absolute
novelty” criterion. The main issue is the scope of prior art for evaluating the novelty of gene based
invention. Similar to the U.S., an isolated gene may be novel even if the structure is identical to
that of a natural gene.
In the “Colony-stimulating factor/Kirin-Amgen” decision23, it was held that an isolated
polypeptide hpG-CSF is novel over natural hpG-CSF which exists as a mixture of polypeptides.
The EPO technical Board also held that a genomic library does not destroy the novelty of a
DNA sequence contained therein24. In addition, a cDNA sequence is novel over a genomic DNA
KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex, Inc.,550 U.S. 398 (2007)
In Re Kubin, 561 F.3d 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2009)
���
T656/94
24
T301/87; T 412/93

sequence which includes not only introns but also exons.
The next step is to differentiate the claimed subject matter from a discovery, e.g., whether it is
necessary to define a naturally existing gene in a claim as an “isolated” one. To this regard, the
EPO technical Board held that the term “isolated” is not required in the claim since the wording
of the claim means that the DNA sequence is present in a physical embodiment that is an isolated
portion of a DNA chain25.
Further, it is required to ascertain whether it is sufficient for a claimed sequence to establish
novelty if the sequence is not substantially different from those available in the prior art.
To this regard, the EPO technical Board applied the continuously practiced “photographic
novelty” approach, which means that if sequences are different, there is novelty26. The argument
that “in view of the particular nature of the field, small differences in a sequence are not sufficient to
confer novelty” was not accepted by the Board as “it is well known that even a change in one amino
acid can dramatically change the properties of a protein molecule”.
In Europe, the requirement for inventive step is put forward in Article 56 EPC. As a matter of
principle, the EPO practices the “technical problem-and-solution” approach.
In such an approach, there are four main steps: (i) determining the closest prior art, (ii)
determining the differences between the prior art and claimed invention, (iii) establishing the
technical problem as solved by the different features, and (iv) determining whether or not the
claimed invention would have been obvious to a person skilled in the art starting from the closest
prior art and the technical problem to be solved.
“Reasonable expectation of success” test may also apply, the EPO technical Board evaluated
whether a method for increasing the milk production of a cow involved an inventive step27, and
appeared to adopt the reasoning in the U.S. case In re O’Farrell28, namely, whether the method
was suggested by the prior art with a reasonable expectation of success. The Board stated that
“the necessity of experimentally confirming a reasonably expected result does not render an invention
unobvious”.
It has long been established by the EPO Board that the disclosure of a protein renders obvious
the nucleic acid sequence encoding that protein, irrespective of whether the actual nucleic acid
T 128/92
T 886/91
T 249/88
���
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sequence has been disclosed. The same argument extends to the inventive step of nucleic acid
molecules encoding the same protein in different species.
Exceptions to this general rule do exist, for example, when it can be shown that the nucleic acid
sequence was particularly difficult to obtain and inventive skill was required in obtaining the
sequence. Moreover, if it can be shown that the nucleic acid has a surprising feature that could not
be predicted from the disclosure of the protein, and that the feature is in some way advantageous,
then such a nucleic acid sequence could be deemed inventive, despite the disclosure of the protein
sequence.
>>

Novelty and inventive step in China and Hong Kong

The novelty requirement is set forth in Article 22.2 of the Chinese Patent Law, which adopts an
“absolute novelty” standard. In practice, the novelty of a protein is assessed based on whether the
amino acid sequence of a protein is available in the prior art. Further, if a protein encoded by a
gene possesses novelty, the invention of the gene also possesses novelty.
For gene-based inventions, the novelty of a gene or a protein generally depends on whether the
sequence thereof is available in the prior art. And, according to current practice, the naturally
existing genes or those disclosed in genomic library without highlighting of their functions are
normally not considered as novelty destroying for a new isolated gene.
Inventive step of a gene or a protein would be evaluated under a specific scenario. In addition,
relevant secondary considerations, especially unexpected technical effects, may be taken when
assessing inventive step.
Inventiveness is defined in Article 22.3 of the Chinese Patent Law. In practice, a “technical
problem-and-solution” approach similar with that adopted by EPO is applied to determine
inventiveness. Factors such as solving long-felt but unsolved technical problem, overcoming a
technical prejudice, producing unexpected technical effects and achieving commercial success
are also relevant to the evaluation of inventiveness. It can be seen that these factors overlap with
the “secondary considerations” in the U.S. to some extent. The inventive step of gene patents is
addressed under the following three scenarios in the Guidelines for Patent Examination.
In a case where a protein is known but its amino acid sequence is not, an invention of a gene
encoding the protein does not involve an inventive step if a person skilled in the art can readily
determine the amino acid sequence at the time of filing. However if the amino acid sequence of a
protein is known, an invention of a gene encoding the protein does not involve an inventive step.
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Also, if a claimed gene is a naturally obtainable mutant of a known gene, is derived from the same
species, and has the same properties and functions as the known gene, then the claimed gene does
not involve an inventive step. But when the gene has unexpected technical effects compared with
the other genes encoding the same protein, the invention of said gene involves an inventive step.

5 - GENE PATENTING
Gene patenting in the US
Whether gene based inventions are patentable has been a subject of extensive debate for many
years. Gene patents have been criticized for reasons such as: genes are naturally occurring
phenomena and genetic information belongs to the public domain; gene patents hinder scientific
research, limit the availability of genetic testing, and discourage innovation. Arguments in favor
of gene patents include: gene patents provide an incentive for researchers to continue their work;
there are clear financial interests in gene patents.
The holding of Diamond v. Chakrabarty29 set out “the framework for deciding the patent eligibility
of isolated DNA moledules18” and genes have been deemed as patent eligible for around 30
years.
However, in the recent case Myriad30, the Federal Circuit also held that method claims relating to
comparing two gene sequences are contrary to Section 101 (and are thus excluded as being patent
ineligible) since they relate to abstract mental processes.
The Court confirmed that the fundamental essence of DNA is its information content. Court
wrote: “Myriad’s claims are simply not expressed in terms of chemical composition, nor do they rely in
any way on the chemical changes that result from the isolation of a particular section of DNA. Instead,
the claims understandably focus on the genetic information encoded in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes.
If the patents depended upon the creation of a unique molecule, then a would-be infringer could
arguably avoid at least Myriad’s patent claims on entire genes … by isolating a DNA sequence that
included both the BRCA1 or BRCA2 gene and one additional nucleotide pair. Such a molecule would
not be chemically identical to the molecule ‘invented’ by Myriad. But Myriad obviously would resist
that outcome because its claim is concerned primarily with the information contained in the genetic
sequence, not with the specific chemical composition of a particular molecule.”

29
30

Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303, 309, 206 USPQ 193, 197 (1980)
Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics USPTO 653 F.3d 1329, 1350 Fed.Cir. 2011
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However, further the decision on Prometheus31, the Supreme Court remanded the case to the 3rd
Federal Circuit to decide on the eligibility of isolated DNA claims The Supreme Court granted
a certiorari and then remanded the case to the Federal Circuit for consideration of the Court’s
recent holding in Bilski v. Kappos32. In that case, the Supreme Court held that the “machine
or transformation” test is merely an important consideration in the § 101 inquiry that is to be
used as a secondary tool only after assessing the claim in light of prior precedent. Even in light
of Bilski, the Federal Circuit again found Prometheus’s claim to be patent eligible because it did
“not encompass laws of nature or preempt natural correlations.” The Federal Circuit went into more
depth on the third step, the “mental step”, noting that “a subsequent mental step does not, by itself,
negate the transformative nature of prior steps.” Thus, when viewed in the proper context, the final
step of providing a warning based on the results of the prior steps does not detract from the
patentability of Prometheus’s claimed methods as a whole. Mayo again appealed to the Supreme
Court, which agreed to take the case. It was argued on December 7, 2011 and the Court handed
down a unanimous decision on March 20, 2012. The Supreme Court reversed the Federal Circuit
and basically reiterated the findings of the District Court.
In both Mayo and Myriad, the Supreme Court unanimously reaffirmed its longstanding
prohibitions against patenting natural laws and products of nature.
In Mayo, the Court was clear that characterizing a biological association as a process does not,
without adding a truly inventive step, convert the association into a patent eligible application of
a natural law.
In Myriad, the Supreme Court found that naturally occurring human DNA sequences are a product
of nature and thus are not patent eligible merely because it has been isolated, rendering patents
on human genes invalid. In contrast, artificially created DNA sequences, such as complementary
DNA (cDNA), are patent eligible because they are not naturally occurring.
When read together, these two cases have clarified the patent ineligibility of claimed associations
between genetic mutations and their relationships to medically relevant physical or physiologic
effects, whether testing is for diagnosis, identification of predisposition to disease, therapeutic
responsiveness, medicinal side effects, or tumor behavior.

genes which are derived from nature, splice variants, isoforms, polymorphic sequences (i.e., those
having same nucleotide sequences as original genes of nature) as well as genetically modified
sequences, mutated, partially deleted sequences, etc…
Provided that the patentability requirements are met, the EPO will grant a patent on a human
gene, corresponding cDNA and the respective encoded protein with full compound protection as
long as at least one credible utility of the protein has been correctly described or hypothesized in
the application as filed. Hence, in contrast to the United States, human genes are not considered
non-patent eligible subject matter.
The legal basis may be found in Rules 29(2) and (3) EPC:
Rule 29(2) EPC clearly states that biological materials originating from the human body may be
patented. The wordings of Rule 29(2) EPC are as follows “an element isolated from the human body
or otherwise produced by means of a technical process including the sequence or partial sequence of a
gene may constitute a patentable invention, even if the structure of that element is identical to that of
a natural element.”
Rule 29(3) EPC states that such sequences can be patented only if the application describes
“the function fulfilled by the sequence.” This requirement is similar to the EPC “industrial
applicability” requirement and the US “utility” requirement.
It is very common to claim a DNA sequence in claims via hybridization language and the
polypeptide encoded by the DNA sequence. In the case of “Alpha-interferon/BIOGEN”33, the
EPO Board of Appeal allowed a generic claim to a recombinant DNA molecule, and the DNA
sequence defined by hybridization language and encoded protein.
If hybridization languages are used in the claims then it is safer to also claim and describe
hybridization conditions. An exception was made by EPO in the case “Lav/Institut Pasteur”34,
where the EPO Board of Appeal held that claims do not have to recite specific hybridization
conditions if a person skilled in the art knows the conditions to be applied.
>>

>>

Gene patenting in China/Hong kong

Gene patenting in Europe
China also permits the patenting of human genes, under circumstances similar to the EPC. That

EPO positively acknowledge the patentability of human gene sequences. Those include human
31
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34
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is, the genes must be “isolated” and the patent application must teach how the genes are useful or
have “industrial applicability.”

the cells. The CAFC however then ruled that CW was not involved in work on human embryonic
stem cells and thus could not challenge the patent in court.

Therefore, while DNA fragments existing in nature are considered under CPL as scientific
discoveries, they are eligible for patenting in isolated form and it is necessary in practice to claim it
as “an isolated DNA sequence”35. Also, the description shall disclose the identification, preparation
and use and/or technical effect of the protein encoded by the claimed gene.

The patent which issued in 2006, involves creating an in vitro culture of human embryonic
stem cells. CW challenged it and two other WARF stem cell patents, but the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) upheld the patents in 2008. Last year, CW appealed to the Federal
Circuit Court, claiming that the isolation of these cells was an obvious, incremental step beyond
existing techniques. In a brief to the court, CW’s attorney also cited the Supreme Court’s June
2013 decision in the Myriad Genetics case that human genes are “products of nature” and cannot
be patented.

It is allowed in China to define the DNA sequence encoding a protein by the nucleotide sequence
and variants resulting from deletions, substitutions or additions, or via hybridization language but
under stringent conditions only. The hybridization conditions must then be expressly defined in
the description and exemplified.
Furthermore, the State Intellectual Property Office of China (SIPO), like the EPO, grants
patents on genetic tests, which the US Supreme Court made more difficult to patent in the
U.S. by its decision in Prometheus Laboratories, Inc. v. Mayo Collaborative Services36, holding that
the discovery of a correlation between a physical parameter (e.g., blood metabolite levels) and a
medical condition (e.g., a need for an increased or decreased dose of a drug) is not patent eligible
because it relates to a natural phenomenon
The US thus seems to stand alone in its interpretation of patentable subject matter as far as genes
and biotech inventions are concerned.

6 - EMBRYONIC STEM CELLS (ESC) PATENTING
>>

The appellate court did not address either of those issues. Instead, Circuit Judge Randall Rader
wrote in the decision that CW lacks the legal “standing” required to bring a case against WARF.
U.S. patent law does not contain morality requirements in either statute law or case law. There
was a period of time when courts and the patent office considered a morality element under the
utility requirement, but this is no longer the case, as courts have more recently held that the
morality issue should be left to Congress instead of the patent office to weigh. To date, Congress
has not introduced a comprehensive morality requirement for patents.
In contrast to the US, the legislatures of both China and the EPO are more morality minded when
it comes to patent law. Both have morality clauses in their laws, and even more detailed articles
concerning morally excluded categories in light of ambiguous definitions of morality and ordre
public. Because the definitions vary from country to country, the scope of the patent exclusion
clause in the Chinese and the European laws is slightly different.

ESC patenting in US
>>

Stem-cell science in the U.S. was curbed in 2001 when then President George W. Bush issued an
executive order limiting research to existing cell lines amid controversy over the destruction of
human embryos, even if they were never in a woman’s uterus. President Barack Obama reversed
that order in 2009.
Recently in June 2014, a US Court rejected an attempt to strike down a long-contested stem
cell patent held by the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF). The Santa Monica,
California–based Consumer Watchdog (CW) had hoped to invalidate the patent, which it says
puts a burden on California’s taxpayer-funded research by requiring licensing agreements to use
35
36

Section 9.1.1, Chapter 10, part II, SIPO Guidelines for Patent Examination 2010
Mayo Collaborative Services v. Prometheus Laboratories Inc., 132 S.Ct. 1289 (2012)
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ESC patenting in Europe

As indicated above under the section Patent Eligibility and under Rule 28(c) EPC, European
patents may not be granted in respect of biotechnological inventions which concern “uses of
human embryos for industrial or commercial purposes”.
However, embryonic stem cells are patentable in Europe for industrial, commercial purposes or for
research use. The application must, however, comprise at the date of the filing the description of at
least one method for preparing the embryonic stem cells which does not involve the destruction
of human embryos. If, however, the human embryonic stem cells could only be prepared, at the
date of the filing, by a method which necessarily involved the destruction of the human embryos
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from which they were derived, then they are excluded from patentability37.
>>

ESC patenting in China/Hong Kong

In Chinese patent law, there is a clause that bans the patentability of hESC (human ESC) and
preparation methods thereof. Article 5.1 of the Chinese Patent Law38 bars such patentability.
The Chinese Patent Examination Guidelines acknowledges that the definition of national laws,
morality and public interest is very broad and may vary with time and social progress.
In China, hESC patent applications are usually rejected under morality clauses, though hESC
derivation or production processes may be patentable and the application of the morality clause
remains unsettled, especially given that the public’s understanding of morality is changing due to
technological and scientific developments.
Human stem cells that lack totipotency may be granted patent rights, but would not be patentable
if the human stem cells were obtained from embryonic cells.

7 - TRANSGENIC ANIMAL PATENTING
>>

Transgenic animal patenting in US

On April 3, 1987, the Board of Appeals in Ex parte Allen39 refused to grant a patent on a process
to make more edible oysters by putting them under pressure. The Board said that the claims in
question were obvious, but it also said that the mere fact that a multicellular animal was involved
was not a bar to patentability. The issue, it ruled, “is simply whether that subject matter is made
by man,” rather than a product of nature.
Days after the Allen decision, on April 21, 1987, the USPTO announced that it would accept
applications for “non-naturally occurring nonhuman multicellular living organisms, including
animals.”
The USPTO stated that, to be patentable, the animals must be “given a new form, quality,
properties or combination not present in the original article existing in nature in accordance with
existing law.” Things changed when the Patent Office actually went ahead and issued U.S. Patent
No. 4,736,866 to Philip Leder and Timothy A. Stewart of Harvard University on April 12, 1988.
This is the now famous, or “infamous” to many, “Harvard mouse patent.” This patent covers all
G2/06
Section 9.1.1.1, Chapter 10, Part II, the Chinese Guidelines for Patent Examination
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mammals, not just mice, and it specifically covers the progeny of the animals that first received
the oncogene. DuPont, who had substantially funded the research, now holds the license to the
“oncomouse” and sells the mice to research institutions.
Despite the USPTO affirmative ruling, a consortium of animal rights groups brought an action
challenging the Office’s authority to determine that transgenic animals were indeed patentable
subject matter. The District Court found that the USPTO rule was an interpretive one and,
as such, was exempt from the public notice and comment requirements of the Administrative
Procedure Act. The CAFC later affirmed the District Court’s holding stating that the Animal
Legal Defense Fund was without standing to challenge the USPTO authority to grant animal
patents. As a result, no court ruled on whether or not animals are patentable subject matter under
§ 101 until the Dolly patent case.
In 1996, Dolly the Sheep made headlines all over the world. Dolly the Sheep was the first mammal
to have been cloned from an adult cell using somatic cell nuclear transfer, in which a cell is placed
in a de-nucleated ovum, the two cells fuse and then develop into an embryo. Although, Dolly the
Sheep was eventually euthanized on February 14, 2002, her legacy is alive and well.
In the US, the Roslin Institute obtained patent protection for the cloning method as defined in
U.S. Patent No. 7,514,258. This initial patent will expire in 2016. Various other related patent
applications were filed including U.S. Patent Application No. 09/225,233 which covers products
of the cloning method, including, for example, claim 155 directed to “a live-born clone of a preexisting, non-embryonic, donor mammal, wherein the mammal is selected from cattle, sheep, pigs, and
goats”.
On May 8, 2014, the US Federal Circuit Court taffirmed the decision that the claims of U.S.
Patent Application No. 09/225,233 are not patent eligible subject matter under 35 U.S.C. §
101. The US Federal Circuit Court held that the claims were invalid on the basis that Dolly the
Sheep, which is a “product of nature”, does not exhibit “markedly different characteristics” from
the donor mammal. It is interesting to note that the Court did not reject the claims on the basis
that they related to “a product of nature” per se. The specific rejection was on the basis of the
(unsurprising) identity of the clone to the donor mammal, and could be argued to be a further
extension of last year’s Myriad decision by the Supreme Court.
>>

Transgenic animal patenting in Europe

Rule 28(d) EPC provides that European patents should not be granted in respect of processes for
modifying the genetic identity of animals which were likely to cause them suffering without any
substantial medical benefit to man or animals, and also animals resulting from such processes.
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The test requires considering the likelihood of animal suffering, the likelihood of medical benefit,
the weighing up of the suffering of animals with the medical benefit, as well as considering other
matters such as the feasibility of using non-animal derivatives. Applying this test, the EPO held
that a patent related to a process of manipulation of animals by the insertion of an activated
oncogene, and the resulting transgenic animals having an increased probability of developing
cancer was in fact patentable as the animal suffering balanced the medical benefit40.
The EPO technical Board found that claims directed to rodents failed the test and had therefore to
be refused, as the patent disclosed a likelihood of animal suffering but not a likelihood of medical
benefit when applying the invention to this generic class of animals41. However, both tests were
satisfied when the invention was restricted to mice.
In contrast to the US, Europe does not have strict restrictions on the patentability of transgenic
animals.
>>

Transgenic animal patenting in China/Hong Kong

Animals are not patentable subject matter but China’s exclusion of animals from patent protection
includes transgenic animals and plants. Transgenic animals belong to the category of the “animal
variety” which cannot be granted patent right according to the provisions of Article 25.1(4) of
the Chinese Patent Law.
However, methods of making transgenic animals are patentable subject matter as are genetically
engineered microorganisms and cells. This provides limited patent protection for transgenic
animals in China and Hong Kong.
The processes of production refer to non-biological processes, and do not include those for the
production of animals or plants through essentially biological processes. Whether or not a process
is an “essentially biological process” depends on the degree of human technical involvement in the
process. If the human technical involvement is the controlling or decisive factor for achieving the
result or effect of that process, the process is not essentially biological42.

8 - TRANSGENIC PLANTS (OGMs)
>>

The U.S. Plant Patent Act of 1930 established patent rights for developers of new varieties of
many asexually propagated plants, for example apple trees and rose bushes that are propagated
by cutting pieces of the stem rather than by germinating seeds. Tuber-propagated plants, such
as potatoes, were exempt from patent coverage because the part of the plant used for asexual
propagation was also the part used as food.
The U.S. Plant Variety Protection Act of 1970 established patent rights for developers of new
varieties of seed-propagated plants, but not F1 hybrids. Carrots, celery, cucumbers, okra, peppers,
and tomatoes were specifically exempted from patent protection. Under the farmers’ exemption,
farmers were allowed to save patented seeds for use on their own farms and could sell patented
seeds to other farmers. Under the breeders’ exemption, plant breeders could use patented plants
to develop new patentable varieties.
It was declared in the 1985 legal decision Ex Parte Hibberd43 that utility patents, available to
inventors since 1790, could be applied to plants. A utility patent is often sought for products
related to genetic engineering because the utility patent can cover the method used to engineer a
plant, the genetic sequences that are inserted, and the plant that results.
>>

Transgenic Plant patenting in Europe

Article 53(b) EPC states that: “European patents shall not be granted in respect of plant or animal
varieties or essentially biological processes for the production of plants or animals; this provision does not
apply to microbiological processes or the products thereof”.
The EPO Enlarged Board of Appeal however made it possible to obtain broad claims directed to
transgenic plants as long as they do not specifically relate to individual varieties44.
>>

T19/90 “Onco-mouse”
41
T315/03
42
Section 4.4, Chapter 1, Part II, the Chinese Guidelines for Patent Examination

Transgenic Plant patenting in US

Transgenic Plant patenting in China/Hong Kong
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In China, transgenic plants, plant varieties and propagating materials are not patentable subject
matter. However, the use of such plants and plant materials including, for example, plant cells,
tissues and organs are patentable subject matter in China.
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In addition, plants are protected under the New Plant Varieties Protection Regulation in China,
which grants exclusive rights to produce and sell a new plant variety.

The various meanings of “plant variety” are not conducive to the encouragement of Chinese plant
variety research and the protection of patentee’s actual rights and interests to some extent.

9 - PLANT VARIETIES

These plant varieties include the plants and reproductive materials thereof, but do not cover a cell,
a tissue or an organ thereof which does not carry out photosynthesis.

>>

Plant varieties protection in US

In the US, The Plant Variety Protection (PVP) Act was enacted on December 24, 1970. Its purpose
is to “encourage the development of novel varieties of sexually reproduced plants” by providing
their owners with exclusive marketing rights of them in the United States. The requirements of
protection are that the variety be uniform, stable, and distinct from all other varieties. Fungi,
bacteria, and first generation hybrids are excluded from PVP protection. Varieties sold or used
in the US for longer than 1 year, or more than 4 years in a foreign country, are also ineligible for
protection.
>>

In Europe, a claim to an individual plant variety is not patentable (Article 53(b)). The underlying
reason of this exclusion is that plant varieties are in fact protected under the breeders’ rights system
of the UPOV Convention under the Regulation on Plant Variety Rights.
However, a claim wherein a specific plant variety is not individually claimed is not excluded from
patentability even though it is broader in scope and thus encompasses plant varieties46.

According to Article 25 of the Chinese patent Law and interpretation under Guidelines for Patent
Examination, all plants shall be excluded from patentable subject matter, whereas the protection of
the rights in new varieties of plants shall be limited to propagating material of protected variety.
46

Animal varieties protection in US

The USPTO has granted patents to non-naturally occurring, non-human multicellular living
organisms, including animals. Following the reasoning in Chakrabarty47, the Board of Patent
Appeals and Interferences determined that animals are patentable subject matter under 35 U.S.C.
101.
>>

Animal varieties protection in Europe

An “animal variety” is not legally defined in European patent law, but may be taken to be a group
of animals of the same species which have been selected to constitute a breed having at least one
significant and identifiable characteristic. The meaning of the term “breed” is well defined and
understood within the farming industry. Patents should not be granted for inventions which
are judged morally offensive or against the “ordre public”. There is no absolute criterion of
moral offensiveness: the decision rests with the Patent Offices and Courts in each country and,
ultimately, with public opinion
The exception to patentability under article 53(b) EPC applies to certain animals but not to
animals as such. As for all exceptions, the term “animal varieties” in article 53(b) EPC must be
interpreted narrowly. Therefore, the exclusion applies to certain categories of animals but not to
animals as such.

Plant varieties protection in China and Hong Kong

There is no uniform definition of “plant variety” under China’s plant IP protection system.

45

>>

Plant varieties protection in Europe

Plant varieties correspond to plants which have the same characteristics, the characteristics
remaining stable after every propagation cycle. They are defined by the expression of characteristics
that result from one or more given genotypes, and are distinguished from any other plant by the
expression of at least one characteristic45.

>>

10 - ANIMAL VARIETIES

Rule 26(4) EPC
G1/98
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The principle which applies for plant varieties applies in the case of animals. Therefore, while a
patent cannot be granted for a single animal species or race, it can be granted if an individual
animal species or race is not claimed even though the varieties fall within the scope of claims.
It was also held in the T19/90 case that a transgenic animal does not fall in the categories of
animal species because the starting material was a whole genus of animals, such as mice, which
could be manipulated to insert an activated oncogene.
47

Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303 (1980)
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>>

CONCLUSION

Animal varieties protection in China and Hong Kong

In China and Hong Kong, animal varieties are excluded from patentability according to Article
25 of the Chinese Patent Law. Animal varieties include animals at various stages of development,
but do not cover a somatic cell, tissue or organ of the animal.

Overview of biotech inventions patenting in the three jurisdictions
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Chapter 19
AN ORIGINAL GRANT PATENT SYSTEM
COMING TO HONG KONG

Hon-Man Lee, Ph.D.
Law Offices of Albert Wai-Kit Chan, PLLC
Correspondence : leehm@kitchanlaw.com

Background
Under British rule, Hong Kong has evolved from a primitive fishing village to become a worldrenowned trade and finance center. Prior to the reversion of sovereignty to China in July of
1997, one can only obtain an invention patent registration in Hong Kong based on a granted UK
patent, or a European patent designating the UK. The Hong Kong government started a review
of the patent system in 1986, and a Patent Steering Committee (PSC) was formed to advise the
government. After thorough deliberations, the PSC issued a 226-page report entitled “Report on
Reform of the Hong Kong Patent System” in January, 1993.1 The PSC concluded that, in view
of the small number of patent applications filed and the high cost of staffing a patent office to
conduct search and examination, it was not advisable to establish a system of original grant patent
(OGP) with full search and examination in Hong Kong.2 The PSC also did not recommend a
system of OGP with search and examination contracted out to other patent offices.3
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The 1993 report eventually led to the enactment of new patent law in 1997. Since the handover
in 1997, Hong Kong now has two types of invention patents: standard and short-term patents.
The grant of a standard patent is based on the registration of a patent granted by one of the three
designated patent offices -- the State Intellectual Property Office, People’s Republic of China; the
European Patent Office, in respect of a patent designating the United Kingdom; and the United
Kingdom Patent Office. In contrast, there is no substantive examination prior to the grant of
a short-term patent; the applicant is only required to file a search report from an international
searching authority or one of the three designated patent offices. The maximum term of a shortterm patent is eight years.

Recommendations
A total of 74 submissions were received in response to the Consultation Paper. The responses were
mainly from various industrial associations and professional organizations, academia, the legal
profession, as well as the business and industrial sectors.5 The Advisory Committee published
a 209-page Report on February 7, 2013, and key recommendations made by the Advisory
Committee include:
(a) Standard Patents
(1) An original grant patent system should be established in Hong Kong. Initially,
substantive examination needs to be outsourced to other patent offices.

Consultation
Much has changed in the last two decades. With a goal to transform Hong Kong into an
innovation and technology hub, the Hong Kong government commenced a comprehensive
review of the patent system and issued a Consultation Paper entitled “Review of the Patent System
in Hong Kong” in October, 2011.4 An Advisory Committee on Review of the Patent System was
also appointed to review the following issues:
(a) Standard Patents
(i) Whether an original grant patent system should be introduced in Hong Kong, and
(ii) Whether the current re-registration system should be maintained.
(b) Short-term Patents
(i) Whether the short-term patent system should be retained as a supplement to the
standard patent system, and
(ii) What measures should be introduced to enhance the efficacy of the short-term
patent system.
(c) Regulation of Patent Agency Services
		

Whether the provision of patent agency services in Hong Kong should be regulated,
and if so, what form the regulatory system should take.
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(2) The current re-registration system should be retained. 6
(b) Short-term Patents
(1) The short-term patent system should be retained, and the current maximum term of
protection (i.e. eight years) should be maintained.
(2) The following refinements to the short-term system should be made:
(i) Substantive examination should be made a pre-requisite before commencement of
infringement proceedings.
(ii) Prior to initiation of infringement proceedings, a short-term patentee should
furnish the accused infringer full particulars about the short-term patent in
question. Failure to comply with this requirement would allow the accused
infringer to seek legal remedy against the patentee.
(iii) Both patentees and third parties having a legitimate concern or doubt about the
validity of a short-term patent should have the right to apply to the Hong Kong
Patents Registry for substantive examination of the short-term patent. 7
(c) Regulation of Patent Agency Services
(1) A full-fledged regulatory regime on patent agency services (which involves regulating
both the provision of services and the use of professional titles) should be set as an
ultimate goal in the long run.
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(2) Initially, the regulation would focus on regulating only the provision of services
involving technical expertise (mainly under the OGP system), e.g. drafting application,
responding to examiners’ queries, giving advice on the validity or infringement of
patents, etc.
(3) Interim measures to be developed may include establishing a list or register of patent
agents with their qualifications. 8
As part of the effort to implement the original grant system, the Hong Kong Intellectual Property
Department has signed a co-operation agreement with the China State Intellectual Property Office
(SIPO) on December 6, 2013.9 The Hong Kong government will continue its consultation with
the Advisory Committee and other stakeholders on the implementation of patent reform. A draft
bill to amend the Patents Ordinance is tentatively planned to be introduced in 2014-2015, with
an aim to implement the original grant system in 2016-2017.10

Rationale for Reform
The following discussion would focus mainly on the establishment of an original grant patent
(OGP) system in Hong Kong. The Advisory Committee acknowledged that there are very diverse
views on whether Hong Kong should have an OGP system. For example, local trade associations
such as the Chinese Manufacturers’ Association of Hong Kong, and the Federation of Hong Kong
Industries support having an OGP system in Hong Kong, while the Hong Kong Association
of the Pharmaceutical Industry and the Licensing Executives Society China Hong Kong SubChapter disagree. The American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong and the Hong Kong
General Chamber of Commerce express doubts about the demand for an OGP system in Hong
Kong. The Hong Kong Institute of Patent Attorneys and the Hong Kong Institute of Patent
Practitioners consider an OGP system beneficial to Hong Kong. In contrast, the Law Society of
Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Institute of Trade Mark Practitioners and the Asian Patent Attorneys
Association Hong Kong Group do not see a business case for having an OGP system.11
In light of these diverse opinions, the Advisory Committee adopted a high-level, long-term view.
The Advisory Committee took the position that “a long-term strategic view on the future patent
system for Hong Kong should be taken, which should not be clouded by immediate difficulties”12,
and the goal is to “help Hong Kong achieve its vision of becoming a world class innovation and
technology hub, and to keep up with the patent systems of the other developed or developing
countries.”13

role in meeting its long term economic goals”14, and many industrialized countries have employed
the original grant patent (OGP) system as a policy instrument to promote economic growth.15
The Advisory Committee especially cited the examples of establishing an OGP system in Taiwan,
Korea and Singapore, countries that have similar history of economic development as Hong
Kong.16
Although acknowledging the current re-registration system is user-friendly, has been granting
high-quality patents, and is cost-effective for applicants who have already applied for a patent
in one of the designated patent offices17, the Advisory Committee contended that an inherent
weakness of the current system is that it is costly and inconvenient for an applicant who wants to
seek patent protection in Hong Kong alone. Such applicant needs to go through an extra step of
applying for patent in one of the designated patent offices.18 The Advisory Committee further
enumerated a number of benefits of an original grant patent system such as promotion of R&D
and related investment; positioning Hong Kong on the world Intellectual Property (IP) map; and
development of human capital, etc.19 In addition to these long term objectives, those in favor of
patent reform would also allege a number of current practical issues: for example, it is difficult for
a short-term patent owner to obtain interlocutory injunctions against infringing activities, and a
standard patent owner would have difficulty in enforcing his rights because an accused infringer
would typically apply for patent invalidation in the country of origin and stay the proceedings in
Hong Kong.20 Establishing an original grant patent system would presumably provide solutions
to the above concerns.

Counter-Arguments
Although the Advisory Committee has laid out a number of lofty goals and benefits for an original
grant patent (OGP) system, significant challenges remain for the establishment of an OGP system.
The Advisory Committee recognized that considerable costs are required for the setting up and
running of an OGP system, and acknowledged that there are concerns about whether there will
be sufficient market demand to make a business case for the OGP system.21
From 2010 to 2013, the average number of standard patent applications filed in Hong Kong
per year was about 13,000 (ranging from 11,702 to 13,916). Among these standard patent
applications, only 1.4% (about 180 per year) were filed by inventors residing in Hong Kong.22
During the same time period, an average of about 600 short-term patent applications per year
were filed in Hong Kong, with Hong Kong inventors accounting for about 60% of the filing.23
Hence, apparently local inventors are inclined to take advantage of the short-term patent, not the
standard patent.

The Advisory Committee contended that “the patent system of an economy plays an important
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The low number of Hong Kong standard patent applications filed by local entities may reflect
the reality that Hong Kong is a very small market. Patentees normally would file for patent
protection in places of manufacture and/or major markets for goods and services such as China,
U.S., Japan, etc. This is reflected in the fact that the number of standard patent applications
filed in Hong Kong is miniscule in comparison to the high volume of patent applications filed
in U.S. or China.24 Therefore, to most patentees, Hong Kong is not a market that warrants
major investment for patent protection. Instead, with the current relatively low cost of the reregistration system, most patentees would regard patent applications in Hong Kong as a costeffective addition to a regional/global IP portfolio.25 A new OGP system in Hong Kong, however,
would foreseeably come with substantially higher cost to the applicants. There is not much
incentive for most applicants to forego the current cost-effective re-registration system and opt for
the higher-cost OGP system. In other words, the OGP system would become an expensive and
unnecessary luxury for most applicants.26 Moreover, Chinese patent law now requires applicants
to file in China first before filing overseas for inventions originated in China. Thus, for many
Hong Kong companies and others who have R&D operations in China, they would have filed
applications in China for their inventions already, and an OGP system in Hong Kong for them
would become an unnecessary waste in terms of time and costs.27
The 1993 Patent Steering Committee report advised that in view of the small number of patent
applications filed and the high cost of staffing an original grant patent (OGP) system, it was not
advisable to establish an OGP system in Hong Kong. The market and filing situation have not been
drastically changed since then. Apparently, the 1993 advice would still be valid nowadays. The
Law Society of Hong Kong takes the position that if the priority and objective is to boost patent
applications from local Hong Kong entities, it is doubtful whether a new OGP system would be
more user-friendly and cost-effective than the current system.28 The current system is a reliable,
well-structured and cost-effective system, which can be improved in a number of ways without
implementing vast fundamental changes.29 If Hong Kong is to be changed into a technology and
innovation hub, much more needs to come after setting up an OGP system. The OGP system
needs to be followed up with analysis of market trends, proper resourcing, high-quality standards,
proper infrastructure, education, promotion and more.30 Hence, much more needs to be done
and much remains to be seen regarding whether an OGP system would transform Hong Kong
into the technology and innovation hub envisioned by the Advisory Committee.
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OUTLINE
First, general considerations including definition of Supplementary Protection Certificates (SPCs),
their legal framework, status and duration will be provided. Then, I will shortly illustrate how SPC
regulations, far from being harmonized are matter of contradicting national courts’ decisions and
CJEU recent decisions. Finally in the third part, I will analyze how SPCs relate to the European
patent with unitary effect (Unitary Patent, UP) and the Unified Patent Court (UPC).

1.General considerations on Supplementary Protection Certificates (SPCs)
1.1. Definition
SPCs are highly valuable IP rights that provide additional protection, beyond patent expiry, for
newly authorized human or animal medicaments, and plant protection products.
The aim is to compensate the patent owner for some “lost” patent protection caused by the length
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1.2. SPC and legal framework
Council Regulation (EEC) No 1768/92 created a Supplementary Protection Certificate for
medicinal products. It was published in the Official Journal of the European Communities on
2 July 1992, with consequential entry into force on 2 January 1993. Council Regulation (EEC)
No 1768/92 was repealed and replaced with a codified version Regulation (EC) 469/2009 on 6
May 2009.
Regulation (EC) No 1610/96 of the European Parliament and of the Council created a
Supplementary Protection Certificate for plant protection products. It was published in the
Official Journal of the European Communities on 8 August 1996, with consequential entry into
force on 8 February 1997.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 1768/92 was amended by Regulation (EC) No 1901/2006 of the
European Parliament and of the Council to allow for the creation of extensions to the duration
of Supplementary Protection Certificates when a medicinal product has been tested for pediatric
use. It was published in the Official Journal of the European Communities on 27 December
2006, with consequential entry into force on 27 June 2007. The pediatric legislation comprises
Regulation (EC) No 1901/2006 and the amending Regulation (EC) No 1902/2006.

SPC filed from 2007 to 2011

Slovakia
Slovenia
Sweden
Romania
Portugal
Poland
Norway
The Netherlands
Malta
Latvia
Luxembourg
Lithuania
Italy
Iceland
Ireland
Hungary
Greece
United-Kingdom
France
Finland
Spain
Estonia
Denmark
Germany
Czech Republic
Cyprus
Switzerland
Bulgaria
Belgium
Austria

SPC applications
SPC in force
SPC not yet in force
expired, lapsed, invalid
rejected, withdrawn

Country

of time taken to obtain marketing authorization (MA) for the product in question. An SPC is
a national right, available in member states of the European Union (EU) by application to the
national patent office of each state for which a certificate is desired. The SPC must be based on a
patent but since an SPC is only granted in respect of a very specific active ingredient in a product,
it is generally of rather more limited scope than the patent on which it is based. The SPC duration
does not exceed five years and does not extend the term of the patent itself.
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The differences observed are primarily due to the difference in the number of patents in each
country, to the rapidity of issuing the SPC and finally to interpretation differences among the
various National Patent offices.
Percentage of pending SPC applications and percentage of refused SPC applications are reported
below.

The Regulations are directly applicable in all Member States of the EU. However, Supplementary
Protection Certificates and their extensions have effect only in the State in which they are
granted.

1.3. Pan-European view on SPC applications
As reported by Alice de PASTORS (SPC News 26 – May 2011 Latest news on medicinal
product SPCs in Europe) about 14620 SPC applications for medicinal products regulated by EC
Regulation 469/2009 or National laws have been filed in European countries from January 1991
to December 2011, and published until the end of April 2012.
The following graph represents SPCs filed from 2007 to 2011 in thirty European countries having
the same or analogous SPC Regulation:
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1.4. Duration of an SPC

Pending SPC applications
Less than 10%

More than 10%

More than 30%

Portugal (6,9 %)
Italy (5,0 %)
Slovenia (4,5)
Cyprus (2,2 %)
Luxembourg (0,0 %)
Malta (0,0 %)

Greece (28,8 %)
The Netherlands (23,7 %)
Latvia(22,2 %)
Czech Republic (21,4 %)
Spain (21,4 %)
Lithuania (19,0 %)
Iceland (16,0 %)
Sweden (12,5 %)
Estonia (10,0 %)

United-Kingdom (43,4 %)
Ireland (41,5 %)
Romania (40,9 %)
France (37,5 %)
Denmark (37,3 %)
Austria (36,4 %)
Slovakia (35,7 %)
Bulgaria (33,0 %)
Switzerland (31,4 %)

More than 50%
Poland (78,5 %)
Germany (72,5 %)
Finland (60,7 %)
Hungary (59,8 %)
Norway (54,9 %)
Belgium (52,1 %)

1.4.1. Calculation
The aim of an SPC is to restore effective exclusive protection (beyond patent protection) after
grant of the first marketing authorization (MA) in the EU for the product to which the patent
relates. Nevertheless, SPC duration may not exceed five years from the date on which it takes
effect.
According to Article 13 (1), (2) and (3) of EC Regulation No. 469/2009, the SPC duration can
be calculated as:
SPC term = the period between patent application filing date and first MA date - 5 years
[in any case maximum of 5 years]

Refused SPC applications
Less than 4%

More than 4%

Cyprus (3,2 %)
Latvia (3,2 %)
Slovakia (2,9 %)
Lithuania (1,7 %)
Norway (0,9 %)
Hungary (0,0 %)

Denmark (6,0 %)
Luxembourg (5,4 %)
Germany (5,2 %)
Estonia (5,0 %)
Austria (4,8 %)
Slovenia (4,5 %)
Iceland (4,0 %)

The following drawing illustrates the calculation (without pediatric extension):
More than 6%
Belgium (9,3 %)
France (8,6 %)
Switzerland (8,1 %)
Czech Republic (7,9 %)
Italy (7,5 %)
Ireland (7,0 %)
Finland (6,6 %)
United-Kingdom (6,3 %)

More than 10%
Malta (33,3 %)
Spain (22,9 %)
Portugal (20,3 %)
Romania (18,3 %)
The Netherlands
(18,2 %)
Sweden (18,2 %)
Bulgaria (17,6 %)
Greece (12,3 %)
Poland (10,2 %)

1.4.2. Pediatric extension
When Regulation (EC) No 1901/2006 came into force, it introduced a requirement to conduct
pediatric studies in pediatric indications and possible rewards for completing such studies. One of
the rewards is a six-month extension to the term of an SPC.

2. SPCs and Harmonization
SPCs are national rights, and must be applied for on a territory-by-territory basis. However,
because the law governing SPCs is European legislation, it is supposed to be applied in a
harmonized manner. That is, the provisions of the law should be interpreted consistently across
all territories of the European Union (EU).
However, SPCs are governed by rules that are extremely complicated and subject to regular
reinterpretation. For instance only for the period from November 2013 to February 2014, the
CJEU has produced the following judgments/Advocate-General’s opinion.
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1.

C-11/13, Bayer Crop Science

2.

6C-210/13, GSK Biologics
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3.

C-443/12 (Actavis v Sanofi)

4.

C-484/12 (Georgetown University v Octrooicentrum Nederland)

5.

C-493/12 (Eli Lilly v HGS)

6.

C-617/12 Astra Zeneca

The two first cases relate to interpretation of “active ingredient” under Article 1 of Regulation
469/2009 (the legislation governing SPCs for medicinal products) and Article 1 of Regulation
1610/96 (the legislation governing SPCs for plant protection products).
The provisions upon which above cases 3-5 touched were Article 3(a) and Article 3(c) of EC
Regulation 469/2009 which define key criteria that must be satisfied in order for supplementary
protection to be awarded:
a.

the product must be protected by a basic patent in force;

b.

a valid market authorization has been granted;

c.

the product has not already been the subject of a certificate;

d.

the authorization referred to in point (b) is the first market authorization.

3. SPC and UP/UPC
3.1. Legal provisions
Regulation EU No. 1257/2012 (the “UP Regulation”) implements enhanced cooperation in the
area of the creation of unitary patent protection. The UP Regulation does not currently include
any provision for SPCs.
By contrast, the Agreement on a unified Patent Court (UPCA) and its Rules of Procedure
specifically refer to SPCs:
UPCA

Rules of Procedure

Art. 2 - definitions

Rule 2 – Supplementary protection certificate

Art. 3 - scope of application

Rule 5 – Lodging of an Application to opt out and withdrawal of an
opt–out

Art. 30 - effects of supplementary protection certificates

Rule 295 – Stay of proceedings

Art. 32 - competence of the Court
Art 83 - transitional regime

The last case concerned Article 13(1) of EC Regulation 469/2009 about duration of the
certificate.
All of the above cases are significant in terms of their impact upon either the availability of SPC
protection or the duration of that protection.
However, at this time, it is not at all clear whether and how the national patent offices and
courts can apply these decisions to cases having different factual patterns. Further, a certain lack
of clarity in the judgments of the CJEU might provide further room for interpretation by the
national patent offices and courts. Thus, it is likely that different practices will emerge in different
countries.

3.2. “Unitary SPC” ?
The Commission has been considering whether a “unitary SPC” (covering all or more than
one member state) could be granted on the basis of a unitary patent but, at least initially, it is
thought that this would be too difficult to implement given that SPCs are granted on the basis of
centralized or national marketing authorizations.
Indeed “unitary SPC” giving rights in all member states, if no MA even exists in some of those
countries, does not seem plausible, and would certainly require deep amendments to the SPC
regulation.
On the other hand, making “Unitary SPC” only available where either an MA had been obtained
via the Centralized procedure (and had not been suspended or revoked in any jurisdiction),
or MAs had otherwise been obtained in all UP States, seem a very onerous requirement and a
disincentive for pharmaceutical companies.
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The concept of a unitary patent leading to purely national SPCs is surely counter-intuitive.
However, as SPCs are closely associated with MAs and patents, and are truly national sui generis
rights, it may ultimately result in no change to the current regime. Accordingly, national SPCs
could be granted on the basis of a “basic patent” that is a European patent with unitary effect
(Unitary Patent, UP).

3.3. National SPCs based on a Unitary Patent
3.3.1. “Basic patent”
The definition of “basic patent” in Article 1 of EC Regulation 469/2009 would encompass a
Unitary Patent:
“(c) ‘basic patent’ means a patent which protects a product as such, a process to obtain a product
or an application of a product, and which is designated by its holder for the purpose of the
procedure for grant of a certificate”.
There is nothing in this definition to exclude a Unitary Patent counting as a “basic patent”.
Unitary patents will be no different than existing national or European patents in the way they
give rise to SPCs.
Turning to the Agreement on a unified Patent Court (UPCA), the reading of its Article 3(b) in
connection with Article 2(g) confirms that a SPC may be issued based on a European Patent with
unitary effect and/or on a European Patent.
Setting up a system of national SPCs based upon Unitary Patents would anyhow require some
amendments to the existing SPC Regulation (to explicitly refer to Unitary patent, UP). This
approach has the advantage that it should works with various procedures for grant of a MA and it
builds on the existing system, then it should not require significant implementation.

“The application for a certificate shall be lodged with the competent industrial property office of
the Member State which granted the basic patent or on whose behalf it was granted and in which
the authorization referred to in Article 3(b) to place the product on the market was obtained,
unless the Member State designates another authority for the purpose.”
Unitary Patents will be granted by the EPO rather than by the industrial property office (IPO) of
a Member State. Then, the SPC for a Unitary Patent could either be granted by the EPO, or by
the national patent offices.
Presently, the EPO has no competence in assessing regulatory aspects of SPC grant. Using
the EPO seems unlikely also considering that the CJEU could not then exercise a supervisory
jurisdiction. Then, it would be preferable for examination and grant to be carried out by national
patent offices.
However, permitting national IPOs to grant SPC rights based on unitary patent has its
complications: would there be some mutual recognition procedure? Would one IPO be designated
to grant the unitary SPC ?
These questions are still open.

3.3.3. Extension due to Pediatric Regulation
As for SPCs, it would be a major disincentive for pharmaceutical companies to seek a Unitary
Patent if it would not provide a basis for a pediatric SPC extension. The above considerations
should extend to pediatric SPC extensions.
In that respect it should be pointed out that Article 2 of UPCA defines “Supplementary protection
certificate” as an SPC granted under Regulation (EC) No 469/2009 or under or Regulation (EC)
No. 1610/96, no mention is made of the pediatric legislation comprising Regulation (EC) No
1901/2006 and Regulation (EC) No 1902/2006.

3.3.2. Examination of SPC applications and grant of SPCs

Nevertheless, UPC is subject to obligation under Union Law (Article 1 UPCA), thus comprising
the above pediatric legislation.

There is still no indication of which European or national administrative body will issue SPCs
based on UPs.

3.3.4. Territorial concerns

Article 9(1) of the EC Regulation 469/2009 provides that:
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As Spain, Italy, Croatia and non-EU member states are not currently participating in the Enhanced
Cooperation developing the Unitary Patent, the Unitary Patent will not provide a basis for the
grant of SPCs in such territories.
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Additional filing strategies may have to be set up to offer a solution to this matter.

3.4. Litigation of SPCs
3.4.1. Jurisdiction of the Unified Patent Court (UPC)
As discussed, national SPCs, based on either standard European patents, national patents, or,
once introduced, unitary patents, will likely remain the norm.    Will such SPCs fall under the
jurisdiction of the Unified Patent Court ?
According to Article 3 the UPCA in relation with Article 2 of UPCA, the Agreement applies to
SPCs issued for product protected by a European patent or a European patent with unitary effect
(Unitary Patent).

Regulation can amend an existing EU Regulation, the proposed UP Regulation (Regulation EU
No. 1257/2012) could include provisions amending the SPC Regulation to extend its application
to SPCs where the basic patent is a Unitary Patent.
A few Articles of the EC Regulation 469/2009 referring to national law would need to be clarified
to allow for the grant/litigation of SPCs where the basic patent is a Unitary Patent. These
include:
-

-

Articles 15 and 16 - Invalidity of the certificate and Revocation of an extension of the
duration: the body responsible under national law for revocation of the Unitary Patent
would be the UPC;
Article 18 – Appeals: it should be clarified to refer to the UPC Agreement and Rules
(which would then provide for appeal to the CJEU as the SPC Regulation is EU law);
Article 19 – Procedure: reference to national law should be clarified to cite UPC
Agreement and Rules.

However, UPC will not handle matters regarding SPCs based on national patents or on validations
of EP patents into member states that have not signed the UPCA (Spain, Poland, Croatia, nonEU member states).

Regulations (EC) No. 1610/96 (plant protection products) may need similar amendments.

This may complicate the litigation landscape.

3.4.3. Transitional regime (Article 83 UPCA) and Opt-out

3.4.2. Competence of the Unified Patent Court (UPC)
The UPC, according to Article 32 UPCA, has exclusive competence in respect of actions for:
-actual or threatened infringements of SPCs and related defenses, including counterclaims
concerning licenses;
-

actions for declaration of non-infringement of SPCs;

- actions for declaration of invalidity of SPCs;
- counterclaims for declaration of invalidity of SPCs.
Rule 2 of the 16th draft of the Rules of Procedure for the UPC appears to extend the general
jurisdiction of the UPC to SPCs (with the exception of Rule 5 concerning opt-out) by stating
that
in these Rules the expression “patent” and “proprietor” shall when appropriate include respectively
a SPC and the holder of the SPC.
It should be noted that, because of the introduced competence of the UPC, changes to the EC
Regulation 469/2009 (medicinal products) will most likely require implementation. As an EU
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The 16th draft of the Rules of Procedures of the UPC has introduced changes concerning SPCs
opt-out particularly in Rule 5.
In response to the Public Consultation on the Rules of Procedure of the UPC, the Committee
agreed to adopt working task’s proposal to treat SPCs in the same manner as EPC designations:
-

No SPC-opt-out without an opt-out for the patent and for other SPCs;
Automatic opt-out-effect of a patent opt-out for a SPC granted later.

This summarizes the content of Rules 5.2.(a) and (c):
“(a) An Application to opt out a European patent or application pursuant to Rule 5.1 or an
Application to withdraw an opt-out pursuant to Rule 5.8 shall extend to any supplementary
protection certificate(s) based on the European patent.”
“(c) Where any such supplementary protection certificate is granted subsequent to lodging the
Application, the opt-out shall take effect automatically on grant of said supplementary protection
certificate(s), and the holder(s) of such supplementary protection certificate(s) based on the
European patent shall notify the Registry of the details required under Rule 5.3”
Then, the opt-out status of the SPC would follow that of the basic patent. Consequently,
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proprietors who wish to opt out their existing or future standard European patents from the UPC
regime during the transitional period would not be required separately to opt out SPCs based on
those patents.

CONCLUSIONS

Rule 5.2.(b) mentions the possibility of different SPC holder and patent proprietor:

Several questions regarding examination and grant of SPC based on Unitary Patent remain
unanswered.

SPCs should continue to be provided on a national basis, but including in the definition of “basic
patent”, the Unitary Patent.

“(b) Where any such supplementary protection certificate has been granted at the date of lodging
the Application, the holder(s) of the supplementary protection certificate(s) shall if different from
the proprietor(s) of the patent lodge the Application together with the proprietor(s)”

SPCs based on Unitary Patents should be litigated in the same forum as the underlying Unitary
Patent: the proposed new Unified Patent Court.

However, the Rules of Procedure do not provide SPC holder(s) with a right of opt-out. The
decision is for proprietors alone, as per Rule 5.1.(a):

Litigation landscape may be complicated due to the lack of complete overlap between EU, UP
and UPC member states.

“The proprietor of a European patent (including a European patent that has expired) or the
applicant for a published application for a European patent (hereinafter in this Rule 5, an
“application”) who wishes to opt out that patent or application from the exclusive competence of
the Court in accordance with Article 83(3) of the Agreement shall, subject to Rule 5.13, lodge
an Application with the Registry.

Opt-out options for SPC holders, during the transitional period, would seem bound to patent
proprietor/applicant.
Impact of SPC on the biotech companies in Hong Kong and China needs a deep evaluation.

The same applies for patent/application licensees. Then SPC holder(s) and licensees may have to
consider how they might influence proprietors’ decisions on opt-outs or revise agreement (license)
so as to be provided with a contractual right to require a proprietor to opt-out, or not, selected
patents.
Further, the situation may be even more complicated in cases where two SPCs would be granted
on the same basic patent, the two SPC holders not being the same. No options seem available
for independently allowing each to decide the opt-out status that fit the litigation strategy they
respectively may want to pursue.
Rule 5.2.(e) makes very clear that it is not possible to opt out supplementary protection certificates
based on a European patent with unitary effect.

3.4.4. Stay of proceedings
According to Rule 295 (b) “The Court may stay proceedings where it is seized of an action relating
to a supplementary protection certificate which is also the subject of proceedings before a national
court or authority”.
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Chapter 21
CHINA’S ANTIBODY PATENT EXAMINATION STANDARDS
AND REASONABLE APPLICABLE PROPOSALS IN
CONJUNCTION WITH INDUSTRY STATUS

Zhang Xiaofei
Patent Attorney at Liu, Shen & Associates
Correspondence e-mail: plutozxf@163.com

Abstract
The paper introduces the examination principles and concrete practices of State Intellectual
Property Office (SIPO) for antibody-related patent applications, gives an explanation of
examination standards for various typical law applying issues in the form of cases, and puts
forward proposals how the examination standards should be applied correctly and reasonably in
conjunction with industry status.

Foreword
With the explosive development of biotechnology industry, biological medicine is becoming an
industry with unlimited development potentiality, and antibody drug is one of the most rapidly
growing areas. Internationally, the antibody drug has occupied an increasingly important position.
By the end of 2012, a total of more than 30 therapeutic antibodies have been available in the
U.S. and European markets. The above antibody drugs have obtained tremendous success in
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therapeutic fields such as immune diseases1 and cancers2. While from the R&D line of antibody
drugs, more than 300 monoclonal antibody drugs have entered the clinical research stage3. The
success rate (20%) of antibody drug development is much higher than that (11%) of development
of traditional small molecular chemical drugs4. Therefore, antibody drugs have become and will
still be the main development direction of pharmaceutical
industry in the future5. During the process that the antibody drugs play a great role in medical
treatment, and also bring about huge benefits for pharmaceutical companies simultaneously,
patents have important functions of protection and escort. At present, although the situation of
complete monopolization of a few enterprises or institutions has not yet formed in the field of
antibody technologies, high-quality core technology patents and peripheral patents thereof still
can enable patentees to monopolize and control corresponding technologies effectively. Under
the effects of factors such as support of national policies6, enhancement of research capability, and
assistance of market capital, the antibody industry in China has greatly developed, but compared
with industry giants in the antibody pharmaceutical field worldwide, it is still in a state with
insufficient innovation capability, low industry productivity and weak patent protection due to
late starting and weak foundation of antibody drug R&D in China, which is mainly reflected in
the following aspects: very few antibodies with original targets, relatively backward large-scale
culture technologies and preparation process level, as well as relative shortage of quality standard
control, relatively low quantity and quality of patents, etc. According to statistics, from 1985
to 2013, there are a total of 9,202 Chinese patent applications in the field of antibody drugs,
including 3,593 domestic applications, accounting for 39.05% of the all the above-mentioned
Chinese patent applications; and 5,609 foreign applications in China, accounting for 60.95%
1

Chan AC, Carter PJ. Therapeutic antibodies for autoimmunity and inflammation. Nat Rev Immunol, 2010, 10(5): 301-

316.
2

Weiner LM, Surana R, Wang S. Monoclonal antibodies: Versatile platforms for cancer immunotherapy. Nat Rev Immunol,

2010, 10(5): 317-327.
3

Reichert JM. Which are the antibodies to watch in 2013? MAbs, 2013, 5(1): 1-4.

4

Kozlowski S, Swann P. Current and future issues in the manufacturing and development of monoclonal antibodies. Adv

Drug Deliv Rev, 2006, 58(5-6): 707-722.
5

An Z. Monoclonal antibodies - a proven and rapidly expanding therapeutic modality for human diseases. Protein Cell,

of all the above-mentioned Chinese patent applications. For the domestic applications, there are
1,195 granted patents, 989 of which are in a valid state; for the foreign applications in China, there
are 1,360 granted patents, 1,078 of which are in the valid state. In terms of targets and indications
which can reflect the antibody R&D level, the domestic applications lag far behind the foreign
applications in China7. As for applicants, how to obtain protection by better utilizing the patent
system? It is the fundamental guarantee of emphasizing technical innovation to improve core
competitiveness, but it is also incredibly important to be familiar with the requirements for patent
applications and make great efforts to improve the quality of patent applications simultaneously,
including being familiar with and understanding patent examination standards. For examiners,
they need to know the technical status, correctly and reasonably grasp the examination standards,
and make relatively objective and comprehensive measurements of contributions made by the
applicants so as to grant appropriate scopes of patent rights matching with their contributions.
On this basis, the examination standards for antibody-related applications will be reviewed to a
certain degree below, and correct and reasonable usage of such standards is simply suggested to
better promote the industrial development.

I. Introduction to antibody patent examination standards
The examination standards for antibody-related applications relate generally to specific
requirements for antibody-related patent applications in meeting sufficient disclosure, clarity and
support, novelty and inventiveness, applicability etc. More particularly, it relates to a grasp of
the examination standards in circumstances such as antibody itself, the antibody limited by a
preparation method, a purification method, a preparation, structure and function, or other forms,
antibody usage, disease type defined by utilizing a mechanism, etc.

(I) Sufficient disclosure
Sufficient disclosure of antibody-related patent applications may fall into three categories
substantially: Whether related substances necessary for achieving the invention can be obtained or
not? Whether the description of the technical scheme is clear or not? Whether it has corresponding
technical effects or not?
With regard to the examination for sufficient disclosure, the following aspects are generally taken
into account:

2010, 1(4): 319-330.
6

For example,

«Biotechnology Development Planning of the 12th Five-Year Plan »has proposed that the development

(1)

of antibody drugs is classified as one of focuses in the field of biotechnologies, clearly put forward that “extensive and fast

The invention needs to be understood from the perspective of “those ordinarily skilled
in the art”, and the technical scheme should be understood based on the overall technical

reaction production new technologies for antibodies, as well as construction and optimization technologies for humanized

7

antibodies should be established; antibody drugs should be developed aiming at new and reemerging serious infectious

searching system” of the State Intellectual Property Office, and the publication dates of the statistical related patent

diseases and prevalent infectious diseases, as well as serious noninfectious diseases such as malignant tumour, cardiovascular

applications are up to April 10, 2013 (2013 Annual Patent Analysis Popularization and Promotion Project – Antibody Drug

and cerebrovascular diseases, metabolic disease and autoimmune disease”.

Industry Patent Analysis Report).
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Information on antibody drug related patents comes from data which have been disclosed in the “Chinese patent document
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information provided by the description in conjunction with general knowledge in the
prior art;
(2) Sufficient necessity of test data for the sufficient disclosure of the technical scheme
should be correctly understood, and it should be known that the test data are not
the sole criterion for proving that inventions in fields with low predictability such as
medicine and biology can be achieved. In some cases, the technical effects are brought
about by the technical scheme consisting of various technical features, or inevitably
produced by the combination of the technical features. After a product and/or a
method is clearly and completely described in the description, the desired technical
effects of the invention are just self-evident;
(3) The test data can be in various forms, including laboratory test data, clinical test data,
qualitative data and quantitative data. The test data can also be multi-level and multitype data, and data at cellular level and molecular level, as well as in vivo/in vitro data
of an animal body or human body all can be used as valid and acceptable experimental
data, or even some data which only can be subjectively judged but have statistical
significance, etc. also can be used;
(4) The corresponding relation between the test data and the technical scheme required
for protection, as well as the difference between the acceptable test data and assertive
conclusions should be noted.
[Case 1: 93121424.6] Decision on invalidity No. 13995 – identification of product structure
Claim: an immunocompetent chimeric anti-CD20 antibody, comprising a variable heavy chain
sequence shown in Fig. 5 and a variable light chain sequence and a human IgGl constant region
shown in Fig. 4.
Related details of the case: a construction method for obtaining a chimeric anti-CD20
immunoglobulin DNA expression vector by inserting coding DNA of the anti-CD20 antibody
into a TCAE8 vector is recorded in the description, comprising the following steps: before
inserting DNA in a light chain variable region and DNA in a heavy chain variable region into an
IgG1 constant region of the TCAE8 vector, drawing a measured DNA sequence of a murine light
chain variable region in Fig. 4 (a DNA sequence and an amino acid sequence encoded thereby),
and drawing a DNA sequence of a heavy chain variable region in Fig. 5 (a DNA sequence and
an amino acid sequence encoded thereby). The obtained antibody is identified in the description:
the existence of chimeric immunoglobulin is detected by using ELISA (Enzyme Linked
Immunosorbent Assay) with specificity to human antibody, so as to verify its human origin,
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namely it contains a human IgG1 constant region; the affinity and specificity of the chimeric
anti-CD20 antibody are tested by using direct and competitive test methods, so as to verify that it
has specificity and binding capacity the same as those of a known murine anti-CD20 monoclonal
antibody 2B8, as well as a variable region the same as that of 2B8, moreover, the lysis capability
of the obtained chimeric anti-CD20 antibody for lymphoma cells, and its consumption effect on
B lymphocytes are tested, and test results are given.
Case analysis: according to the foregoing recorded in the description, it will be appreciated by
those skilled in the art, after DNA of the light chain variable region and DNA of the heavy chain
variable region are inserted into the TCAE8 vector, the vector has contained the coding DNA of
the heavy chain variable region, the light chain variable region and the IgG1 constant region of
the antibody. A structure and a preparation method of the antibody limited by the claim, as well
as experimental data on its lysis for B cell lymphoma have been disclosed in the description, and
a clear and complete explanation has also been made, so that the invention can be achieved by
those skilled in the art.
[Case 2: 01812490.9] Reexamination decision No. 16620 – relating to whether biological
materials are available to the public or not
Claim: a hybridoma containing a B cell fused with an immortalized cell, wherein the B cell is
obtained from a transgenic nonhuman animal which has a genome containing human heavy
chain transgene and light chain transgene, and the hybridoma generates a human antibody or an
antigen-binding portion thereof with detectable quantity according to any one of claims 1-21.
Case analysis: in the embodiments recorded in the description, results of a method for preparing
and generating a monoclonal antibody meeting specific conditions are random and cannot be
repeated or reproduced, the applicant does not preserve the hybridoma, and also does not provide
sufficient evidence to prove that those skilled in the art can repeatedly prepare the hybridoma
according to the contents recorded in the description, therefore the above technical scheme is not
sufficiently disclosed in the description.
[Case 3: 03821906.9] Reexamination decision No. 15254 – relating to whether biological
materials are available to the public or not
Claim: a method for inducing death of a double negative T cell, comprising the step of enabling
the double negative T cell to contact with an effective amount of a 4-1BB agonist, wherein the
4-1BB agonist is an antibody 2A combined with 4-1BB.
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therapeutic effective amount of the neutralizing high-affinity TNF alpha antibody on
the patients to treat the diseases. As mentioned in the embodiment, the TNF alpharelated diseases include spondyloarthropathy, lung-related diseases, coronary heart
disease, metabolic disorder, anaemia, pain, liver diseases, skin disorder, fingernail
diseases, or vasculitis, age-related cachexia, cancer and cachexia, TNF acceptor-related
periodic syndromes (TRAPS), syndromes relevant to yellow fever vaccine inoculation,
inflammatory diseases relevant to ears, chronic otitis, or pediatric otitis, Crohn-related
diseases, prostatitis, mullerianosis, wet macular degeneration, etc. However, any
experimental data on effects are not provided in the description. The evidence (the
disclosure time is uncertain) provided by the applicant shows that a D2E7 antibody
has been approved for the treatment of psoriatic arthritis by FDA.

Related details of the case: non-patent documents on the preparation of the monoclonal antibody
2A are cited in the description, and an embodiment for verifying the technical effects of the
invention by using the monoclonal antibody 2A is recorded, but the structure of the monoclonal
antibody 2A is not recorded, and preservation certification of the hybridoma for generating 2A
is also not submitted. During the examination process, the applicant submitted the above nonpatent documents and certification for guaranteeing that the applicant will provide the public
with biological materials within 20 years from the application date.
Case analysis: according to the above documents and certification submitted by the applicant, the
public can obtain the monoclonal antibody 2A, which does not belong to “biological materials
unavailable to the public” described in Article 25 of the Rules for the Implementation of the
Patent Law, namely the application does not need to preserve the monoclonal antibody 2A, and
experimental data for proving that the antibody can achieve the desired effects are recorded in the
description, therefore the method is sufficiently disclosed.
[Case 4: 03822455.0] Reexamination decision No. 40876 – consideration for experimental data
and supplementary data
Claim: an application of a separated neutralizing high-affinity human anti-TNF alpha antibody or
an antigen-binding portion thereof in the preparation of medicines for treating patients suffering
from TNF alpha-related diseases, wherein the TNF alpha-related diseases are selected from
psoriasis, psoriatic arthritis, juvenile rheumatoid arthritis (JRA) and suppurative hidradenitis,
wherein the medicines are suitable for subcutaneous administration once every two weeks, and
respectively contain 40mg of the human anti-TNF alpha antibody or the antigen-binding portion
thereof, moreover, the human antibody or the antigen-binding portion thereof has the following
characteristics:
(a) As determined by surface plasma resonance, it is dissociated from human TNF alpha
with 1x10-3s-1 or smaller Koff rate constant;
(b) It has a light chain CDR3 structural domain comprising an amino acid sequence of
SEQ ID NO: 3, or an amino acid sequence modified from the SEQ ID NO: 3 by
substituting by one alanine at 1, 4, 5, 7 or 8 site, or substituting by 1-5 conservative
amino acids at 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and/or 9 site; and
(c) …
Related details of the case: one aspect of the invention describes the method for treating
the TNF alpha-related diseases for patients, comprising the step of administering a
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Case analysis: the description records that the compound of the invention can treat a wide range
of diseases, but does not provide any experimental evidence showing that the applicant has
completed related invention by the application date, and can preliminarily determine that the
compound may be used for treating relevant diseases; the description discloses a wide research
direction with uncertain results, rather than achievements of the invention which have been
achieved by the applicant, so that the contents disclosed in the description are insufficient for
the applicant to monopolize this research direction; the supplementary evidence cannot prove
that the applicant has completed and disclosed related work by the application date, and cannot
overcome the defect of insufficient disclosure of the description.
[Case 5: 200510108152.4] Reexamination decision No. 17377 – requirements for experimental
data
Claim: a hepatitis B targeted interferon, characterized by being prepared by the following method: firstly culturing a
heterogeneous hybridoma cell line that secretes an anti-hepatitis virus human monoclonal antibody to obtain the antihepatitis virus human monoclonal antibody, and preparing a fragment F(ab’)2 of the anti-hepatitis virus human monoclonal
antibody by using a pepsin digestion method; and then crosslinking it with the interferon to obtain the hepatitis B targeted
interferon.

Related details of the case: for the application of the above hepatitis B targeted interferon, the only
related embodiment 5 recorded in the description does not provide qualitative or quantitative
pharmacological/pharmacodynamic experimental data, and also does not provide an effective
usage amount or a using method simultaneously. Only the following contents are recorded at the
end: the crosslinking rate of anti-HBs F(ab’)2 and alpha-IFN is about 35%, and a binding force
between the anti-HBs F(ab’)2 and HBsAg as well as the activity of alpha-IFN do not obviously
change.
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Case analysis: the above cross-linked hepatitis B targeted interferon belongs to a new medicine, the
pharmaceutical application is unpredictable for those skilled in the art, the description also does
not provide qualitative or quantitative test data to verify that the hepatitis B targeted interferon
obtained by the crosslinking of the F(ab’)2 fragment and interferon is easy to diffuse in body fluid
so as to reach an area infected with virus and improve the disinfection effect of “targeted IFN”,
as well as to verify that the above hepatitis B targeted interferon can treat chronic hepatitis B and
liver cancer disease after HB. In the absence of specific experimental schemes and experimental
results, the conclusion in embodiment 5 belongs to an assertive conclusion, which cannot allow
those skilled in the art to confirm the effect of the above hepatitis B targeted interferon. The above
technical scheme is not sufficiently disclosed in the description.

(II) Clarity and support
In antibody related applications, the cases with the defect of lack of clarity are relatively few, since
a concrete sequence generally participates in limiting the protective scope of claims in this type of
applications, so that the defined technical solution is easier to understand, and can be obviously
distinguished from the prior art. Comparatively speaking, the cases with the defect of lack of
description support are more common, generally existing in claims with functional definition,
homology limitation, generic terms limitation in excessive scope, etc.
For examination on clarity and support, the following aspects are generally taken into account:
(1) Whether the meaning of terms is clear can be comprehensively judged on the basis of
the contents described in the description in conjunction with common knowledge or
common understanding, giving priority to the records in the description;
(2) While judging whether to be supported by the description, whether sufficient basis and
regularity exist can be examined and summarized in conjunction with the technical
problems to be solved by the invention and examples provided by the description.
Clear and credible standards beyond a reasonable doubt are generally adopted as
standard of proof, namely proving activities not only make people believe that the fact
to be proven is “more likely” to occur, but also make people feel the content and logic
of evidence definite and clear, so that the examiner will have a definite judgment;
(3) While judging whether the generalization of claims is reasonable, the following
aspects are generally considered: the technical problems to be solved by the invention
and inventive points, specific embodiments in contents sufficiently disclosed in the
description, the status of the prior art and its predictable level, as well as experimental
ability and analysis level of those skilled in the art;
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(4) For burden of proof, the applicant can cite evidence in the prior art to illustrate
the reasonability of the summary of claims, but it is only a mode of reasoning, and
the burden of proof will be achieved as long as the reasoning is sufficient without
groundless assertion, and clear and convincing to those skilled in the art. For example,
the reasoning can be conducted in conjunction with the principle or mechanism of
technical contents of the invention, the direct relation between the technical solution
and the achievement of the purpose or technical effects of the invention, etc. The
viewpoint can be supported by citing common knowledge if necessary.
[Case 6: 00808428.9] Reexamination decision No. 7637 – understanding of meaning of terms
Claim: a pharmaceutical composition for treating arthritis, containing an effective amount of
function blocking antibody or a fragment thereof, and a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.
Related details of the case: as described in the description, the “effective amount” refers to an amount
that is enough to realize favourable or required clinical outcome. It is can be administrated once or
several times. With regard to the treatment of inflammatory disorder, the “effective amount” of an
anti-integrin antibody refers to an amount that is enough to alleviate, improve, stabilize, reverse,
slow down or postpone the progress of an inflammation related disease, and achieve the clinically
acceptable level aiming at the treated disease or beauty treatment goal. Moreover, a dosage range
and a preferred dosage range are further provided.
Case analysis: if those skilled in the art can understand and determine the scope of protection
claimed in the claim according to common technical knowledge in this field and contents
described in the description, the claim is clear. Those skilled in the art explains this “effective
amount” according to the description, so as to understand the meaning of the “effective amount”
described in the claim, and define the scope of protection claimed in the claim.
[Case 7: 93121424.6] Decision on invalidation No. 13995 – understanding of meaning of
terms
Claim: an application of an immunocompetence chimeric anti-CD20 antibody in the preparation
of medicines for treating B cell lymphoma, wherein the chimeric anti-CD20 antibody has a
variable heavy chain sequence shown in Fig. 5, a variable light chain sequence shown in Fig. 4,
and a human IgGl constant region.
Related details of the case: the “variable heavy chain sequence”, the “variable light chain sequence”
and the “IgGl constant region” are inconsistent with technical terms described in the description,
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for example, an “IgG1 invariable region” described in the description is different from the “IgGl
constant region”. The description describes that “invariable regions of a light chain (VL) and a
heavy chain (VH) endow it with important biological properties, such as antibody chain binding,
secretion, transplacental mobility, Fc receptor binding and complement binding”, and Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3 give specific nucleotide sequences for coding a human κ invariable region and a human γ
1 invariable region.
Case analysis: as definite amino acid sequences are provided in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the contents
expressed by the “variable heavy chain sequence” and the “variable light chain sequence” can be
clear; for the “IgG1 constant region”, firstly the “constant region” itself has definite meaning, and
secondly those skilled in the art know that the constant region has a complement binding site for
binding a complement; the connection of disulfide bonds between the constant regions plays an
important role in forming a divalent tetramer structure of the complete antibody; the Fc segment
(namely the constant region) can be bound with an Fc receptor; the constant region can provide
a transit (such as secretion, through placenta) site, which is actually the same as the “invariable
region” described in the description, therefore the protective scope of the claim is clear.
[Case 8: 200480012497.3] Reexamination decision No. 20541 – products defined by
parameters
Claim: a specific binding natural proBNP antibody, wherein the specific binding natural proBNP
antibody is characterized in that: with regard to the proBNP value measured in a patient’s sample,
the r-value of the correlation between the antibody and MAB10.4.63 obtained by linear regression
analysis is at least 0.95 or more, wherein at least 20 and at most 25 patient’s serum samples with
NT-proBNP-level of 10ng/ml to 150ng/ml which are selected from natural proBNP are used, and
the antibody is bound to an epitope consisting of amino acids 38-44 of the proBNP.
Related details of the case: only limited antibody samples are provided in determination of
the antibody specificity described in the description for identifying and determining synthetic
proBNP and patient’s sample proBNP, with the result that: “One epitope seems not to exist
on the synthetic proBNP and proBNP contained in the patient’s sample in the same manner.
The epitope substantially consists of amino acids 41-44, and is identified by MAB10.4.63 and
PAB41-46.” Fig. 3 and 8 of the description disclose that the correlation coefficients between
MAB16.1.39 and PAB41-46 and MAB10.4.63 are respectively r=0.95 and r=0.99, in addition,
any other specific antibodies according to the claim are not described.
Case analysis: those skilled in the art only can recognize that the deposited hybridoma cell
MAB10.4.63, MAB16.1.39 and PAB41-46 meet the above characteristics, and can achieve
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the effects alleged in the application, but whether other antibodies meeting the characteristics
according to the claim have the effects, namely being used for detecting a natural brain natriuretic
peptide precursor molecule, needs to be determined by those skilled in the art through a large
amount of additional antibody preparation and effect test screening. It is unable to directly or
affirmatively verify that all the obtained antibodies can realize the above technical effects by
experiments or operations specified in the description, or common means in the technical field,
so that the claim cannot be supported by the description.
[Case 9: 01812162.4] Reexamination decision No. 22572 – corresponding relation between
medicine and indication in pharmaceutical use
Claim: an application of an ErbB antagonist in preparation of products for treating cancer
patients, wherein the cancer patients refers to those with erbB gene amplification found in tumor
cells of their tissue samples, and the ErbB antagonist is an antibody.
Related details of the case: the description describes that the “ErbB antagonist” is any molecule
that can be bound with an ErbB acceptor and block the ligand activation of the ErbB acceptor,
and an “erbB gene” comprises at least 4 different members, i.e. EGFR, erbB2, erbB3 and
erbB4. Embodiments 1-2 of the description have verified the relation between the erbB2 gene
amplification and anti-HER2 antibody rhuMAb 4D5 (Herceptin) treatment.
Case analysis: the description does not provide any experimental data to prove the relation
between the treatment of other ErbB antagonists except for Herceptin and the erbB gene
amplification, and also does not provide any experimental data to prove the relation between
the Herceptin treatment and erbB gene amplification except for the erbB2 gene, therefore the
scope of protection of the claim cannot be obtained by generalization, and the claim cannot be
supported by the description.
[Case 10: 02816433.4] Reexamination decision No. 19045 – examination on technical solution
defined by homology
Claim: a rabies virus neutralizing antibody, consisting of heavy chain polypeptide with above 90%
of amino acid sequence homology compared with SEQ ID NO:10 and light chain polypeptide
with above 90% of amino acid sequence homology compared with SEQ ID NO:12.
Case analysis: the description only describes that an antibody consisting of SEQ ID NO: 10
and 12 is capable of neutralizing rabies virus. As whether protein with higher homology has
similar spatial structures and similar functions, depends primarily on the differences of amino acid
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residues playing a crucial role in maintaining its spatial structures, functions and activity, as well
as whether these differences are sufficient to change its spatial conformation and corresponding
biological functions and activity, in the absence of experimental evidence for verification, those
skilled in the art cannot determine that all polypeptides contained in the scope limited by the
sequence and the homology have the activity, cannot define that other alternatives except for the
embodiment, namely homology polypeptide also can neutralize the rabies virus. The generalization
of the existing claim comprises supposition, and its effect is difficult to predetermine and evaluate,
which is beyond the scope disclosed by the description.
[Case 11: 96195830.8] Decision on invalidation No. 15147 – examination on generic terms
and numerical range
Claim: a preparation of a lyophilized mixture containing a dissolving protective agent and a
monoclonal antibody, wherein the molar ratio of the dissolving protective agent to the monoclonal
antibody is 100-600:1, and the dissolving protective agent is sucrose or trehalose.
Related details of the case: the description describes that “stability” refers to “a form in which
approximately less than 10%, preferably less than 5% of protein in the preparation is a condensation
product”, and the minimum stability standard is that after deposit at 30℃or 40℃ for one month,
the condensation product of the protein is approximately less than 10%. Experimental results
of accompanying figures and tables of the description all can prove that when the molar ratio
of the sucrose or trehalose in the lyophilized preparation to rhuMAb HER2 or rhuMAb E25 is
about 300:1 to 1,200:1 (or higher), the sucrose or trehalose can stabilize the rhuMAb HER2 or
rhuMAb E25.
Case analysis: whether the preparation containing the anti-HER2 antibody or the anti-IgE
antibody can be summarized into the scope of “monoclonal antibody” preparations: as both the
rhuMAb HER2 and rhuMAb E25 are monoclonal antibodies, and essentially homogeneous
protein which does not contain hybrid protein, although different monoclonal antibodies have
different antigenic specificities, there is no essential difference between aggregation characteristics
shown by the monoclonal antibodies due to changes in the high-order structure of the protein,
so that it is easily appreciated by those skilled in the art that the dissolving protective agent which
can be used for stablizing rhuMAb HER2 or rhuMAb E25 also can be used for stabilizing other
monoclonal antibodies; when the molar ratio of trehalose to protein is less than 300:1, whether
the trehalose can play a role in stabilizing the protein: although the stability of the lyophilized
preparation is reduced along with the reduction of the molar ratio of the trehalose to the protein,
when the above molar ratio is 300, the percentage of intact protein is still maintained at about
99.5%, which is much higher than the minimum standard of 90%, and according to the variation
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tendency shown in the diagram, in the absence of ample evidence, it still cannot conclude that
when the molar ratio is 100, the stabilizing effect of the dissolving protective agent on the protein
cannot meet the stability standards set in the patent.

(III) Novelty and inventiveness
In the antibody-related application, the situation of the novelty defect is few and typically presents
in a method-defined product claim or pharmaceutical use claim, as Case 12 and Case 13 described
below, the draft mode of Case 12 results in relative difficulty to identify its novelty defects during
examination, a comprehensive understanding of the substance of the invention is required, and
the core content of the invention can be interpreted in an in-depth manner. The situation of the
inventiveness defect in the antibody-related application generally exists such as in the cases of
antibody-related preparation and combined administration, and as for a preserved hybridoma
or an antibody defined by a particular sequence, the occurrence of the inventiveness defect is
relatively few.
The following aspects are usually taken into consideration for the examination of the novelty and
inventiveness:
(1) the contents disclosed in the prior art includes not only the described contents, but also
implicitly disclosed contents;
(2) special attention should be paid to analyze the limitation of technical features such as
administration dosage, drug content, effective amount, and administration route on
the protection scope of the claim when determining the novelty of pharmaceutical
application claim;
(3) as for monoclonal antibody, if antigen is known, and it is clear that the antigen has
immunogenicity (e.g., a polyclonal antibody are known), the claim has no inventiveness
unless its monoclonal antibody has unexpected technical effect; and
(4) it is curtail to find the technical suggestion, that is, it should be needed to determine
whether those skilled in the art have the motivation to improve the prior art on the
basis of the prior art, rather than evaluate the inventiveness only by simply pileup the
technical features of the prior art.
[Case 12: 200610009258.3] Reexamination decision No. 36975 – utilization of impuritydefined product
Claim: a composition containing anti-HER2 antibody and one or more acidic variants thereof,
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characterized in that the amount of the acidic variants is less than 25%, the composition further
comprises a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier, the anti-HER2 antibody is humMAb4D5-8,
the light chain amino acid sequence thereof is SEQ ID NO: 1 while the heavy chain amino acid
sequence is SEQ ID NO: 2, wherein, the acidic variant is mainly deamidation variants of which
one or more asparagine residues of the anti-HER2 antibody is/are deamided, and the Asn30
of the deamidation variants is converted into aspartic acid in the CDR1 of any one or two VL
regions of the humMAb4D5-8.
Relevant cases: the description has described a mixture containing high concentration of the
anti-HER2 antibody which is obtained by purifying from mixture of the anti-HER2 antibody
and acidic variants thereof through adopting a specific ion-exchange chromatographic method.
Reference has disclosed a series of liquid preparations containing anti-HER2 full-length
humanized antibody humMAb4D5-8 and stability test result thereof. The proportion of nondenatured (non-degraded) protein of the liquid formulations is determined through utilizing
humMAb4D5-8 lyophilized preparation containing protective agents such as sodium succinate and
trehalose after bacteriostatic water for injection (BWFI) reconstruction through cation exchange
chromatography. The result shows that the percentage of natural protein gradually declines from
about 82% within 100 days, and the lowest reaches 72%. The reference has also noted that the
humMAb4D5-8 in liquid state is degraded through the desamination (30-site aspartic acid of
the light chain) and form iso-aspartic acid (102-site of the heavy chain) through cyclic imide
intermediate of succinimide, and the deamination reaction at pH5.0 is minimum, leading to
substantially degrading into succinimide; and relatively high amount of deamination reaction is
identified in the liquid preparation at pH 6.0 (that is, acidic variant Asp30 is generated).
Case analysis: according to the content disclosed by the reference, those skilled in the art can
infer that the liquid preparation contains the acidic variant Asp30 except denatured proteins,
the amount of the acidic variant should be less than 18%, and the maximum is up to 28% after
the degradation; while the humMAb4D5-8 antibody is a known commonly used antibody, the
light chain amino acid sequence and the heavy chain amino acid sequence thereof are known,
the addition of sequence features thereof does not change structure thereof, and the reference has
implicitly disclosed the claimed composition technical solution. That is, the content of the prior
art contains the one that can be directly inferred and implicitly disclosed, if the claimed technical
solution includes the implicitly-disclosed content, the solution does not have the novelty.
[Case 13:200510062688.7] Reexamination decision No. 16601 – limitation effect of disease
type subdivision
Claim: the use of radiolabeled anti-CD20 antibody in the preparation of a drug, the drug and
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chimeric anti-CD20 antibody with the amount of B cell depletion being used in combination for
the treatment of B-cell lymphoma in a human patient, wherein, the patient has no sensitivity to
the previous treatment of the chimeric anti-CD20 antibody.
Relevant cases: reference has disclosed that the combined administration of the chimeric anti-CD20
antibody C2B8 and radiolabeled anti-CD20 antibody Y2B8 can treat B-cell lymphoma, wherein,
lymphocyte and lymphoma cell are radiation sensitive, during the combined administration, the
firstly-applied chimeric anti-CD20 antibody depletes the majority of B-cells in the lymphoid
tumor of the patient, and the radiolabeled anti-CD20 antibody applied later can remove residual
peripheral blood B-cells, deplete B-cells in lymph nodes and other tissues, and increase the chance
of targeting tumor cells.
Case analysis: two technical solutions are compared, the used drugs are the chimeric anti-CD20
antibody and the radiolabeled anti-CD20 antibody, both of which are involved in the combined
administration for the treatment of B-cell lymphoma, the sequence of application are the same,
wherein, the chimeric anti-CD20 antibody is firstly applied to deplete the majority of B-cells
in the patient, and the radiolabeled anti-CD20 antibody applied later can achieve the effect of
final treatment; “the patient has no sensitivity to the previous treatment of the chimeric antiCD20 antibody” described in the claims, fails to change the type of the B-cell lymphoma of the
patient targeted by the combined administration and endow the B-cell lymphoma in the technical
solution with new features different from the B-cell lymphoma in the reference. Therefore, the
claimed technical solution is substantially the same as that disclosed by the reference, and does
not have the novelty.
[Case 14: 200410068147.0] Reexamination decision No. 18829 - presumption of novelty
Claim: a monoclonal antibody, characterized in that, said antibody specifically recognizes
apoptosis-related acetylcholin esterase; and the antibody is secreted by a mouse hybridoma cell line
with preservation number of CCTCC NO: C200413; and the antibody is IgG type antibody.
Relevant cases: the present description describes the claimed monoclonal antibody having the
following technical effects, for instance, AR-AChE of apoptotic cells is specifically recognized
rather than synapse type AChE expressed by SK-N-SH cells, and anticancer drugs can be
conveniently and efficiently screened.
Reference has disclosed a class of antibodies targeting the acetylcholine enzyme (AChE) and the
corresponding polyclonal antibody which can specifically detect/diagnose a degenerative brain
disease caused by cell apoptosis, and the corresponding monoclonal antibody is not disclosed.
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Case analysis: the distinctive technical feature between technical solutions of the claim and that
of the reference is that the former claims a monoclonal antibody secreted by a specific cell line.
Although its antibody may against the same epitope of the present application and that of the
reference and cannot be separated from the chemical structure due to high homology among
AChEs, what is claimed is the monoclonal antibody secreted by the specific cell line which is
typically generated for one epitope, it is difficult to presume that it is the same as the polyclonal
antibody disclosed by the reference or unknown monoclonal antibody targeting the epitope, and
the claim has novelty.
[Case 15: 97181416.3] Invalid decision No. 12049 – comment on adjuvant in preparation
Claim: a stable freeze-dried monoclonal antibody or a polyclonal antibody pharmaceutical
preparation, comprising: sugar or amino sugar, amino acid and surfactant, and the monoclonal
antibody or the polyclonal antibody pharmaceutical preparation free of polyethylene glycol and/
or proteinaceous pharmaceutical adjuvant substances.
Relevant cases: the invention object and technical effects achieved by the patent described in
the description are to use sugar or amino sugar, amino acids, buffer solution, and surfactant as
an additive combination to stabilize the protected objects of the monoclonal antibody and the
polyclonal antibody in the freeze-drying (lyophilization) and thawing (solution reconstruction)
processes, and the degradation or aggregation do not occur. The reference has disclosed a
pharmaceutical preparation for increasing the stability of human growth hormone (hGH) in the
freeze-drying and re-dissolution processes, which comprises: human growth hormone, amino acid,
sugars (sucrose, maltose, fructose, and lactose, etc.) or sugar alcohol (mannitol), phosphate buffer
solution and non-ionic surfactant, and has disclosed that the use of the additive combination
stabilizes hGH in the freeze-drying and re-dissolution (solution reconstruction) processes, reduces
the aggregation and denaturation, and teaches that sugar and sugar alcohol (mannitol) can be
substituted for each other.
Case analysis: compared the technical solution using sugar in claim 1 with the technical solution
disclosed in Evidence 3, the difference is different protected objects stabilized by the preparation.
As those skilled in the art known, the monoclonal antibody or polyclonal antibody and hGH are
proteins, the aggregation and/or the degradation occurring during the freeze-drying process makes
protein aggregate or denature, which is attributed to general features of protein and not related
to respective unique biological functions. Thus, it is easy for those skilled in the art to conceive
that a freeze-drying protective agent of one protein is used for another protein. In addition, as
for the technical solution using sugar alcohol, since amino sugar and sugar alcohol are common
sugar derivatives, it can readily be conceived that a monosaccharide derivative (amino sugar) is
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substituted by another monosaccharide derivative (sugar alcohol) or sugar. Under the case that
the technical solution of Claim 1 fails to achieve unexpected technical effect, it does not have
inventiveness.
[Case 16: 200510062686.8] Invalid decision No. 18785 – technical effect of combined
administration
Claim: use of anti-CD20 antibody in the drug preparation, the drug comprising the antibody and
chemotherapy used for treating low level /follicular non-Hodgkin lymphoma of a human patient,
wherein the antibody and the chemotherapy are prepared to provide therapeutic effect greater
than the sum of respective effect of the therapeutic agents, wherein, the antibody is rituximab, and
the chemotherapy is selected from CHOP, ICE, mitoxantrone, cytarabine……
Relevant cases: reference 1 has disclosed a radioactive immunotherapy for treating lymphoma
with anti-CD20 antibody, which has specifically disclosed a technical solution for treating low
level /follicular non-Hodgkin lymphoma with radiolabelled anti-CD20 antibody, wherein, a low
level /follicular non-Hodgkin lymphoma patient has been previously received chemotherapy,
for example, CHOP therapy. Reference 2 relates to the chimeric and radiolabelled antibody
against differentiation antigen restricted by anti-human B lymphocyte, and also indicates that
chemotherapeutic agent can be used in combination with C2B8 antibody on the basis of disclosing
technical solution for adopting radiolabeled antibody Y2B8 and unlabeled antibody C2B8
(equivalent to antibody rituximab) to treat B-cell lymphoma, and preferred chemotherapeutic
agent includes, but is not limited to, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine and prednisone.
The patent description only performs experiment for the combination of antibody rituximab
and CHOP chemotherapy, and experimental data show that, the combination used for treating
low level/follicular non-Hodgkin lymphoma has made remarkable improvement with statistical
significance compared with the prior art.
Case analysis: the reference 1 has disclosed the technical solution for specifically treating low
level/follicular non-Hodgkin lymphoma with a radionuclide-labeled antibody, has not directly
disclosed the content that the anti-CD20 antibody without being labeled with radionuclide is
adopted to treat specific disease of low level/follicular non-Hodgkin lymphoma, and has also not
disclosed that the antibody used in combination with the chemotherapeutic agent is rituximab.
The reference 2 has clearly disclosed the content that the chemotherapeutic agent and the C2B8
antibody (i.e, rituximab) are used in combination for treating the B-cell lymphoma. On this basis,
firstly, it can be determined that the prior art has already provided the inspriation of combining
the rituximab with various chemotherapies or chemotherapeutic agents so as to treat low level/
follicular non-Hodgkin lymphoma. As for the technical effect of such combination, given the
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differences existing among various chemotherapies or chemotherapeutic agents, the experiment
of rituximab and CHOP and its result described in the description are not enough to represent
the technical effect of the application of combining rituximab with other chemotherapies or
chemotherapeutic agents. No evidence proves that the application of combining the antibody
rituximab with all the chemotherapies or chemotherapeutic agents can generate unexpected
technical effect. Thus, the solution of selecting other chemotherapies except for CHOP in the
claim has no inventiveness over the reference 1 and 2.
[Case 17: 03815598.2] Reexamination decision No. 21743 – consideration of monoclonal
antibody structure and function
Claim: a human IgM monoclonal antibody, characterized in that, the human IgM monoclonal
antibody can specifically recognize an HIV-infected cell and induce the apoptosis of the infected
cell, the human IgM monoclonal antibody is generated by 2G9 cell strain with preservation
number of FERM BP-8378, and comprises an amino acid sequence comprising an H chain
variable region encoded by a nucleotide sequence that is represented by sequence No. 1 and an L
chain variable region encoded by a nucleotide sequence which is represented by sequence No.2.
Relevant cases: the description has described that IgM monoclonal antibody of the present
application can induce the apoptosis of the HIV-infected cell, and that of a latent HIV infected
cell. Reference has described that an IgM antibody separated from human serum is used for
anti-virus (especially HIV), and suggested that it can be used as monoclonal antibody, wherein
the IgM antibody is from normal, healthy individual blood. The reference has disclosed the IgM
antibody specific structure which is combined with such as a chemokine receptor and other cell
surface receptor, HIV-1 virus is inhibited from infecting lymphocyte through this mechanism,
but it is not revealed that the antibody can have effect on the HIV virus infected cells.
Case analysis: in the comparison of both, there is structural difference, the reference has not
disclosed the specific structure of the antibody; and it is also different in function, and the
antibody in the reference can be used to prevent HIV infection, while the antibody of the present
application can be used to treat HIV infection. Accordingly, the monoclonal antibody of the
present application differs from that of the reference, both of which have different mechanisms
of action and functions in the human body, those skilled in the art cannot reasonably expect the
technical effect of the application monoclonal antibody on the basis of the reference, therefore,
the Claim has inventiveness.

Claim: a mutated IgG2 constant region, wherein, residue 234, residue 235, and residue237
defined by the EU numbering system form one segment of the following amino acids: val ala
ala, ala ala ala, val glu ala, and ala glu ala, wherein, an antibody connected to a variable region
containing the anti-CD3 antibody and the mutated IgG2 constant region are compared with
another antibody connected to a variable region containing the anti-CD3 antibody and a natural
IgG2 constant region, the mitogenic reaction of the former-induced human T cell is decreased.
Relevant cases: the experimental result described in the present description indicates that the
sequence described in the claim can lead to lower mitogenic property with respect to non-mutated
human IgG2 and human IgG4 mutant with mutation identically occurring between site 234-site
237 in the prior art. Reference 1 has examined the impact of mutation occurring between site
234-site 237 on the affinity of IgG3 and Fc RII, and has identified that the region between the
site 234-site 237 is interaction locus for IgG and Fc RII. The mutation between the site 234-site
237 will greatly reduce the combination of IgG and Fc RII.
Case analysis: the difference between the claims and the reference is that: the reference has not
described the mutated IgG2 constant region specifically defined in the Claims. Given that the
impact of mutation on the function of polypeptide is not only dependent on the locus of the
mutation, also dependent on the type of substitutive amino acid, the combination mode of
multiple mutations, and the polypeptide structure, for example, the experimental result of the
present description shows that in spite of the mutation identically occurring between site 234site 237, the induced proliferative effect of IgG2 mutant is lower than that of IgG4 mutant, and
the proliferative effect of IgG4 mutant at high concentration is equivalent to that of IgG1 and
non-mutated IgG4, thus, those skilled in the art are not clear which kind of mutation in the
region of site 234-site 237 can effectively reduce the combination of IgG2 and Fc RII to reduce
its mitogenic activity though the reference has indicated that the region of IgG2 is the interaction
locus with Fc RII, in this respect, it is not obvious to those skilled in the art, meanwhile, the
low mitogenic property also indicates that the claimed technical solution has an advantageous
technical effect, therefore, the Claim has inventiveness.

(IV) Applicability
In the antibody-related application, the applicability defect is usually present in the method
claim, for example, a method for preparing an antibody related to a surgical method with nontherapeutic purpose.
For the applicability examination, the following aspects are normally considered:

[Case 18: 97195646.4] Reexamination decision No. 13810 – extent achieved by technical
inspiration
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(1) whether the claimed technical solution has the applicability, on one hand, it should
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be determined whether the technical solution itself has inherent defects, such as the
contravention to the laws of nature, and no any technical characteristics, thereby
resulting in incapability of being manufactured or used in the industry, on the other
hand, it should be determined whether the expected economic effect, technical effect,
and social effect of the technical solution are positive and beneficial;
(2) as for the technical solution containing simple interventional treatment steps such as
injection which can be applied by not relying on professional skill of medical staff due
to small individual difference, for example, an antibody preparation method including
steps for implementing injection to an animal body, if it is determined not to belong to
the surgical method with non-therapeutic purpose from the claimed subject matter or
the whole technical solution and the technical problem to be solved by the invention, it
is inappropriate to identify the claimed technical solution as the surgical method with
non-therapeutic purpose though the technical solution has the simple interventional
treatment steps such as injection; and
(3) the comment of method-screening type technical solution, due to different results as a
result of different candidate, the comment on its reproducibility should be made based
on whether the generation of its results depends on a random factor under the same
conditions. In addition, the difference in the implementation result degree also does
not mean no reproducibility of the technical solution.
[Case 19: 200510108152.4] Reexamination decision No. 17377 – definition of surgical
method
Claim: a method for preparing hepatitis B oriented interferon, characterized in that, an animal
method in step (1) is as follows: inoculating a human monoclonal antibody cell secreting antihepatitis B virus in nude mouse enterocoelia treated by pristane, the inoculation amount of cells
being 1×107 cells/mouse, opening the enterocoelia to take a solid tumor two weeks later, cutting
the solid tumor into pieces, adding with 0.01MpH7.4PBS at a ratio of 1:3 into an ultrasonic
homogenizer, and homogenizing the solid tumor, performing high-speed centrifugation at
low temperature to the homogenized solution, receiving the supernatant, and performing
chromatography with Sepharose CL-4B column to obtain the anti-hepatitis B virus human
monoclonal antibody with purity more than 95 percent.
Case analysis: the animal method in the Claim includes the steps of inoculating cells secreting
human antibody into the nude mouse enterocoelia, and opening the enterocoelia to take the
solid tumor, which has conducted traumatic and interventional treatment to live human body
or animal body, the treatment mode needs to rely on professional and technical personnel for
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implementation, the result may also variable due to the difference in individual animals, thus, it
is considered as the surgical method with non-therapeutic purpose, cannot be used in industry,
and has no applicability.
[Case 20: 02805765.1] Reexamination decision No. 17435 – definition of reproducibility
Claims: a method for identifying, separating, and preparing hyperimmune serum reactive antigen
from a pathogen, the antigen being applicable to animal vaccine or human vaccine with given
category, the method characterized by comprising the following steps: providing an antibody
preparation containing the antibody targeting the pathogen from a plasma pool; screening the
expression library on the bacteria surface of the pathogen with the antibody preparation; and
identifying and confirming the screened antigen with the antibody preparation from an individual
serum, wherein the individual serum shows specific pathogen-resisting antibody titer greater than
90 percent and IgG titer greater than 10,000 U.
Related cases: the embodiments 1-4 of the description has described the process of preparing
ultra-immunogenic antigen of staphylococcus aureus through adopting the method of the present
invention, the embodiment 4 and embodiment 5 have identified the ultra-immunogenic antigen,
the result shows that it reacts with the serum of a patient or a healthy donor instead of the infant
serum bank, which indicates that it can be used as the vaccine candidate for the prevention and
treatment of staphylococcus aureus infection.
Case analysis: by this method, specific hyperimmune serum reactive antigens screened by different
individual sera may be different, however, the antigens may be used for preparing the vaccine
targeting specific pathogens, since the hyperimmune serum reactive antigen of a specific pathogen
contains many different antigens, as long as the repetition of the method of the present invention
identifies one kind or one part of the antigens, the method can be used for screening the vaccines,
which can be determined that the method of the present invention identifies the hyperimmune
serum reactive antigen, therefore, different screened antigen cannot explain that the method of
the present invention has no reproducibility. The present invention has the following technical
characteristics: (1) screening the antibody targeting the pathogen in the used plasma bank; and (2)
in the individual serum, the specific pathogen-resisting antibody titer being greater than 90 percent
and greater than 10,000 U. These conditions are sufficient to ensure that each experiment can
prepare the hyperimmune serum reactive antigen. It can be determined that the implementation
of the technical solution of the present invention is not dependent on any random factors, the
repetition of implementing the technical solution can screen and obtain the hyperimmune serum
reactive antigen, and the present invention has the applicability.
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II Intrinsic motivation for examination standard adapting to industrial situation

III Recommendation for correctly and rationally using examination standard

From the national level, “intellectual property system is a social policy tool.” Public policy
choices and arrangements, such as whether intellectual property is protected, what knowledge is
endowed with intellectual property, and what protection level is used for protecting intellectual
property, are made by a nation in accordance with the reality of development status and the
future development requirement8. UK Intellectual Property Committee believes that developing
countries should take patent policy of “encouraging competition”, that is, it tends to protect
the interests of “ second comers “ rather than that of “ distant patentees “, and summarizes the
specific policy measures to be taken by the developing countries: limiting the scope of patentable
subjects, adopting strict standards of patentability and patent width adapted to the disclosure
and contributions of the invention, restricting the patentee from hindering others to improve the
invention or bypass the invention, and preventing patent abuse, and other policies for promoting
domestic innovation. These policy recommendations are basically in line with the interests of the
developing countries9.

How to rationally use the discretion standard within the existing legislative framework to perform
the patent examination in line with national pharmaceutical industry, and antibody industrial
development level, thereby maximizing to encourage domestic innovation and promoting
the development of domestic industries, has a very significant effect for better protecting and
developing domestic enterprises, industries, and social and national interests.

However, the third national revision of the Patent Law raised the novelty standards, restricted
to obtain patent through the use of biological genetic resources, allowed parallel importation,
and increased the prior art defense, in particular, the introduction of BOLAR exception restricts
medicinal products, but does not give the patentee the right to apply for the extension of patent
right duration, which is adapted to the relatively backward situation of national pharmaceutical
industry technology as a whole.
Through the role of patent policy, adaptation of the operation of the Patent Law to the national
economic and technological development requirement is the mission assumed by the national
patent policy. However, due to reasons such as the limitation of legislative technique and the
professionalism, technicality, adaptability, and variability of modern state administration
management, the Legislative Body left considerably extensive discretion room for the Administrative
Body during the legislation in order to ensure effective implementation of state administration
by the Administrative Body, thereby better protecting and creating the interests of the state and
society. The purpose of formulating the patent examination standard should accommodate the
national pharmaceutical research and development level, which serves to facilitate and promote
domestic pharmaceutical research and development level.

8

According to the comparison of domestic and international antibody development levels, in the
antibody field, for how to rationally and correctly apply the foregoing provisions in the discretion
space, the author recommends:
Relatively strict standards are adopted for the examination of experiment data in the sufficient
disclosure and the examination whether the claim is supported by the description. Thus, the
description discloses more related technical details which must be aware by those skilled in the art
to implement the invention, and a broader scope of protection is only obtained by summarizing
on the basis of more embodiments disclosed by the description, which is conducive to effectively
curbing foreign multinational pharmaceutical enterprises from rapidly expanding the scope of
protection through its original core technology.
In addition, due to the deficiency of the national pharmaceutical enterprises in the innovative
capacity, this is projected on the patent application presenting little original type “basic patent”
and more improved type “peripheral patent”, while for the peripheral patent, there is often the
problem whether their inventiveness height is sufficient to obtain patent right. It needs to reasonably
determine the inventiveness height line of obtaining the patent right in the examination process
to maximally protect of the interests of domestic enterprises under the reasonable and legitimate
premise. On this basis, the adoption of the relatively low inventiveness standard is conducive for
the pharmaceutical enterprises to form an encroaching peripheral improved patent encirclement
around foreign “basic patent” and provide important help for imitating, improving, and rapidly
enhancing own technical level, and narrowing technological gap.

Wu Handong, Advantages and Disadvantages: Intellectual Property System Policy Scientific Analysis, “Studies in Law and

Business”, 2006,05.
9

Commission on Intellectual Property Rights, Integrating Intellectual Property Rights and Development Policy, (London,

2002), p.126, available at http://www.iprcommission.org, 2008-10-1 visited.
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Dean of Science (1998-2005), Director of the Biotechnology Research Institute (1996-2008),
and Head of the Department of Biochemistry (2000-2009).
Nancy Ip is well-known for her seminal discoveries in the biology of neurotrophic factors, which
are proteins that promote the survival, development, and maintenance of neurons in the nervous
system. She has made important contributions towards understanding the molecular mechanisms
underlying brain development and synaptic plasticity, and their dysregulation in neurological
disorders. She also plays a significant role in the development of biotechnology in Hong Kong.
She has helped to establish the expertise and capabilities to drive local drug discovery efforts,
and launched prominent collaborations with major biopharmaceutical companies, thus placing
HKUST on the map for cutting-edge R&D in molecular neuroscience.
As a highly accomplished researcher, Nancy Ip has published over 240 scientific papers with
more than 16,400 SCI citations, and holds 23 patents. She is an Academician of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, a Fellow of the Academy of Sciences for the Developing World, and has
received numerous awards and honors including the National Natural Science Awards (China’s
highest honor in the natural sciences) and the L’OREAL-UNESCO for Women in Science
Award (making her the first honoree in the life sciences from China). She is also the senior editor
of the Journal of Neuroscience, member of the editorial board of the Journal of Cell Biology,
and an elected Councillor for two leading global organizations in the fields of neuroscience and
pharmacology: the Society for Neuroscience and the CINP (Collegium Internationale NeuroPsychopharmacologicum).

Xiangjun Kong
Xiangjun Kong is a Ph.D. candidate in Biomedical Science at the University of Macau. She is
currently focusing on network-based intellectual property mapping in biotechnology field. She
holds a M.S. in Biology Science from Chongqing University, and has rich research experiences in
molecular and cell biology and immunology.

Muhammed is the recipient of 14 United States Patents for fundamental Inventions, and has
given numerous invited talks in the areas of Intellectual property licensing best practices.
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Hengwa Kuok

Hon-Ming Lam, Ph.D.

Hengwa Kuok is a traditional Chinese medicine physician and an acupuncturist in Macau and also
a Master student in Medicinal Administration at Institute of Chinese Medical Sciences, University
of Macau. He specializes in sports-related injuries and orthopedic rehabilitation therapy. He
received a Bachelor's degree from Beijing University of Traditional Chinese Medicine.

Prof. Hon-Ming Lam obtained his B.Sc. and M.Phil. degrees from the Chinese University of
Hong Kong in 1985 and 1987, respectively. He subsequently received his Ph.D. degree from
Northwestern University in 1992. After further postdoctoral training at New York University,
he returned to Hong Kong to join his alma mater in 1997. He is currently a professor in School
of Life Sciences, CUHK and the director of the Center for Soybean Research of the Partner
State Key Laboratory of Agrobiotechnology at The Chinese University of Hong Kong. Prof. Lam
made significant contributions in plant molecular biology especially in nitrogen metabolism and
amino acid signaling in the early stage of his career. He then focused his research on soybean
genomics and gene functional studies. He led a project to employ whole genome sequencing
approach to complete a study on the genomic diversity between wild and cultivated soybeans.
Using the soybean genomic data, the goal of his team is to explore important genes/alleles from
unique soybean germplasm and apply them to crop improvement programs. Prof. Lam published
extensively, with papers appeared in prestigious scientific journal such as Nature, Nature Genetics,
Nature Communications, and Lancet.

Dominic Man-Kit Lam, Ph.D.
Prof. Dominic Man-Kit Lam’s achievements in the field of vaccines, the highlight of which is his
development of the concept of edible vaccines, have been well-recognized by the numerous awards
he has received. His vision of effective and affordable health care for the people in developing
countries started with his vital participation in Project Orbis, the International flying eye hospital
in the early 1980's and subsequently the World Eye Organization (WEO) in 1999, where many
vision-impaired people in developing regions were given the ability to see. With his background
as an expert in the field of biotechnology, his focus was to find a way to produce vaccine material
abundantly, cheaply and rapidly. He researched and developed the novel method for vaccine
delivery at low cost with high stability and efficacy.
Earlier successful research includes his initial production in tobacco plant (1992) and later in
tomato fruit. (1994), a vaccine against the human hepatitis B virus, a chronic infection that can
lead to severe liver diseases and death. It affects about 350 million people who are chronically
infected with hepatitis B virus globally; complications include liver cirrhosis and primary
hepatocellular carcinoma, which may lead to death
In 2005, Prof. Lam established another platform to produce edible vaccines much more rapidly
using lactobacteria to counter the fast rate of mutation of viruses like influenza. This microorganism
has been used extensively to produce yogurt, cheese and other modified diary products for food, as
well as a therapeutic treatment for certain gastrointestinal disorders, especially in young children,
is a well-characterized expression host for a number of other proteins. In 2010, Prof. Lam and
his colleagues successfully produced the first influenza vaccine using this platform, to combat the
highly pathogenic avian influenza virus H5N1 and its spread in the poultry industry. Prof. Lam’s
approach of targeting the source of the infection, agricultural animals in this case, addresses both
the public health needs and economic well-being of the industry.

Fong Wilson Lam, Ph.D.
Dr. Lam is a Pediatric Critical Care Physician at Texas Children's Hospital and an Assistant
Professor of Pediatrics at Baylor College of Medicine. As a Pediatric Intensivist, he cares for many
patients with severe infection (sepsis) and inflammation. His clinical and research interests lie in
immunity as well as the complex interplay between inflammation and thrombosis.
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Yee O. Lam, J.D.
Ms. Lam began her work on edible vaccines with her brother Fong Lam, M.D., in the laboratory
of their father Dr. Dominic Lam while they attended high school in The Woodlands, Texas. This
research resulted in the first publication (Adv. in Sci. Res. 1:1-16, 1994) establishing the feasibility
of producing an edible vaccine (against Hepatitis B) in tomato fruit. After high school, Yee Lam
pursued a double major in Biology and English at the University of Texas. In 2002, Yee Lam
graduated cum laude from Pepperdine University School of Law. Yee Lam currently practices law
in Los Angeles, California.

Patricia Lecca
Ms. Lecca is a registered European and French patent attorney. Her practice focuses on all facets of
patent practice. She has prepared and successfully prosecuted to issuance numerous biotechnology,
chemistry and pharmaceutical patents. She can offer services on many legal issues relating to
patentability, patent validity, opposition and infringement, licensing and business development.
Ms. Lecca started her patent practice in 1994 in patent law firms based in Manhattan New York,
and later joined a French law firm in Paris. She also served within the patent departments of
pharmaceutical and biotech industries for many years, where she substantially contributed in
developing IPRs portfolio in the fields of genomics, viral and non-viral gene therapy, plasmidbased protein expression, and recombinant proteins. Ms. Lecca is a member of several organizations
including EPI (Institute of Professional Representatives before the European Patent Office), CNCPI
(Compagnie Nationale des Conseils), and EPLIT (European Patent Litigators Association).
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Chi-Ming Lee, Ph.D.
Dr. Chi-Ming Lee is the Founder of Ever East Consultants Limited which serves as an opportunity
maker for its clients in the biomedical field. He was the Executive Director of Translational
Science for the CNS/Pain Control Research Area at AstraZeneca in USA since 2007 and became
the Translational Science Leader for Neurodegenerative Diseases in Innovative Medicine at
AstraZeneca in Sweden in 2011. At AstraZeneca, he worked collaboratively with colleagues in
various preclinical and clinical functions to build and apply translational capabilities in molecular
imaging (PET), functional imaging (fMRI), electrophysiology (qEEG, ERP), biochemistry and
pharmacogenomics to deliver biomarkers for potential patient segmentation, and monitoring
disease progression and treatment responses for neurodegenerative diseases in a more predictive
and cost-effective manner.

Pharma R&D China from 2010. He has broad experience in the drug discovery and development
business, familiar in both small molecule and biologic drug discovery and development including
companion diagnostics, covering therapeutic areas from CNS, infectious diseases, diabetes
complications to oncology and inflammation. He has been associated with several drug products
on the market and a handful of drug candidates are currently in clinical trials. Over the years
he has published over 60 papers, actively engaged in teaching and grant/manuscript reviews,
and co-owned inventorship on 14 patents. He is currently Consultant for several institutes and
companies, Adjunct Professor of Division of Life Science, Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology, Honorary Professor of Faculty of Medicine, University of Hong Kong and Head of
Biomedical Tech Cluster, Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks Corp.

Hon-Man Lee, Ph.D.

Dr. Lee is a neuroscientist who has spent over 20 years in drug discovery and development. He had
created and led several multi-disciplinary drug discovery project teams at the Chinese University
of Hong Kong, Abbott Laboratories, Bayer Corporation and AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals to
discover and validate novel molecule targets, generate appropriate animal models, identify drug
candidates for diseases of the central nervous system (CNS), and deliver drug candidates to
proof of principal studies in the clinic for Alzheimer’s disease, multiple sclerosis, schizophrenia,
depression and anxiety. He has experience in developing global CNS discovery strategy, forming
collaborative joint ventures, evaluating licensing opportunities and facilitating strategic alignment
of the tasks and goals of the discovery and development functions. He has extensive experience in
working at the interface of R&D.

Dr. Hon-Man Lee is a patent attorney at the Law Offices of Albert Wai-Kit Chan, PLLC.

Before joining the pharmaceutical industry, Dr. Lee taught biochemistry at the Chinese University
of Hong Kong for 10 years and performed herbal medicine research. He received his Ph. D. from
Cambridge University and did his post-doctoral training at John Hopkins University. He has
published over 100 peer-reviewed research reports in neuropharmacology, neurochemistry and
phytotherapeutics. He has been actively engaged in several public private partnership activities.
For instance, he was an active member of the FNIH Biomarker Consortium Neuroscience
Steering Committee, the European Innovative Medicine Initiative (IMI) on NEWMEDS and
the Institute of Medicine (IOM) Neuroforum to focus on biomarkers and translational activities
of mutual interest. He served as the President of the Bio/Pharm Division of SCBA (Society for
Chinese Bioscientists in America) from 2005-2011.

Man-Wah Li, Ph.D.

Daniel Lee, Ph.D.
Daniel Lee is a clinical biochemist by training and obtained his PhD in Pathology at the
University of Hong Kong. He has joined the pharmaceutical industry for over 24 years and
serviced JNJ, Biogen, GSK China and lately served as General Manger and Head of site for Roche
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Dr. Lee has over 10 years of experience in patent prosecution. His practice involves patent
and trademark prosecution, patent interference, technology transfer and IP-related business
transactions in biotechnology and pharmaceutical science.
Dr. Lee earned his B.S. in biology from the University of Houston, his Ph.D. in immunology
from Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, and his J.D. from the University of Houston Law
Center. He is licensed to practice before the United States Patent and Trademark Office and has
been admitted to practice in the state of Texas.

Dr. Man-Wah Li obtained his B.Sc., M.Phil. and Ph.D. degrees from the School of Life Sciences,
the Chinese University of Hong Kong in 2005, 2008 and 2014, respectively. His expertise is in the
identificationand functional analysis of genes controlled plant defense and abiotic stress responses.
He is now participating in the wild soybean genome project aiming to explore important genes/
alleles from elite soybean germplasm for crop improvement. His recent major discovery is the
identification of a casual gene in the salt tolerance locus in wild soybean through a comprehensive
genomic strategy, leading to a publication in the journal Nature Communications.

Yuk-Lam Lo
Professor Yuk-lam LO focuses on the work related to biochemistry research, he has been holding
several important positions of various science and technology research institutes, such as the
Honorary Chairman of Hong Kong Biotechnology Organization, the Consultant of Chinese
Center For Disease Control And Prevention (CDC) as well as the Advisory Council of Food
And Environmental Hygiene and Food And Health Bureau, Government Secretariat HKSAR.
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Professor Lo also serves as the independent director of Sinovac Biotech Limited (NASDAQ:
SVA), of CSPC Pharmaceutical Group Limited (HKG:1093), and of Luye Phama Group Limited
(HKG:2186) respectively. In addition, he is an Adjunct Professor at The Chinese University
of Hong Kong as well as an Honorary Fellow at The Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology. Professor Lo has dedicated himself to the advancement of science and technology
in Hong Kong and China, all of these achievements won him the honor of the “Father of
Biotechnology in Hong Kong”.

Shawn Morvotjoe, MBA
Shawn Morvotjoe is an Associate Director of Censere Group. He has over 10 years of experience
in valuation, technical consulting and project management in the Asia Pacific Region and North
America.
His knowledge in transaction support and strategic advisory along with his operation management
experience from the fortune 500 companies have well equipped him with hands-on capability in
providing management consulting services to listed and private companies in a broad range of
industries. Shawn has keen interest in valuation of intellectual properties and other intangible
assets.
Shawn received his MBA from the Odette School of Business at the University of Windsor,
holds a Bachelor of Science with Honours in Biology and studied Information Technology at
York University. Shawn is also a member of the Institute of Certified Management Accountants
(CMA).

Alan Paau, Ph.D.
Dr. Alan Paau is currently vice provost for Technology Commercialization-Global Initiatives at
Cornell University. Until August 2014, he was for seven and a half years also the president
of the Cornell Research Foundation, Inc. and the executive director of the Cornell Center for
Technology Enterprise & Commercialization1. Previously, he was assistant vice chancellor and
director of the technology transfer program2 at The University of California San Diego (“UCSD”,
San Diego, CA). Prior to UCSD, he was the executive director of the Iowa State University
Foundation, Inc. and the Office of Intellectual Property and Technology Transfer of Iowa State
University3 (Ames, IA). He supervised the execution of over 1,800 intellectual property licensing
transactions to introduce useful products and services to the society and provided the technology
basis for the formation of over 150 new businesses that created high-paying jobs that contributed
http://www.cctec.cornell.edu
http://invent.ucsd.edu
3
http://www.techtransfer.iastate.edu/en/about_us/who_we_are/oiptt_isurf.cfm

to the economic vitality of the regions. The transactions resulted in hundreds of millions of
licensing revenues to the universities. Prior to heading the academic technology transfer efforts,
he was the associate director of the Ohio State Biotechnology Center (Columbus, OH) and was
a scientist, senior scientist, and manager at the Cetus and the W.R Grace & Co. organizations for
twelve years engaging in product R&D activities that resulted in two commercial products. While
at Ohio State and at Iowa State, he held adjunct faculty appointments in the departments of
Microbiology, Plant Pathology, Preventive Medicine, Microbiology & Immunology, and Zoology
& Genetics.
Dr. Paau holds a BS, a MS, and a doctoral degree in Biological Sciences; a MBA degree; and
attended law school. He is a Certified Licensing Professional4 and currently is a lifetime honorary
professor at the Southwest Jiao Tong University (Chengdu, China), the Chairman of the Board of
Directors of the Guanga Cooperation International Technology Corporation (Shenzhen, China),
President and Director of Stilbene Therapeutics Corporation (San Diego, CA) and an advisor
to the Zong An Rong De Investment LLC (Beijing, China) and the Anhui Laimujia Fertilizer
Co. Lte. And its State Key Laboratory for Organic Fertilizer Research at the Anhui Science &
Technology University (Bengbu, Anhui).
He was recognized by the US Northeast Chapter of the BayHelix Group5 for his outstanding service
in 2014, by the San Diego Chapter of the Sino-American Biotechnology and Pharmaceutical
Professionals Association6 with its “San Diego Bio-Pharma Award” in 2006, by the San Diego
Chinese Association with its “Vision Award” in 2005, by the San Diego Union-Tribute daily
newspaper as one of the “People to Watch” in the business community in 2002, by the San Diego
T-Sector Magazine’s “Power 20” listing as one of the “people whose efforts go beyond their own
positions to influence the entire local tech and life sciences industry” in 2002, by the University of
California San Diego with its “UCSD Community Champion Campus-Wide Award” in 2002,
and by the Southern Section of the American Society of Plant Physiologists with its “Outstanding
Graduate Student Award” in 1974.

Koon Y. Pak
Dr. Koon Y (Chris) Pak is Chairman, President, and CEO of Molecular Targeting Technologies,
Inc. He was formerly associated with Centocor, a top-tier biopharmaceutical company and
Mallinckrodt Inc. Dr. Pak’s recent awards include the Lifetime Achievement Award from the
Chinese American Society of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging, the Distinguished
Visiting Alumni Award from the State University of New York at Plattsburgh, SUNY Honor

1

4

2

5
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6
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Roll of Alumni, the Ben Franklin Emerging Business Award, the Philadelphia Business Journal
Innovation Award and the Outstanding Asian American Business Award. Formerly, Dr. Pak
was the President of the Chinese American Society of Nuclear Medicine, the former Chairman
and Co-founder of the Chinese Entrepreneur Association and the former Vice Chairman of
the Global Monte Jade Science and Technology Association. Dr. Pak holds many patents in the
diagnostic imaging and therapy field and has authored more than 60 articles covering the use of
small molecules and antibodies for cancer and cardiovascular disease.

Alan Lap-Yin Pang, Ph.D.
Dr. Alan Pang obtained his bachelor and doctoral degrees from the Department of Biochemistry,
The Chinese University of Hong Kong. He was Senior Research Fellow and then Biologist of
the Laboratory of Clinical Genomics, Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health
and Human Development, National Institutes of Health, USA, where he studied the biological
function of murine testicular genes and epigenetic regulation of gene expression. Later, he joined
the Molecular Genomics Laboratory, the next-generation DNA sequencing core facility of the
same institute, as Laboratory Supervisor. He is also a co-inventor of a US patented anti-malarial
immunogenic formulation. Recently, he joined Tech Group Developments Limited as Chief
Scientific Officer.

Brett Shadbolt, MSc.
Mr. Brett Shadbolt is the Chief Executive Officer and founder of Censere Group. He has over
25 years of IP valuation and business advisory experience and holds an MSc in Global Finance;
jointly conferred by NYU Stern and HKUST. Brett is a Professional Member of the Royal
Institute of Chartered Surveyors, a Registered Business Valuer (HK) and a Member of the Hong
Kong Securities Institute.
Brett has conducted numerous valuations for companies such as Advanced Micro Devices (AMD),
Café de Coral, China.com Corporation, ExxonMobil, Keppel Corporation, Quam Capital,
Shanghai Tonva, Singapore Airlines and Tencent. Brett is currently a member of the Valuation for
Financial Reporting Working Group of HKICPA and a member of IP Sub-committee 1 of the
Ministry of Law, Singapore. He has written numerous articles about valuation and due diligence
in emerging markets and is a regular speaker at conferences on the same topics.

John Siu Lun Tam, Ph.D.
Dr. John Tam has recently joined the Department of Applied Biology and Chemical Technology
of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University as Visiting Professor to work on topics relating to
vaccine development as well as food safety. He has also taken up the position of Director and
Chairman of the Asia-Pacific Alliance for the Control of Influenza (APACI, an alliance devoted
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to advocacy and raising awareness of influenza control in th Asia-Pacific region), a position he
held over 10 years ago as the founding chairman. Dr. Tam had recently worked as Technical
Officer of the Initiative for Vaccine Research at the World Health Organization (WHO), Geneva,
Switzerland and was responsible for the global research and development of seasonal and pandemic
influenza vaccines as well as the focal point for influenza policy development under SAGE. He
also served as Scientist at the Global Influenza Programme of WHO and was responsible for the
development and implementation of the WHO Public Health Research Agenda for Influenza
including the coordination of influenza vaccine research and global seasonal influenza vaccine
recommendations. Dr. Tam also worked in a leading role in the pharmaceutical industry on vaccine
research and development. Prior to these, he was Professor in the Department of Microbiology,
Faculty of Medicine, The Chinese University of Hong Kong for 15 years. Dr. Tam received his
B.Sc. and M.Sc. degrees from the University of Toronto majoring in virology, microbiology and
biochemistry; and his Ph.D. degree from the University of Hong Kong on medical virology. He is
active in the field of medical virology and his interests include influenza and other viral respiratory
tract infections, viral diarrhoeal diseases and virus-associated cancers. He has published over 175
peer-reviewed articles relating to his fields of interest. During the outbreak of avian influenza
in Hong Kong in 1997 and the SARS outbreak in Asia in 2003, Dr. Tam served as advisor to
the WHO, the Hong Kong government and other regional health authorities. He received the
Bronze Bauhinia Star (B.B.S.) medal awarded by the Government of Hong Kong SAR in 2004
for his “long and outstanding contribution to the medical services sector, particularly during the
outbreak of SARS”.

Joseph Wing On Tam, Ph.D.
Dr. Joseph Wing On Tam received his Ph.D. (UCD) and BSc. (CUHK) in physical chemistry.
Dr. Tam has spent 30 years teaching and research in biochemistry and molecular biology in
HK and USA. He was the co-founder, secretary, president of the Hong Kong Biochemistry
Association. During his tenure in HKU, he brought in the Cutting-edge rDNA technology and
trained many regional scientists in 1983, by organizing the 1st International rDNA Training
Course. His laboratory has cloned the globin, G6PD and Insulin receptor genes; uncovered
mutations responsible for genetic diseases. After retirement, he stayed in Hong Kong and cofounded 3 biotechnology companies, providing the platform for young scientists to continue
work in the field. Dr. Tam had been Visiting Professor at UCSF, Baylor Medical College and
Augusta College of Medicine and Visiting Scientist of NIH and R&D Director, EY Laboratories
Inc. He is the inventor of over 10 international patents and the Flow-through Hybridization
technology has become the core technology for many companies in Europe and greater China,
including DiagCor Bioscience Ltd. – of which he is CEO/Chairman.
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Yun K. Tam, Ph.D.

Anne-Cécile Trillat, Ph.D.

Born and raised in Hong Kong, Dr. Yun K. Tam received his Bachelors degree in Biology at
the University of Minnesota in 1975; his Masters of Sciences Degree in 1978 and Ph.D. in
1981 in Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of British Columbia, Canada. Dr. Tam holds several
patents, has published over 100 refereed articles, book chapters and review articles and is regularly
invited to speak nationally and internationally. Currently, Dr. Tam sits on the Editorial Advisory
Board of two prestigious pharmaceutical journals: Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences and Drug
Metabolism and Disposition. He is also a member of the Canadian Institute of Health Research:
Proof of Principle Committee.

Dr. Anne-Cécile Trillat has been a practicing intellectual property attorney since 2005. She holds
Italian, French and European as well as European Patent Litigation certifications and works
within the patent department of De Simone and Partners in Rome, Italy, a small intellectual
property law firm specialized in trademarks and patents. Dr. Trillat’s work is focused primarily on
pharmaceuticals and biotechnology and covers European prosecution, oppositions, appeals, and
infringement and validity opinions. Dr. Trillat received her undergraduate training in chemistry
at the University of Marseille, France, and then pursued doctoral research at the University of
Paris in the field of pharmacology. Dr. Trillat then joined the groups of Ottavio Arancio at SUNY
Brooklyn and René Hen at Columbia University as a postdoctoral fellow where she studied various
models of central nervous system disease using molecular biology and physiology tools. She then
moved into the biotechnology industry where she held positions at Xenogen Biosciences in the
US and at Merck-Serono in Europe where she headed a team characterizing in vivo models for
pre-clinical target validation. Earlier in her career Dr. Trillat served for three years as an instructor
for cell biology and molecular pharmacology at the Universities of Creteil and Paris where she
gained an appreciation of the benefits and challenges of communicating science. She is married
with three children and lives in Rome, Italy.

Dr. Tam started his academic career at the Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences,
University of Alberta, Canada. During his 20 years at the University, Dr. Tam performed
research focused on applied theoretical pharmacokinetics for which he received the University’s
MaCalla Professorship. He has also conducted pharmacokinetic workshops to train scientists
in international pharmaceutical companies. During his tenure as an academic, Dr. Tam was a
consultant to multinational, national and local pharmaceutical companies. He also founded
Kinetana, which was listed in the Hong Kong GEM board in 2002, and Novokin Biotech in
2004.
Together with his wife Dr. Nuzhat Tam-Zaman, Dr. Tam founded SinoVeda Canada Inc. in
2006, which is built on its patented Pharmaceutical Platform Technology (PPT®) that is used for
developing botanical pharmaceuticals. Using his absorption technology, Dr. Tam has developed a
series of standardized products, all approved by the Natural Health Product Directorate of Canada
approved. Dr. Tam’s Ginkgo biloba and Panax ginseng have been approved as pharmaceuticals by
the Health authority in Bangladesh, a historical first in this country. For the Hong Kong market,
Dr. Tam has also developed standardized Cordyceps and Lingzhi products.

Nelson Tang, MD
Professor Tang graduated MB ChB from The Chinese University of Hong Kong in 1991. He
was admitted to Fellow of the Royal College of Pathologists of Australasia (FRCPA) in 1997.
He has been awarded a scholarship from the Sir Robert Black Trust Fund for a study leave at the
Strangeways Research Laboratory of the University of Cambridge, UK. He is currently serving in
the Advisory Committee of Genetic Pathology in the Royal College of Pathologists of Australasia.
He has been examiner for RCPA and also serves as editor of RCPA Catalogue of Genetic Tests
and Laboratories. His research interest covers both single gene diseases and genetic predisposition
of common diseases. His research team contributed to the discovery of the disease gene causing
Primary Carnitine Deficiency.
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Greg Vatcher, Ph.D.
Dr. Greg Vatcher is a Visiting Research Fellow of Neuroscience at the Neuroscience Research
Institute of Peking University in Beijing China and the bioinformatics project manager
at Hai Kang Life. Dr. Vatcher has held research positions at Tsinghua University in Beijing
and the British Columbia Cancer Research Centre in Vancouver, Canada. He is an
alumnus of Simon Fraser University and Memorial University of Newfoundland and has
published articles in the fields of genetics, cancer research, bioinformatics, and neuroscience.

Yitao Wang, MSc.
Professor Yitao Wang, is the Director of the Institute of Chinese Medical Sciences at the University
of Macau and the Director of the State Key Laboratory of Quality Research in Chinese Medicine
(University of Macau). He is also the elected Co-Director and General Secretary of the Chinese
Joint Research Centre for Drug Discovery and Development (Peking University, National
Taiwan University, University of Hong Kong and University of Macau), Director of International
Research Centre of Medicinal Administration at Peking University, and General Secretary of
the International Society for Chinese Medicine. He is known for his pioneering contributions
to the modernisation of CM, with an emphasis on systematic quality evaluation in CM. He has
been awarded over 30 major funding grants from national, provincial, and special administrative
regional administrations. Since joining UM, he has published more than 400 research papers
(200 in SCI-indexed journals), edited 16 academic books.
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Alice Yuen-Ting Wong, Ph.D.
Dr. Alice Yuen-Ting Wong is an intellectual property specialist at the Albert Wai-Kit Chan
Intellectual Property Limited. She received her Ph.D. in Biochemistry from the Chinese University
of Hong Kong. She has over 7 years research experience on protein science and also engaged in
genetic authentication of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM). In the past two years, she has
focused on patent prosecution and counseling in the fields of biotechnology and pharmaceutics.
She has published several papers on elucidating the structural-functional relationship of ribosomerelated proteins and investigating policy on patenting natural matters including genes and natural
products.

of a Panel at The Pharmacy and Biotech Appeal Division of The Patent Reexamination Board of
SIPO from January 2007 to May 2013. He joined Liu, Shen & Associates in October of 2013.

Fuk-Ling Wong, M. Phil.
Miss Fuk-Ling Wong obtained her B.Sc. and M.Phil. degrees from the School of Life Sciences,
the Chinese University of Hong Kong in 2000 and 2004, respectively. She is a key person for
the management of soybean field experiments conducting by the Center for Soybean Research,
CUHK.

Albert Cheung Hoi Yu, Ph.D.
Professor Albert Cheung Hoi Yu is the Founder and Chairman of the Hong Kong Biotechnology
Organization (HKBIO) and Hai Kang Life Corporation Limited (HKLife). He is a Member
of the Assessment Panel of the Guangdong-Hong Kong Technology Cooperation Funding
Scheme (TCFS), a Non-Official Member of the Commission on Strategic Development of the
Central Policy Unit of the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, a
Director of Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks Corporation, a Director of the Asian
Fund for Cancer Research, a Member of the Standing Committee of the Beijing Association for
Science and Technology, the Vice-President of the Chinese Neuroscience Society, the President
of the Beijing Society for Neuroscience, the Vice Chairman of the Hong Kong-Taiwan Youth
Exchange Promotion Association, and the Vice Chairman of the Hong Kong United Youth
Science & Technology Association. Dr. Yu is the vice director of the Neuroscience Research
Institute of Peking University and the Chief of the Laboratory of Translational Medicine at the
Institute of Systems Biomedicine of Peking University. Dr. Yu is the associate editor-in-chief of
Neurochemical Research and on the editorial board of GLIA and Advances in Neurobiology. Dr.
Yu has published 5 books and over 150 peer-reviewed scientific papers, has been granted over 80
patents, and has organized and chaired over 20 international conferences.

Xiaofei Zhang, MSc.
Mr. Xiaofei Zhang holds a Master’s degree in Cell Biology and finished the Postgraduate Diploma
Programmes of China University of Political Science and Law from 2007-2009. He worked in
SIPO from August 2003 – May 2013 and was as an Examiner for Reexamination and Chairman
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About the Publisher

About the Editor

Started in 1998 by Dr. Albert Wai-Kit Chan, United States-China Intellectual Property Institute
(USCIPI) is dedicated to promoting the education of intellectual property concepts and legal
matters of both China and the United States. Hoping to serve as a bridge between the two
countries, USCIPI supports and hosts meetings, training courses, seminars, and conferences that
are open to all participants, including government officials, scholars and business people. Another
major focus is producing relevant literature as another medium to propagate information and
knowledge. After a period of dormancy, USCIPI is happy to announce that it has reactivated with
the publication of this second volume of Biotechnology in Hong Kong.

Dr. Albert Wai-Kit Chan is a former research scientist in molecular biology. He was born and
raised in Hong Kong, graduated from The Chinese University of Hong Kong, and was awarded
his Ph.D. in virology at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, Texas. Dr. Chan then completed
his postdoctoral training at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in New York as an American Cancer
Society postdoctoral fellow. With the emerging legal needs of the biotechnology industry in the
late 1980s, Dr. Chan organically began his career in law, focusing on intellectual property and
using his background in science as a solid foundation for his practice. He later received his J.D.
degree from Columbia University School of Law in New York.

OUR MISSION

Through the years, Dr. Chan has handled all areas of intellectual property law, including technology
transfer, patents, trademarks, copyrights, business transactions, and trade secrets. He is well-versed
in all aspects of prosecution and litigation and is experienced in licensing, technology transfer and
the evaluation of intellectual property portfolios. Dr. Chan has served as an adjunct professor of
law at The City University of New York School of Law. His classes include intellectual property
law, patent law, technology transfer, Internet and the law, food and drug law, and international
business law. He is currently adjunct associate professor in the School of Life Sciences at The
Chinese University of Hong Kong and has adjunct professorship in the Department of Health
Technology and Informatics at The Hong Kong Polytechnic University.

United States-China Intellectual Property Institute (USCIPI) is a non-profit organization devoted
to promoting the mutual understanding of intellectual property practices in the U.S. and China.
Our philosophy is “We Educate. We Serve. We Bridge.” We hope our work will help minimize
intellectual property disputes between the U.S. and China in order to bring about both countries’
innovative excellence and maximize collaborative opportunities.

OUR METHOD
We are dedicated to educating those interested in learning about intellectual property concepts
and legal matters of both countries. Hoping to serve as a bridge between the U.S. and China, we
invite government officials, scholars and business people of both countries to come together at our
meetings, training courses, seminars, and conferences.

Dr. Chan has worked extensively with all constituents of the intellectual property protection
process in the U.S., China and other international jurisdictions. The importance of intellectual
property protection for, not only businesses but also for, the overall national economy became
apparent. With all the IP and transactional work he has done in China, which includes facilitating
joint ventures and contracts between East and West companies and building up clients’ intellectual
property portfolios, one thing became clear: Intellectual Property was a mystery to many people.
Not only that, differences in cultures and constant changes in local laws and practices made it
difficult for even those who are considered experts in the field to navigate. There was a need to
gather to communicate, share perspectives and educate. With this in mind, the United StatesChina Intellectual Property Institute was founded.
Dr. Albert Wai-Kit Chan is a partner of the Law Offices of Albert Wai-Kit Chan, PLLC in the
New York. Dr. Chan also heads Albert Wai-Kit Chan Intellectual Property Limited in Hong
Kong.
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